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PREFACE 

This volume, GSC Open File 3247, is a modified version of the material prepared 
for a short course held in Ottawa after the 1996 GSC Minerals Colloquium. The Open File 
was prepared in response to numerous requests for copies of the course material by people 
unable to attend the course. The changes relate to improvements in the bibliography, 
revision of the tables and redrafting of the tool diagrams and standard spectra in the 
Appendix (now called Part C), substitution of two of the reprints to avoid copyright 
difficulties, and to expand the subjects covered (borehole orientation surveys). The original 
three separate tables of contents have been improved and combined into one table near the 
front of the text. To coincide with this new table of contents, the entire text has been 
numbered from front to back, while the original page numbers on the reprinted material 
have been preserved for reference. 
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S Y N O P S I S  

The short course manual is divided into three parts: 

PART A: An outline of the PnnciDles of the various logging techniques, some description 
of the hardware and borehole probes used to make the measurements, and some 
information relating to the of the logs. This draws heavily on the GSC 
logging equipment for "typical" examples, but of course other variations exist in available 
logging systems. The oral presentations by the course instructors will elaborate on this. 

PART B: A compilation of selected reprints of our papers on borehole geophysics to 
provide additional details on the principles/physics of the different logging methods, 
example applications and case histories, and a hard copy reference for the course 
participants. 

PART C: Primarily a reference section, it contains a bibliography of Borehole Geophysics 
Section publications, a list of recommended further reading material (text books), tables 
of drill rod, bit, casing and hole sizes, standard gamma ray spectra from calibration and 
density tool sources, measured and theoretical spectra for natural uranium and thorium, 
diagrams of typical logging tool dimensions and configuration details, and other 
information useful to the borehole geophysicist. 

The Authors 



E GEOPHYSICS 
s 

Borehole geophysics is simply geophysics in a nontraditional environment. In 
mineral exploration, tradition dictates that airborne and surface geophysical measurements 
be made prior to drilling the target In the past, borehole geophysical measurements which 
were feasible were not used to any great extent to obtain additional information because 
it was cheaper to drill more holes. However, since drilling is now such an expensive part 
of exploration, it is important that maximum advantage be taken of the methods offered 
by geophysics to evaluate apparently barren ground (i.e. a "dry" hole) and to increase the 
probability of striking significant mineralization during subsequent drilling. 

The primary objectives of drilling a hole are to obtain information about the 
geological environment and to detect the presence and measure the quantity of economic 
minerals which will (hopefully) be intersected by the borehole. The information obtained 
from the borehole has until recent years been entirely based on the drill core taken from 
the hole. However the core is often missing for critical sections of the hole because of 
difficult drilling conditions, while in inhomogeneous rock the true ore distribution cannot 
be deduced because the core is not representative. 

Thus the borehole itself becomes a valuable pathway for geophysical logging 
instead of a worthless hole left after retrieving the drill core. The borehole geophysical 
measurements can be used to detect the presence of nearby mineralization missed by the 
borehole, to evaluate zones where the core was lost, or to evaluate large-volume bulk 
samples of the ore mineralization in the walls of the borehole. Some techniques such as 
those based on nuclear methods, can even be used inside steel drill pipe or casing. 
Electrical, electromagnetic and seismic methods can be used in a hole-to-hole configuration 
to study the rocks between adjacent boreholes. Surface-to-hole, and hole-to-surface 
measurements can be used to increase the radius of investigation around the borehole. 

The Borehole Geophysics Section at the Geological Survey of Canada has examined 
the application of these methods to mineral exploration in various mining areas across 
Canada. Borehole geophysical measurements have included IP, resistivity, self potential, 
magnetic susceptibility, conductivity, natural gamma (K, U and Th), spectral gamma- 
gamma (density, heavy element assay), temperature, temperature gradient and acoustic 
velocity. These have been used for delineating mineralized zones, mapping alteration 
zones associated with mineralization, hole-to-hole lithologic correlation, assaying of 
mineralization, detecting groundwater flow patterns within the holes, and determining in- 
situ physical properties for use in the interpretation of ground and airborne geophysical 
data. Examples will be described showing interpretations of these logs from various 
mining areas in Canada, which include gold, lead, copper, zinc, and uranium deposits. 



COURSE DESCRIPTION: The course is designed to provide an introduction to borehole 
geophysical logging, commencing with an overview and brief description of the available 
methods which have potential for application in mineral exploration. Detailed 
explanations will be given for those methods which are being applied today, either 
routinely, or experimentally in various exploration environments (excluding pulse EM). 
Physical principles of the methods, the instrumentation, calibration, data acquisition 
procedures, correction factors, possible sources of error, and methods of data presentation 
with examples, will be described. 

Methods to be covered in some detail: 
Gamma-ray spectral (Total Count, K, U, Th) 
Spectral gamma-gamma (density, heavy element content) 
Electrical (IP, R, SP) 
Magnetic Susceptibility and 3-component Magnetometer 
Conductivity 
Temperature (and temperature gradient) 
Acoustic (velocity, full waveform) 
Orientation (surveying dip and azimuth of a hole) 

Case Histories: 
To illustrate the application of these borehole geophysical techniques, examples 

from several mining areas (base metal, gold, kimberlite) across Canada will be examined. 
The use of multiparameter logs will be discussed to illustrate how ambiguities can be 
reduced as the available information increases. 

Hardware Demonstrations: 
The borehole probes in the above list will be shown, some of them disassembled, 

to illustrate their construction, size, complexity etc. and to provide participants with an 
appreciation for the hardware involved in borehole geophysics. Depending on availability 
of time and equipment, a portable, and truck-mounted logging system will be on view. 

Software Demonstrations: 
The GSC-developed software LogView will be' reviewed with a hands-on 

demonstration. This Windows-based data-presentation software was developed to provide 
publication quality output of borehole geophysical logs. In April 1995, LogView was 
released as GSC Open File 3055, and is now available at a cost of $75.00. 

Course Instructors: 
The course will be given by members of the Borehole Geophysics Section, Mineral 

Resources Division. These include Patrick G. Killeen, C. Jonathan Mwenifumbo, Barbara 
E. Elliott, Karen A. Pflug, Gordon R. Bernius and Laurel D. Schock, all of whom have been 
involved for a number of years in various aspects of borehole geophysical research at the 
GSC, and have published numerous papers on the subject. 



PART A PRINCIPLES, PROBES AND INTERPRETATION: AN 
OUTLINE 

Al.  THE GSC BOREHOLE GEOPHYSICAL LOGGING SYSTEM 

Applications of geophysical logging encompass both mining exploration and geotechnical 
problems. These include: delineating ore zones, identifying and mapping alteration 
associated with ore, mapping lithology and hole-to-hole stratigraphic correlation. Also 
possible is in situ assaying of ore, and in situ determination of physical rock properties for 
calculating geotechnical (rock strength) parameters. Groundwater flow patterns in joints 
and fractures intersected by the holes can be detected as well. 

The primary components of the GSC R&D logging system are: 
1. the borehole probe containing the geophysical sensor; 
2. the logging cable and winch for sending the signal to the surface instruments, and 

for sending power down to the probe; 
3. a depth counter attached to a wellhead pulley for keeping track of the location of 

the probe in the hole; 
4. an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) to convert the signal to digital form for 

recording; 
5. a computer, keyboard and CRT monitor to acquire data and display information; 
6.  a 9-track magnetic tape recorder; 
7. a multi-pen chart recorder to provide a hard copy in the field. 

In addition to the truck mounted system, the GSC operates an IFG Corporation portable 
logging system for use in inaccessible areas. This system has the basic component. as 
above, except data are recorded on the hard disk of the computer and displayed on the 
monitor, and hard copies are not produced at the field site. 

Most modern 'slim-hole' probes (tools), 38 to 50 mm in diameter, are designed to run in BQ 
or larger holes. The logging speed is usually about 6 m/minute. The probes can be run in 
air- and/or water-filled holes depending on the sensor. Data sampling rate ranges from 
1 to 5 samples per second, providing a measurement every 2 to 10 cm along the hole. 

The two GSC logging systems have seven logging probes with different sensors that in 
total can measure over twenty parameters. The characteristics of the logging probes and 
their measuring principles are briefly described below. 



A2. GAMMA-RAY SPECTRAL LOGGING 

A21 Geological Interpretation of Gamma-Ray Spectral Logs 

Gamma-ray measurements detect variations in the natural radioactivity originating from 
changes in concentrations of the trace elements uranium (U) and thorium (Th) as well as 
changes in concentration of the major rock forming element potassium (K). Since the 
concentrations of these naturally occurring radioelements vary between different rock 
types, natural gamma-ray logging provides an important tool for lithologic mapping and 
stratigraphic correlation. Gamma-ray logs are important for detecting alteration zones, and 
for providing information on rock types. For example, in sedimentary rocks, sandstones 
can be easily distinguished from shales due to the low potassium content of the sandstones 
compared to the shales. 

In sedimentary rocks, potassium is in general the principal source of natural gamma 
radiation, primarily originating from clay minerals such as illite and montmorillonite. In 
igneous and metamorphic geologic environments, the three sources of natural radiation 
may contribute equally to the total gamma radiation detected by the gamma probe. Often 
in base metal and gold exploration areas, the principal source of the natural gamma 
radiation is potassium because alteration, characterized by the development of sericite 
(sericitization), is prevalent in some of the lithologic units and results in an increase in the 
element potassium in these units. The presence of feldspar porphyry sills, which contain 
increased concentrations of K-feldspar minerals, would also show higher than normal 
radioactivity on the gamma-ray logs. During metamorphism and hydrothermal alteration 
processes, uranium and thorium may be preferentially concentrated in certain lithologic 
units. 

For details on natural gamma ray logging in volcanic rocks, see Mwenifumbo and 
Killeen, 1987. 

A2.2 Principle of Gamma-Ray Spectral Logging 

A gamma-ray probe's sensor is usually a sodium iodide or cesium iodide scintillation 
detector. Unlike a total count gamma-ray probe, the spectral gamma-ray probe measures 
the energy of each gamma ray detected. K, U and Th emit gamma rays with characteristic 
energies so estimates of the concentrations of the three radioelements can be made. 

Potassium decays into two stable isotopes (argon and calcium) which are no longer 
radioactive, and emits gamma rays with energies of 1.46 MeV. Uranium and thorium, 
however, decay into daughter-products which are unstable (i.e. radioactive). The decay 
of uranium forms a series of about a dozen radioactive elements in nature which finally 
decay to a stable isotope of lead. The decay of thorium forms a similar series of 
radioelements. As each radioelement in the series decays, it is accompanied by emissions 
of alpha or beta particles or gamma rays. The gamma rays have specific energies associated 
with the decaying radionuclide. The most prominent of the gamma rays in the uranium 



series originate from decay of 214Bi (bismuth), and in the thorium series from decay of 20'?l 
(thallium). 

Because there should be an equilibrium relationship between the daughter product and 
parent, it is possible to compute the quantity (concentration) of parent uranium (238U) and 
thorium (232~h) in the decay series by counting gamma rays from the daughter products 
214Bi and 208T1 respectively, if the probe has been properly calibrated (Killeen, 1982). 

While the probe is moving along the hole, the gamma rays are sorted into an energy 
specbum and the number of gamma rays in three pre-selected energy windows centred 
over 40K, 214~i  and 208T1 peaks in the spectrum are computed each second, as is the total 
gamma-ray count. These four numbers represent gamma rays originating from potassium, 
uranium, thorium and Total Count (TC) detected during that one second of counting time. 

These data are recorded along with the depth and are displayed on the chart recorder to 
produce gamma-ray spectral logs. The raw gamma-ray spectral logs (Total Count log, K 
log, U log and Th log) provide more information than a non-spectral (gross count) log, and 
it is possible to convert them to quantitative logs of K, U and Th concentrations. This 
requires that the probe be calibrated in model boreholes with known concentrations of K, 
U and Th such as the models constructed by the GSC at Bells Corners near Ottawa (Killeen, 
1986). 

Because gamma rays can be detected through steel, logging can be done inside drill rod 
or casing with a slight decrease in sensitivity. 

A2.3 The Gamma-Ray Spectral Logging Equipment 

The GSC R&D logging system utilizes gamma-ray spectral data acquisition equipment 
similar to that found in modern airborne gamma-ray spectrometers. Full 256-channel 
gamma-ray spectra over an energy range of approximately 0.07 to 3.0 MeV are recorded 
from a scintillation detector in the probe. The storage medium is 9-track magnetic tape. 
Scintillation detectors of different materials, and of different sizes are used by the GSC. 
These include: 

Name 

Cesium Iodide 

Sodium Iodide 

Bismuth Germanate (BGO) 

Composition 

CsI (Na) 

NaI (Tl) 

Bi, Ge, O,, 

Density (g/cm3) 

4 

3.67 

7.0 



Probe housings of outside diameter 1.25" (32 mm), 1.5" (38 mm) or 2" (50 mm), contain 
detectors of sizes %" x 3", 1" x 3", and 1.25" x 5", respectively, for use in A Q  BQ, and NQ 
holes, respectively. The probe (and detector) selection is determined by the hole diameter. 
The largest diameter probe that will safely fit in the borehole will maximize the count rate 
and provide better counting statistics. For smaller probes, the higher density (higher 
efficiency) materials are chosen. (These are also higher cost). If the count rate is too low 
due to the extremely low concentrations of K, U and Th, as is often the case in' limestones 
for example, it is not possible to produce K, U and Th logs. In that case only the Total 
Count log, which is the count rate of all gamma rays above a preselected threshold energy 
(usually 100 KeV or 400 KeV), is produced. A number of factors determine the logging 
speeds and sample times during the acquisition of gamma-ray data. The critical factors are 
the anticipated levels of radioactivity and the size of detector in the probe. Gamma-ray 
spectral logging is usually done at 3 m/minute but can be done as fast as 6 m/minute or 
as slow as 0.5 m/minute for more detailed information. The volume sampled is about 0.5 
cubic metres of rock surrounding the detector, at each measurement (i.e. 10 to 30 cm radius 
depending on the rock density). 

A3. DENSITYISPECTRAL GAMMA-GAMMA (SGG) LOGGING 

A3.1 Geological Interpretation of Density and SGG Logs 

The density/SGG logging tool measures rock density and SGG ratio. The SGG ratio 
(defined below) is related to the effective atomic number of the rock, which depends on 
the chemical composition of the rock. The SGG ratio log is particularly useful for detecting 
base metals; these elements have high atomic numbers compared to major rock-forming 
minerals, and they can occur in high enough concentrations to increase the effective atomic 
number of the rock significantly . The SGG ratio log may also be useful for lithologic 
mapping in areas where the iron content differs significantly among different rock types. 

The density of rock is affected by porosity, water content and composition. Most of the 
density variations within igneous and metamorphic rocks are due to variations in 
mineralogical composition. Rocks with higher percentages of mafic minerals (Fe, Mg 
silicates) have higher densities than those with higher percentages of felsic minerals (Ca, 
Na, K, A1 silicates). The presence of minerals containing heavy elements such as base 
metals increases the overall density of the host rock. In sedimentary rocks, density 
variations may be a result of differing degrees of compaction (induration) rather than 
changes in elemental composition. 

In ore tonnage and reserve computations, one of the factors used is the specific gravity and 
hence a knowledge of in-situ densities of the rocks may provide valuable information. The 
density log is also useful for locating fractures since open fractures intersected by the 
borehole often appear as low density zones on the density log (Wilson et al, 1989). 



A3.2 The DensityISGG Logging Equipment 

The density and SGG ratio (or heavy element indicator) logs are derived from the spectral 
gamma-gamma probe (Killeen and Mwenifumbo, 1988). The density/SGG tool is 
essentially a spectral gamma-ray logging tool with the addition of a weak (10 millicurie 
= 370 MBq) gamma-ray source (e.g. y o )  on the nose of the probe. The tool has a 23 mm 
by 76 mm (0.9" x 3 )  cesium iodide detector which measures gamma rays from the source 
that are backscattered by the rock around the borehole. 

Complete backscattered gamma-ray spectra are recorded in 1024 channels over an energy 
range of approximately 0.03 to 1.0 MeV. Density information is determined from the count 
rate in an energy window above 200 keV while information about the elemental 
composition or heavy element content is derived from the ratio of the count rates in two 
energy windows (spectral gamma-gamma ratio, SGG): one at high energy (above 200 keV) 
and one at low energy (below 200 keV). When the density of the rock increases, the count 
rate in both windows will decrease due to the change in compton-scattered gamma rays 
reaching the detector. However, if there is an increase in the content of high-Z (atomic 
number) elements in the rock, the associated increase in photoelectric absorption (which 
is roughly proportional to Z5) will cause a significant decrease in count rate in the low 
energy window with a small change in the high energy window. Since the low energy 
window is affected by both density and Z while the high energy window is mainly 
affected by density, the ratio of counts in the high energy window to the counts in the low 
energy window can be used to obtain information on changes in Z. This ratio increases 
when the probe passes through zones containing high-Z materials. Thus the log can be 
considered as a heavy element indicator, and can be calibrated in some conditions to 
produce an assay tool for quantitative determination of the heavy element concentration 
in situ along the borehole, without resorting to chemical assaying of the core (Killeen and 
Mwenifumbo, 1988). 

The SGG sample volume is smaller than for natural gamma ray logging since the gamma 
rays must travel out from the probe, into the rock and back to the detector. A 10 to 15 cm 
radius around the probe is "seen". Data are acquired at a logging speed of 6.0 m/minute, 
with a sample time of 1 second giving a measurement every 10 cm. 

A4. INDUCED POLARIZATIONIRESISTIVITYISELF POTENTIAL LOGGING 

The Induced Polarization (IP) tool consists of an assembly of electrodes, usually including 
a current electrode and two potential (measurement) electrodes. A square wave current 
with an 'off' time between positive and negative parts of the waveform is transmitted 
(waveforms may be from 1 second to 8 seconds duration). Potential measurements made 
at selected times in the waveform can be related to the IP effect (chargeability of the rocks), 
the resistivity (R) of the rocks, and to self-potentials (SP) generated in the rocks. The 
transmitter is a constant current source 1ocatc;A at the surface. A detailed explanation of the 
IP probe will be given below. 



A4.1 Geological interpretation of IP/R/SP Logs 

A4.1.1 Induced Polarization 

In time domain IP measurements, the ratio of the secondary voltage measured during the 
current off-time to the primary voltage measured during the current on-time is related to 
the electrical polarizability of the rock and is called chargeability. A'high chargeability 
response is an indication of the presence of metallic sulphides and oxides or cation-rich 
clays such as illite and montmorillonite (Mwenifumbo, 1989). One of the major alteration 
processes within a number of base metal and gold mining camps is pyritization and this 

a is a target for most IP logging in gold exploration. 

A4.1.2 Resistivity 

The electrical resistivity of rocks depends on several factors including the presence of 
conductive minerals such as base metal sulphides or oxides and graphite in the rock. Most 
rocks without these minerals are usually poor conductors and their resistivities are 
governed primarily by their porosity, degree of fracturing., salinity of the pore 'water, the 
degree of saturation of the pore spaces, and to a lesser extent by the intrinsic minerals that 
constitute the rock. Some alteration processes such as silicification and carbonatization 
tend to reduce the porosity and hence increase the resistivity of the rock. In igneous and 
metamorphic rocks, the resistivity log is useful mainly in mapping conductive minerals 
and fracture zones. In sedimentary rocks, the resistivity log is frequently used in lithologic 
mapping because changes in lithology are often associated with changes in porosity. 

A4.1.3 Self Potential or Spontaneous Polarization 

SP anomalies are mainly an indication of the presence of graphite and/or high 
concentrations of base metal sulphides including pyrite. Large self potentials observed 
within and around sulphide and graphite bodies are mainly caused by electrochemical 
processes (Sato and Mooney, 1960, Hovdan and Bolviken, 1984). Low resistivity anomalies 
correlating with SP and IP anomalies are, therefore, good indications of the presence of 
conductive minerals. SF anomalies can be also generated by fluid flow in porous media 
(electrokinetic or streaming potentials - Bogoslovsky and Ogil'vy, 1970,1972) and heat flow 
(thermal electric coupling - Corwin and Hoover, 1979). 

A4.2 The IP Logging Probe Description 

The transrhitter on surface is a constant current source capable of supplying up  to 250 mA. 
There are 4 selectable pulse times for the current waveforms: 0.25s, 0 . 5 ~ ~  Is  and 2s (i.e. full 
waveforms of 1 second to 8 seconds duration). The long pulse times would be used when 
logging at very-low speeds in order to avoid errors that could be introduced by smearing 
measurements over large depth intervals. The volume of rock sampled is related to the 
electrode spacings. The full waveform is recorded (digitized at 4ms intervals) on 9-track 



magnetic tape. Logging speed ranges from 1 to 6 m/minute according to the chosen pulse 
length (waveform duration). The sample interval is dependant on the logging speed and 
waveform period. Typically, a 1 second period with a logging speed of 6 m/minute results 
in sampling every 10 cm along the borehole. This tool must be run in uncased, water-filled 
holes. 

A4.2.1 Induced Polarization 

The standard IP parameter is the chargeability determined during the middle of the 'off' 
time of the decaying waveform. The apparent chargeabilities can be measured with 3 types 
of electrode arrays: 40-cm normal array, lateral array (pole-dipole array) and the 10-cm 
Dakhnov micronorrnal array. The downhole current and potential electrodes are gold- 
plated brass cylinders, 40 mm in diameter (Mwenifumbo, 1990). 

A4.2.2 Resistivity 

The resistivity measurements are derived from the waveforms received during the 
constant current 'on' time of the square waveform, after the initial IP charging effects are 
over. Resistivity measurements are made with the same arrays as are used in the IP 
measurements. Single point resistance measurements can also be made using a single 
downhole current/potential electrode (Pb) and a return/reference electrode on the surface. 

A4.2.3 Self Potential or Spontaneous Polarization 

The self potential is determined during the late 'off' time of the IP decay waveform. SP 
measurements are carried out either in the gradient mode with the same arrays as are used 
in the IP measurements, or in the potential mode with a single Pb or Cu/CuSo, electrode 
downhole and a reference electrode on the surface. SP can be measured simultaneously 
with the IP/Resistivity measurements or in a separate logging run with current off. The 
latter is the preferred approach. 

A5. MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY LOGGING 

A5.1 Geological Interpretation of Magnetic Susceptibility Logs 

The magnetic susceptibility (MS) of a volume of rock is a function of the amount of 
magnetic minerals, (mainly magnetite and pyrrhotite), contained within the rock. MS 
measurements can provide a rapid estimate of the ferromagnetism of the rock. These 
measurements can be interpreted to reflect lithological changes, degree of homogeneity 
and the presence of alteration zones in the rock mass. During the process of hydrothermal 
alteration, primary magnetic minerals (e.g. magnetite) may be altered (or oxidized) to 
weakly- or non-magnetic minerals (e.g. hematite). Anomalously low susceptibilities within 
an otherwise homogeneous high susceptibility (ferromagnetic) rock unit may be an 
indication of altered zones. 



Basic flows and diabase dikes containing higher concentrations of magnetic minerals can 
be easily outlined with magnetic susceptibility measurements when they occur within a 
sedimentary sequence that normally contains little or no magnetic minerals. 

A5.2 The Magnetic Susceptibility (MS) Logging Probe Description 

A5.2.1 MS Measurement with the Geoinstruments TH-3C Probe 

The magnetic susceptibility tool is a Geoinstruments model TH-3C probe which uses a 
signal processing unit developed at the GSC (Bristow and Bernius, 1984; Bristow, 1985). 
The probe contains a coil, 42 mm in diameter by 0.5 m in length, in an electrical bridge 
circuit energized at a frequency of 1400 Hz. When the probe passes through magnetically 
susceptible material, the coil inductance changes causing the bridge to become unbalanced. 
The bridge is balanced automatically by changing the energizing frequency. This change 
in frequency is proportional to magnetic susceptibility. Since the measurements are made 
inductively (i.e., with EM coils not contact electrodes), the tool can be used inside plastic 
casing and in dry holes. Susceptibilities in the range of 0 to 2.0 SI can be measured with 
this tool. The volume of investigation or 'sample volume' is roughly a sphere of 30 cm 
radius, surrounding the sensing coil in the probe. Logging is normally carried out at 6 
m/minute and a measurement is taken every second or each 10 cm along the hole. 

A5.2.2 MS Measurement with the BRGM 'ROMULUS' probe 

The Romulus probe is a low-frequency (4 KHz), two-coil electromagnetic induction probe. 
It consists of coaxial transmitting and receiving coils spaced 85 cm apart. It compensates 
for the primary field and measures in-phase and quadrature components of the secondary 
field. These two quantities are approximately proportional to magnetic susceptibility and 
electrical conductivity of the rock around the borehole. 

For the magnetic susceptibility (in-phase) measurement, the sensitivity is 3.14~10-~ pSI/volt 
and the measuring range is 10" to 3 . 5 ~ 1 0 ~ ~  PSI. 

A5.3 The Conductivity Logging Probe Description 

A5.3.1 Conductivity Measurement with the Geoinstruments TH3C probe 

The Maxwell-bridge circuit which is used in the TH-3 probe also allows conductivity of 
material close to the coil to be measured simultaneously with susceptibility. This is 
accomplished by resolving the change in complex impedance seen by the bridge into its 
inductive and resistive vector components. (Resistive material around the coil causes the 
coil to behave as a transformer with the resistive material acting as a combined and 
distributed "secondary winding" and "load"). Resistivity measurements using this 
technique are limited to a range of 10' ohm-m to lo3 ohm-m (conductivity = 10 mho/m to 
10" mho/m). In practice only a few sedimentary formations would normally have 
resistivities low enough to fall within this range, while in igneous rocks only graphitic 



conductors or mineralized zones such as massive sulphides would be included (Bristow 
and Bernius, 1984). 

A5.3.2. Conductivity measurement with the BRGM 'ROMULUS' probe 

As mentioned above in the section on magnetic susceptibility, the secondary field at the 
receiver coil is measured and the out of phase component is proportional to electrical 
conductivity (quadrature). The sensitivity is 0.46 mho/m/volt and the measuring range 
is 10" to 5.5 mho/m. 

A6. TEMPERATURWEMPERATURE GRADIENT LOGGING 

A6.1 Geological Interpretation of Temperature Logs 

Temperature measurements are used to detect changes in thermal conductivity of the rocks 
along the borehole or to detect water flow through cracks or fractures. Fractures or shear 
zones may provide pathways for groundwater to flow if hydrologic gradients exist within 
the rock mass. Groundwater movements produce characteristic anomalies and their 
detection may provide information on the location of the fractured rock mass and hence 

. aid in the structural interpretation of the area. The temperature gradient log amplifies 
small changes in the temperature log, making them easier to detect. 

Large concentrations of metallic sulphides and oxides may perturb the isothermal regime 
locally since metallic minerals have very high thermal conductivities. This perturbation 
may be delineated with the high sensitivity temperature logging system. This, however, 
would be observed only in a thermally 'quiet' environment. In areas where there are 
numerous fracture zones with ground water movements, thermal anomalies due to ground 
water movements are much larger than those that would be caused by the presence of 
metallic minerals. 

For more details on temperature logging, consult the following references: Bristow 
and Conaway, 1984 and Mwenifumbo, 1993. 

A6.2 The Temperature Logging Probe Description 

The ultra-high sensitivity temperature probe designed at the GSC has a 10 cm long and 7 
mm diameter tip of thermistor beads with sensitivity of 0.0001 degrees Celsius. Changes 
in temperature of the fluid in the borehole are measured and sent as a digital signal to the 
surface. The signal is then converted into true temperature after correcting for the effect 
of the thermistor time constants; the temperature gradients are computed from the 
temperature data. All temperature logging is carried out during a downhole run so the 
sensor is measuring the temperature of the undisturbed fluid. The usual logging speed is 
6 m/minute with data sampled every 1/5 of a second (approximately every 2 on). This 
high spatial resolution of data is necessary to determine accurate temperature gradients. 



A7. FULL WAVEFORM ACOUSTIC LOGGING 

A7.1 Geological Interpretation of Full Waveform Acoustic Logs 

In acoustic logging, a transmitter located in the borehole emits a pulse of mechanical 
energy which is recorded by one or more receivers located in the borehole some distance 
away from the transmitter (see Figure 7.1). In full waveform acoustic logging, the complete 
acoustic wave at each receiver is recorded digitally. The character of the acoustic signal 
that is detected by the receivers is affected by, among other things, the mechanical 
properties of the rock around the borehole. 

Full waveform acoustic logs have many applications, such as: 

1) The in-situ determination of compressional and shear wave velocities, which are 
useful in the interpretation of hole-to-hole seismic tomography and surface seismic 
data. 

2) The compressional and shear velocities can be combined with data from a density 
logging tool to calculate formation elastic parameters such as Poisson's ratio, 
Young's modulus, the bulk modulus and the shear modulus, which.are important 
parameters in many geotechnical engineering problems and in mine development. 

3) The determination of porosity in porous rocks from the compressional wave 
velocity (Paillet and Cheng, 1991). 

4) The measurement of permeability in porous rocks (Stoneley wave amplitude and 
velocity). 

5) The detection of fractures and the measurement of fracture permeability 
(Stoneley wave amplitude). 

6 )  Logs of compressional and shear wave velocity can be useful in hole-to-hole 
lithological correlation. 

7) The compressional wave amplitude is used to determine the presence of cement 
grout behind steel casing and to assess the degree of bonding to the casing and the 
formation, in 'the cement bond log'. 



A7.2 Principle of Full Waveform Acoustic Logging 

Figure 7.1 illustrates how borehole acoustic, measurements are made using a typical 
acoustic probe. The probe contains a single transmitter at the base of the probe and two 
receivers located above the transmitter. 

A compressional Q wave is generated in the borehole fluid by pulsing of the transmitter 
(Tx). P-waves are characterized by pressure oscillations that are parallel to the direction 
of propagation. Liquids can only support P-waves, however, solids can support both P- 
waves and Swaves (shear waves), in which the oscillations are perpendicular to the 
direction of propagation. The P-wave generated in the borehole radiates away from the 
transmitter in all directions. At the borehole wall, acoustic energy is reflected back into the 
borehole and refracted into the rock. Because solids can support both P-waves and S- 
waves, some of the acoustic energy that is refracted into the rock is converted to S-waves. 
Some of the energy that strikes the wall at the critical angle for P-waves (determined by 
the P-wave velocities in the rock and borehole fluid) will propagate as a P-wave along the 
borehole wall. Likewise, some of the energy that strikes the wall at the critical angle for S- 
waves (determined by the Swave velocity in the rock and the P-wave velocity in the fluid) 
will propagate as an S-wave along the borehole wall. As these P- and S-waves travel along 
,fie borehole wall, energy is reradiated back into the borehole at the critical angles as F 
waves. The energy that is reradiated back into the borehole is detected at the receivers. 



If the compressional wave veloaty in the borehole fluid is v, and in the rock is v,, and if 
the probe is centered in the borehole, the travel time from the transmitter (Tx) to the near 
receiver (Rx,) is (see Fig. 7.1): 

a b a  tl=- +- +- 
Vf vp Vf 

Figure 7.1 Acoustic Velocity Probe 

The travel time to the far receiver (Rx,) will be: 

a  b+c a t_=- +- +- 

The travel time in the rock between the two receivers is, therefore: 

Thus, acoustic logging probes with two receivers record the travel time between receivers 
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divided by the receiver separation (the "interval travel time") in units of 
microseconds/foot. 

In full waveform acoustic logging, the complete signal (full waveform) at each receiver is 
digitized and recorded, in addition to the interval travel time. The waveform signal 
consists of several different modes of acoustic energy. The P- and S-waves travelling along 
the borehole wall are known as 'head waves'. Their velocities in the rock are v, and vs (< 
vJ. In addition to the head waves, other modes of acoustic energy are present in the full 
waveform that arise because acoustic energy that is incident on the borehole wall at angles 
greater than the critical angle is completely reflected back into the borehole (ie, the 
borehole acts as a waveguide). These modes are known as guided modes and include the 
compressional, shear normal, and the Stoneley or tube wave modes. Guided modes travel 
with velocities less than v, and they may be prominent in the full waveform. The character 
of the waveform is determined by the mode content, which depends on such factors as the 
mechanical properties of the rock around the borehole, the compressional velocity in the 
borehole fluid, the source frequency and the borehole size. For instance, in "soft 
formations" in which the S-wave velocity in the rock is less than the P-wave velocity in the 
fluid, the shear head wave and shear normal modes are absent. . 

Because v, is greater than v, and the velocities of the guided modes, the P-wave through 
the rock arrives at the receivers first and is known as the "first arrival". The interval travel 
time that is recorded by acoustic logging systems corresponds to this first arrival. The first 
arrival is detected at each receiver by determining when the signal crosses a threshold 
level set by the operator. Two common sources of error in the interval travel time 
computed this way are caused by cycle skipping and noise. Both errors tend to cause 
spikes in the interval travel time log. 

In cycle skipping, the waveform at the far receiver may be too weak for the first peak to 
cross the threshold and the acquisition program triggers on a later cycle in the waveform. 
When this happens, the recorded interval travel time will be too large by the amount of 
time between the first peak on the far waveform and the peak that actually crosses the 
threshold. 

Nohe that is present at the start of the waveform (caused by vibrations in the probe as it 
bumps along the borehole) may be strong enough at one or both receivers to cross the 
threshold. The computed interval travel time in this case may be larger or smaller than the 
real interval travel time, but it also generally appears as a spike on the travel time log. 
Noise is obvious on the full waveform as a non-flat signal ahead of the full waveform. 

Acoustic logging requires water-filled boreholes to make good 'contact' with the 
surrounding rock. Full waveform acoustic logging is generally done in open (uncased) 
holes, however it is possible to determine F and S-wave velocities is cased holes. 

The depth of penetration in acoustic logging is about one wavelength, which is a function 
of source frequency and acoustic velocity. Typical source frequencies cover the range of 



about 10 - 30 kHz and compressional wave velocities in hard rocks usually fall in the range 
of 5 - 8 km/s. The depth of penetration for P-waves for this tool is about 20 cm in hard 
rocks. 

For more details on full waveform acoustic logging, consult the following references: 
Paillet et al, 1992; Paillet and Cheng, 1991; Astbury and Worthington, 1986a,b; Willis and 
Toksoz, 1983; Paillet and White, 1982; Cheng and Toksoz, 1981. 

A7.3 The Mount Sopris Full Waveform Acoustic Logging Equipment 

The full waveform acoustic logging probe used by the GSC (Mount Sopris Instruments 
Company, Model CLP 4681) is 45 mrn in diameter and contains a piezoelectric transducer 
transmitter, with a center frequency of about 28 kHz, and two piezoelectric transducer 
receivers. The receivers are separated by a distance of 30 cm and the transmitter-receiver 
separations are 0.9 m and 1.2 m (3 ft and 4 ft). The transmitter is separated from the 
receivers by a flexible acoustic isolator to prevent acoustic energy from travelling directly 
to the receivers through the probe. 

The transmitter pulses twice per second and the acoustic signal is digitized alternately by 
the two receivers for a period of about I millisecond at 4 microsecond intervals. The 
difference in arrival time of the acoustic signal at the two receivers provides a measure of 
the P-wave velocity in the rock every second. Logging speeds of 3 to 6 m/minute result 
in a sample depth interval of 5 to 10 cm for this tool. 

A8. THE IFG 3-COMPONENT MAGNETIC / ORIENTATION PROBE 

A major problem in exploration drilling is knowing exactly where drillholes go since they 
often deviate from the planned path by significant amounts, both in direction (azimuth) 
and dip. The GSC has partially supported the development (by IFG  orb. of Brampton, 
Ontario) of a new borehole orientation probe based on measurements with a 3-component 
fluxgate magnetometer and solid state tilt meters in the probe. The probe continuously 
monitors its movement in dip and direction as it moves down the hole at about 6 
m/minute sending the data to the up-hole electronics for recording and display on a PC. 
Because the borehole orientation data are recorded every few centimeters in the hole, noisy 
parts of the record which may occur due to magnetic anomalies can be easily edited to 
provide accurate survey results. Most of the older techniques which relied on magnetic 
measurements were recorded at largely separated points in the hole and anomalous 
readings were hard to detect and ambiguous to interpret. 



The 3-component magnetometer measurements are themselves of interest in mineral 
exploration for detecting the presence of magnetic bodies at some distance from the hole. 
The prototype version of the probe being used by the GSC, contains two sets of 3- 
component magnetometers and the application of borehole magnetic gradiometer 
measurements are also being investigated. 
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Abstnct 

Although surface and airborne geophysics an widely accepted in mineral exploration. adoption of borehole geophysics has 
lagged for two main reasons; 1) the shortage of use histories demonsmting the application of borehole geophysics to mineral 
exploration, and 2) the lack of suitable slim-hole instrumentation. 

At the Geological Survey of Canada (GSC), the Borehole Geophysics Section of the Mined Resources Division has addressed 
the fmt problem by demonstrating the benefits of bonhole geophysics for mineral exploration. Calibration facilities have also been 
developed for quantification of bonhole geophysical measurements by government, industry and universities. This has helped to 
stimulate the development of commercial mineral logging systems and suvices in Canada. 

At the same time, the Instrumentation RBrD Section has addressed the second problem by developing new technology required 
to record a complete data set comprising the geophysical signature of a mineral deposit and its host rock. 

This paper briefly outlines the following activities of the Borehole Geophysics Section: calibration, applications and new 
technology. 

A bibliography of selected references which provide more details about these activities is also included. 

INTRODUCIION 

The activities of the Borehole Geophysics Section can be 
described under three general topics: calibration, applications 
and technology (Fig. 1). Highlights of these activities follow. 

CALIBRATION 

Ideally, borehole geophysical logs should be quantitative 
measurements of physical parametas, instead of just an 
indication of the presence of high or low values of these 
parameters. To provide such quantitative logs, probes must be 
properly calibrated to determine their response in a known, 

controlled situation such as a physical model or bonhole. 
Development of quantitative calibration methods must take 
place in conjunction with developments in technology and 
methodology as shown in Figure 2. For any given application. 
the methods will usually provide qualitative results a! fmt, 
followed by technological adjustments which make calibration 
possible as well as desirable (eg. the switch from andog 
recording to digital recording). The feedback from a 
quantitative measunment capability results in changes in 
methodology, or even in the hardware. This fczdhck process 
continues between the applications. and the calibration faicilities 
and procedures until an established methodology for 
qwtitigive measurements is developed and widely accepted. 

'Geological Survey of Canada, 601 Booth Street, Ottawa. Ontario, KIA OE8 



BOREHOLE GEOPHYSICS: 
Taking Geophysics into the Third Dlmenslon 

Providing calibration facilities for industry, 
government and unlversitles. 

Demonstrating exploration, mining and 
geotechnlcal applications. 

Developlng lnnovatlve technology for borehole 
geophysics. 

Figure 1 

Figure 3 lists the p m e t e r s  for which here are currently 
calibration activities at the GSC in suppon of quantitative 
measurements. 

An overview of currently available C m d h  calibntion 
facilities is given by Schock et al. (in these Proceedings). 

On the recommendation of the International Atomic Energy 
Agency (IAEA), the GSC is also leading an international 
project to cross reference gamma-ray calibration facilities 
around the world. 

APPLICATIONS 

The GSCdeveloped R&D logging system has 
demonstrated the application of borehole geophysics to 
minerals and geotechnid problems from coast to coast in 
Canada. The map in Figure 4 shows the broad diversity of 
applications studied by the Borehole Geophysics Section since 
1974 and their wide distribution of locations across Cimada. 

I + APPLlCATlON 4 Applications which the Borehole Geophysics Section has 
largeted for examination encompass both mined explontion 
in mining dishcts across Canada and geotechnical problems, 
as shown in Figure 5. Applications include: delineating 
minnalized zones, identifying and mapping alteration 

TECHNOLOGY/ associated with mineralization, lithologic interpretation and 

METHODOLOGY 
hole-bhole stmigraphic comlation. in situ assaying of 
mintlalization, determining in situ physical rock properties for 
use in the interpretation of ground and airborne geophysical 
data, detecting groundwater flow patterns within the holes. and 
groundwater energy research. Work has been done to 

CALIBRATION charactaize physical properties of m i n d  deposits including 
massive sulphides, and deposits of tin, lead, graphite, gold, 
coal. iron, and others. 

Figure 2 
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F i r e  3 

NEW TECHNOLOGY 

Wgun 6 gives an overview of the logging methods 
cumntly in routine use by the Borehole Geophysics section, 
and Figum 7 details some of the interesting new technology 
currently W i g  applied to borehole geophysical logging. The 
Borehole Geophysics Section. working with the 
Instrumentation R&D Section, attempts to push the leading 
edge of technology to increase the capability of exmcting 
useful information from borehole geophysical measurements. 
In doing this, often new commercially developed technology 
(eg. M o l e  VLF and 3component Mag) which is not yet 
widely used is applied to a variety of geological problems. 
Some insight into data processing, display and enhancement 
methods cumntly in use is given by Elliott (these 
Proc#dings). 

The technology and methodology outlined in Figure 7 an 
g c d l y  more advanced versions than those commonly 
available off the shelf. Some characteristics of some of these 
"advanced" methods ye briefly described below. including 
both technology and methodology. 
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1) The high sensitivity tempenwe probe can measure to less 
than one ten-thousandth of a degree Celsius, which is 
about two orders of magnitude more sensitive than 
commonly used probes. (See eg. Mwenifumbo - these 
Proceedings.) 

2) The IP system measures the full waveform digitized every 
4 milliseconds. whereas most systems record a maximum 
of 8 windows in the decay waveform during the 'off time'. 

3) The gamma ray logs are from a spectrometric system with 
full spectral recording which provides information 
separately on mhlral radioactive isotopes of K, U and Th. 
(See eg. Elliott these Proceedings.) 

4) The density logs are also based on a spectrometric system 
which not only provides density but also is a heiivy 
element indicator which can be calibrated for assaying. 
(See eg. Killeen and Schock these Proceedings.) 

5) The mise-a-la-mrsse method, long established for use in 
conductive deposits. is being used for a wide variety of 
new applications where conductivity contrasts exist. 

6) The VLF logs include inphase and quadrature 
measurements of the E field and the three components of 
the H field. (See Cinq-Mars and Mwenifumbo these 
Proceedings.) 

7) The magnetometer logs ye measurements of the 3 
components of the earth's magnetic field and forms pm of 
the mcasunments of the borehole orientation in 
combination with solid state tilt sensors. 

8) With respect to methodology, optimization of parameters 
for gamma-ray logging and IP logging have been 
investigated. 
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BOREHOLE 
GEOPHYSICS: 
TAKING 
GEOPHYSICS 
INTO THE THIRD 
DIMENSION 
by Patrick C. Killeen 

core samples or rotary drill chip samples is 
often difficult to obtain. Borehole 
geophysical logs, records of in-hole 
geophysical measurements plotted as a 
function of depth in the hole, can augment 
existing data. 

Borehole Geophysics (or Borehole Logging) 
i s  the science of interpreting geophysical 
measurements made with probes lowered 
into boreholes. 

Borehole geophysics is widely accepted in 
petroleum exploration, but its adoption for 
mineral exploration has lagged for two 
main reasons: the shortage of case histories 
demonstrating the application of borehole 
geophysics to mineral exploration; and the 
lack of suitable slim-hole instrumentation. 

At the Geological Survey of Canada (GSC), 
Mineral Resources Division's Borehole 

In oil and mineral exploration and in Geophysics and Instrumentation R&D 
neotechnical ennineerinn, scientists drill 
i;oreholes to obtain infohation in the third 
dimension after surface work has been 
completed. Unfortunately, adequate 
information from traditional diamond drill 

Cover: 

Steve Birk lowers a probe into a borehole near 
the GSC's logging truck. 

Couvert: 
Steve Birk faisant descendre une sonde dans un 
forage prPs du camion de diagraphie de la CGC. 

DES SONDAGES : 
INTRODUCTION 

par Patrick G. Killeen 

sections have attacked these two aspects of 
the problem. We demonstrate the benefits 
of borehole geophysics for mineral 
exploration and help stimulate the 
development of commercial mineral 
logging systems and services in Canada. 

We are also developing the new technology 
required for a complete information 
package comprising the geophysical 
signature of a mineral deposit and its host 
rock. This includes developing calibration 
facilities for quantitative borehole 
geophysical measurements by government, 
industry and universities. 

The Borehole Geophysics Section examines 
applications to mineral exploration in 
mining districts across Canada and to 

Figure 1 Main components of the GSC digital 
borehole logging system. 

Dans les domaines de I'exploration 
petrolihre et minkrale et du genie 
gkotechnique, les scientifiques forent des 
trous de sonde pour obtenir de I'information 
dans la trois ihe dimension, une fois que 
leurs travaux de surface sont achevks. 
Malheureusement, i l  est souvent difficile 
d'obtenir une information suffisante en 
recourant aux carottes de forage obtenues 
au moyen de foreuses aux diamants ou A 
partir des copeaux obtenus A I'aide de 
foreuses A percussion. La geophysique des 
sondages (ou diagraphie geophysique), qui 
enregistre des mesures gkophysiques 
effectukes dans le forage en fonction de la 
profondeur, permet d'accroitre I' information 
dont disposent les scientifiques. 

La geophysique des sondages est la science 
de I1interpr6tation des mesures 
gkophysiques effectukes au moyen de 
sondes que I'on fait descendre dans les 
forages. 

La geophysique des sondages est une 
science qui est maintenant largement 
acceptee dans I'exploration pktrolihre, mais 
que I'on tarde A utiliser dans I'exploration 
minkrale pour deux raisons principales; le 

Hard copy 
lerminal 
Terminal papior 

Figure 1 Principales composantes du systPme 
de diagraphie ge'ophysique numdrique de la 
CGC. 

manque d'histoires de cas dkmontrant 
I'application de la diagraphie gkophysique 
A l'exploration minkrale et I'absence 
d'instruments convenables pour effectuer 
des sondages dans les forages de petite 
dimension. 

La Section de la gkophysique des sondages 
de la Division des ressources minerales et la 
Section de recherche et dkveloppement en 
instrumentation de la Commission 
gkologique du Canada (CGC) se sont 
attaqukes A ces deux aspects du problhme. 
Nous demontrons les avantages de la 
diagraphie gCophysique en exploration 
minerale et aidons ?I favoriser la mise au 
point de systhmes et services de diagraphie 
minCrale commerciale au Canada. 

Nous developpons kgalement la nouvelle 
technologie nkcessaire pour obtenir un 
ensemble d'informations comprenant la 
signature gkophysique du gisement mineral 
et des roches qui I'abritent. Cela inclut la 
rnise sur pied d'installations d'ktalonnage 
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geotechnical problems. Applications 
include delineating mineralized zones, 
identifying and mapping alteration zones 
associated with mineralization, lithologic 
interpretation and hole-to-hole stratigraphic 
correlation, in situ assaying of 
mineralization, determining in situ physical 

Figure 2 Principles of borehole gamma-ray 
spectral logging. 

rock properties for use in interpreting 
ground and airborne geophysical data, and 
detecting groundwater flow patterns within 
the holes. 

This article describes the fundamentals of 
borehole geophysics, presents examples of 
applications, explains some new 
technological developments and finally 
describes calibration facilities and test sites 
developed for quantitative measurements. 

Signal d 

Spec tra l  L o g s  
Profils SpectrornQtriques 

Figure 2 Principes de la diagraphie g6ophysique 
spectrale de rayons gamma. 

Pour les mesures quantitatives de 
diagraphie g60physique par le 
gouvernement, I'industrie et les universitks. 

La Section de la geophysique des sondages 
examine les applications possibles a 
I'exploration minkrale canadienne ainsi 
qu'aux probl6mes geotechniques. Parmi 
ces applications, on note la dClimitation des 
zones min6ralis6es, I'identification et la 
cartographie des zones d'alteration 
associees 21 la mineralisation, 
I'interprktation lithologique, la correlation 
stratigraphique d'un forage B un autre, 
If6chantillonnage in situ de la 
min6ralisation et la determination in situ 
des proprietes physiques des roches 
utiliskes dans Ifinterpretation du sol et les 
donnees geophysiques aeroportees, et la 
detection des modeles de circulation des 
eaux souterraines au sein des forages. 

Cet article decrit les fondements de la 
geophysique des sondages, donne des 
exemples de ses applications, explique 
quelques-uns des nouveaux 
developpements technologiques et decrit 
les installations d1Ctalonnage et les sites 
experimentaux mis au point pour les 
mesures quantitatives. 

Systhme de diagraphie 
gCophysique 
Le systeme de diagraphie numkrique (fig. 1 )  
comprend 

une sonde de forage contenant un 
detecteur geophysique 

un treuil et un cable de diagraphie qui 
transmet le signal aux instruments de 
surface et alimente la sonde 

un indicateur de profondeur rattach6 A 
une poulie de t&te de puits pour 
determiner I'emplacement de la sonde 
dans le forage 

un convertisseur analogue-digital (CAD) 
pour numeriser le signal pour 
I'enregistrement 

un ordinateur, avec clavier et moniteur, 
pour inscrire les parametres de diagraphie 
et etaler I'information 

un magnetophone A neuf pistes 

une imprimante graphique. 

Le systeme monte dans un camion A quatre 
roues motrices, est muni de cinq sondes 
avec detecteurs qui peuvent mesurer treize 
parametres physiques. 

Sonde spectrometrique de rayon gamma 
(CT, K, U, Th). La sonde spectromCtrique 
detecte les radiations gamma naturelles 

Borehole Geophysical 
Logging System 
The digital logging system (Fig. 1) comprises 

a borehole probe containing a 
geophysical sensor 

a logging cable and winch which carry 
the signal to surface instruments and 
power the probe 

a depth counter attached to a wellhead 
pulley for tracking the probe's location in 
the hole 

an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) to 
digitize the signal for recording 

a computer, with keyboard and display 
monitor, to enter logging parameters and 
display information 

a nine-track magnetic tape recorder 

a chart recorder to print out hard copy in 
the field. 

The system, mounted in a four-wheel drive 
truck, has five logging tools (probes) with 
sensors that can measure thirteen physical 
parameters. 

Spectral Gamma-Ray (TC, K, U, Th) 
Logging Tool. Gamma-ray measurements 
detect variations in the natural radioactivity 
originating from uranium (U), thorium (Th) 
and potassium (K) in rocks. The probe's 

emises par I'uranium (U), le thorium (Th) et 
le potassium (K) prCsents dans les roches. 
Le detecteur de la sonde est un detecteur B 
scintillation 2 iodure de sodium. 
L'enregistrement se produit lorsque I'on 
descend ou remonte la sonde dans le forage 
A une vitesse d'environ 3 mlminutes. 
Contrairement B une sonde de rayons 
gamma qui n'enregistre que le nombre de 
rayons gamma dCtectk, la sonde 
spectrometrique de rayons gamma 
enregistre Cgalement I'bnergie de chaque 
rayon gamma dCtect6. Les ClCments K, U et 
Th produisent des rayons gamma ayant des 
energies caracteristiques de sorte que les 
chercheurs peuvent evaluer les 
concentrations individuelles des trois 
radioel6ments. 

Lf6nergie des rayons gamma sont triees 
dans la memoire de I'ordinateur a chaque 
seconde selon un spectre dfCnergie (fig. 2). 
Quatre fenetres sont pr6sClectionnCes: trois 
fenCtres sont centrkes sur les maximums du 
spectre, et la quatrierne mesure le compte 
total. Ces quatre chiffres representent le 
potassium, I'uranium, le thorium et le 
compte total (CT) detect& au cours de la 
pkriode d'une seconde durant laquelle 
s'effectue le comptage. 

Ces donnees (incluant la profondeur) sont 
enregistrees sur ruban magn6tique et 
imprimante graphique afin de produire des 
profils spectromCtriques de rayons gamma. 
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sensor is a sodium iodide scintillation 
detector and logging occurs while lowering 
or raising the probe in the hole at about 
3mlminute. Unlike an ordinary gamma-ray 
tool which only counts gamma rays, the 
spectral gamma-ray tool also measures the 
energy of each gamma ray detected. K, U 
and Th produce gamma rays with 
characteristic energies so researchers can 
estimate the individual concentrations of 
the three radioelements. 

Gamma-ray energies are sorted into an 
energy spectrum in the computer memory 
each second (Fig. 2). The number of 
gamma rays in three pre-selected energy 
windows centered over peaks in the 
spectrum is computed, as is the total 
gamma-ray count. These four numbers 
represent potassium, uranium, thorium and 
Total Count (TC) detected during that one 
second counting time. 

These data (including depth) are recorded 
on magnetic tapes and on the chart 
recorder to produce gamma-ray spectral 
logs. The spectrum in computer memory is 
then erased to receive the next one-second 
spectrum. By using two blocks of memory 

Figure 3 CSC-developed, 25mm diameter, high 
sensitivity temperature probe showing internal 
circuitry and nose-piece containing thermistor 
sensors. 

and a flip-flop arrangement, the new 
spectrum is actually acquired in one block 
while the previous one is being processed. 
In this way no data are lost during 
processing as the probe moves continuously 
up the borehole. These logs are important 
for detecting changes in radioelement 
concentrations which indicate alteration 
zones, and for providing information on 
rock types. 

The induced Polarization (IP/R/SP) Logging 
Tool consists of an assembly of electrodes 
placed in the borehole, usually including 
current electrodes and potential 
(measurement) electrodes. A square wave 
current with an 'off' time between positive 
and negative parts of the waveform is 
transmitted (waveforms may be from 1 
second to 8 seconds duration). Potential 
measurements made at selected times in the 
waveform can be related to the IP effect 
(chargeability of the rocks), the resistivity (R) 

of the rocks, and to self-potentials (SP) 
generated in the rocks. The transmitter i s  a 
constant current source located at the 
surface. 

Temperature (T) Logging Tool. The ultra- 
high sensitivity temperature probe designed 
at the GSC has a 10 cm long tip of 
thermistor beads with sensitivity of 
0.00010C (Fig. 3). Temperature changes of 
the fluid in the borehole are measured and 
sent as a digital signal to the surface. The 
signal is then converted into true 
temperature after correcting for the effect of 
thermistor time constants; temperature 
gradients are computed from temperature 
data. Temperature logging is carried out 
during downhole runs so the sensor 

Figure 4 Multiparameter logs from the Lake 
Charlotte, N.S. borehole showing the variation 
with depth of 11 different parameters. 
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des zones d'alteration, et fournissant de 
I'information sur le type de roches. 

Figure 3 Sonde de tempbrature ii haute 
sensibilitb de 25 mm de diametre, mise au point 
par la CGC; on peut apercevoir le circuit 
interne ef la pointe dotbe de thermistors. 

Le spectre dans la memoire de I'ordinateur 
est ensuite effac6 afin de laisser place a un 
autre enregistrement spectral d'une 
seconde. En utilisant deux blocs de 
memoire et un syst&me d'interchangeabilite, 
le nouveau spectre est enregistre dans un 
bloc pendant que s'effectue le traitement du 
bloc precedent. De cette facon, i l  n'y a 
aucune perte de donnCes durant le 
traitement B mesure que la sonde se 
deplace de facon continue dans le forage. - 
Ces diagraphies sont importantes pour 
detecter les changements dans les 
concentrations de radioelements indiquant 

La sonde de polarisation provoquee 
(PP/R/PS) consiste en un regroupement 
dlClectrodes placees dans le trou de forage, 
incluant habituellement des electrodes de 
courant de mCme que les electrodes de 
potentiel. Un courant d'onde carree avec 
un temps c(drarr&tm entre les parties positive 
et negative de I'onde est transmis (le cycle 
de I'onde peut varier 1 B 8 secondes). Des 
mesures de potentiel effectu6es B des 
intervalles de temps pred6finis durant le 
cycle peuvent etre relikes B I'effet de 
chargeabilite (PP : aptitude des roches B 
emmagasiner une charge electrique), A la 
rksistivite (R) des roches, et 2 la polarisation 
spontanee (PS) gCner6s dans les roches. Le 
transmetteur est une source de courant 
constant sit& B la surface. 

Sonde de temperature (T). La sonde de 
temperature A t r b  haute sensibilitk fut 
concue 2 la CGC. Sa pointe de 10 

Figure 4 Multiparametres diagraphiques d Lake 
Charlotte, N.-E., montrant la variation avec la 

centimgtres est cornposee d'une s6rie de 
thermistors poss6dant une sensibilite de 
0,0001 OC (fig. 3). Les changements de 
temperature du fluide dans le forage sont 
mesurCs et transmis sous forme de signal 
numerique 2 la surface. Le signal est 
ensuite converti en temperature rCelle aprgs 
une correction pour les effets des constantes 
de temps des thermistors; les gradients de 
temperature sont calcules B partir des 
donndes de temperature. L'enregistrement 
s'effectue durant la descente de la sonde 
pour que les detecteurs puissent mesurer la 
temperature du fluide alors qu'il n'est pas 
perturb& Generalement, la vitesse 
d'enregistrement est de 6 m/min et des 
donnees sont Cchantillonnees chaaue 115 , . 

sec (environ A tous les 2 cm). Cette 
resolution spatiale elevee est necessaire si 
I'on veut determiner des gradients de 
temperature precis. Les gradients de . 
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measures undisturbed fluid. Usual logging 
speed i s  6m/minute with data sampled 
every 115 of a second (approximately every 
2 cm). This high spatial resolution i s  
necessary if accurate temperature gradients 
are to be determined from temperature 
data. Temperature gradient measurements 
detect changes in the thermal conductivity 
of the rocks along the borehole or water 
flow through fractures. 

The Spectral Gamma-Gamma (SGG) 
~ o ~ ~ i n ~  Tool is essentially the spectral 
gamma-ray logging tool with a 10-millicurie 
(370MBq) gamma-ray source (e.g.6OCo) 
added on the probe's nose. The energy 
spectrum of the source's backscattered 
gamma rays is recorded over an energy 
range of approximately 0.03 to 1.0 MeV. 

Density information is determined from the 
count rate from about 0.20 MeV to 0.5 
MeV. Information about the rock's 
elemental composition (assays) can be 
obtained from the shape of the 
backscattered spectrum (SGG ratio). 

The Magnetic Susceptibility (MS) Logging 
Tool measures magnetic susceptibility and 
electrical conductivity. Magnetic 
susceptibility measurements indicate the 
presence of magnetite and other magnetic 
minerals. Since measurements are made 
inductively, the tool can be used inside 
plastic casing. Because tool parameters are 
optimized for magnetic susceptibility 
measurements, electrical conductivity 
values are limited to a high conductivity 
range, (mostly massive sulphides or 

temperature permettent de detecter les susceptibilite magnetique indiquent la 
changements dans la conductivite presence de magnetite et d'autres mineraux 
thermique des roches le long du forage, et magnetiques. Etant donne que les mesures 
la circulation d'eau i travers les fractures. s'effectuent war induction, la sonde weut 

Le sonde spectrale gamma-gamma (SGG) 
est essentiellement de la sonde de 
spectrometric de rayons gamma avec une 
source de rayons gamma (p. ex., 60Co) de 
10 millicuries (370 MBq) ajoutee i 
I'extr6mit6 de la sonde. Les rayons gamma 
diffuses sont enregistres sur une bande 
energetique d'environ 0,03 i 1,0 MeV. La 
densite est determinee i partir des comptes 
d'energie d'environ 0,20 MeV i 0,5 MeV. 
La composition el6mentaire de la roche 
(eta1onnage)peut &tre obtenue 2 partir de la 
forme du spectre des rayons gamma diffuses 
(ratio SGG). 

La sonde de susceptibilite magnktique (SM) 
mesure la susceptibilite magnetique et la 
conductivite electrique. Les mesures de 

&tre utilisee dans un forage poss6dant un 
tubage de plastique. Comme les parametres 
de la sonde sont optimises pour les mesures 
de susceptibilite magnetique, les valeurs de 
conductivite electrique sont limitees A un 
domaine eleve de conductivite (surtout aux 
sulfures massifs ou aux conducteurs 
equivalents). On  obtient des donnees de 
susceptibilite de f a ~ o n  continue et on prend 
5 lectures 21 chaque seconde. La vitesse 
habituelle de la sonde est de 6 m/min, ce 
qui permet d'obtenir des echantillons tous 
les 2 cm le long du forage. Des 
changements dans le profil SM peuvent &tre 
correles i la lithologic. 

On arrive A maximiser I'information en 
utilisant les differentes sondes 

equivalent conductors). Susceptibility data 
are acquired continuously and five readings 
are taken every second. Usually the 
logging speed is 6 m/minute, providing 
samples every 2 cm along the hole. 
Changes in the MS log can be correlated 
with lithology. 

Running all logging tools, multiparameter 
logging, in each hole wil l  maximize 
information. In a given geological 
environment, some logs will provide 
valuable data, while others may measure 
parameters which show little variation and 
prove to be relatively uninformative. 
Experience, as well as knowledge of the 
physical properties of rocks and minerals 
are crucial to selecting which geophysical 
measurements to make. 

Mu  ltiparameter geophysical measurements 
made in a borehole at Lake Charlotte, Nova 
Scotia, detected carbonaceous, pyrrhotite- 
and pyrite-rich black slates and a 
manganese-rich argillite (Fig. 4). Slates 
have a much higher gamma-ray count than 
argillites. Argillites with manganese 
mineralization have a higher density and 
SGG ratio, and a lower potassium content 
than slates. The pyrrhotite/pyrite-rich slates 
that overlie the manganiferous argillites 

Figure 5 Locations and type of borehole 
geophysical investigations conducted by the 
Borehole Geophysics Section. 

Figure 5 Localisation des diffkrents types de 
projets diagraphiques men& par la Section de la 
gkophysique des sondages. 

multiparam6tres diagraphiques dans chaque 
forage. Dans un environnement geologique 
donne, certaines sondes fourniront des 
donnees precieuses, tandis que d'autres 
mesureront des parametres qui indiquent 
tr6s peu de variation et fournissent ainsi 
relativement peu d'information. 
L'experience de m&me que la connaissance 
des proprietes physiques des roches et des 
mineraux sont essentielles lorsque I'on 
effectue le choix des techniques de 
diagraphiques que I'on effectuera. 

La diagraphie multiparametrique effectuee 
dans un forage 2 Lake Charlotte, Nouvelle- 
Ecosse, a permis de detecter des ardoises 
carbonatkes contenant beaucoup de 
pyrrhotites et de pyrites et des argilites i 
manganese (fig. 4). Les ardoises ont un 
compte de rayons gamma beaucoup plus 
eleve que les argilites. Les argilites i 
manganese ont une densite et un ratio SGG 
plus eleves et une teneur en potassium plus 
basse que les ardoises. Les ardoises riches 
en pyrrhotite et en pyrite qui recouvrent les 
argilites i manganese possedent une 
susceptibilite magnetique plus elevee et une 
rksistivite plus basse, de m&me qu'un effet 
PP plus fort et une activitb naturelle de 
rayons gamma elevee. Les scientifiques 
peuvent reussir 2 cartographier les ardoises 
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have higher magnetic susceptibility and Because information on borehole 
lower resistivity as well as a stronger IP geophysical measurements related to 
effect and high natural gamma-ray activity. mineral exploration problems is scarce, the 
Scientists may be able to map the black GSC usually runs multiparameter logs in 
slates and adjacent manganiferous argillites every hole. This provides more information 
by using these parameters in surface on the response of borehole logging tools in 
geophysical surveys. different environments. 

Figure 6 Hole-to-hole lithologic correlation in 
volcanic rocks using gamma-ray, magnetic 
susceptibility and density logs. 
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The GSC-developed R&D logging system 
has demonstrated the application of 
borehole geophysics to minerals and 
geotechnical problems from coast to coast 
(Fig. 5). Applications have included studies 
related to base metals, calibration, 
overburden mapping, groundwater and 
geotechnical problems, scientific drilling 
and industrial minerals. 

Greenstone belts. Geological logging of 
drill cores for mineral exploration in a 
greenstone belt is relatively difficult 
because the different rock types 
encountered are visually similar. 

Figure 7 High sensitivity temperature (T) and 
temperature gradient (G) logs showing water 
flow in fractures in two holes. 

5 O C  7 

Hole I ForaQe 1 

Hole I Forage 2 

Figure 6 Correlation lithographique d'un forage 
d l'autre dans des roches volcani~ues en 
utilisant les diagraphies de rayon; gamma, de 
susceptibilite magnetique et de densift?. Overburden 

Mort-terrain 

SandstoneIGrC!~ 
noires et les argilites adjacentes en utilisant LimestoneICaIcair 
ces param6tres au cours des lev6 
geophysiques en surface. 

Shale noir I 
Windsor shal 

Shale de Windsc Applications 

Circulation 

I - 

Le syst5me de diagraphie mis au point par 
la CGC a demontre que I'on pouvait 
appliquer la diagraphie geophysique aux 
mineraux et aux probl5mes geotechniques 
partout au Canada (fig. 5). Ces applications 
comprennent, notamment, des etudes 
relatives aux mCtaux de base, ii 
I'etalonnage, h la cartographie du mort- 
terrain, aux ~robkmes reli6s aux eaux 

Rhyolite breccia 
Briche rhyolitique 

Rhyolit 
souterraines'et geotechniques, aux forages 
scientifiques et aux mineraux industriels. 

Ceinture de roches vertes. II est 
relativement difficile d'effectuer un sondage 
geologique des carottes de forage pour 
I'exploration minerale dans la ceinture de 
roches vertes en raison des differents types 
de roches qui se ressemblent. Les sondes 
de diagraphie geophysique mesurent des 
propriCt6s physiques invisibles aux 
geologues et viennent par consequent 
completer les observations effectu6es dans 
les sondages geologiques - et permettent de 
ce fait d'obtenir une verification objective. 
Cette methode permet egalement d'etablir 
une correlation stratigraphique entre les 
forages, de detecter les alterations 
potassiques et d'ktablir une distinction entre 

les filons-couches et les coulees 
volcaniques ... 
La diagraphie geophysique de deux forages 
a Normetal, Quebec, dCmontre les 
possibilites de correlation de la stratigraphie 
volcanique (fig. 6). Nous avons cherche A 
determiner s i  les signatures geophysiques 
des diffkrentes lithologies (coulees de 
basalte, coulCes acides, dykes) sont 
diffkrentes. M&me si les dykes sont 
frequents dans cette region, et semblables 
visuellement aux coulees basiques, on peut 
facilement les distinguer en utilisant la 
diagraphie geophysique. Les dykes sont 
caracterises par une faible 6mission de 

Figure 7 Diagraphie de temperature d haute 
sensibilitP (T) ef de gradient de temphrature (G) 
montrant la circulation d'eau dans les fractures 
dkcelbes dans deux forages. 

rayons gamma et une susceptibilite 
magnetique elevee comparativement aux 
roches volcaniques. 

La correlation entre le dyke A 90 m dans le 
forage 1 et A 475 m dans le forage 2 devient 
facilement apparente si I'on se rCf5re A la 
signature caracteristique des trois 
parametres. La zone mineralisee se situe de 
20 ii 30 metres au-dessus du dyke. Tous les 
dykes que I'on a retraces dans les forages 
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Geophysical logging tools measure physical 
Figure 8 Gamma-ray log in volcanic rocks near properties invisible to the geologist and 
Buchans, Newfoundland. therefore complement observations made in 

geological logs - in effect an objective 
verification. Potential uses include 
correlating stratigraphy between holes, 
recognizing potassic alteration and 
distinguishing between sills and flows, and 
so on. 
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Figure 8 Diagraphie de rayons gamma dans les 
roches volcaniques prPs de Buchans, Jerre- 
Neuve. 

ont une faible radioactivite et une 
susceptibilite magnetique 6lev6e mais ils 
n'ont pas tous la densite elevee des dykes 
associes A la mineralisation. 

On peut retracer beaucoup plus de dykes 
avec la diagraphie g6ophysique qu'avec les 
sondages g6ologiques. Nous avons 
egalement determine les zones d'alteration 
potassique de cette region l i  oh la signature 
naturelle de rayons gamma s'accroit d'une 
facon significative. 

Detection des fractures et circulation 
d'eau. Les sondages de la tempkrature de 
deux forag~s du gisement de plomb Yava en 
Nouvelle-Ecosse (fig. 7) indique des 
changements de temperature distincts aux 
endroits oh I'eau entre dans le forage A 
travers les fractures ou les joints presents 
dans la roche. Ces emplacements sont 
encore plus Cvidents dans les diagraphies 
de gradient de temperature et se traduisent 
par des maximums dans le profil (gradients 
eleves). Par exemple, un maximum localise 
la zone situee juste au-dessus de la br5che 
rhyolitique dans les deux forages. 
L'information que I'on obtient est d'un 
inter6t particulier pour les ingenieurs 
miniers lors de la conception de mines. 

Geophysical logs of two holes in Quebec's 
Normetal area show the possibilities for 
correlating volcanic stratigraphy (Fig. 6). 
We sought to determine if the geophysical 
signatures of different lithologies (basalt 
flows, acidic flows, dikes, etc.) are 
diagnostic. Although dikes in the section 
are common and visibly similar to basic 
volcanic flows, they are easily distinguished 
using the geophysical logs. The dikes, for 
example, are characterized by low gamma- 
ray response and high magnetic 
susceptibility compared with the volcanics. 

The correlation between the dike at 90m in 
hole 1 and 475m in hole 2 is readily 

apparent by the characteristic signature of 
three parameters. The mineralized zone of 
interest occurs 20 to 30m above this dike. 
All dikes encountered in the holes show 
low radioactivity and high magnetic 
susceptibility but not all have the high 
density of the dike associated with the 
mineralization. 

Many more dikes can be identified from 
geophysical logs than from geological logs. 
We also determined that, in this area, 
potassic alteration is  readily apparent where 
the natural gamma-ray signature is 
significantly increased. 

Fracture/waterflow detection. The 
temperature logs in two holes at Nova 
Scotia's Yava lead deposit (Fig. 7) show 

Figure 9 Gamma-ray, density, spectralgamma- 
gamma ratio and magnetic susceptibility logs 
through two mineralized zones at the Hemlo 
gold deposit, Ontario. 
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Signature thermique des sulfures. M@me Figure 9 Diagraphies de rayonsgamma, de 
s'il est 6tabli que les plus grands densit$ de ratio spectral gamma-gamma et de 
changements de temperature surviennent susceptibilit6 rnagnetique dans deux zones 
g6n~ralement lorsqu'il a circulation dleau, min6ralis6es du gisement aurif&re d'Helmo, 

le gradient de temperature est Cgalement Ontario. 

proportionnel i la conductivite thermique 
des roches. Par exemple, la sphalerite 
poss5de une conductivit6 thermique plus 
Clevee que la plupart des roches et des 
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distinct temperature changes at locations 
where water enters the hole through 
fractures or joints in the rock. These 
locations are even more evident in the 
T-gradient logs which show large peaks 
(high gradients). The zone just above the 
rhyolite breccia occurs in both holes. This 
information is of particular interest to 
mining engineers for designing mines. 

Thermal signature of sulphides. Although 
water flows generally give the largest 
temperature change, the temperature 
gradient i s  also proportional to the rocks' 
thermal conductivity. Sphalerite, for 
example, has a higher thermal conductivity 
than most rocks and minerals. A massive 
sulphide consisting primarily of sphalerite 
will therefore have almost the same 

Signal - 
Cable 
Cable + I 

temperature at the top as at the bottom, 
instead of the normal increase of 
temperature with depth. This produces an 
almost zero gradient value in the T-gradient 
log. We observed such distortion of the 
natural isotherms; distortion should be 
detectable in holes close to a sphalerite 
body. 

Geological interpretation. Geological 
logging in volcanic and volcanoclastic 
rocks is difficult. Often the core must be 
logged a second time for reinterpretation as 
new information becomes available. 
Logging drillcore would be much easier and 
less subjective if a suite of geophysical logs 
were available to the geologist. The 
gamma-ray log (Fig. 8) indicates how a 
single log can aid geological interpretation. 

Source 4 
Borehole 

,rage+ I 

Backscattered 1 
gamma ray 
Rayon gamma 
diffuse 

Photoelectric absorption 
I 4bsorption photoel6ctrique 

mineraux. Un sulfure massif 
principalement constitue de sphalerite sera 
par consequent presque A la mCme 
temperature du sommet et i la base du 
forage, plut8t qu'un accroissement normal 
de temperature en fonction de la 
profondeur. Cela donne une valeur du 
gradient de presque zero dans le profil du 
gradient de temperature. Nous avons pu 
observer de telles distorsions des isothermes 
naturels; cette distorsion devrait &tre 
facilement detectee dans les forages situks 
pr&s d'une masse de minerai de sphalerite. 

Interprktation gbologique. II est difficile 
d'effectuer un sondage gkologique dans les 
roches volcaniques et volcanoclastiques. II 
faut parfois verifier la carotte une seconde 
fois pour obtenir une reinterpretation i 
mesure que I'on obtient de I'information 

nouvelle. Le sondage des carottes de forage 
serait beaucoup plus facile et moins 
subjectif s i  le gkologue pouvait avoir accPs 
2 toute une sCrie de diagraphies 
geophysiques. La diagraphie de rayons 
gamma (fig. 8) indique jusqu'i quel point 
une simple diagraphie peut aider i effectuer 
I'interpretation gbologique. La rhyolite 
feldspathique possgde le compte le plus 
eleve de rayons gamma et les dykes de 
diabase, le moins eleve. Entre ces deux 
extrGmes, les elements suivants ont un 
compte de rayon gamma qui va en 
s'elevant: I'andksite, I'andQite 
amygdalo'ide et la rhyolite. Les geologues 
n'ont pu noter aucune difference dans la 
zone situee entre 190 et 21 0 m; la 
diagraphie de rayons gamma sugggre que 
cette zone devrait &re constitube de 
rhyolite. 

Feldspathic rhyolite has the highest gamma- 
ray count and diabase dikes the lowest. 
Between these two extremes, in order of 
increasing gamma count are: andesite, 
amygdaloidal andesite and rhyolite. 
Geologists did not note any difference in 
the zone between 190 and 21 Om; the 
gamma-ray log suggests that the zone 
should be rhyolite. 

The Hemlo gold deposits, Ontario. Around 
Hemlo, gold occurs in a complex sequence 
of metamorphic rocks. Companies working 
in the area have attempted to subdivide the 
sequence of very similar rocks by calling 
them, for example, 'quartz-mica-schists' or 
'siliceous-mica-schists.' Gold is associated 
with high barite content in strongly 
pyritized zones. These zones have low 
magnetic susceptibility values, high 
densities and high spectral gamma-gamma 
ratios (Fig. 9). The barite and pyrite cannot 
be distinguished by the SGG ratio log or the 
density log, but the distribution of these 
combined heavy minerals is clearly evident 
in greater detail in the logs than in the assay 
estimates. 

Figure 10 Principle of the spectral gamma- 
gamma (SGG) method used to develop a 
borehole assaying system. 

Figure 10 Principe de la methode spectrale 
gamma-gamma (SGG) utilisbe pour mettre au 
point un syst8me d'btalonnage dans un forage. 

Le gisement aurifhe dfHemlo, Ontario. 
Autour dtHemlo, I'or se retrouve dans une 
sequence complexe de roches 
m6tamorphiques. Les compagnies qui 
travaillent dans ce secteur ont tent6 de 
subdiviser les sequences de roche tr&s 
semblables en les appelant, par exemple, 
uschistes A quartz et mica, ou ccschistes 
siliceux A mica,. L'or est associe avec un 
contenu eleve de barite dans des zones 
fortement pyritisees. Ces zones ont des 
valeurs peu elevees de susceptibilite 
magnktique, de hautes densites et des ratios 
spectraux gamma-gamma eleves (fig. 9). La 
barite et la pyrite ne peuvent etre 
distinguhes par la diagraphie du ratio SGG 
ou la diagraphie de densite, mais la 
distribution de ces mineraux lourds 
combines est clairement plus evidente et de 
f a~on  plus detaillee dans les diagraphies 
que dans les estimations 
d'echantillonnages. 

Nouveau dCveloppement 
technologique 
Nous avons mis au point une nouvelle 
sonde diagraphique, la sonde spectrale 
gamma-gamma capable d'effectuer des 
ktalonnages in situ dans un forage, fond& 
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Figure 11 Components of a GSC-developed 
full-wave recording Induced Polarization (IP) 
logging syslern. 
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New Technological 
Developments 
We have developed a new logging tool, a 
spectral gamma-gamma probe, capable of 
making in situ assays in a borehole based 
on the different interactions of gamma rays 
with barren rocks and mineralized zones. 
Adding a gamma-ray source to the nose of a 
spectral gamma-ray probe turns it into a 
spectral gamma-gamma (SGG) probe (Fig. 
10). Gamma rays from the source are 
scattered in the rock before they reach the 
detector; the gamma-ray energy spectrum 
contains information about the rock. 

Changes in rock density will cause changes 
in the count at both high and low ends of 
the gamma-ray energy spectrum. In 
general, increased rock density causes a 
decrease in the number of gamma rays 
recorded at both ends. However, if heavy 
elements are present in an ore zone, low 
energy gamma rays are also decreased by 
photoelectric absorption. 

Thus the log can indicate a heavy element 
(as demonstrated at the Yava lead deposit), 
and can be calibrated to produce an assay 
tool for quantitative determination of the 
heavy element concentration along the 
borehole, without resorting to chemical 
assaying of the core. 

Figure 1 1  Composanfes du systPme 
d'enregisfrernent de polarisation provoquee (PP) 
rnis au point par la CGC. 

sur les differentes interactions de rayons 
gamma avec les roches steriles et les zones 
mineralisees. Nous convertissons la sonde 
spectrale gamma-gamma (SGG) en ajoutant 
une source de rayons gamma A I'extremite 
de la sonde spectrale de rayons gamma 
(fig. 10). Les rayons gamma provenant de la 
source sont disperses dans la roche avant 
d'atteindre le detecteur; le spectre d'energie 
des rayons gamma contient I'information au 
sujet de la roche. 

Les changements de densite dans la roche 
entraineront des changements dans le 
compte aux niveaux les plus eleves et les 
plus bas du spectre d'energie de rayons 
gamma. En general, une densite accrue de 
la roche entraine une diminution du 
nombre de rayons gamma enregistres aux 
deux niveaux ex t rhes  du spectre. 
Cependant, s'il y a presence d'el6ments 
lourds dans une zone de minerai, les rayons 
gamma A basse energie sont egalement 
diminues par absorption photoelectrique. 

La diagraphie peut donc indiquer la 
presence d'un element lourd (comme il a 
et6 demontre au gisement de plomb de 
Yava), et peut &tre etalonnee en vue de 
produire un instrument d'etalonnage pour la 
determination auantitative de la 

concentration de I'6l6ment lourd le long du 
forage, sans qu'il soit necessaire de recourir 
A des echantillonnages chimiques sur la 
carotte. 

On a obtenu des resultats qualitatifs dans un 
gisement de zinc A Terre-Neuve oh la 
methode SGG a clairement demontrb 
I'existence de zones riches en zinc et a 
fourni de I'information detaillee sur la 
distribution de la sphalerite au sein de ces 
zones. 

Le systhme innovateur de diagraphie par 
enregistrement a ondes entihres de la 
polarisation provoquee dans le domaine du 
temps en vue d'obtenir des diagraphies de 
forage par polarisation provoquee dans le 
domaine du temps (PP) a 6te mise au point 
par la Section de recherche et 
developpement en instrumentation de la 
CGC. En utilisant une methode unique et 
semblable A I'idee de I'enregistrement 
complet du spectre energetique sous forme 
d'onde du systeme de diagraphie spectrale 
de rayons gamma, la courbe de potentiel 
entierement d'un system? PP est enregistr6e 
sous forme numerique. Etant donne que la 
courbe de potentiel est enregistree sur 
ruban magnetique, on peut choisir des 
intervalles particuliers pour traiter 
subsequemment certaines donnees si on le 
desire, en vue d'amkliorer les resultats. 

Qualitative results have been obtained at a 
zinc deposit in Newfoundland in which the 
SGG method clearly showed the zinc-rich 
zones and provided detailed information on 
sphalerite distribution within the zones. 

The innovative full-wave recording time 
domain IP logging system for acquiring 
time domain induced polarization (IP) 
borehole logs has been developed by the 
GSC's Instrumentation R&D Section. Using 
a unique method similar in concept to the 
full energy-spectrum recording of the 
gamma-ray spectral logging system, the 
complete measured potential waveform 
from an IP system is recorded in digital 
form. Because the entire waveform is 
recorded on magnetic tape, sections can be 
selected for subsequent processing of the 
data if desired, to improve results. 

The IP probe (Fig. 11) consists of an 
electronics section containing a battery 
pack and a current electrode, and below it 
on a flexible cable, two additional 
electrodes between which the potentials are 
measured. The voltage-to-frequency 
converter in the probe converts the 
measured potentials to a digital signal that 
is sent up the cable. These digital signals 
are not subject to the electrical noise which 
interferes with signals on analog systems. 

The transmitter on the surface puts out a 
current in the form of a square wave. The 

La sonde PP (fig. 1 1 ) possede une section 
electronique contenant un ensemble de 
batteries et une electrode de courant, et en- 
dessous, sur un csble souple, deux 
electrodes suppl6mentaires entre lesquelles 
les potentiels sont mesures. Le 
convertisseur du voltage en frequence dans 
la sonde convertit les potentiels mesures en 
un signal numerique qui est transmis vers le 
haut le long du csble. Ces signaux 
numeriques ne sont pas assujettis au bruit 
electrique qui crke de I'interference dans les 
signaux sur des syst6mes analogues. 

Le transmetteur A la surface emet un 
courant sous forme d'onde carree. Le 
transmetteur est contr616 par ordinateur. 
Celui-ci 6met le courant qui est ajuste par 
&apes numeriques A mesure que les 
potentiels changent, maintient le signal A 
peu pres au meme niveau. Ce systeme est 
ideal pour I'Ctude des effets de la courbe 
par polarisation provoquee. Selon certains 
chercheurs, la forme de la courbe de la 
decharge PP est caracteristique des 
mineraux qui la causent. Le systeme a 
permis de detecter une pyritisation associee 
B des gisements auriferes A Larder Lake, et a 
etabli une distinction entre les argiles 
polarisables et les autres sediments. 

La nouvelle sonde 
magnCtomhtre/orientation a trois 
composantes. Un des principaux 
problemes que I'on rencontre dans les 



computer-controlled transmitter, in which 
the output current is adjusted in digital steps 
as the measured potentials change, keeps 
the signal at approximately the same level. 
This system is ideal for studying the spectral 
IP effect. Some researchers think that the 
shape of the IP decay curve is characteristic 
of the minerals causing it. The system has 
detected pyritization associated with gold 
deposits at Larder Lake, and has 
distinguished polarizable clays from other 
sediments. 

The new 3-component magnetometer/ 
orientation probe. A major problem in 
exploration drilling is knowing exactly 
where drillholes go, since they often deviate 
significantly from the planned path both in 
direction (azimuth) and dip. The GSC has 
helped a private company develop a new 
borehole orientation probe based on 
measurements with a three-component 

fluxgate magnetometer and solid state tilt 
meters. 

The probe (Fig. 12) continuously monitors 
dip and direction as it moves down the hole 
at about 6mlminute sending data to the up- 
hole electronics for recording and display. 
Because the borehole orientation data are 
recorded every few centimeters in the hole, 
noisy parts of the record which may occur 
due to magnetic anomalies can be easily 
edited to provide accurate survey results. 

The three-component magnetometer 
measurements are themselves of interest in 
mineral exploration for detecting magnetic 
bodies at some distance from the hole. The 
GSCfs prototype version of the probe 
contains two sets of three-component 
magnetometers. Researchers are also 
investigating the application of borehole 
magnetic gradiometer measurements. 

Microprocessor 
Microprocesseur 

Electronics 
~lectror~ique 

Mag 1 
3 components 
3 composantes ' 

60cm 
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Ordinateur portatif Tilt meters 
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forages d'exploration est de savoir 
exactement ob les trous de forage vont &ant 
donne qu'ils devient souvent 
considCrablement du chemin pr6vu A la fois 
en ce qui concerne la direction (azimuth) et 
la plongee. La CCC a aid6 une societe 
privee a mettre au point une nouvelle sonde 
d'orientation de forage fondee sur les 
mesures obtenues au moyen d'un 
magnktometre A solkno'ide a noyau 
saturable % trois composantes et des 
inclinom&tres. 

La sonde (fig. 12) surveille de fa~on  
continue la plongee et la direction a mesure 
qu'elle descend dans le forage A environ 6 
m/min tout en transmettant les donnees au 
systeme klectronique en surface pour 
I'enregistrement et le deploiement. Comme 
les donn6es sur I'orientation du forage sont 
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enregistrees a chaque parcours de quelques 
centim5tres dans le forage, les parties 
bruyantes de I'enregistrement qui se 
produisent en raison des anomalies 
magnetiques peuvent Ctre supprimkes sur le 
ruban en vue d'obtenir des rksultats de 
leves precis. 

De plus, les mesures du magnktom6tre A 
trois composantes revetent un inter3 
particulier pour I'exploration minerale du 
fait qu'elles peuvent permettre de detecter 
des gisements de minerai magnetique A une 
certaine distance du forage. Le prototype 
de la sonde de la CGC comprend deux 
magnCtom6tres trois composantes. Les 
chercheurs font egalement certains travaux 
sur les applications possibles des mesures 
de gradients magnetiques dans les forages. 

Calibration for Quantitative 
Measurements 
Ideally, borehole geophysical logs should 
be quantitative measurements of physical 
parameters, instead of just an indication of 
the presence of high or low values of the 
parameter. Quantitative logs are easier to 
compare from hole to hole, from area to 
area, and from year to year than qualitative 
logs. For example, quantitative logs 
recorded in a hole in Manitoba in 1987 can 
be accurately compared to similar logs 
recorded in Nova Scotia in 1990. To 
provide such quantitative logs, probes must 
be properly calibrated to determine their 
response in a known, controlled situation 
such as a physical model of a borehole. 

Initially the GSC constructed model 
boreholes to calibrate spectral gamma-ray 
probes. The model in Figure 13 is concrete, 
and the 'ore' zone, located between two 
barren zones, contains some naturally 
radioactive materials such as pitchblende 
uranium ore. Because we know the 
uranium ore grade in the model, we can 
derive a calibration factor for converting 
counts per second to uranium 

Figure 12 Three-component 
magnetomefer/orientation probe recently 
developed by industry with GSC support. 

Figure 12 Sonde magnbtom~tre orientation P 
trois composantes rbcemment mise au point par 
I'industrie avec I'aide de la CGC. 

Etalonnage pour des mesures 
quantitatives 
De facon ideale, les diagraphies 
geophysiques devraient representer des 
mesures quantitatives des parametres 
physiques, plut6t qu'une simple indication 
de la presence de valeurs elevees ou basses 
du param6tre. Les diagraphies quantitatives 
sont plus faciles A comparer d'un forage A 
I'autre, d'un secteur % I'autre, et d'une 
ann6e I'autre que les diagraphies 
qualitatives. Par exemple, les diagraphies 
quantitatives enregistrees dans un forage au 
Manitoba en 1987 peuvent 6tre comparees 
avec exactitude 2 des diagraphies 
semblables enregistrees en ~ouvelle-fcosse 
en 1990. Afin de fournir de telles 
diagraphies quantitatives, les sondes 
doivent 6tre etalonn6es de f a~on  appropriee 
pour que I'on puisse dbterminer leur 
rbaction dans une situation connue et 
contr6lee telle qu'un modele physique de 
forage. 

Au debut, la CGC a construit des modkles 
de forage pour etalonner les sondes 
spectrales de rayons gamma. Le modele 
qui apparait A la figure 13 est en beton, et la 
zone radioactive situCe entre deux zones 



concentrations in parts per million (ppm) or Worldwide intercalibration. A true 
per cent. 'standard', such as the calibration models, 

must be standard with respect to the rest of 
Nine model boreholes, constructed in 1977 the world and meet international at Bells Corners west of Ottawa, contain lstandards,! When the GSC developed its 'ore', zones with different concentrations of model boreholes, they were only the potassium, uranium and thorium for 
calibration of spectral gamma-ray probes. second such models in the world, the first 

These models have become important being in the U.S.A. A third set was being 

standards and are used by government, built in Australia. On the recommendation 

industry and university groups for of the International Atomic Energy Agency 

calibration. (IAEA) in Vienna, the GSC conducted an 
intercalibration exercise in the three 

Figure 13 Principle of gamma-ray probe 
calibration in a concrete model borehole 
containing a synthetic uranium ore zone. 

countries and important discrepancies were 
detected among the models (Fig. 14). The 
assigned 'ore' grades in the Australian 
models had to be revised upward; grades in 
the U.S.A. models, downwards. 

Gamma-ray probe 
Sonde de rayons gamma 

I 

Ore zone _I zone 
2 
a minbralishe 

Figure 13 Principe de I'btalonnage d'une sonde 
de rayons gamma dans un modhle de forage en 
beton contenant une zone d'uranium 
synth6tique. 

stCriles. Elle contient des elements 
naturellement radioactifs comme du 
pechblende (uranifhre). Comme nous 
connaissons la teneur en uranium dans le 
mod&le, nous pouvons en tirer un facteur 
d'etalonnage pour convertir les comptes par 
seconde a des concentrations d'uranium en 
parties par million (ppm) ou pourcent. 

Neuf mod6les de forage construits en 1977 
% Bells Corners, A I'ouest dlOttawa, 
contiennent des zones radioactives de 
diffkrentes concentrations de potassium, 
d'uranium et de thorium pour I'Ctalonnage 
des sondes spectrales de rayon gamma. Ces 
mod&les sont devenus des normes 
importantes et sont utilises par le 
gouvernement, I'industrie et les groupes 
d'universitaires pour If6talonnage. 

lnteretalonnage mondial. Un Ctalonnage 
veritable, tel que les modeles dlCtalonnage, 
doit &tre normalis6 par rapport au reste du 

monde et correspondre aux unormesn 
internationales. Quand la CGC a mis au 
point ses modeles de forage, i l  s'agissait du 
deuxi&me mod&le du genre dans I? monde, 
les premiers ayant 6t6 ktablis aux Etats-Unis. 
Un troisihme ensemble de modeles a 
ensuite kt6 rnis au point en Australie. Sur 
recommandation de I'Agence internationale 
de I'energie atomique (AIEA) de Vienne, la 
CGC a mene un exercice d'interktalonnage 
dans trois pays et d'importantes divergences 
ont 6te d6tect6es dans les mod&les (fig. 14). 
Les teneurs des minerais radioactifs choisis 
dans les modeles australiens ont dQ @tre 
augmentees; celles des mod&les amkricains 
ont 6t6 diminuees. 

Le r61e important qu'a jouC la CGC dans 
ces travaux d'interetalonnage a fait na7tre 
un projet mondial dlinterCtalonnage de 
modhle de rayons gamma, parrain6 par 
I'AIEA, projet qui sera mis en oeuvre par la 
Section de la Geophysique des sondages de 
la CGC. Jusqu'a maintenant, les normes de 
la CGC ont 6t6 adoptCes en Australie, en 
Tch6coslovaquie, au Danemark, en G!&ce, 
en Hongrie, en Inde, en Su&de et aux Etats- 
Unis. Nous nous attendons % ce que dans 

The important role played by the GSC in 
this intercalibration work has led to the 
worldwide gamma-ray model 
intercalibration project, sponsored by the 
IAEA, and carried out by the GSC's 
Borehole Geophysics Section. To date, the 
GSC's standard has been carried to 
Australia, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, 
Greece, Hungary, India, Sweden and the 
U.S.A. In future, we expect China, Japan 
and Argentina to join the network of 
intercalibrated calibration models. 

Patrick Killeen is a research scientist in the GSC's 
Minerals and Continental Geoscience Branch, 
Borehole Geophysics Section. This article was 
prepared with the help of researchers in the 
Borehole Geophysics Section and the 
Instrumentation R&D Section. 

Figure 14 Patrick Killeen calibrating a GSC 
'standard'gamma-ray probe in Adelaide, 
Australia as part of an International 
Intercalibration project to normalize calibration 
models around the world. 

Figure 14 Patrick Killeen btalonnant une sonde 
de rayons gamma normalisbe de la CGC, d 
Adelaide, Australie, dans le cadre d'un projet 
d'intere'talonnage international visant d 
normaliser tous les mod&les dt6talonnage dans 
le monde. 

un avenir rapprochk la Chine, le Japon et 
IfArgentine se joignent au rCseau des 
modeles d'etalonnage ayant fait I'objet de 
I1interCtalonnage % I'Cchelle mondiale. 

M. Patrick Killeen est chercheur scientifique la 
Direction de la geologie du continent et des 
ressources minerales, Section de la geophysique 
des sondages. Pour preparer cet article, il a 
obtenu I'aide de chercheurs de la Section de la 
gkophysique des sondages et de la Section de 
recherche et dCveloppement en instrumentation. 
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FOR BOREHOLE GEOPHYSICAL MEASUREMENTS 
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The Geological Survey of Canada (GSC) has developed calibration Mties  for quantitative borehole geophysical measurements 
of several parameters. Ideally, boxthole geophysical logs should be quantitative measurements of physical parameters, instead of 
simply an indication of high or low values of the parameter. Quantitative logs make it possible to compare absolute values of log 
data from one hole to another hole, one area to another arts. year to year, and logging system to logging system. To provide such 
quantitative logs. probes must be calibrated to determine their response in a known. controlled situation such as a physical model 
of a borehole. As a supplement to the model boreholes and for geophysical measmments which are not amenable to calibration 
with model boreholes, test holes have been drilled for which detailed geological and geophysical logs are available. 

The following GSC calibration facilities are described: nine models at Bells Corners near Ottawa. Ontario, for calibration of 
gamma-ray spectral logging probes two models in Fxwhicton, New Brunswick and four models in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. for 
calibration of total count gamma-ray logging probes; the GSC Borchole Geophysics Laboratory in Omwa and field Wbration 
facilities being established in Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, and Calgary. Alberta, containing multiple interchangeable zones with 
different physical properties: the Bells Corners geophysical test area with six drilled holes; the test site at Bancroft. Ontario. with 
four drilled holes; and the Lebreton test hole near GSC headqwtcrs in Ottawa. Worldwide intercalibrarjon will also be discussed. 

The Borehole Geophysics Section, Minerals Resources 
Division of the GSC has been working on research projects 
ranging from development of new intapetation techniques to 
design and construction of innovative logging tools (Killeen et 
al.. 1991. these pmcccdhgs; Killeen. 1991). The success of 
these projects depends on measmments in boreholes to 
evaluate the intPpretation techniques and to test the downhole 
equipment To advance the application of borehole geophysical 
methods to mineral cxplaation and geotechnical problems. the 
GSC found that for some parameters a system of Mdcl 
boreholes was essential. and that test holes for calibrating and 
testing borehole geophysical equipment were also needed 
(Killeen. 1975). 

Model M o l e s ,  constructed of concrete m u m s  to 
provide controlled homogeneous zones with documented 
physical e e s ,  make it possible to calibrate logging tools 
to produce quantitative logging measurements of the physical 
pmperlies of xucks. Initially the GSC designed model boreholes 
(Figure 1) for calibration of gamma-ray spectral logging probes 
which recad measurements of variations in natwal 
radioactivity due to the changes in concentrations of the 
elements potassium (K), uranium (U) and thorium (Th) in the 
rocks h u g h  which the probe is moving. A typical gamma-ray 
model consists of an 'ore' zone containing some radioactive 
materials such as pitchblade uranium ore, located bet= 
two bamn zones. Figure 1 shows the gamma-ray spectral log 
recorded as the probe passes through a M u m  zone. Sina the 
thaium ore grade in the model is known, a calibration factor 

'Geological Survey of Canada, 601 Booth Street, Ottawa, Ontario. KIA OE8 
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F i r e  1 Design of a model borehole for calibdon of gamma-ray spechal logging probes which distinguish between the 
radioelements potassium (K). uranium (U) and thorium (7%). A typical model is made of concrete and the 'ore' zone is located 
between two baxren zones. The gamma-ray spectral log is mmded as the probe passes h g h  the ore zone, in this case thorium. 
Calibration factors are determined by relating measmed count rate (cps) to known ore concentration (ppm). 

conmaation can be derived. . 

Figure 2 Nine test columns at Bells Caanas near Ottawa. 
Ontario. each containing three different diameter model Nine such models, cuntaining different radioelement (K. U, 
boreholes for d b b g  gamma-ray s~ectromehc logging and m) concentrations, w m  con-ted in 1977 at Bells 
equipment Comers (Figure 2) on the outskirts of Ottawa Ontario. Lata 

that same year, two models, with rPanium zones only, wen 
built in Fredericton, New Bnmswick (Figure 3) and, in 1979. 
four models, also uranium only, were built in Sadmoon, 



assembled into multiple-me model boreholes consisting of a F.re GSC GeophYSiCS -,,,,,, 
series of zones placed in contact with each other. The Borehole 

Ontario. The horizontal configuration makes it tasy to Geophysics Laboratory in Ottawa. the primary facility, uses a 
interchange zones using an overhead crane assembly. In order 

honron* (Flgm in to simulate most field conditions, i( is possible to 811 the pit 
facilities are stacked in a venical configuration as shown in wi,, water to saturate models. Figure 7. 



P i  8 Completed field calibtation facility at Calgary. 
Alberta, showing insulated tanks and covers, and overhead 
gantry. 

_ L . - I  . . . . .. . . . . - . - - -1,. .! 
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Figure 7 Field calibration facility a! Dartmouth, Nova Scotia 
The schematic diagram shows the vutical d~gurat ion with 
calibration zones stacked, aligned with the run p i s  An 
optional drill rod may be suspended fmm the covu through the 
borehole to simulate cased hole situations. 

F i n  9 Design of the haizontal configuration of tones. 

In addition to model boreholts, test holes have. been drilled 
in Ottawa and in the Precambrian pegmatitic rocks in the 
Bancroft area about 125 km west of Ottawa. The Lebreton NQ 
(76 mm diameta) test hole, located near the Borehole 
Geophysics Laboratory in Ottawa drilled to a depth of 442 m. 
is easily accessible and convenient for testing downhole 
equipment. It passes through 375 m of sedimentary rod: before 
intersecting basement rock. The Borehole Geophysics Test 
Area at Bells Comers F~gure 10) consists of six NQ holes 
drilled in 1981 and 1984. There are four holes of 

approximately 300 m depth and two of 120 m depth, separated 
by distances of 10. 20. 30, 70 and 100 m. The location of 
holes in a triangular pattern is ideal for hole-to-hole seismic. 
radar and electromagnetic studies. These holes pass bough 65 
m of sedimentary strata before intersecting basement rock The 
Bancroft Test Site has four holes to depths of up to 90 m. two 
BQ (60 mm diameter) holes drilled in 1979 and two HQ (100 
mm diameter) holes drilled in 1981. 



BOREHOLE GEOPHYSICS TEST SITE. BELLS CORNERS 

F i  10 Geology and geomeby of the Geophysics Test Area 
at Bells Comers near Ottawa Ontario. Relative positions of 
hreholes, drilled at corners of equilateral triangles, are shown 
on the inset plan view. Depths of holes are displayed as well' 
as their generalized geological logs. The unconformity at 65 m 
depth is indicated in the diagram by a dashed line. Logging 
probes, similar to the one shown in hole BCSl-4, are able to 
determine physical properties of the rock along the hole. 

Figun 11 In the GSC Rock Pmpaiies hhuatory, 
mmsurcments (in this case magnetic susctptib'ity) are made 
on drill core for cornlation with M o l e  geophysical logs. 

Over a period of years. various groups kom universities. 
institutes and private industry have utilized these boreholes in 
their research and development work, in addition to borehole 
geophysical measurements conducted by the GSC. Each type 
of measurement has provided additional information on the 
physical properties of the rocks in the vicinity of the boreholes, 
making the test holes more valuable. Detailed geological logs 
of the drill con. combined with geophysical measurements on 
selected sections of core conducted in the GSC Rock 
Properties Laboratory (Figure 11) have been a fundamental 
part of this work. 

Canadian borehole calibration facilities which were 
described by Killeen (1986) are briefly reviewed here. but the 
main emphasis is on new developments in the last six years. 

GAMMA-RAY SPECTRAL LOGGING CALIBRATION 
FACILITIES 

Model Boreholes at Bells Corners, Ontario 

In support of International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA. 
1976) ncommcn&tions regarding calibration of radiometric 
exploration cquipmenf calibration facilities for borehole 
gamma-ray spectmmetxic equipment w m  co~~structed in 1977 
by the GSC (Killetn.1978: Killeen and Conway, 1978) at Bells 
Corners about 10 km west of Ottawa Ontario. The site, located 
along the wall of an abandoned rock quarry on the property of 
the Canada Centre for Mineral and Energy Technology 
(CANMET). consists of nine concrete ttst columns. as pictured 
in Figure 2 

Thne of the columns contain ore zones of different 
C O I K U I ~  of potassium. thne of uranium and three of 
thorium. Each of the columns is 3.9 m in height, with a 
simulated 1.5 m hick cxt zone sandwiched between upper and 
Iowa bamn zones. The radioelement concentrations were 
determid by labaa!ory gamma-ray spectrometric analysis of 
samples taken from the cre zones during their construction. 
Reanalysis of samples from the thorium OR zones in 1991, 
with impwed laboratory techniques, poduced amended 
concentration values (see Table 1). The values in Table 1 may 
differ slightly from pxevious publications and these arc 
considend to be more accmatt. 

Each cdumn has thee borcholes. of sizes AQ (48 mm 
diarntta), BQ and NQ, intasccting the ore zones. The deck of 
the working area above the columns supports overhead pulley 
assemblies, which can be positioned o v a  any one of the three 
holes in a column, to guide the gamma-ray probe as it is 
lowacd through the hok. The holes may be logged eitha wet 
or dry and arc available for year-round use. The calibmim of 
logging tools using gamma-ray speed logs from the models 
involves the computation of stripping factors and absolute 
sensitivities as &suii by Killan (1979). 
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standard deviations 

Model Boreholes at Fredericton. New Brunswick 

These model boreholes were designed primarily for 
calibration of total count a 'grusscount' natrrral gamma-ray 
logging tools, f a  which it is assumed that the radiation from 
potassium and thorium is negligible. Two model boreholes 
were constructed in Fmkrhn on the pmptrty of the . 

Department of Natural Resources and Enagy of the Province 
of New Brunswick in 1977. As shown in Figure 3. the models 
axt housed below ground. in cormgated steel cyhders with 
approximately the upper 50 cm exposed. Each model contains 
a single borehole of HQ size, which pcnesates an ore zone 
sandwiched between upper and lower bamn zones. The 15 m 
thick ore zones have nominal uranium cmcentrations of 100 
ppm for model BU-I-F and 1000 pprn for model BU-2-F (See 
Table 1 for exact values). 

Model Boreholes at Saskatoon. Saskatchewan 

These model boreholes wae also designed primarily f a  
calibration of total count natural gamma-ray logging tools, and 
in particular w a t  meant to support the uranium exploration 
activities in the Athabasca sandstone area of northan 
Saskatchewan. A set of four model bonholes, similar in 
configuration to those in Fndcricton, 'was constructed in 
Sasletoon in collaboration with the Saskatchewan Geological 
Survey and the Saskatchewan Research Council in 1979. The 
single hole models of NQ size are shown in Figure 4. a 
composite photograph showing below-ground construction as 
well as fhshtd surfact apptaranct. Ore zones have 
concentrations ranging from about 600 ppm eU to nearly 
30,000 ppm eU as shown in Table 1. The last zone, which is 
only 21 cm thick, ~ t p s m t s  a high-grade zone with a 
concentration in the range encountered in actual field work in 
the Athabasca region. 



MULTIPLE-ZONE CALIBRATION FACILITIES 

Pnmw Facility at Ottawa - The GSC Borehole Geophvsics 
Labontory 

A multiple-zone model borehole. designed for calibration 
of logging probes and for testing and evaluation of dibntion 
zones for use in field facilities. has been constructed in Ottawa 
in the Borehole Geophysics Labomtory at Lebreton Street 
(KiUeen et al.. 1984). The facility consists of a rectangular pit 
(Figure 9) in which a series of 'ore' zones (concrete cylinders) 
are placed in contact with each other in a horizontal 
configuration. As shown in Figure 6, the primary facility has 
provision for saturating the model borehole zones with water 
to simulate most field conditions. The pit is watertight to 
prevent seepage of ground water into the empty pit, or of water 
from a fuIl pit into the environment, and is free of metallic 
material to avoid interference during calibration of logging 
tools which measure electrical or magnetic properties of rocks. 

Each cylinder represents a 'zone' as shown in Figure 5 
with specific known physical properties for which the logging 
tool response can be evaluated. The horizontal model borehole 
produced by the alignment of the axial holes in each zone is 
used to calibxate logging tools as they are pulled through the 
successive zones by a system of suspended weights. The 
horizontal configuration increases the versatility of the model 
by making it easy to remove and insert different zones, or to 
shift them for use in any sequence, during testing and 
evaluation. 

Initial construction of the calibration facility included the 
design of a suies of calibration zones made of concrete with 
different densities covering the range of intercst far coal 
logging (see Table 2). In two of the zones (#4.#5). coal was 
act&& mixed with the concrete. The density zones were 
constructed in collaboration with the Engineering Department 
of the University of Ottawa A prototype zane was first built, 
and an axial hole was drilled without core recovery. The 
prototype was followed by eleven working models, which were 
core drilled to allow more acctlrate measurements. 

Zones were tested for homogeneity, water-saturated and 
accurately measured for wet density in Oetawa prior to 
shipment to field locations. To ensure 10% saturation. the 
GSC acquired a vacuum tank (Figure 12) to evacuate the pore 
structure of the calibration zone before it is water sat-. 
Figure 13 shows a zone being placed in the vacuum tank for 
evacuation and water-saturation. The tank is capable of 
accepting zones up to 1 mem diameter and thichcss. 

At ptrscnt a set of five density zones (#1.#6,#9,#4,#5) 
plus the prototype (#13) has been retained for use in the 
primary facility in Ottawa. while the remaining two sets of 
three each were shipped to field calibration facilities 
established in eastern Canada (#2#10,#7) and western Canada 
(#3.#11.#8). Dimensions of all zones are 0.9 m diameter and 
0.6 m thickness. Zones with their comsponding identification 
numbers. hole sizes and wet densities, are listed in Table 2. 

F i r e  12 Vacuum tank designed to evacuatc air from the pore 
structure of the calibration zone before it is water saturated. 

Table 2: Density zones in primary and field facilities 

Zone ID number Hole size' Wet density (g/cm3) 

Darbnouth, Nova Scotia 

#2 

#10 

#7 

N 

N 

N 

239 

1.96 

1.68 

Calgary, Alberta 

#3 

#11 

#8 

Note: Additional data regarding standard deviation 
of values may be obtained from the authors. 
%ole size diameters: N = 76 mm, H = 100 mm. 

H 

H 

H 

2.40 

1.96 

1.63 



F i r e  U Placing a new calibration zone in the vacuum tank Figure 14 A fiberglass tank is positioned over a run pipe 
for evacuation and water-saturation. Testing and certification protruding through the conate base during construction of the 
of standard caIibration zones arc done in the GSC Borehole field caliition facility at Calgary. Tank and run pipe are 
Geophysics Laboratory a! Ottawa, Ontario. attached with a watertight fiberglass bond. 

To increase the range of available densities. blocks of rock, 
each with a drilled BQ hole, have been placed near the model 
boreholes at Bells Corners. The four rock blocks and their 
densities are: sandstone (2.49 glcm3), p n i t e  (261 glcm3), 
limestone (2.69 g/cm3). and basalt (2.85 g/crn3. Also, the 
lower barren zone of model BU-T, with a density of 233 
g,cm3 and three hole sizes (AQ, BQ, NQ), is available far 
deriving hole size corrections. 

The Ottawa facility will be used to develop standardized 
calibration zones for other physical proputies. such as porosity 
and magnetic susceptibility, with these being added to the field 
facilities as they become available in the future. 

Field Calibration Facilities 

. \ - '  

\ '... 

Figun l5 A zone. shipped from Oaawa, is placed into one of 
the fiberglass tanks of the field facilities. in this case at the In Calgary and Dartmouth. zones are stacked vatically and Dartmordh site. are contained in circular below-ground fiberglass vessels as 

shown in Figure 7. Similar to tfie primary facility. the W d  
facilities have provision for filling the fiberglass tanks with 
water to saturate the model borcholes. They are watatight and logging inside a cased hole. a steel drill rod (or pipe) can be 
free of metallic material. and have eltclrical and water temporarily slspcnded in the model borehole for the calibration 
supplies. rnea~ntanents. 

The central hole in each cylindrical zone is aligned such Field Loaaina Calibration Facilities at Dartmouth. Nova Scotia 
that the stack provides a continuous hole through all the zones. 
which is aligned with a run pipe protruding below the tank The Eastan Canadian field facility is located in Dartmouth 
During the calibration. logging tools would nomrally be on the propaty of the Nova Scotia Research Foundation 
lowered into the model borehole on a cable which runs over a Corparation, which oversees and maintains the facility for their 
pulley suspended by an ovemead gantry assembly. To simulate own and public use (Schock and Killeen. 1985). At this site, 



two fiberglass tank asscmblics (Figure 7) wcrc installed. and The top 65 metres of the holes intersect a sequence of 
into one of these three density calibration zones were phced. nearly horizontal lower Paleozoic sandstones and dolomites 
Each zone is 0.9 m in diameter and 0.6 m thick with an NQ lying unconformably on ' an altered/weathered zone of 
borehole (Figure 15). Figure 16 shows the guide assembly Precambrian granites and gneisses. ?he altered zone varies in 
attached to the upper zone to direct probes into the model thickness up to 17 mefres. A number of alteration zones near 
borchole. Table 2 lists the three zones from top to bottom. as fractures and faults are found within the fresher granites and 
they are now installed in the stack. gneisses. The gneisses are steeply dipping and range in 

composition horn hornblende-biotite-feldsparquartz to those 
containing a large amount of carbonate minerals like scapolite 

Figure 16 Once zones are positioned in the fiberglass tar&, a 
guide assembly is attached to the upper zone to direct probes 
into the model borehole. Boreholes in Dartmouth arc 76 mrn: 
in Calgary, 100 mm. The run pipe beneath is 200 mm. A 
reducer allows smooth transition from the run pipe to the zone 
borehole. 

Field Logging Calibration Facilities at Calgary. Alberta 

The Western Canadian field facility is located in Calgary 
at the Institute of Sedimentary and Petroleum Gmlogy, a : 

division of the GSC. Figure 14 shows the site under 1 

construction, while Figure 8 shows it completed. Three density 
calibration zones, 0.9 m in diameter and 0.6 m thick wilh HQ 
boreholes, were placed in the Calgary facility in 1991. Table 
2 also lists these zones from tap to bottom. . 

TEST HOLES 

Bells Comers Test Holes 

This site, located near the entrance to the CANMET 
Complex in Bells Comas and close to the model b h o l e s ,  
consists of six vertical NQ bortholes. ?hesc were dhlled in 
1981 and 1984, to provide a place for testing various types of 
bonhole probes being used by the GSC, universities and 
indusuy. The geological l d o d ,  which contains a variety of 
rock types, structural conditions and various degnes of 
alteration. provides the contrasts needcd to ttst the measuring. 
capabilities of probes available or being developed today. 

and calcite. 

The holes are drilled in a triangular pattern, as shown in 
Figure 10, at intervals of 10.20,30.70 and 100 metres apart. 
The first four holes, as described by Bernius (1981). were 
drilled in 1981; BC81-1 was drilled to 300 m and the 
remaining holes went to 120 m. In 1984, BC8l-4 was 
deepened to 300 m and two additionat holes were drilled, 
BC84-5 to 250 m and BC84-6 to 300 m. The new holes are 
offset from the previously drilled line of holes to fom a 30 m 
equilateral triangle inside a 100 m equilateral triangle. as 
shown in Figure 10, to facilitate experimentation with hole-to- 
hole techniques. 

Parametas which have been measured in the test holes 
include magnetic susceptibility, electrical resistivity and IP, 
natural gamma. gamma-gamma density, thermal neutron. 
acoustic velocity, conductivity and temperahue. Hole BC81-2 
has been logged most frequently by industry and universities. 
and more geophysical logs are available for it than the other 
holes. The recovery of core (47.6 mm diameter) was high. 
allowing detailed petrological and geophysical studies 
(magnetic susceptibility and density) to be made in the GSC 
Rock Propmes Laboratory. Logs of hole BC81-2 are shown 
in Elliott (1991, these procc&ngs). 

Bancroft Area Test Hoks 

In 1979 two BQ test boreholes (BN-79-4,BN-79-5) were 
drilled near Bancroft to intersect uranium- and thorium-bearing 
minaaiized zones, primarily for testing a gamma-ray spectral 
logging system. In 1981. two more holes (BN-81-18N-81-2) 
of HQ size were drilled 60 m apart at the same location. 
primarily to test and evaluate a new X-ray fluorescence probe. 
The large diameter holes present a unique opportunity to test 
prototype probes which ~ I C  often of larger diameter than the 
final version. 'Iht holes arc also suitable for hole-to-hole 
experimmts. These test holes are drilled approximately 
perpendicular to the dip of the rocks at an angle of about 600 
from horizontaL2 

Lcbrcton Test Hole 

Test borchole (LB-1) is located outside the GSC Bonhole 
Geophysics Laboratory in Ottawa Caliper logging has shown 
that hole LB-1 does not deviate by much more 1 cm from 

2At lime of writing the two BQ holes have become blocked and an attempt will be made to reopen them. 



TOTAL COUNT LOGS (0.5 to 3.0 MeV) IN URANIUM MODELS 

GREECE DENMARK HUNGARY SWEDEN CZECH CANADA INDIA 

1 ' 1  DETECTOR : 25 x 76 mm Csl(Na) 

I 1 1 

Figure 17 A worldwide gamma-ray intercalibration project, sponsored by the IAEA. is being carried out by the GSC Borehole 
Geophysics Section following the GSC's initial measurements in Australia and USA. Standard gamma-my logs in model holes in 
six additional countries are shown here. 

its nominal NQ diameter of 76 mm. The uppa 375 m of this 
442 m hole is in sedimentary rock. At about 375 then is an 
unconfonnity marked by electrical and radiometric anomalies. 
The upper part of the hole intersects a thick section of 
limestone and shale before it reaches the same formarion in 
which the Bells Comem holes are collared. For researchas 
interested in a thicker sedimentary section (about 370 m) than 
the boreholes at Bells Comers (about 65 m), hole LB-1 should 
be used. The bottom approximately 75 m of this hole 
penetrates Precambrian basement rock. Due to its location, in 
the midst of buildings and city traffic, this tcst hole would not 
be suitable for some high sensitivity seismic or electridal 
measurements. 

WORLDWIDE INTERCALIBRATION 

TO have inte-onal models F i r e  18 India's calibration models in Hyderabad arc similar 
around the world must be consistent When the GSC developad to the f i gn  of the Bells Cbmers models. 
its gamma-ray spectral model boreholes, they were only the 



second such models in the world, the fmt being built in the 
U.S.A.; the third. in Ausualia On the recommendation of the 
IAEA in Vienna, the GSC conducted an intercalibration 
exercise in the three countries (Adelaide. Ausualia; Grand 
Junction. U.S.A.; and Ottawa, Canada) and important 
lscrepancies were detected among the models. Ultimately, the 
assigned 'ore' grades in Ihe Australian models were revised 
upwards; grades in the U.S.A. models. downwards. The results 
of these measurements have been described by Bristow et al. 
(1982) and Killeen et al. (1983). 

The initial intercalibration work has led to the worldwide 
gamma-ray model intercalibration project. sponsored by the 
IAEA. and carried out by the GSC's Borehole Geophysics 
Section (Killeen and Elliott. 1990). To &te. the GSC's set of 
standard gamma-ray logging probes has been used to compare 
models in Argentina. Ausmlh, Czechoslovakia. Daunark, 
Greece. Hungary, Jndia. Sweden. and the U.S.A. Egure 17 
shows an example of gamma-ray logs recorded in model holes 
in six of the countries. It is interesting to note that India's 
calibration models in Hyderabad (Figure 18) arc similar to the 
design of the Bells Comers models in Canada. In f u m ,  it is 
expected that China, Japan and other countries will add their 
gamma-ray model boreholes to the network of intercalibrated 
models. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Calibration facilities. including models and test holes, have 
been developed by the GSC for use by private industry, 
university and govemment groups involved in using, 
developing, calibrating or improving the quality of borehole 
geophysical insmentation and measurements. Models like 
these have become important standards and have helped to 
stimulate the development of commercial minaal logging 
systems and services in Canada In the future it is hoped that 
borehole geophysical test sitcs can be established at major 
economic mineral &posit. to facilitate developat  of new 
logging tools and techniques. 
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Gamma-ray spectral logging for uranium 
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ABSTRACT In practice, there are numerous factors which potentially can - ~ 

Gamma-ray spectml logging, a useful technique for uranium 
exploration and evaluation, has generally been underutilized 
by the Canadian mining industry. Provided that the techniqrre 
is proper& applied, it is capable of yielding reliable quan- 
titative in fortnation regarding the distribution of uranium and 
other radioelements along the borehole under most conditions. 
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de&ade the quality of the log and thus any q&ntitative inter- 
pretation based on it. Fortunately, the appropriate choice of 
logging equipment and technique can avoid many such pro- 
blems, and corrections can & applied to the data to compen- 
sate for most of the others. 

Introduction 
.In Canada and around the world, gamma-ray spectral logging 
is becoming an increasingly important technique for uranium 
exploration'and evaluation. In large part, this is because of the 
lower cost of percussion drilling compared to diamond core- 
drilling, and because the gamma-ray log analysis is represen- 
tative of a much greater volume of rock than a core analysis. 
Continuing refinement makes the equipment and techniques 
increasingly reliable and improves the accuracy of the results. 

Unfortunately, in some instances the personnel in charge of 
planning and conducting the logging program, and of inter- 
preting the results, may be lacking in prior logging q m i e n a  
and basic background information on this specialized subject. 
As a result, gamma-ray logs are commonly misinterpreted. 
surveys are sometimes so badly run that even an expert would 
be unable to extract reliable quantitative information from the 
logs and, in most cases, the technique is not being utilized to its 
fullest advantage. Although much of the basic information 
necessary for a good survey can be found in the literature, it is 
disseminated and difficult to ferret out. In addition, some of 
the existing gamma-ray logging lite ture contains misleading, 
outdated or erroneous information 7 

This paper is intended to provide a foundation in the basic 
theory of interpretation of gamma-ray spectral logs, along 
with some suggestions regarding equipment and techniques. 
The logger, armed with this information, should be in a better 
position to plan and conduct a good survey and make a 
reliable interpretation. 

The Gamma-Ray Energy Spectrum 
For convenience, the electromagnetic radiation spectrum is 
subdivided according to the origin, behaviour and frequency 
of the radiation. The most familiar subgroup is visible light, 
which is further divided according to colour, which depepds 
on the frequency of the radiation. Gamma rays are a type of 
electromagnetic radiation having frequencies (and therefore 
energies) one thousand to one million times greater than visible 
light. A single gamma-ray is a photon of electromagnetic 
radiation (like a photon of light) which is emitted during cer- 
tain types of radioactive decay, that is, while one atom of an 
element or isotope is changing by nuclear disintegration into 
another doughter nuclide (element or isotope). 

In uranium exploration, we are only concerned with the 
three principal natural radioelements, uranium, thorium and 
potassium, and their respective decay series, i.e. all of the 
daughter products from the initial parent radioelement down 
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to the final stable (non-radioactive) daughter. Specifically, we 
are interested in uranium, while potassium and especially 
thorium may provide interference and complicate the inta- 
pretation. In logging applications other than for uranium, 
potassium and thorium may also be of interest. 

Traditionally. gamma-ray logging for uranium has been 
done on a totalcount basis. That is, all gamma-rays detected 
are assumed to be from the uranium decay series, and the in- 
terpretation is made on that basis. More recently, especially in 
Canada, an effort has been made to develop logging equip- 
ment which can sort the gamma-rays according to energy and 
eliminate the contributions of those which are not due to the 
uranium series. Thus, ideally. the interfering effects of 
potassium and thorium are eliminated. 

Interpretation of the totalcount log will be considered fust. 

Quantitative Uranium Determinations- 
Total-Count Log 

The basic premise behind all standard methods of quantitative 
interpretation of gamma-ray logs for uranium is simply 
this: The area beneath the anomaly curve is directly propor- 
tional to the quantity of radioactive material along the 
borehole in that region (Scott et of., 1%1). This may be ex- 
pressed by the simple relationship 

where G is the average ore grade (%U or other units) over a 
zone which is T metres thick. In totaltount logging, K is the 
logging system calibration constant which is determined in 
model boreholes under conditions as nearly like those in the 
field borehole as possible (see Killeen and Conaway, 1978), 
and A is the arca beneath the anomaly curve (in metres x 
countsls or similar units). Grade G is expressed in the units qo 
eU, or equivalent U, because the gamma-radiation is assumed 
to be entirely from the uranium decay series, although it is not 
certain that this is the case. The units of K, then, arc % 
eU l (counts 1 s). The principle expressed by equation (1) is il- 
lustrated in Figures 1-3. In Figure la, a thin (let us say. ar- 
bitrarily, 5 cm) uniform zone of uranium ore of grade G, is il- 
lustrated diagrammatically. This ore zone produces the 
gamma-ray anomaly shown in Figure lb (or lc). The area 
under this curve is A, (metres x countsls). Figure Id shows the 

uranium concentration (or qo eU) plotted against depth. The 
height of this slim rectangle is equal to the ore grade (G,) and 
the width of the rectangle is equal to the thickness of the zone. 
By equation (1). the arca of the rectangle is KA,. 

The important point illustrated by Figure 1 is that by deter- 
mining the area under the gamma-ray anomaly (from 
"background to background"), and by knowing the calibra- 
tion constant of the logging system, it is possible to determine 
the product of grade times thickness for the ore zone which 
caused the anomaly. What cannot be determined directly from 
Figure lc  is the true thickness of the ore zone, and therefore 
the true ore grade according to the relationship 

If, however, the zone thickness can be estimated, then the 
average grade over that estimated distance can be computed 
from equation (2). Because it is the product GT which is 
related to ore tonnage, the problem of determining T precisely 
is not generally of critical importance, except perhaps in the 
case of low-grade deposits near the cutoff grade for economic 
viability. 

In Figure 2a are shown four adjacent ore zones, each iden- 
tical to the one in Figure la. Each zone considered individually 
would cause one of the four anomaly curves shown in F i r e  
2b, each having an area A,. Now, the total anomaly is mmly 
the sum of the individual curves (this is called the principle of 
superposition), and is plotted in Figure 2c. Note that, although 
the ore grade of each of the four zones in Figure 2 is identical 
to the grade of the single zone in Figure 1, the corresponding 
total anomaly curves (Figs. 2c and lc) have different 
amplitudes. This is an important source of error in gamma-ray 
log interpretation; the fact is that the height of the anomaly 
curve is generally not proportional to ore grade, but the total 
area under the curve is proportional to the total gradc- 
thickness product. Figure 2d once again shown the plot of 
uranium concentration along the borehole. 

In Figure 3a we see 20 adjacent ore zones, each identical to 
the one shown in Figure la. These zones considered individual- 
ly would give rise to the 20 anomaly curves shown in Figure 3b, 
each with an area A,. Once again, the total anomaly due to the . 
complete 1-m-thick ore zone is the sum of the individual 
anomaly curves, and is plotted in Figure 3c. Notice that the 
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FIGURE 2. (a) Geologic column showing fonr S-cm-thkk zones of ndiorcUve materid (ucb  i d a t i a l  to the zone In Fig. la) embedd- 
ed in burcn rock. Fach zone considered lndividudiy would awe one of tbc four gunma-ray log mormlks shown in (b); these four 
a a o d a  are snmmcd to give the gamma-ny log p u t  the entire 20em n d i m t i v e  zone (c). (d) Plot of a c b d  g n d e  r s  depth. 
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FIGURE 3. (a) Geologic column showing twenty 5-m-thick zones of ndioactive materid (each idential to the zone in Fig. la)  embed- 
ded in b a m n  rock. Faeh zone considered indivldudly would ause one of the twenty gamma-ny log auomdia  shown In (b); these twm- 
ty anomalies are summed to give the total gamma-ny log past the entire 1-m ndioactive zone (c). (d) Plot of actud grade vs depth. 

anomaly curve has become flat in the middle. The gamma-ray anomaly resulting from an infinitely thick ore zone of unifonn 
intensity in the middle of this anomaly is dircctly proportional composition obeys the "full-width half-maximum" (FWHM) 
to ore grade (in fact, the intensity is G,IK), and the ore zone is rule. That is, the width of the anomaly at half the maximum 
said to be effectively infinitely thick. This means that a gamma count rate is equal to the thickness of the ore zone, regardless 
ray originating in the centre of the ore zone has a negligible of detector length or instrument time constmt. Thus, for an 
change of reaching the barren zone. infinitely thick uniform ore zone, it is a simple matter to deter- 

As well as having height proportional to the ore grade, the mine the true grade and thickness of the zone rather than just 



GAMMA-RAY INTENSITY 

FIGURE 4. Simpk proadore for competing tbc gruk- 
thickness prodnct over an ore zone. The ua under the cone is 
approximated by 8 number of rcct.ngks of deptb extent Az 
(diatmnce dong the borebole in metres) nod intensity U s )  
(conntp/d. U d y  ad b'tmkea as tbe digitized log mpUtude 
at a c b  digitbation point. The yers of tbe indlvkiud rcc- 
L.ngks are summed to give tbe tom ua. A, wblch, rhea 
multipkd by the syrtcm alibntion factor, K. givu (he gmdc- 
thiclraas product GT. Wbca GT has k e n  determlncd for 8 
given zone bucd on meunrements In 8 nnmber of boreboles In 
an ua, (hen tonmge ah l r t ions  a n  be nude. 

probability dfstribntion. Although the chance of r given g m -  
ma ray being detected falls off rapidly witb distance between 
the emitter and the detector, Uut c b c e  will nonetbeless be 
finite. Depending on gamrm-my energy, rock density and 
other purrnetem, (his diagram repmcntr an ucm roughly 23 
m on 8 dde. 

best of conditions, these sophisticated computer techniques 
serve only to enhunce the information available in the log. The 
computer does not interpret the log; this is still the task of the 

the product of the two. In the case of Figure 3c, the FWHM is 
equal to 1 m, the true zone thickness. For Figure 2c, the 
FWHM is about 25 cm and the true zone thickness is 20 cm, a 
25% error. In Figure lc, the FWHM is about 15 cm and the 
true thickness is 5 cm, a 200% error. The percentage error in 
the FWHM method increases as zone thickness decreases. In 
all cases of radioactive zones which are not infinitely thick, the 
FWHM rule will give an overestimate of thickness T. When 
this value of T is used in equation (2). the resulting average G 
will be an underestimate. Thus, a determination of average 
grade based on this technique will tend to be a conservation 
estimate. 

For ore zones which are isolated, uniform and less than in- 
finitely thick, graphs have been given by Conaway (1978) 
which allow the thickness of the zone to be determined (within 
the limitations of noise, i.e. statistical uncertainty in detnmin- 
ing the true radioactive intensity, lateral inhomogeneities in 
the rock, etc.) based on the FWHM of the anomaly curve. 
Rules of thumb for determining the thickness of zones less 
than infinitely thick are generally misleading and should be 
treated with suspicion. 

For the more general (and more common) case of a complex 
distribution of radioactive material along the borehole, an 
estimate of the grade-thickness product can be made as shown 
in Figure 4. More sophisticated computer techniques are 
available (Conaway and Killeen, 1978a. 1978b; Conaway. 
1979a). which are designed to give the true distribution of 
radioactive material (i.e. true grade and thickness). The extent 
to which these computer techniques are successful depends on 
many factors, including detector length, sampling interval 
along the borehole and relative noise level. The relative noise 
level is lower (better) for digital recording than for digitized 
analog strip charts, and is also lower for high count rates than 
for low count rates. The success of these computer techniques 
also depends on whether the radioelement distribution varies 
only with depth along a borehole, or whether there is an in- 
homogeneous or 'plum-pudding' distribution. Even under the 

trained geophysicist or geologist. 
Occasionally in the gamma-ray logging literature, the term 

sample volume or volume of investigation is encountered. This 
is generally defined as the region of rock surrounding the 
detector from which nearly all (say. 99%) of the gamma-rays 
arriving at the detector originated. The sample volume is often 
shown diagrammatically as a solid circle of radius 1 m or less 
centred on the detector. Visualizing the sample volume this 
way can be somewhat misleading, as it can be conkrued as 
meaning that any small region within the sample volume con- 
tributes the same number of gamma rays to the recorded count 
rate as any other region of the same volume. The actual situa- 
tion is shown diagrammatically in Figure 5. Here, a cross sec- 
tion along the axis of a borehole through an infinitely thick 
homogenous zone of radioactive material is plotted showing 
the borehole, probe and gamma-ray detector. The dots outside 
of the borebole represent the locations of disintegrating atoms 
along this section which emitted the gamma rays that subsc- 
quently struck the detector and were counted during a given 
counting period. The probability of a gamma ray from any 
particular disintegrating atom being counted by the detector 
decreases rapidly with increasing distance of the atom from the 
detector. However, at any distance there is always a finite 
possibility of the gamma ray being detected. Figure 5 helps to 
explain the shapes of the synthetic gamma-ray logs shown in 
Figures 1-3. The zone of radioactive material is 'sen' by the 
detector as the detector approaches the zone, which explains 
why the anomaly curve begins to rise before the detector 
reaches the radioactive zone. Furthermore, unless the radio- 
active zone is infinitely thick, the detector will still be able to 
'see' outside of the zone even when the detector is situated in 
the centre of the zone; thus, only in the case of infinitely thick 
zones does the gamma-ray intensity become proportional to 
the radioelement grade. For convenience, it is reasonable to 
say that the zone is 'effectively infinitely thick' when the 
gamma-ray intensity reaches 99Qo'of the value which it would 
attain if the tone were w l y  infinitely thick (see Conaway, 
1978). 



Quantitative Uranium Determinations- 
Spectral Log 

r 

Figure 6 shows three gamma-ray energy spectra recorded using 
the Geological Survey of Canada's nuclear borehole logging 
R&D truck with a 32 by 127-mm NaI detector inside a 50-mm- 
diameter stainless steel probe. These spectra were recorded in 
the GSC's model boreholes for calibration of gamma-ray spec- 
tral logging equipment (see Killeen and Conaway. 1978). 
Figures 6a to 6c represent, respectively. the K (potassium), U 
and Th spectra. The shaded areas are spectral windows which 
cover important energy peaks from the K, U and Th decay 
series. In commercially available gamma-ray spectral logging 
equipment the spectrum is not recorded. Rather, the number 
of gamma rays having energies falling into each of these three 
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FIGURE 6. Gamzru-ray energy spectn obtained in model 
borebola using a 32- by 127-mm sodium iodide detector. 
Figure 6a shows the spectrum from a model borehole contain- 
ing the radioelement po(wium (K), Figure 6b is from a U 
model and Figure 6c is from a Th model. Tbcse spectra were 
obtained with a 256chnnnel spectrometer, a c b  chnanel k i n g  
about 12 keV wide. Tbe shaded amas arc the tmditional K, U 
and Th spectral windows centred at 1.46.1.76 and 2.62 MeV, 
respectively. After stripping, all gamma n y s  having energies 
between the upper and lower cutoff energies for the Th window 
are attributed to the thorium d e a y  wries. and W a r l y  for 
uranium and potnssium (the spectra shown in Figs. 6adc have 
not been stripped). Gcnedly, the 'contents' of tbcse three win- 
dows arc stripped and plotted along with the totalcount win- 
dow (i.e. all gamma rays having energies g m t e r  than mme 
predetermined minimumsuch as 0.4 MeV) against depth as the 
4-channel spectral log. 

*MeV stands for mega-electron volts, or 1 million electron volts of 
energy. lMeV = 1OOO keV or kilo-electron volts. 

window window window 

- decreasing energy 

FIGURE 7. The scheme ascd in naming (he six rtripping fac- 
tors. As an uumpk ,  the d p p i n g  factor ascd to correct for Tb 
gmurm. n y s  in the U window is d e d  a, and the rtrlppiog 
factor used to mmct for U g 8 m m  rays in the Th window is 
d k d  8. 

windows detected per unit time is recorded (on magnetic tape, 
chart recorder or printer) along with total count (all gamma 
rays with energies greater than, say. 0.4 MeV*) and depth. 

In general, the measured gamma-ray energy spectrum is 
smeared rather badly, and what should appear as discrete well- 
separated energy peaks (each due to a specific disintegration) 
actually appears as rounded peaks with a great deal of overlap 
(Fig. 6). The degree of overlap depends on the energy resolu- 
tion of the detector, and on the fact that a given gamma ray 
may have collided with one or more electrons before arriving 
at the detector (Compton scatter), and thus may have lost part 
of its energy. Also, the detector may not completely stop the 
gamma ray, and thus may register only part of its true energy; 
this factor is determined by the detector efficiency. Because of 
these factors, some gamma radiation from the thorium series, 
for example, will fall into the uranium window and be counted 
as uranium-series gamma rays; this is evident from Figure 6. 
For best results, therefore, a correction known as spectral 
stripping must be made. 

Figure 7 shows the scheme used in naming the various strip 
ping factors or stripping ratios (Grasty. 1977). Of the six str ip 
ing factors, the most important in borehole logging are a (to 
remove counts due to thorium-series gamma rays from the 
uranium window), 6 (thorium from potassium) and 7 
(uranium from potassium). The factor "a" will be small for 
logging equipment, and "b" and "g" will be nearly zero. 
These stripping factors are equipment-dependent, and must be 
determined experimentally for each logging system (and each 
probe); this is most easily accomplished in model boreholes 
(see Killeen and Conaway. 1978). 

The stripping factors are applied to the digitized gamma-ray 
spectral log as follows: 

where Th, U and K are the gamma-ray intensities recorded in 
the thorium, uranium and potassium windows of the spectral 
log, respectively, in counts per second. Th,, U, and K, are the 



corrected (stripped) gamma-ray intensities in those same win- 
dows. The term in the denominator, D. is given by 

I 

As stated above, the factors b and g are negligibly small for 
most borehole logging detectors and may generally be 
eliminated from the above equations, giving 

Th-aU .................................... m =  - (7) D 

where D is now given by 

countsls 
0 1 C m , O  

The stripped gamma-ray intensities are used to compute the 
concentrations of potassium, uranium and thorium in a similar 
fashion to the quantitative interpretation of totalcount logs 
explained earlier (equation 1). In the case of spectral logs, 
there are calibration factors (like the factor K in equation 1) 
expressing the sensitivity of the spectral logging system to the 
thorium (0, uranium (C") and potassium (CK) decay series. 
These spectral &bration factors or "C-factors" have units 
such as To eUl(countsls) for C,, and similar units for C, and 
C,. Equation (1) is modified to give threeequations for the 
three windows of the spectral log: 
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In equation (I I), G, is the average apparent concentration or 
grade of thorium in an anomalous zone, based on the area 
under the anomaly curve ( A d  in the stripped thorium window 
log; T, is the thickness of the anomalous zone. The average 
apparent uranium grade (Gu) or potassium concentration (G,J 
can be computed in a similar manner from the stripped 
uranium and potassium windows of the log using equations 
(12) and (13). The validity of equations (7-9) depends on the 
decay series being in radioactive equilibrium, as discussed in 
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the next section. 
Figure 8 shows a typical raw (digital) gamma-ray spectral log 

in a mixed uranium-thorium environment. From the total- 
count log (&), it is not apparent which radioelement series is 
causing the anomalies. From the thorium channel it appears 
that there is significant thorium in the four distinct radioactive 
zones between about 52-56 m, but little above or below those 
zones; however, quantitative information is still lacking. In 
Figure 9, the log has been stripped (and smoothed slightly to 
reduce the statistical noise). Now it is clear what radioelements 
are responsible for the various anomalies, and, using the 
techniques shown in Figure 4 along with equations (1 1-13), it is 
possible to determine the concentration of each of the three 
radioelements in any anomalous zone. Especially impressive is 
the virtual elimination by the stripping process of all potassium 
anomalies in this example. In the case of uranium, it is now 
clear that about half of the apparent uranium anomaly at 55 
metres in the unstripped log was due to thorium gamma rays. 

FIGURE 8. UarMpped Cebrooel grmmr-my spemd log h 
r mixed U-Tb environment 
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The Problem of 
Radioactive Disequilibrium 

FIGURE 9. The Crb.nnel gammm-Y rpcetnl log shown in 
Figure 8 after stripping (rod smoothing). 
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The normal undisturbed condition for a radioelement decay 
series in nature is called radioactive equilibrium. This means 
that, on the average, for each disintegration of a parent atom. 
one atom of each of the radioactive daughter products also . 
disintegrates. If element A in the series has a half-life of 10 - 
years and element B in the same series has a half-life of 1 year, 
then there will be 10 times as much of element A as element B 
if they are in equilibrium. 
AU standard natural gamma-ray logging techniques assume 

that the decay series is in equilibrium, because it is the 
1.76-MeV gamma ray emitted by ll4Bi (read bismuth-214 
where 214 is the atomic weight) which is considered diagnostic 
of (the most common form of U in nature). The reason 
for this is that no gamma rays are given off by =mu, and those 
given off by the daughters between and zl4Bi in the decay 
series are of lower energy and arc difficult to resolve without 
elaborate equipment (including solid-state detectors, which arc 
now in the experimental stage for borehole logging applica- 
tions). As 214Bi is 9 disintegrations removed from =#U in the 
decay series, it is obvious that a problem arises when the mU 
decay series is not in equilibrium, because the calculated 
uranium concentration wil l  be in mor  (i.e. the 214Bi will no 
longer be diagnostic of the amount of mu). 

If equilibrium is the state toward which the decay series 
tends to go. what c a w s  disequilibrium? Generally, dise- 
quilibrium results when either the mU or one or more of the 
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daughter products between ntU and zl4Bi migrates away from 
the rest of the elements in the series. This can occur because 
each element has different chemical properties. Under certain 
geologic conditions, itself can be relatively mobile; fur- 
thennore, one of the intermediate daughter products (radon) is 
a gas-albeit with quite a short half-life (3.8 days)--thereby 
limiting the length of time which is available for it to migrate 
(see Rosholt. 1959. for more information). 

Disequilibrium in a uranium deposit or occurrence does not 
necessarily rule out gamma-ray logging as an evaluation tool. 
Satisfactory results may still be obtainable by spot-checking 
the state of disequilibrium of the deposit by laboratory 
chemical analyses, and applying appropriate corrections to the 
gamma-ray logs (Rosholt, 1959; Scott and Dodd. 1%0). 
Gamma-ray logging has been shown to be an effective quan- 
titative evaluation tool in the sandstone-type uranium deposits 
in the United States, even though these deposits are known to 
be in radioactive disequilibrium to various degrees. 

Gamma-Ray Spectral Logging Equipment 
Selecting a suitable logging system can be quite a problem in 
itself and, of course, no one system is well suited to all applica- 
tions. Some useful background material may be gleaned from 
the reports by Killeen (1976), Killeen and Bristow (1976). and 
Killeen et al. (1978). Without going into the matter deeply, 
several important pointers regarding the equipment can be 
given here. 
Data Recording-An analog recording system will generally be 
less expensive to purchase than a digital system, and perhaps 
will be somewhat more reliable under field conditions 
(although this may be expected to change with future 
technologcial developments). A digital system eliminates the 
expense of manual digitization of the data and generally makes 
the data processing easier, if any but the most basic processing 
techniques are to be used. The processed results from a digital 
system will generally be more accurate than those from an 
analog system (see Conaway et al., 1980). A hybrid recording 
system wherein the signal is passed through a ratemeter, as in 
an analog system, and then digitized eliminates the tedious 
step of manual digitization required by true analog recording. 
This system shares many of the disadvantages of pure analog 
recording, however, and should not be confused with the true 
digital system where the counts are summed for a preselected 
period (say. 1 second), and then the sum is written on tape 
along with depth, etc. 

The Detector-To evaluate high-grade uranium deposits, the 
scintillation crystal (detector) must be quite small, perhaps as 
small as 1 by 1 cm, to avoid swamping the electronics with 
gamma-ray pulses. A srnall detector (say. 2.5 by 2.5 cm) is also 
best for delineating thin zones and resolving complex se- 
quences of zones of different grades. For lower-grade deposits 
and occumnces. a larger detector. perhaps 2.5 by 7.5 cm, will 
be needed. For stratigraphic logging in a non-uraniferous en- 
vironment, still larger detectors may be required in order to 
detect enough gamma rays to make the results statistically 
reliable. In the United States, detectors on the order of 5 by 25 
cm arc commonly used in the standard ll-cm-diameter 
boreholes there. Canadian hard-rock areas, where smaller- 
diameter holes are the rule, large detectors of this type are im- 
practical. In this case, special high-density detector materials 
(which are still experimental) instead of the standard sodium 
iodide crystals may provide the answer. For spectral garnma- 
ray logging, larger detectors will generally give higherquality 
spectral information. 
The Winch-Handcranked winches are often favoured in dif- 
ficult terrain for their relative reliability and portability, but 
they also have severe disadvantages. The tedium involved in 
attempting to crank the winch at a constant low speed for hour 
after hour is considerable, and tends to lead to operator inat- 
tention. resulting in undesirable speed fluctuations. A motor- 
driven winch is heavier and requires a generator for power, but 

the convenience of operation and the improved accuracy of 
the results make the motor drive a highly desirable feature of 
the winch. 
The Depth Counter-Experience indicates that winch- 
mounted depth counters of the capstan-and-pressure-roller 
type tend to be inaccurate and unreliable. Such devices should 
be checked regularly. This may be accomplished by marking 
off the cable at regular intervals of, say, 50 m (by using a tape 
measure), and then comparing the cable marks against the 
depth counter readings as the probe is lowered down the 
borehole and brought back up again. If significant errors 
(more than a few cm) are found, the problem is either with the 
depth counter or due to cable stretch. A well-head pulley depth 
counter assembly with an optical encoder should give improv- 
ed accuracy. Calibration as described above can help compen- 
sate for the systematic depth errors in any depth measuring 
system, and allows a cable-stretch correction to be appplied if 
required. 
Spectral Stabilization-As a probe moves dong the borehole, 
ambient temperature changes will affect the properties of the 
detector and the electronics in the probe. As a result, the spec- 
trum can expand or contract, perhaps to the extent that the 
energy peaks will move entirely out of the windows set up for 
them (Fig. 6). Various spectral stabilization techniques are be- 
ing used to compensate for this shift, but at present all of the 
techniques used in commercially available equipment have 
severe limitations. This is just an R&D problem. and hopefully 
in the near future reliable stabilization will be a reality. 

Suggestions Regarding Field Procedure 
The best procedure for a s m a l  logging system without spec- 
tral stabilization is to lower the probe into a water-filled sec- 
tion of the borehole (if possible) for some time before bringing 
it up to calibrate the spectrum (using a 137Cs source, generally). 
Allow at least 20 minutes for a 3-cm-diameter probe and 30 
minutes for a Ccm-diameter probe to approach the 
temperature of the water in the borehole. Larger probes re- 
quire correspondingly longer times to equilibrate. The probe 
power should be on during this equilibration period. Of 
course, because the temperature varies with depth along the 
borehole, the calibration may still shift during the logging. 

A constant logging speed is important with both digital and 
analog systems, otherwise the problem of making a good inter- 
pretation becomes difficult or impossible. In tests, we have 
found that, although it is important to log slowly for accuracy, 
it is even more important to use a short sampling interval. A 
sampling interval of about half the detector length or less 
(down to a practical minimum of 1 or 2 cm) should be used for 
best results. 

Few analog logging systems offer chart speeds which arc fast 
enough to give good results. An analog system that can't pro- 
duce 5-10 cm of chart recording for each metre of borehole 
should probably be modified. Of course, this sort of ratio 
(1 :20 or 1: 10) may only be required for detailed logging of in- 
teresting zones, but it should be available for that purpose for 
best results (Conaway el al., 1980). 

Calibration 
Model boreholes have been established near Ottawa for the 
purpose of calibrating gamma-ray spectral logging equipment. 
Limited facilities are also available in Fredericton, aad further 
facilities at other locations are envisioned. It is good practice 
to make use of such facilities before and after each field season 
(or more often, if convenient) to determine calibration con- 
stants and stripping factors. Such tests can also reveal equip- 
ment problems which might not be obvious from the field logs. 
For further information on calibration, see Killeen and Con- 
away (1978). 

Other Problems 
In addition to the problems discussed above. many more fac- 
tors can affect the quality of the gamma-ray log. Some of these 
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FIGURE 10. Eight factors in p m m - m y  logging which a n  latrodnee m o r  into the computed ndiockment gmdes: (a) aslng. (b) 
borehole fluid, (c) cb-e in borehole diameter or borehok diameter different from the calibration model, (d) change in probe position 
(centred or ecceotrcd), (e) dipping ndioactive zones, (0 complex distributions, (g) mud or fluid invuion of the borehole walls, (h) caving 
of the mlls. 

are mentioned here, with correction methods referenced where 
available. 

Figure 10 illustrates diagramatically eight of these additional 
problems-casing, borehole fluid and diameter, probe posi- 
tion, dipping beds, complex radioactive zones, and invasion 
and caving of the borehole walls. The effects of four of 
these-casing, borehole fluid, borehole diameter and probe 
position-can be largely eliminated by applying suitable cor- 
rection factors worked out in model boreholes (Dodd and 
Eschliman, 1972) or theoretically (Rhoda and Mott, 1%6). Of 
the remaining four factors, dipping beds can be compensated 
for if the dip is known (Conaway, 1979b). and thin and com- 
plex zones can be resolved to a large extent by using a short 
detector and computer processing techniques (Conaway and 
Killcen. 1978a; Conaway. 1979a). Invasion of mud. grit, etc. 
into the borehole walls during drilling, and irregular & i n g  of 
the borehole walls, arc problems which are difficult to correct 
for in the gamma-ray log, but they should be borne in mind as 
possible serious sources of error. Of all of these sources of er- 
ror, potentially the most serious is the dipping bed problem. If 
the radioactive zone is oriented at any angle other than perpcn- 
dicular to the borehole (0 degree relative dip), the grade 
thickness determination will be too large. Most other sources 
of error cause the grade-thickness determination to be too low. 

A factor which has become important in light of the recent 
discovery of high-grade deposits in northern Saskatchewan is 
the problem known as 2-effect (where Z stands for atomic 
number). The relationship given by equation (1) between 
gamma-ray intensity and grade-thickness product becomes 
non-linear as ore grade increases. This is a complex problem. 
although in general at least partial compensation is possible 
(see Dodd and Eschliman, 1972). Once again, grade calcula- 
tions based on equation (2) will tend to err on the conservative 
side (see Conaway. 1980). 

Radioactive decay is a completely random process, therefore 
any measurement of gamma-radiation intensity is subject to 
error (statistical counting noise). The resulting uncertainty in 
the true radiation level is proportional to the square root of the 
number of counts expected in a given sampling period. 
Therefore, the higher the expected count the lower the percen- 
tage uncertainty due to statistical counting noise. Loggers may 
be tempted to increase the analog time constant or the sampl- 

ing time of a digital system in an effort to make the log appear 
smoother. Usually these solutions degrade the quality of the 
log and limit the effectiveness of any data enhancement techni- 
ques which may later be applied (Conaway and Killecn. 
1978a). 

The smearing effect of the ratemeter time constant of an 
analog system can generaiy be reduced by computer process- 
ing. Nevertheless, a short time constant should be used for best 
quantitative results. Using a long detector also causes loss of 
spatial resolution in the log, and this effect cannot be com- 
pletely removed. The use of a shorter detector along with a 
slower logging speed can give the same statistical reliability as a 
longer detector, but with improved resolution. 

Conclusions 
Gamma-ray logging, either total-count or spectral, can be used 
to good advantage in most (if not all) uranium environments. 
In practice, the reliability and utility of gamma-ray spectral 
logging depends largely on the logger's understanding of the 
technique. Numerous factors affect the quality of a gamma log 
and the accuracy of the interpretation b&ed on it. In this m i -  
cle, we have touched on many of the most common or most 
important problems of which the logger should be aware. In 
addition to this general background, further r d n g  of some 
of the works referenced herein is recommended. Finally, the 
staff of the Radiation Methods Section of the Resource 
Geophysics and Geochemistry Division of the G.S.C. is 
available to discuss specific problems which may arise regar- . , 
ding instrumentation, calibration, field technique or inter- 
pretation. 
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Abstract 

Field logging and laboratory physical model logging have been 
carried out to investigate the feasibility of using the spectral 

- gamma-gamma method (SGG) for assaying in slim (46 to 76 mm) mineral - exploration boreholes commonly drilled in Canada. 

The borehole probe consists of a gamma-ray spectral logging 
tool with a 370 MBq (10 mCi) Cobalt 60 source mounted on the nose 
with omniazimuthal collimation.   his collimation makes it possible 
to use a low radioactivity source since the gamma-rays travel 
radially out from the probe in all directions, backscattering to 
the detector with information. This is in contrast to the sources 
of 3700 MBq (100 mCi) or greater commonly used in gamma-gamma 
density logging with highly collimated decentralized probes. In 
that case only a small percentage of the gamma-rays (the collimated 
beam) backscatters with useful information about the rock. 

Qualitative results have been obtained in a zinc deposit in 
Newfoundland in which the SGG method was clearly able to resolve 
the zinc-rich zones providing detailed information on the 
distribution of sphalerite within the zones. Quantitative results 
have been obtained in a lead deposit in Nova Scotia where assays 
of drill core at lOcm intervals were compared to the SGG logs. 
Correlation between the SGG ratio (the parameter determined from 
the logs) and the lead assays (range = 0 to 8% Pb) on drill core 
was excellent (correlation coefficient = 0.87). 

Logging was also done in models constructed with crushed lead 
ore (galena),pyrite and barite. This provided information on the 
behaviour of the SGG ratio, as the ore material and grade are 
changed, as well as the effect of hole parameters on the results. 
It appears that the method is practical formono-elemental deposits 
for the range of concentrations considered to be 'ore' grade. 



Introduction 

The spectral gamma-gamma (SGG) logging technique has been 
investigated by the Borehole Geophysics Section at the Geological 
Survey of Canada (GSC) as a possible practical method for in situ 
assaying of economic mineralization. Initial qualitative 
evaluations of the method in boreholes at the Yava Lead deposit in 
Eastern Canada showed promising results. Further work was done to 
quantify and calibrate the SGG logs to produce in situ lead assays 
at the same deposit with similar positive results. The method is 
now being extended with laboratory models constructed of crushed 
ore materials of different types and grades. Some results of these 
field and lab studies are presented here. 

The S~ectral Gamma-Gamma Method 

The SGG method is based on the different interactions of 
gamma-rays with matter. After gamma-rays from a radioactive source 
have interacted with rock the gamma-ray energy spectrum contains 
information about the atomic number ( 2 )  of the elements in the 
rock. The technology for natural spectral gamma-ray. logging is - already well developed, and can be adapted for SGG logging 
(Killeen, 1979) . 

The possibilities for elemental analysis based on the 
different interactions of gamma- rays with matter, (in this case 
rocks and minerals) was first described by Czubek (1966). The 
dominant interaction is Compton scattering in which gamma-rays are 
reduced in energy by scattering as they collide with electrons in 
the outer shells of atoms. The second type of interaction is 
photoelectric absorption in which a gamma-ray loses all its energy 
in a collision with an electron and ceases to exist. The 
probability of photoelectric absorption is roughly proportional to 
the fifth power of the atomic number, Z, of the element with which 
the gamma-ray interacts, and inversely proportional to about the 
third power of the gamma-ray energy, E. The probability of Compton 
scattering is roughly proportional to Z/E. Thus, if a spectral 
gamma-ray logging tool is used to measure the distribution of 
energies of gamma-rays from a radioactive source after they have 
interacted with rock as shown in figure 1, the shape of the 
spectrum will contain information about the atomic number of the 
elements in the rock. In particular, as shown in figure 2, the 
observed count rate at low energies will be greatly reduced if 
heavy elements (i.e:, high Z) are present in the rock. An example 
application is the iron ore assay method developed by the CSIRO in 
Xelbourne for use in mines of Western Australia (Charbucinski et 
al., 1977) . 

The principle of the SGG log can best be understood by 
referring to the two example spectra shown in figure 2. The 
positions of a low energy window (W10) and a high energy window 



(W3) are indicated in the figure. When there is a change in the 
density of the rock being measured, the count rates recorded in 
both windows will increase or decrease due to the associated change 
in Compton scattered gamma-rays reaching the detector. However, 
if there is an increase in the content of high Z elements in the 
rock, the associated increase in photoelectric absorption will 
cause a significant decrease in count rate in the low energy window 
W 1 0 ,  but very little change in W3. W10 is affected by both density 
and Z effect while W3 is only affected by density. Therefore, a 
ratio of counts in W3 to the counts in W10 can be used to obtain 
information on changes in Z. 

The SGG ratio log is a ratio of counts in a high energy window 
to counts in a low energy window (here for example W3/W10). This 
ratio increases when the probe passes through zones containing high 
Z materials. Experimentation is continuing to determine the 
optimum energy windows to use for this spectral ratio, as well as 
to optimize all of the other parameters involved. In particular, 
the characteristics of the most common Canadian mineral exploration 
boreholes are taken into consideration (e.g. BQ; 60 mm diameter, 
water-f illed) . 
The S~ectral Gamma-Gamma Probe 

At the GSC, a special gamma-ray source holder has been 
designed to attach to the nose of a spectral gamma-ray logging 
probe in order to make SGG measurements. - In making the 
measurements it is important to optimize the source-detector 
spacing and the collimation angle at the source. A series of 
different collimators designed to focus the gamma-rays radially out 
into the rock at angles of go0 ,  60", 45" and 30" to the probe, and a 
series of different spacers to permit variations in source-detector 
spacing have been fabricated from tungsten (see figure 3). 
Tungsten provides high gamma-ray attenuation, and permits the use 
of short source-detector distances if desired. The source holder 
is omni-azimuthal and is designed for use in the slim holes (e.g., 
AQ; 46 mm) commonly drilled in Canadian mineral exploration. The 
source can be of relatively low strength compared to those commonly 
used in gamma-gamma density probes because the collimators are 
radially symmetrical focussing gamma-rays at the appropriate angle, 
outward into the borehole wall in all directions. In addition to 
the different collimators and source detector spacings, sources 
with different gamma-ray energies (Cobalt 60, Cesium 137, Iridium 
192) have been tested. 

S~ectral Gamma-Gamma Logs in Mineral Deposits 

Yava Sandstone Lead Deposit, Nova Scotia 

This deposit located in Nova Scotia consists of galena in 
sandstones, a relatively simple geology and mineralogy. The lead 
in galena with its high atomic number (2-82) causes the spectral 



ratio values in the SGG log to increase in proportion to the lead 
content. This is clearly demonstrated in the logs in figure 4. 
The lead assays from drill core, plotted in histogram form in the 
figure show that the SGG log can be considered a semi-quantitative 
assay log. Note the lead concentration is less than 4%. 

These qualitative results showed excellent correlation with 
the assays of drill core which were available. To calibrate the 
system and provide quantitative data, detailed assays at 10 cm 
intervals were obtained on core from new boreholes and additional 
SGG logs were obtained. Results for hole 404A are shown in figure 
5. These data were plotted and correlated as shown in figure 6 to 
provide calibration data for in situ lead assaying. The 
correlation between spectral ratios and lead content is excellent 
(correlation coefficient r = 0.87) . Figure 7 shows the core 
assays plotted as a log and compared to the computed in situ assay 
log. Similar results were obtained in other holes. 

The periodic table of the elements is shown in figure 8 to 
illustrate the possibility of extending the method to other 'heavy1 
elements. In particular iron (atomic number Z=26) is often an 
important element in the form of pyrite, in massive sulphide _- deposits. It became the subject of lab experiments to be described 
later. Field tests in a zinc (Z=30) deposit are described below. 

Zinc Deposit, Daniels Harbour, Newfoundland 

This deposit consists primarily of sphalerite in limestone, 
another relatively simple geological setting. Although the atomic 
number of zinc is only 30, average grades of considerably less than 
8% Zn are clearly defined by the high spectral ratio values shown 
in the SGG log in figure 9. Here the company assays were averaged 
over core lengths of about 1.5 metres. The SGG log shows that the 
zinc is concentrated in thin zones, probably less than 0.5 m thick 
and that the richest zone is at a depth of 23.5 metres. The 
potential for quantitative assaying with the SGG method is obvious. 

The Stratmat Massive Sulphide Deposit, New Brunswick 

This poly-metallic deposit contains copper, lead, and zinc. 
The SGG log and density log shown in figure 10 illustrate the log 
response to the mineralized zones. The density log appears 
saturated in the zone between 100 and 120 metres. The SGG log 
shows a higher spectral ratio in the top half of that zone as it 
responds to the lead and zinc which is not as abundant in the lower 
half of the zone where copper dominates. 

The question of the possibility to separate or distinguish the 
elements with the SGG method arises here. Considerable further 
work is required to answer this question. 



Experiments with Laboratory Models 

To study the effect on the spectral ratio of different 
materials, in particular minerals containing heavy elements, an 
ore box1 was constructed as shown in figure 11. The SGG probe was 

placed beneath the box against the bottom as shown in the figure. 
The ore material was added to the box in layers one centimetre 
thick. The backscattered spectrum was recorded after each layer 
was added. 

The backscattered gamma-ray spectrum recorded for silica sand 
in layers 1 cm thick and 15 cm thick, are shown in figure 12. As 
each successive layer is added, the count rate increased but by 
smaller and smaller amounts. When there is no further chanae 
observed by adding more material to the ore box the thickness is 
considered to be infinitely thick. Figure 12 shows the location 
of two typical energy windows in the spectrum which were monitored 
as the ore thickness increased. 

In the experiments ten energy windows were monitored. These 
- included four low energy windows, five high energy windows, and a - total count window as shown in figure 13. The results are plotted 

in graphical form in figure 14 for the case of silica sand. The 
figure shows that infinity is somewhere between 12 and 15 cm 
depending on the energy window being considered. 

This procedure was followed using different atomic number 
materials in the ore box including water (H,O) , sand (SiO,) , pyrite 
(FeS,) , barite (BaSO,) and galena (PbS). As atomic number (and 
density) of the material increased, the value of Iinfinite1 
thickness became less. This is illustrated in figure 15 which 
shows the change in count rate in window 7 (defined in figure 13) 
as lore1 material thickness increases from one to twenty-three 
centimetres for the above mentioned materials. 

Infinite thickness is plotted against equivalent atomic number 
2 for these materials, in figure 16. Equivalent atomic number is 
computed simply on the basis of weighted atomic numbers according 
to the chemical formula for each material. The graph indicates 
that 'infinite thickness1 ranges from about 17.5 cm for pure water 
to about 4 cm for pure galena. These data were used to design the 
cylindrical geometry 'ore box' with the dimensions shown in figure 
17. The cylinder has an axial 60 mm ID plastic tube to form the 
'borehole'. The outside cylinder of the model is 300 mm diameter 
which provides 120 mm radial thickness for 'ore' material placed 
in the model surrounding the borehole. The model was constructed 
from a waxed cardboard-type form used in concrete construction. 
The bottom was sealed appropriately to permit water saturation of 
the ore material, while leaving the borehole dry, and also water- 
filling of the borehole while leaving the ore dry. The length of 
the cylinders was sufficient to eliminate end-effects during the 



measurements (ie. the cylinder was also considered to be infinitely 
long). 

Variation of Spectral Ratio with Chansinu Pvrite Concentrations 

Preliminary experiments using a 370 MBq (10 mCi) cobalt source 
were conducted for two cases: dry ore, and wet ore. Figures 18 
and 19 show results for the centred and sidewalled probe 
respectively. In both cases the spectral ratio decreased when the 
borehole was water-filled, whether the ore was wet or dry, The 
spectral ratio values ranged from about 4 .5 to 7.5 as the pyrite 
content ranged from about 12% to 50%. 

The preliminary conclusions based on a centred probe (figure 
18) are: 

1. Over .the range of pyrite concentrations from 12% to 50% a 
significant and reasonably linear change in spectral ratio was 
observed, making a pyrite assaying calibration feasible. 

2. Water in the borehole decreases the values of the spectral 
ratio, by a relatively constant amount making development of 
a correction factor feasible, 

3. Changing the ore from dry to wet (saturated) decreases the 
value of the spectral ratio making development of a moisture 
correction factor feasible. 

- - 

The preliminary conclusions based on a sidewalled probe 
(figure 19) are: 

1. Same as for centred probe. 

2. Same as for centred probe, 

3. Changing the ore from dry to wet increases the value of the 
spectral ratio, unlike the case of the centred probe. This 
unexpected result . is the subject of further experiments to 
confirm or reject this preliminary observation. 

Experiments with a cesium source as well as the cobalt source 
and different ore materials including barite and galena are 
presently being conducted. . Lower and higher concentrations of 
pyrite and the other ores will also be investigated. 
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Figure 1: Schematic illustrating the main components in a spectral 
gamma-gamma (SGG) logging system. The source is separated fromthe 
detector by a collimator and a shielding spacer. The energy 
spectrum of the backscattered gamma-rays is recorded. 
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- - Figure 2: Example of backscattered gamma-ray spectra recorded in 
country rock and in an ore zone. In the ore zone the large 
decrease in count rate at low energies (WlO=Window 10) compared to 
the decrease at high energies (W3=Window 3) is easily seen. 
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used. 
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SPECTRAL RATIO LOGS, YAVA DEPOSIT 
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Figure 4: SGG ratio logs obtained in three boreholes in the Yava 
lead deposit, Nova Scotia. The high ratios correlate with the high 
lead values from company assays of drill core. Below the main ore 
zone, narrow high SGG ratio zones indicate thin galena stringers. 
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Figure 5: Comparison of detailed lead assays of drill core at 10 
cm intenrals and the SGG ratio log of the same hole. 
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Z Figure 6: Lead assay calibration graph based on 10 cm core assays 
and SGG logs as shown in Figure 5. 
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Figure 7: Comparison of laboratory core assay log .and in situ 
computed assay log at 10 cm intervals based on the SGG log using 
the calibration equation 'from Figure 6. The absolute difference 
can be seen in the overlay of the two logs. 
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greater detail. 
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Figure 10: The SGG log in a poly-metallic massive sulphide 
deposit. Distribution of copper, lead, and zinc as well as the 
density log is also shown. 



Figure 11: Experimental arrangement to determine #infinite8 
thickness for different ore materials. The SGG probe is positioned 
beneath the box and successive layers of ore material are added to 
the box. 
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Figure 12': Comparison of backscattered gamma-ray spectra recorded 
from 1 cm and 15 cm thick layers of sand in the ore box of Figure 
11. Two typical useful energy windows, W1 and W7 are shown. 
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Figure 13: A selection of low energy windows (Wl, W2, W3, W4) and 
high energy windows (W5, W6, W7, W8, W9) used for experimenting 
with spectral ratios and their relation to ore grade. W10 is a 
'total countowindow. 
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Figure 14: Variation in window count rate for the windows in 
figure 13, with thickness of silica sand in the ore box shown in 
figure 11. Infinite thickness is obtained when the curve flattens 
out. 
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Figure 15: Variation in Window 7 count rate (See Figure 13) with 
thickness of water, sand, pyrite, barite and galena in the ore box 
(see Figure 11). 
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Figure 16: Estimated 'infinite1 thickness for materials with 
different equivalent atomic number based on ore box experiments. 



Figure 17: Cylindrical geometry model for deriving quantitative 
calibration data for the SGG probe in different ore materials. 
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the effect of water in the tube, and of adding water to saturate 
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Figure 19: Spectral ratio vs. pyrite ore grade as in Figure 18 but 
with the probe sidewalled in the hole. 



OPTIMIZATION OF LOGGING PARAMETERS IN CONTINUOUS, 

TIME-DOMAIN INDUCED POLARIZATION MEASUREMENTS 
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As part of an on-going borehole geophysics research program at the 

Geological Survey of Canada (GSC), experiments have been conducted with 

downhole, continuous, time-domain induced polarization (IP) for the identification 

and delineation of polarizable sulphides. Fields tests have been conducted to  

evaluate the different logging parameters that affect IP measurements in a borehole 

(period of the current waveform, logging speed, sample depth interval, and the 

integration windows for .determining the chargeability parameter). The GSC IP 

logging system may operate at 4 different periods of the current waveform; 1, 2,4 

and 8 seconds. In continuous IP measurements, it is important to use periods as short 

as possible to obtain adequate spatial resolution at reasonable logging speeds 

without sacrificing data quality. Field tests indicate that holes may be logged at 

speeds greater than 6 mfminute using a 1 second waveform in order to  obtain 

reliable, good quality IP data. An 8 second current waveform would require logging 

speeds of less than 1 mfminute to obtain the same spatial data resolution with a 

marginal improvement in the data quality, but there would a substantial increase in 

logging time and cost. 
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and Groundwater Applications. October 2-5, 1989. Las Vegas, Nevada 
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Field examples are presented from a number of Canadian base metal sulphide 

deposits. 

INTRODUCTION 

Surface induced polarization (IP) measurements have been extensively used in 

the search for disseminated sulphides for many years. There are, however, a few 

reports in the literature on IP logging in the mineral logging industry (Bacon, 1965; 

Dakhnov et al., 1952; Glenn and Nelson, 1979; Ogilvy, 1984; Snyder et al., 1977; 

Wagg and Seigel, 1963; Webster, 1986; Zablocki, 1966). Most of the logging has 

been carriedout in an incremental mode with the objective of extending the radius 

of investigation away from the borehole wall using expanding arrays (Ogilvy, 1984; 

Webster, 1986; Wagg and Seigel, 1963). Continuous borehole IP measurements are 

rarely made in the mineral logging industry and, to the author's knowledge, the 

only commercially available continuous IP logging system is  the one from the Mount 

Sopris Instrument Company. The Geological Survey of Canada (GSC) berehole 

research group has designed and built a time domain IP logging system for 

continuous measurements down slim holes (Bristow, 1986; Killeen and 

Mwenifumbo, 1987). 

In continuous time-domain IP logging, there are a number of parameters that 

influence th< IP measurements that can be selected by the operator. These include 

the electrode array geometry, period of the current waveform, logging speed and 

thus sample depth interval. This paper discusses different combinations of these 

parameters that are optimum for obtaining reliable, good quality IP data at 

reasonable cost. Several field examples from a number of Canadian sulphide 

deposits are presented to illustrate the quality of continuous time domain IP data. 



GSC IP LOGGING SYSTEM 

Most timedomain IP logging systems currently in use have passive downhole 

probes fabricated from metal electrodes such as lead or stainless steel (e-g. Mount 

Sopris, Scintrex systems). There are no active electronics except for occasional 

amplifiers (Ogilvy, 1984). The signal is  transmitted to the surface in an analog 

fashion. One of the problems in making downhole IP measurements this way i s  

capacitive coupling in the logging cable between the transmitting and receiving 

cables. Attempts have been made to minimize the coupling by using special shielded 

cables and fairly low frequency (< 1 Hz) signals. It has also been suggested that 

having the two current carrying wires of opposite polarity in the borehole would 

tend to cancel out the coupling (Snyder et al., 1977). 

The GSC time domain IP logging system has a downhole receiver and the 

voltage signal is transmitted digitally as a frequency to the surface (Bristow, 1986). 

This completely eliminates the serious capacitive coupling problems. Vinegar et al., 

(1986) described a similar IP logging system for use in the oil and gas industry. The 

GSC 1P logging system was designed for logging in smaller holes that are most 

frequently drilled in the mining industry. This system records complete waveforms 

so that one can study the decay curve shape, in addition to chargeability, for further 

characterization of the IP response. The current waveform consists of a symmetrical N 

sequence ofpositive "ONIOFF" and negative "ONIOFF" pulses. The period for such a 

sequence can be set at 1, 2.4, or 8 seconds. The corresponding voltage waveforms 

detected at the potential hlectrodks are digitized at .004 sec intervals. Since the 

sample rate is fixed, the number of samples per complete waveform are 256, 512, 

1024 and 2048 corresponding to 1,2,4, and 8 second periods, respectively. Figure 1 

shows typical voltage waveforms recorded with these 4 different periods of the 

current waveform. 
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Electrode Arrays 

Figure 2 shows the electrode arrays that are currently in use with the GSC IP 

logging system. These are: single point resistance, 40-cm normal, 10-cm 

micronormal, lateral and symmetrical lateral arrays. The electrode design is  modular 

so that configurations can be easily changed in the system. In the figure, the current 

electrodes are designated as A and B, and the potential electrodes as M and N. The B 

current electrode is located at the surface, some distance away from the collar of the 

hole being logged so that it can be considered to be effectively at infinity. These 

electrode arrays have been described by Dakhnov et al., (1952). 'The normal array is 

an inverted normal (Vinegar et at., 1986), different from the standard Schlumberger 

normal array. IP data presented in this paper were acquired with either a 40-cm 

normal or 10-cm micronormal array. 

CHARGEABILITY PARAMETER 

The standard parameter used to describe the IP characteristics of a rock mass in 

. the time domain is chargeability. The apparent chargeability, Ma, isdefined as the 

ratio of the secondary voltage, Vs, (decay voltage during current off cycles) to the 

primary voltage, Vp, (voltage at the measuring electrodes when current flows) and is 

given as 
- 

Ma (t) = VS (t) / Vp (1) 

The chargeability as presented is a function of time and indicates that it is 

possible to measure IP values at any time after switching off the current. Because of 

the low secondary voltages, it is customary to integrate under the decay curve over a 

specified time interval. The apparent chargeability parameter is then defined as a 

normalized time integral as follows 



Vp is also integrated over a given time window during the current "ON" time and is 

given as 

The units of chargeability are dimensionless but since it is  customary to measure the 

secondary voltage in millivolts and the primary voltage in Volts, it is generally 

expressed in mVN. Chargeability is sometimes expressed in milliseconds when the 

integral over the given time window on the decay curve is not normalized by the 

duration of the integration window (t2 - tl). 

Since arbitrary window limits may be chosen over any desired portion of the 

decay curve, it is difficult to standardize the IP parameter. Different manufacturers 

of IP systems (e-g. Scintrex, Huntec and Mount Sopris) use different time windows for 

their chargeability parameter. Since the amplitude of the apparent chargeability 

depends on the integration interval, it is  difficult to compare values measured with 

different instruments. Currently there is some active research towards studying the 

total decay Turve shape with the objective of obtaining additional information 

relating to the nature of the source of the 1P response. This, however, i s  the subject 

of ongoing research and is not discussed in the present paper. Figure 3 shows the 

complete IP waveform for an 8 second period (Fig. 3a) and an expanded version of 

the decay waveforms for both the positive and negative charging currents (Fig. 3b). 



For surface IP systems employing an 8 second period, the Vs integrat~ng 

window from t 1  = 0.45 to t 2  = 1.10 seconds is  commonly used. This window is  often 

referred to as the Newmont window in recognition of the Newmont Mining 

Company that introduced it on their IP systems. Vp is integrated from ttl = 0.9 to 

t '2 = 1.7 seconds. Both Vp and Vs are averages of the positive and negative 

"ON/OFFU voltages for these windows. 

A number of the lP systems currently employ multiple windows over the decay 

curve to obtain a more accurate representation of the IP decay waveform. Even 

though complete waveforms are recorded with the GSC IP system, ten IP windows 

are routinely determined during the data acquisition and processing. Most of these 

multiple window IP data are usually presented on the logs. Figure 4 illustrates these 

integration window limits for an 8 second period and Table 1 summarizes these 

limits for all the 4 different periods. These windows, adapted from the Scintrex IPR- 

11 broadband time domain IP receiver, are distributed in a semilogarithmic manner 

across the decay waveform. 

Chargeability window least sensitive to varying periods 

Because of the many possible ways of defining the window limits for the 

chargeability parameter, the question that arose in the present study was, which 

window l i m k  were to be used for comparing the IP data from the 4 different 

periods of the current waveform. Arbitrary choices in the window limits are bound 

to create differences in the amplitudes of the chargeability parameter because of 

the relative-differences in the charge and receive times. Two choices of the 

chargeability window limits were investigated: 1) a constant window width 

integrated over the same time interval for all periods, (e.g. a 150 ms wide Vs window 

determined 100 ms after current interruption). The normalizing voltage, Vp would 



also have a constant time interval, integrated over the same time interval, (e.g. a 100 

ms wide Vp window determined, ending 40 ms before current interruption), and 2) 

taking the Newmont IP window for the 8 second period as standard (Fig. 3b), 

equivalent window limits are determined for the 1.2, and 4 second period, i.e. t l = 

0.225T and t 2  = 0.550T seconds, where T is  the "ON/OFFU pulse width. 'The Vp 

integration was from t', = 0.45T and t ' 2  = 0.85T. Figure 5 shows the IP data for the 

two choicerof chargeability window limits for the 4 available periods. The 

Newmont type window (Fig. 5a) shows fairly similar amplitudes in apparent 

chargeability values for all the 4 periods. The constant window IP data (Fig. 5b) 

shows a systematic increase in amplitude from the 1 to 8 second IP data due to 

differences in charging times. A 0.25 second charge time for the 1 second period 

does not completely charge the polarizable material, whereas more of the 

polarizable material i s  charged up with a longer charge time thus giving higher 

amplitudes. The Newmont type IP window seems to be the least affected by 

variations in charging times and was therefore chosen for comparing the 1 to 8 

second period IP data. 

EFFECTS OF VARYING TRANSMllTlNG CURRENT INTENSITIES ON IP 

The range of formation resistivities in metamorphic and igneous rocks may vary 
N 

by 3 to 4 orders of magnitude within a single hole and this requires continuous 

adjustment Gf current intensities to optimize the signal-to-noise ratio. With the GSC 

logging system, the current intensities are automatically varied, through uphole 

software control, based on the received signal strength (Bristow, 1986). The option 

of using a fixed current (specified from the keyboard) can be selected as an 

alternative to the automatic adjustment of current intensity during a logging run. 

The current intensity may be varied from 1 to 256 mA. 



Varying the current intensity may affect the value of the chargeability (Bertin 

and Loeb, 1976). Field tests were carried out in disseminated lead mineralization at 

a sandstone lead deposit to evaluate the effects of varying the current intensities on 

the IP value. Figure 6 shows the Newmont type IP data (Fig. 6c) obtained with a 

varying current intensity (Fig. 6b) and that obtained with fixed current intensities of 

2,4,8, 16 and 32 m~ (Fig. 6d). Current intensities could not be increased beyond 32 

mA because of signal saturation within the high resistivity zones. The IP logs 

obtained at low fixed current intensities (i-e. 2 and 4 mA) are fairly noisy in low 

resistivity zones because of the low signal-to-noise ratio. The higher fixed current 

intensities produced IP data that are identical to that obtained with automatic 

variation in current intensities along the hole during a logging run (Fig. 6e). These 

data indicate that chargeability i s  linear in the range of current intensities 

investigated and one should not be concerned about the effects on IP response of 

changing current intensity. 

EFFECT OF VARYING PERIOD OFTHE CURRENT WAVEFORM ON IP RESPONSE 

The period of the current waveform was varied from 1 to 8 seconds to 

investigate the influence of this parameter on the measured 1P response. The sample 

depth interval was maintained at 10 crn by the appropriate variation in the logging 

speeds. The sample time intervals were 1, 2, 4, and 8 seconds for each respective 

periods used(i.e. no stacking, with one cycle for each sample point). Table 2 l is ts  the 

sample depth intervals in cm for varying periods ( 1 to 8 s) and logging speeds (0.75 

to 6 m/minute). Figure 7 shows IP data obtained with the 4 periods in a drill hole 

that intersected pyrite mineralization. The IP logs are offset for clarity in Figure 7c 

while the same data are presented without offset in Figure 7d. Every detail of the I? 

response is reproduced in all four logs, even in the small wavelength anomalies 

between 45 and 52 metres. It is clear from this comparison that if the hole were 



logged for just the detection of polarizable material, there would be no need to log 

at 0.75 mlminute with an 8 second period; the 1-second IP data logged a t  6 

m/minute is more than adequate. There are, however, some differences in 

amplitudes between the I-, 2-, 4- and 8-second IP data, especially within the broad IP 

anomaly between 36 and 40 metres (Fig. 7d). These slight differences in amplitude 

are probably due to differences In the charge and receive times. 

The conclusion to be drawn from these observations is  that similar IP anomalies 

in terms of character and amplitude, are obtained from all of the four periods if the 

Newmont type window is used to represent the IP response of the formation. Thus, 

there is no need to take measurements with longer time periods that require slower 

speeds to obtain adequate spatial data resolution. 

EFFECTS OF LOGGING SPEED ON IP RESPONSE FOR CONSTANT PERIOD 

Figure 8 shows the chargeability data for the standard Newmont type IP 

window obtained with an 8 second period at different logging speeds. The logging 

speed was varied from 0.75 to 6 mtminute with the resulting sample intervals of 10 

to 80 cm, respectively. Figure 9 shows multiple window IP data for the same logging 

runs as the data presented in Figure 8 (the early time windows 1 to 5 are noisy due to 

current switching problems, so only windows 6 to 10 are shown). Multiple window 

data providca qualitative assessment of the decay waveforms. The resolution of the 

IP anomalies progressively decreases with an increase in the length of the sample 

interval. At an 80 cm sample interval the small wavelength IP anomalies between 45 

and 53 metres cannot be resolved. They are averaged into a broader anomaly. The 

broader IP anomaly between 35 and 40 metres also starts to deteriorate when data is 

sampled at 80 cm intervals. The multiple window IP data in Figure 9 gives some 

additional information on the behaviour of the decay waveform at fast logging 



speeds and large sample intervals. Normal 1P decay waveforms show a progressive 

decrease in chargeability from the early to late time IP windows. The tP data 

between 45 and 53 metres indicate distorted decay waveforms at the 80 cm sample 

interval because of the erratic nature of the earlier time window data. 

Figures 10 and 11 show an example from field data,. of the problems that may 

occur when measurements are taken at large sample intervals because of fast 

logging speeds. The resistivity and IP data shown in Figure 10 were acquired using a 

4 second waveform with samples taken at approximately 2.5 cm, logging a t  

approximately 0.3 mlminute. The position of a sample point using an 8 second 

period and logging at 6 mlminute is also indicated. The current intensity is a 

constant over the sample distance of 80 cm. The resistivity and polaritability both 

vary drastically over this distance, causing the primary and secondary voltages to 

show a corresponding variation as the electrodes pass through. Figure -1 1 shows the 

waveform that is recorded across this interval. This type of distortion in the received 

signal, due to excessive logging speeds, can easily be detected using multiple 

window IP data or recording complete waveforms. 

COMPARISON OF 40-CM NORMAL AND 10-CM MICRONORMAL ARRAY IP DATA 

Figure 12 shows multiple window IP logs obtained with the 40-cm normal and 

10-cm micro~ormal electrode arrays. The differences in the response characteristics 

of the IP data between the two electrode arrays are purely geometric. The 10-cm 

micronormal array has a better resolution. An interesting feature to note is the 

double peaked anomaly around 26 metres on the 40-cm normal array IP log. This 

type of anomaly occurs when the electrode separation is equal to or greater than the 

thickness of the polarizable zone (Dakhnov, 1959; Vinegar et al., 1986). The 10-cm 

micronormal array IP log shows a single anomaly. 



SOME FIELD EXAMPLES 

A few field examples on the application of continuous time domain IP logging 

to mineral exploration are presented from three different geological environments: 

a nonconductive, carbonate-hosted zinc deposit, a disseminated sandstone lead 

deposit, and a massive sulphide deposit. 

Carbonate hosted zinc deposit 

Figure 13 shows the resistivity, standard-, and m,ultiple-window, continuous 

time-domain IP data from a zinc deposit in Newfoundland, Canada. The prime ore 

mineral is sphalerite in a carbonate host rock. Zinc assays from the drill core are also . 

shown in a histogram format with values ranging up to 8 %. The IP data were 

acquired with a 1 second period at 3 m/minute resulting in a sample depth interval 

of 10 cm. Although sphalerite is  a poor conductor and does not generally give an IP 

response, the zinc mineralization is  easily detected on the IP logs. The IP response 

within the zinc mineralization may be due to the presence of some other associated 

polarizable minerals such as pyrite or galena although none of these mineralswere 

noted in the drill core. Microscopic studies are required to resolve this question. 

Sandstone hosted lead deposit 

~ i g u r e i 4  shows resistivity, current, and multiple window IP logs from a 

disseminated sandstone lead deposit in Nova Scotia, Canada. These data were 

obtained with the 10'cm micronormal array using a 1 second period, logging at 3 

mlminute and resulting in a sampling interval of 10 cm. The IP data clearly indicate 

the zones with disseminated galena in the sandstone. In this monomineralic 

suiphide environment, the IP data may be directly related to the lead content. 

Although there is a lower resistivity where there is lead mineralization, this log may 



not be used as a direct indication of mineralization because of the presence of black 

shales that are abnormally low in resistivity. 

Massive sulphide deposit 

Figure 15 shows resistivity, inductive conductivity log and an IP log from a 

massive sulphide deposit in Br~tisn Columbia, Canada. This hole intersects phyllite 

and graphitic phyllite which contains massive sulphide mineralization. 1P 

measurements in highly conductive massive sulphides or graphitic phyllite are 

unreliable because of very poor signal-to-noise ratio. However, at this deposit, the IP 

log may be used to distinguish the phyllite containing disseminated sulphides from 

those that are devoid of sulphide mineralization. Sulphides seen visually in core are 

indicated on the figure. It i s  clear from the IP log that a number of zones with 

disseminated sulphide mineralization (e-g. from 85 - 90 metres) were not noted in 

the core log. Most of the phyllite/quartz unit between 100 and 130 metres contain 

disseminated sulp hides. 

CONCLUSION 

Logging parameters that may be varied during continuous, time-domain IP 

measurements include chargeability window limits, period of the current waveform, 

logging speed and consequently sample depth interval. The following are some 

suggestionson the choice of these parameters that provide good quality IP logging 

data. 

1) Chargeability values determined from the Newmont type window do not 

vary significantly with changes in the period of the current waveform. 

This window should, therefore, be used to facilitate comparison of IP data 

acquired using different periods. 



2 )  The 1-second IP data are just as good as the 8-second 1P data when 

sampled at the same depth interval, despite the differences in the charge 

and decay times. Deep holes should be logged using a 1 second period. 

This significantly reduces the amount of time spent logging a hole 

without sacrificing the quaiity of the data. 

3) IP data acquired at logging speeds of up to 6 mlminute using a 1 second 

period are adequate for most mineral exploration applications. This 

results in a sample depth interval of 10 cm. Serious distortion of the 

received signal may occur at this logging speed if an 8 second period is 

used. 

4) The sample depth interval and logging speed are not independent once 

the period of the current cycle has been chosen. Usually data resolution, 

i.e. sample depth interval, has to be decided upon first, which then 

automatically determines the logging speed. A sample interval of 20 cm 

seemed adequate for resolving narrow IP anomalies observed in the 

present studies so the logging speeds could be increased to greater than 9 
N 

mlminute if the current period were restricted to 1 second 
- 

Most of the continuous time domain IP logging done in mineral exploration 

with the GSC logging system uses a 1 second period, logging at 3 mlminute in holes 

that are less than 100 metres deep (sample interval 5 cm) and at 9 miminute in holes 

greater than 400 metres deep (sample interval of 15 cm). If IP data are required for 

spectral analysis (decay waveform analysis), then &second period IP data should be 

collected, preferably at specific intervals so the records could be stacked. 
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Table 1: IP window limits and widths 

STD Standard window equivalent to the Newmont Window i.e. for an 8 second period, the integration i s  from 445 
to 1 100 milliseconds. 

CH number of channels or data points sampled per complete wave form; sample time interval of 4 miIIiseconds. 

AT duratlon of integration 

ms milliseconds 

WINDOW 

DELAY 

1 .  

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

STD 

4 sec (CH = 1024) 2 sec (CH = 5 12) 1 sec (CH = 256) 

. 
8 sec (CH = 2048) 

AT 
ms 

16 

16 

15 

15 

16 

101 

102 

101 

203 

203 

203 

328 

FROM 
ms 

0 

8 

16 

2 3 

3 1 

39 

62 

86 

106 

156 

203 

5 1 

AT 
ms 

8 

8 

7 

8 

8 

51 

50 

51 

102 

101 

102 

164 

FROM 
ms 

0 

16 

3 2 

47 

62 

78 

179 

281 

382 

585 

788 

222 

FROM 
m5 

0 

3 1 

66 

101 

136 

172 

374 

577 

780 

1186 

1591 

445 

FROM 
m s 

0 

8 

16 

23 

3 1 

39 

90 

140 

191 

292 

393 

109 

TO 
ms 

16 

32 

47 

62 

78 

179 

281 

382 

585 

788 

991 

550 

TO 
ms 

8 

16 

2 3 

3 1 

39 

90 

140 

191 

292 

393 

495 

273 

TO 
ms 

8 .  

16 

23 

3 1 

39 

62 

86 

106 

156 

203 

250 

136 

TO 
ms 

3 1 

66 

10 1 

136 

172 

374 

577 

780 

1186 

1591 

1997 

1100 

AT 
ms 

8 

8 

7 

8 

8 

23 

24 

23 

47 

47 

47 

85 

AT 
ms 

3 1 

35 

35 

3 5 

36 

202 

203 

203 

406 

405 

406 

655 



Table 2: Sample depth interval (in cm) for varying combination of periods of 
current wave form and logging speeds 
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Figure 1: Typical time domain IP wave forms recorded at 4 different periods of the 
transmitted current signal. 
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Figure 2 :  Electrode arrays. Figure 2a,  Single point resistance; 2b ,  Inverted normal, 
A M = 4 0  cm, MN=2.6  m; 2c, Dakhnh micronormal, A M = A  M=10 cm, A N=2 .6  rn; 
2 d ,  h t e r a l ,  AM =2.6 m, MN =40 cm; 2e; Inverted Lateral and 2f, Symmetrical lateral, 
AM =AM'=20 cm, MN = M N'= 10 cm. 
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Figure 3: IP wave form for a n  8 second period. Figure 3a, complete IP wave form; and 
.Figure 3b,  expanded decay wave forms for both the positive and negative charging 
currents. V p  is-the primary voltage measured when the transmitting current is  on and 
the stippled area represents the V p  integration window. The window porn t l  = 0.45 to 
t2 = 1.1 0 seconds for the 8 second period is commonly referred to as the Newmont IP 
window. 
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Figure 4: Semi-logarithmically spaced multiple IP windows adapted from the 
Scintrex IPR-11 broadband time domain receiver. 



Figure 5: 1p-10~~ for two types o f  chargeability window limits for the I ,  2. 4 .  and 8 
second periods. Figure 5a, Newmont type window IP data (Vs integrated from 0225T 
to 0.550T seconds, where T is the 'DNIOFFWtime). The amplitudes of the apparent 
chargeability values are similar for all the four periods. Figure 5B, Constant time 
window IP data. 150 ms wide V s  window integrated 100 ms after current interruption 
for all the four periods. Note the systematic increase in  amplitude from the 1 to 8 
second IP data due to differences in charging times. 
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Figure 6: Newmont type IP data showing the effects of varying current intensities. 
Figure 6a, resistivity log; Figure .6b, current log; Figure 6c. IP log acquired with 
varying current intensity (current log in  Fig. 6c); Figure 6d,  IP logs acquired at fixed 
current intensities of2,4,8,16 and 32 d, offset for clarity; Figure 6e, all IP logs (Fig. 
6c and D) superimposed without offset. The IP logs are identical except for those 
obtained at low fixed current intensities which are fairly noisy in low resistivity zones. 
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Figure 7: IP logs acquired with 4 different periods, sampled at the same depth 
interval. The  drill hole intersected pyrite mineralization. Figure 7a,  resistivity log; 76, 
S P  gradient log; 7c, the four IP logs offset for clarity; and 7d ,  the same four IP lo s f superimposed without offset. Every detail of the IP response is reproduced in  all t e 
four logs, even in  the small wavelength anomalies between 45 and 52 metres. There are 
some differences in  amplitude responses, especially within the upper broad anomaly. 
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Figure 8: Standard Newmont type IP data obtained with an  8 second period showing 
the effect of varying logging speeds and hence the sample depth interval. Note the loss 
o f  resolution with increasing sample depth interval. 
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Figure 9: Multiple window IP data (windows 6 to 10) for the same logging runs as  
presented in  Figure 8. Note the erratic behauiour o f  the multiple window data at 80 crn 
sample depth resulting from the distortion of  the wave forms because o f  excessive 
logging speed. 
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Figure 10: Resistivity and IP data acquired with an 4 second period, sampled at 2.5 
cm at a logging speed of approximately 0.3 mlminute. The location o f a  sample point 
acquired with an 8-second period at 6 mlminute over a distance of 80 cm is indicated, 
to illustrate the problems of logging too fast and thereby making the sampling too 
coarse. 
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Figure 11 : Complete wave form recorded over the interval shown in  Figure 10. A 
constant current is maintained during the sample time. The resistivity and IP values 
are varying over this distance. High voltages are recorded during the positive 'ON" 
time within the high resistivity zone and these decrease in response to decreasing 
resistiviy. The resistivities are lower during the negative 'ON" time and hence 
produce ower voltages. This results i n  a -Ly distorted wave form. 
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Figure 12: Comparison of  the 40-cm normal and 10-cm micronormal array IP data. 
Better resolution is obtained with the 10-cm micronormal array. 
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Figure 13: Continuous time domain IP data born a carbonate hosted zinc deposit. 
Newfoundland, Canada. The data was acquired with a 1 second period at 3 mlminute 
with a sample depth interval of 10 cm. Zinc mineralization is easily detected on the IP 
logs, probably because of associated disseminated pyrite or impurities within the 
sphalerite mineral itself. 
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Figure 14: Continuous time domain IP logs from a disseminated sandstone lead 
deposit, Nova Scotia, Canada. These data were obtained with the 10-cm normal array 
with a 1 second period, logging at 3 mlminute and a sampling every 10 cm. 
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Figure 15: Continuous time domain IP data from a volcanogenic massive sulphide 
deposit, Brit& Columbia, Canada. Resistivity and inductive conductivity logs are 
also presented. The  hole intersects phyllite and raphitic phyllite with massive 
sulphide mineralization. IP measurements in hig f ly conductive zones are usually 
unreliable because o f  very poor signal to noise ratio, nevertheless this IP log does 
indicate a number o f  tones with disseminated sulphides that were missed from visual 
inspection o f  the drill core. 
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Abstract 

Symmetrical lateral array resistivity measurements were carried out at the Highvale coal mine in 
Alberta to compare theirpegonnance with the standard electrical logs; selfpotential, single point resis- 
tance, normal and lateral resistivity logs. The symmetrical lateral logs provide better coal bed thickness 
and boundary definition with thin beds being clearly resolved. Compared to the conventional lareral 
array, the symmetrical lateral array gives resistivity logs across resistive coal seams which are symmetri- 
cal, clearer and hence easier to interpret. The resistivities are not as severely affected by the finire bed 
thicknesses of the coal seam. 'Ihe resistivity variations within the coal seams are clearly resolved, 
whereas the standard electrical logs tend to produce smoothed logs with less detail. 7ke array is definitely 
superior to the single point resistance, normal resistivity and the asymmetrical lateral arrays. Bed- 
boundary resolution of this array is comparable to the high resolution density logs. 

Risumi 

Des mesures de rdsistivitP en rdseau late'ral symhrique ont Pte eflectuue'es a la mine de charbon High- 
vale en Albena pour comparer leur qualit6 avec celle des enregistrements Plectriques standard, de la 
polarisation spontanee, de In resistance ponctuelle, des rdsistivitis normale et laterale. Les enregistre- 
ments lareraux symitriques permettent une meilleure definition de 1 'e'paisseur et des limites des couches 
de charbon, notamment des couches minces. Contrairement au rdseau IntPral classique, le rdseau lateral 
syme'trique produit des enregistrements de re'sistivite' en travers des couches de charbon qui sont symhri- 
ques, plus nets et plus faciles a interprdter. Les rdsisrivite' ne de'pendent pas autant de I'e'paisseurfinie 
des couches de charbon. Les variations de rdsistivite'dans les couches de charbon sont nettement dPfinies, 
randis que les enregistrements dectriques standard tendent a produire des enregistrements lissis moins 
detailles. Le rdseau est definirivement supdrieur aux mesures de resistance ponctuelles, aux mesures de 
la rksisrivitd normale et aux rtfseaux latdraux asymhriques. La rksolution des limites des couches duns 
ce rkseau se compare a celle des enregisrements de densitd a haute resolution. 



INTRODUCTION 

Single and multiple electrode arrays for electrical resistivity 
logging are frequently used in coal exploration to determine 
the depth and thickness of coal seams. The most commonly 
used arrays are the single point resistance, normal and 
lateral arrays. Bed boundary definition is not as precise as 
often required with these arrays. The normal array can not 
resolve beds whose thicknesses are smaller than the elec- 
trode spacing. The lateral array was developed in an attempt 
to improve the bed-boundary resolution for thin beds. The 
response characteristic of this array is, however, quite com- 
plicated and asymmetrical. The results are difficult to inter- 
pret. When precise bed boundary resolution and accurate 
formation resistivity estimates are required, special focused 
resistivity arrays are currently used. The design of these 
focused resistivity logging devices is also complicated. We 
chose to build the symmetrical lateral array because its 
resistivity response is symmetrical as opposed to the asym- 
metrical lateral arrays. This electrode configuration is simi- 
lar to the Schlumberger Limestone Sonde (Schlumberger 
Document 8, 1958) and was also suggested by Dakhnov 
(1959). It is essentially a superposition of the lateral and the 
inverted lateral arrays. It is not an improvement over the 
special focussed resistivity arrays but provides better bed- 
boundary resolution than either the asymmetrical lateral or 
normal arrays. No focussing is used on this configuration. 
Field results using this array, acquired in summer 1988 at 
the Highvale open pit mine in Alberta, are presented in this 
paper and are compared with the standard electrode arrays. 

ELECTRODE ARRAYS. 

Figures la, l b  and Id show the common electrode configu- 
rations used in electrical borehole logging applications to 
coal exploration. The downhole and surface current elec- 
trodes are labelled A and B, respectively and the potential 
electrodes M and N. The single point resistance array is the 
simplest of the arrays and consists of one downhole elec- 
trode which is used both as a current electrode, A, and 
potential electrode, M. The return current electrode, B, and 
the reference potential electrode, N are also the same but 
fixed at the surface near the drill hole collar. Resistances 
are measured with this array which reflect changes in the 
formation resistivities along the drill hole. These measure- 
ments have been successfully used for the identification of 
coal seams and for stratigraphic correlation. Even though 
the single point resistance measurements are simple and 
inexpensive to run, apparent resistivities cannot be deter- 
mined from them and therefore no quantitative interpreta- 
tions can be made. A 10-cm-long cylindrical lead electrode 
was used as the downhole current/potential electrode for the 
data presented in this paper. 

The normal array shown in Figure lb, is the so called 
inverted normal. The conventional normal array commonly 
used in the industry has the N electrode above the current 
electrode A. An 'ideal" normal array has 2 electrodes, A 
and M, downhole with the return current electrode and the 
reference potential electrode placed effectively at infinity on 
the surface. The normal arrays commonly used are 

3-electrode arrays, AMN, with the reference potential elec- 
trode, N, placed at a distance large enough for its contribu- 
tion to the overall measured potentials to be minimal. The 
different arrays are identified by their various AM separa- 
tions. The conventional normal arrays currently used in 
coal, oil and gas industry are the 16-inch short normal and 
the 64-inch long normal. The normal array frequently used 
with the GSC logging system is a 40-cm norrnal array 
(AM = 40 cm, AN = 260 cm). The norrnal array resistivity 
data presented in this paper were acquired with the Dakhnov 
micronormal array (Dakhnov, 1959). This array is a high- 
resolution, 10-cm normal array mainly used to improve the 
resolution of induced polarization measurements. The 
potential measurement electrode, M, is placed between two 
closely spaced current electrodes of the same polarity. Fig- 
ure l c  shows the electrode setup of the Dakhnov 
micronormal. 

Figures Id, l e  and If show the lateral arrays. The con- 
ventional lateral array consists of a current electrode, A, and 
a potential dipole, MN. The common electrode setup for the 
lateral is shown in Figure Id with a trailing current elec- 
trode. The array is called an inverted lateral if it has a lead- 
ing current electrode downhole (Figure le). The M N  
spacing for the lateral and inverted lateral used in acquiring 
the present data was 10 cm with an AM-spacing of 20 cm 
(A0 = L= 15 cm, Figure le). These dimensions are not the 
standard arrays used in the coal, oil and gas industry where 
an 18' 8" lateral is commonly used (A0 = 18' 8"). The 
resistivity response for the lateral arrays is asymmetrical 
and complicated to interpret. Figure lf shows the newly 
constructed symmetrical lateral array. This array consists of 
a single current electrode A, and a potential dipole consist- 
ing of two measurement electrodes M'M and N'N, spaced 
at equal distances above and below the current electrode. 
This array was constructed because of its symmetrical 
resistivity response, and delineates the boundaries between 
beds more precisely than the asymmetrical threeelectrode 
lateral array. The apparent resistivities determined from this 
array provide better approximations of the true formation 
resistivities. 

APPARENT RESISTIVITIES 

In a homogeneous medium of resistivity, Q, the potential 
difference, AVMN between M and N for a 3-electrode array 
is 

Where I is the point source current. The resistivity is there- 
fore computed as follows 

and the geometric factor, K, is given as 



(f) 
GSC 

Figure 1. Electrode arrays. 1 a Single point resistance, 1 b Inverted Normal, l c  Dakhnov 
micronormal. I d  Lateral, l e  inverted Lateral and I f  Symmetrical lateral. 



Since we are not dealing with a homogeneous medium 
in the borehole. the measured resistivities are apparent 
resistivities. The normal. lateral and symmetrical lateral are 
essentially 3-electrode arrays and the geometric factor for 
all of them is as given in the equation above. The IO-cm 
micronormal has AM < < AN (AN = 28*AM) and the 
geometric factor in this case approaches that of an 'ideal " 
normal array. 

LOGGING EQUIPMENT 

The measurements presented in this study were carried out 
with the GSC R&D, slim-hole, time domain IPIResistivity 
logging system. It consists of a minicomputer-based data 
acquisition system and downhole components which com- 
prise the probe electronics and the electrode arrays. The 
electrode arrays are designed in a modular fashion so that 
changes in array type can be made easily. The voltage signal 
is measured in the probe and the signal is transmitted uphole 
digitally as a frequency as opposed to analogue signal trans- 
mission commonly used by standard industry logging sys- 
tems. The transmitter used in single hole logging operations 
is a constant current 40lwatt transmitter. The period of the 
time domain wave form for resistivity measurements is 
usually set at 1 second (ie. a transmittreceive time of 0.25 
seconds) and data are sampled every second. All measure- 
ments are made in a continuous mode at logging speeds 
varying from 6.0 to 1.0 miminute depending on the sample 
depth resolution required. The data acquired in this study 
were recorded at either 1.0 or 3.0 mlminute logging speeds. 
A full description of the logging system is given by Bristow 
(1986). 

COMPARISON OF ARRAYS 

A number of vertical holes were drilled for geotechnical 
logging studies at the Highvale Coal Mine in Alberta in sum- 
mer 1988. These holes were 15 cm in diameter and filled 
with fresh water. Electrical logging with a variety of arrays 
was carried out in these holes to evaluate their resistivity 
response characteristics and their performance. The single 
point resistance, 10-cm micronormal, lateral, inverted 
lateral and the symmetrical lateral resistivity logs are 
presented and compared to each other. Corrections for the 
effects of borehole fluid, invasion zone and borehole 
diameter on the response characteristics of the resistivity 
logs have not been made to any of these data. The objective 
here is to compare the resistivity data in their raw form. The 
parameters investigated are coal seam recognition, bed- 
boundary resolution and the effect of finite bed thickness on 
the magnitude of the apparent resistivities. 

SYMMETRICAL LATERAL VERSUS 
LATERAL ARRAY 

Figure 2 shows the lateral, inverted lateral and symmetrical 
lateral apparent resistivity logs acquired in hole HV88-414. 
These logs were acquired at a logging speed of 1 miminute 
with a measurement approximately every 2 cm. The asym- 
metrical response of the lateral and inverted lateral arrays 
is clearly indicated in Figure 2a and 2b. Maximum apparent 
resistivities are observed at the lower contacts of the coal 
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Figure 2. Conventional lateral (2a), inverted lateral (2b) 
and symmetrical lateral (2c) apparent resistivity logs 
acquired in hole HV88-414. The asymmetrical resistivity 
response of the lateral and inverted lateral is clearly shown 
across coal seam numbers 1 and 2. The conventional lateral 
array with a trailing current electrode indicates higher 
resistivities on the upper boundary of the coal seams 
whereas the inverted lateral with a leading current electrode 
downhole shows the reverse response. The symmetrical 
lateral array response is symmetrical across a bed of finite 
thickness and hence the variations in resistivities within the 
coal seams reflect true changes in resistivities. 

seams for the conventional lateral array. The inverted lateral 
array resistivity log shows the opposite response ; maximum 
resistivities on the upper contacts. Theoretical model results 
show that the lateral log resistivities are higher than the true 
resistivities near the contact of resistive beds (Dakhnov. 
1959). Since the resistivities vary within the coal seams, the 
variations in apparent resistivities are difficult to interpret 
for these asymmetric arrays. The symmetrical lateral 
resistivity log in Figure 2c shows apparent resistivities 
within the coal seams, especially in seams 1 and 2, that 
should reflect true resistivity variations that may be inter- 
preted to indicate changes in the quality of coal. The lower 
pans of the coal seams exhibit higher resistivities implying 
better coal at the bottom with decreasing resistivities 
towards the top indicating increasing ash content upwards. 
This interpretation is confirmed by the natural gamma ray 
and density logs which are discussed in a later section. Good 
bed-boundary definition is achieved by all of the three 
arrays, however, the resistivity variations within the coal 
seams are misleading for the lateral and inverted lateral logs 
and therefore quantitative interpretation based on the magni- 
tude of the resistivities would be difficult with these data. 

Figure 3 shows a more detailed response of the lateral. 
inverted lateral and symmetrical lateral logs across coal 
seam number 4 in the same hole. The asymmetrical 
resistivity responses of the lateral and inverted lateral are 
clearly indicated in these logs. The symmetrical lateral log 
shows a symmetrical resistivity response across the coal 
seam and bed-boundaries are more clearly defined. The 
resistivity response of the symmetrical lateral array is essen- 
tially the sum of the lateral and inverted lateral responses 
with the indicated resistivity being lower at the centre of the 
coal seam. This is a characteristic response for resistive 
beds whose thickness is less than the electrode spacing and 
it is also seen for example with the normal resistivity log 
(Dakhnov, 1959). 
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Figure 3. Expanded section of figure 2 showing a more 
detailed lateral (3a), inverted lateral (3b) and symmetrical 
lateral (3c) resistivity responses across coal seam number 4. 
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Figure 4. Symmetrical lateral resistivity log compared with 
the standard electrical logs; self potential (4a), single point 
resistance (4b) and 10-cm normal resistivity (4c) logs. Better 
boundary definition is clearly indicated on the symmetrical 
lateral resistivity log (4d). Apparent resistivities of the thin 
coal seams 3 , 4  and 6 are comparable to those observed in 
thicker coal seams 1 and 2. Finite bed thickness effects are 
not as severe for the symmetrical lateral as  for either the sin- 
gle point resistance or normal arrays. 
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SINGLE POINT, NORMAL AND SYMMETRICAL 
LATERAL ARRAYS 

Figure 4 compares the symmetrical lateral resistivity logs 
with the standard electrical logs; self potential, single point 
resistance and 10-cm normal resistivity logs. All logs 
clearly indicate the resistive coal seams and resolve the coal 
bed-boundaries fairly well. The single point resistance and 
normal resistivity logs show smooth variations in resistivi- 
ties within the coal seams especially seams numbers 1 and 
2 with increasing resistivities towards the lower contact. 
The resistivity response of the symmetrical lateral array is 
sharper at the contacts and hence provides better bed- 
boundaries definition. The fine details in the resistivity vari- 
ations within the coal seams (seam numbers 1 and 2) are bet- 
ter defined with the symmetrical lateral logs than with the 
other electrical logs. These variations reflect changes in the 
quality of coal (ash content) within the seam. It is interesting 
to note that both the single point resistance and the normal 
resistivity logs show reduced amplitudes in seams 3.4 and 
6. This does not necessarily imply that the resistivities of 
these seams are lower than those of seam numbers 1 and 2 
but rather this is a characteristic response of these logs to 
thin beds in these large diameter holes. The symmetrical 
lateral resistivity log, however, shows the magnitude of the 
resistivities of seams 3, 4 and 6 to be equivalent to those 
of the thicker seams 1 and 2. 

Figure 5 shows an expanded section of Figure 4 showing 
the single point resistance, normal resistivity and symmetri- 
cal lateral log across seam number 4. It is clear that the sym- 
metrical lateral log has better resolution and that the 
measured apparent resistivities are a better estimate of the 
true resistivities of these thin coal seams. The apparent 
resistivity values reach a maximum at the centre of a bed 
of finite thickness for both the normal and the symmetrical 
lateral logs. This value is usually less than the true resistivity 
of an infinitely thick bed. As the bed thickness decreases, 
the maximum apparent response decreases as well. The 
symmetrical lateral resistivity values of the thin coal seams 
are not severely affected by the finite bed thickness and 
therefore, can be used in quantitative assessment of.the coal 
(relating coal quality to the resistivity values) thus obviating 
the need for special focused resistivity logging devices. 

COMPARISON OF GAMMA RAY AND 
ELECTRICAL LOGS 

Figure 6 compares the natural gamma ray log with the three 
electrical logs; single point resistance, 10-cm normal and 
symmetrical lateral resistivity logs. This data was obtained 
in hole HV88428. All the electrical logs show an excellent 
negative correlation with the gamma ray log. Figure 7 is plot 
of the conductivities in Siemenslm (reciprocal of resistivity 

Figure 5. Expanded section of Figure 4 illustrating the 
improved bed boundary resolution of the symmetrical lateral 
over the normal resistivity and single point resistance logs. 
Apparent resistivities observed with the symmetrical lateral 
array provide a better approximation to the true resistivities 
of the coal seams. 
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Flgure 6. Natural gamma ray (6a), single point resistance (6b), 10-cm nor- 
mal resistivity (6c) and the symmetrical lateral resistivity (6d) logs obtained 
in hole HV88-428. The electrical logs show a negative correlation with the 
gamma ray log. 
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Flgure 7. Conductivity logs derived from the symmetrical lateral (7b) and 
10-cm normal resistivity (7c) logs of figure 6 are compared with the gamma 
ray log (7a). Both the conductivity logs show a good positive correlation with 
the gamma ray log. The symmetrical lateral conductivity log shows better 
fine detail correlation especially between 38 and 40 metres. 
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Figure 8. The symmetrical lateral resistivity log (8a) compared with the 
high resolution gamma gamma density log (8b) and the 10-cm normal 
resistivity log (812). Data was acquired in hole HV88-414. 

Figure 9. Expanded section of Figure 4 showing detailed characteristics 
of the lateral, inverted lateral and symmetrical lateral arrays across two nar- 
row resistive calcareous sandstone layers. The symmetrical lateral 
resistivity log clearly resolves the two layers and establishes which one of 
the two is more resistive. 



in ohm-m, presented in Figure 6) for the normal and sym- 
metrical arrays compared with the total count gamma ray 
log. The presentation of the conductivities emphasizes the 
relationship between the in seam mudstone/bentonite layers 
and the natural gamma radiation. The positive correlation 
between the electrical conductivity and gamma radioactivity 
indicates that the major constituents of these in seam layers 
are conductive clays. The symmetrical lateral conductivity 
log defines these in seam layers better than the normal con- 
ductivity log especially the layer between seams number 3 
and 4. The interesting thing to note in the amplitude relation- 
ship between the radioactivity and conductivity is that layers 
with the highest radioactivity are not necessarily the most 
conductive layers. The explanation is clear when one looks 
at the natural spectrometry data (not presented here). These 
data show that uranium is present in higher concentrations 
within these layers. Enrichment in uranium is not necessar- 
ily related to increases in conductive clays. The high gamma 
radioactivity layer between 40 and 42.5 m shows that the 
lower and upper zones are more conductive than the middle 
zone. The conductive zones consist of bentonitic mudstone 
whereas the resistive, high radioactivity, centre zone con- 
sists of carbonaceous mudstone with the poorly defined 
seam 5. 

GAMMA GAMMA DENSITY VERSUS 
SYMMETRICAL LATERAL LOGS 

Figure 8 compares the symmetrical lateral resistivity, 
gamma gamma density and the 10-cm micronormal 
resistivity logs. The high resolution gamma gamma density 
measurements (source-detector spacing of 15 cm) are fre- 
quently used for defining boundaries and coal bed thick- 
nesses. The density measurements presented in Figure 8 
were acquired with the GSC high resolution spectral density 
tool consisting of a sourcedetector spacing of 17 cm. The 
data are presented in arbitrary density units. It is clear that 
the coal bed-boundary definition provided by the symmetri- 
cal resistivity log is equivalent to that observed from the 
density data. There is an excellent negative correlation 
between these two logs. Subtle increases in density between 
35 and 36 m within coal seam number 1 are clearly 
delineated as lower resistivity zones. Even the spike type, 
high resistivity anomaly at the top of the coal seam is indi- 
cated as having lower density implying better coal quality 
at this depth. The normal resistivity log does not provide 
good bed-boundary resolution. 

RESOLUTION OF THIN MULTIPLE LAYERS 

Figure 9 shows an expanded section of Figure 2 across two 
narrow, resistive calcareous sandstone layers between 48 
and 50 metres. The conventional lateral resistivity log 
shows a pronounced resistivity high across the upper layer. 
The lower layer resistivity is suppressed to such an extent 
that it is virtually nonexistent. Both layers are clearly 
resolved on the inverted lateral resistivity log. However, the 
lower layer is indicated as a more resistive layer than the 
upper layer on the inverted lateral log whereas the upper 
layer is indicated as the more resistive one on the conven- 
tional lateral log. The symmetrical resistivity log clearly 
resolves the two layers and properly defines the relative 
amplitudes of the resistivities of the two layers. 
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Figure1 0. Symmetrical lateral resistivity log across the two 
narrow resistive calcareous sandstone layer of figure 9, com- 
pared with the IO-cm normal resistivity log. 

Figure 10 shows how the symmetrical lateral array com- 
pares with the normal resistivity log. Both the normal and 
symmetrical lateral resistivity logs clearly show the two 
layers and indicate that the upper layer is more resistive than 
the lower layer. The anomalies on the normal resistivity log 
are broader and the resistivities are lower than those 
observed on the symmetrical lateral log. These data demon- 
strate the superiority of the symmetrical lateral resistivity 
log over either the normal or the lateral resistivity logs. The 
asymmetrical resistivity response of the lateral array makes 
interpretation of the resistivity anomalies difficult. Multiple 
layers may be resolved but the significance of the amplitudes 
isambiguous whether one uses the lateral or inverted lateral 
array. It is therefore recommended that the symmetrical 
lateral array be used instead of the lateral or inverted lateral 
array. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Even though the lateral resistivity logs are still being widely 
used to improve bed resolution, their resistivity response 
characteristics are asymmetrical and complicated to inter- 
pret. The symmetrical lateral resistivity log provides better 
bed-boundary definition than either the single point resis- 
tance, lateral or high resolution 10-cm micronormal 
resistivity logs. The departure of the measured apparent 
resistivities from the true resistivities of thin beds is not as 
drastic as for the other electrical resistivity logs. The appar- 
ent resistivities provide a better approximation to the true 
resistivities even in thin beds. The symmetrical lateral is non 
focusing and simple to implement. The bed-boundary reso- 
lution provided by the symmetrical array resistivity log is 
comparable to that from the high resolution density log. 
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Dn7lhole mise-h-la-masse measurements were conducted between two holes at 
the Hoyle Pond Gold deposit, near Timmins. Ontario. Gold mineralization in this 
deposit occurs in carbonate alteration zones within magnesium-rich tholeiitic basalts. 
The alteration zones have relatively low resistivities compared to the unaltered 
basalts. The misew-la-masse method was successfully applied in correlating these 
zones between the holes. The limited mise-h-la-masse measurements between the two 
holes indicated that there are two possible orientations o f  the alteration zones, one 
nearly vertical which is concordant with the primary structures (foliation and in situ 
brecciation) within the basalts and another one which transects these primary 
structures. 

Au rnoyen de la m6thode de la misew-la-masse, on a pris des mesures entre deux 
trous de forage localisds dans le gisement d'or de Hoyle Pond prbs de Timmins, en 
Ontario. L'or se presente dans des zones d'altt?ration carbonatees contenues b 
l'intbieur de basaltes tholdiitiques riches en magn6sium. Ces zones d1alt4ration font 
preuve d'une faible r4sistivit8 par rapport aux basaltes non altbgs. La mdhode de la 
mise-b-la-masse a permis la corrdation de zones d'altbration entre les trous. Les 
quelques mesures effectuges entre les trous de forage ont demontr6 que les zones 
d'altkration se pr6sentent selon deux orientations, soit ( 1 )  une premi6re parallele a la 
foliation et  h la br4chification primaires dans les basaltes et ,  (2) une plus jeune qui 
recoupe ces structures primaires. 



Introduction 

Recent applications of borehole geophysics t o  gold 
exploration have indicated that  significant geophysical 
anomalies may be observed in gold-bearing horizons. The 
single-hole geophysical logging methods that  give promising 
results with respect t o  outlining gold-bearing alteration zones 
include gamma ray spectrometry, IP and resistivity 
(Mwenifumbo et al., 1983; Urbancic and Mwenifumbo, 1984). 
These single-hole geophysical logging techniques, however, 
provide information on the  changes in the physical and 
chemical properties of the  rock mass in the immediate 
vicinity of the  drillhole. Geophysical anomalies observed in a 
number of holes are often difficult t o  correlate from hole t o  
hole. This is mainly due t o  lack of characteristic signatures 
because of geological changes from one hole t o  the next. To 
provide information on the nature of the  rock mass between 
holes and t o  determine whether anomalous features continue 
from hole-to-hole, techniques such as the  mise-a-la-masse 
method a r e  employed. The misei-la-masse method is a 
cross-hole or hole-to-surface electrical technique. With this 
technique, the  potential field distribution is studied along a 
drillhole or on the  surface while a current source is emplaced 
at an intersection of a conductive mineralization or  
structure. It is mainly used for mapping size and orientation 
of a conductor and for hole-to-hole correlation of the  
conductive structures. . 

The mise-5-la-masse method has been extensively and 
successfully applied during detailed mapping of massive 
sulphide ore bodies with high electrical conductivity 
(eg. McMurray and Hoagland, 1956; Parasnis, 1967; and 
Ketola, 1972). More recently t h e  application of the  m i s e i -  
la-masse method has been extented t o  the mapping of 
fracture .zones (relatively poor conductors compared t o  
massive sulphide ores) in connection with the evaluation of 
areas for possible radioactive waste disposal sites 
(3amtlid et al., 1982; Rouhianen and Poikonen, 1982). In this 
paper we present an example of t h e  application of the  

mise-2-la-masse method for correlating gold-bearing 
alteration zones between holes. The study was carried out a t  
the Hoyle Pond Cold deposit near Timmins, Ontario. The 
Hoyle Pond deposit is located just t o  the  west of the  Kidd 
Creek Metallurgical site, about 18 km northeast of the  ci ty  
of Timmins. Figure 78.1 shows the western part of the 
deposit and the location of the holes where the  present study 
was carried out. 

Geology and simctme 

The Hoyle Pond Gold deposit lies within the  Abitibi 
Greenstone belt. Stratigraphically the  area consists largely 
of ultramafic flows komatiites) a t  the  base, magnesium-rich 
tholeiitic basalts in the middle and sediments in t h e  upper 
portion of the  section. 

Gold mineralization is found in carbonate alteration 
zones within a uniform seauence of maenesium-rich tholeiitic 
basalts. The zones are identified fromYthe drill core by their 
distinctive steely blue-black colour and are characterized by 
t h e  presence of f ree carbon (Dowries et al., 1982). They have 
diffuse margins and become darker towards the centres tha t  
a r e  black. The zones a re  structurally controlled and a r e  
characterized by in-situ brecciation and a strong schistosity 
in their centres. The foliation which strikes at 60 t o  
70 degrees and dips nearly vertical, increases in intensity 
from the margin to the  core of the  alteration zones. The 
alteration zones contain I t o  3 per cent  fine grained pyrite in 
the  form of I t o  5 mm 'snowflake'-like blotches occurring 
along fine cleavage fractures. Gold is present in quartz 
veins, 1 cm t o  I m wide, within the alteration zones and is 
also associated with the fine grained disseminated pyrite. The 
carbonate alteration zones in the  Timmins area a r e  believed 
t o  have been developed in a subseafloor volcanic environment 
by the  passage of hydrothermal fluids up through joint or 
f racture sytems or along flow contacts (Fyon and 
Crocket, 1981). 

Figure 78.1. Map of the Hoyle Pond Cold Deposit showing the location of the drillholes where 
rnise-ti-la-masse data were obtained. 
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Figure 78.2 based on information provided by Kidd 
Creek Mines Ltd., shows the geology and structure of section 
101,307E of the  Hoyle Pond Gold deposit where the  
mise-8-la-masse measurements were carried out. Four holes 
were drilled along this section. They intersect about 20 m of 
glacial overburden and then the magnesium tholeiitic basalt 
flows. The holes were drilled with initial inclinations ranging 
from 55 t o  65 degrees t o  intersect the steeply dipping 
alteration zones. A number of these alteration zones a re  
intersected by drlllholes. They vary in width from 5 t o  30 m. 
The location of the zones that  were identified in the  drill 
core a r e  displayed along the drillholes a s  shaded areas. Note 
the geological interpretation of the presence of alteration 

zones in . a reas  where they were not identified on the 
drill core, especially along holes H80-24 and HP82-04. It is 
clear from the interpretation that even with this number of 
closely spaced drillholes on this section, t h e  correlation of 
the alteration zones between the  holes is a difficult task. It 
should be noted, however, that  although core recovery was 
excellent the geological information from the drill core data 
represents only a small sample volume and the probability of 
not intersecting the target structure is quite high. The 
drillhole IP, resistivity and mise-i-la-masse measurements 
were carried out t o  outline the  zones and t o  determine their 
continuity between holes. The measurements were conducted 
in drillhole H80- 14 and HP82-04. 
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IXillhole IP and resistivity logging 

Drillhole induced polarization (IP) 
and resistivity data were obtained with the 
lateral (pole-dipole) array. The potential 
dipole spacing (MN) was 0.4 m and the 
distance between t h e  current electrode and 
the  potential dipole centre was 2.8 m. The 
downhole current and potential electrodes 
consisted of gold-plated brass cylinders, 
4 cm in diameter. The surface remote 
current electrode consisted of 3 steel rods 
about a metre  in length, located approxi- 
mately 500 m west of section 101,307E. 
The measurements were carried out with 
the GSC time domain IP/resistivity 
logging system (Bristow, 1984). The trans- 
mitter on this system is a constant current 
source, capable of supplying currents up t o  
250 mA. There a re  4 selectable periods for 
the current waveform; I, 2, 4 and 
8 seconds. In cases where IP logging is done 
incrementally or continuously over short 
holes, long period waveforms (normally an 
8 s period) a re  usually employed. However, 
for continuous logging in deep holes, i t  is 
expedient t o  log the holes with current 
waveforms of as  short a period a s  possible 
in order t o  combine data  resolution with 
reasonable speed. In the  present study, IP 
and resistivity measurements were made 
using a period of 1 s (ie a current ON t ime 
of 0.25 s followed by an equal current OFF 
time with the polarity reversed during the  
second half cycle). Complete IP 
waveforms were recorded on 9 track 
magnetic tape. The apparent resistivities 
were computed from the  primary voltages, 
that is, voltages observed during the  
current ON time, with the  appropriate 
geometric factor. The IP chargeability 
data a re  determined from the decay 
voltages during the  current OFF time. I t  is 
standard practice t o  integrate under a 
portion of the  the  decay curve and 
normalize i t  with t h e  primary voltage. 

Figure 78.2 

Geological cross section along grid 
line 101.307E. Hoyle Pond deposit. 
(Unpublished data. courtesy Kidd 
Creek Mines Ltd.). 
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HRO-14 with the lateral array. 



Since the integration is with respect t o  time the units of t h e  Wi holemise i - la -mase  measurements 
apparent chargeability parameter a re  in milliseconds. In the 
present IP measurements, the  chargeabilities were 
determined by integrating from 62 ms t o  138 ms af ter  the  
current is switched off. The logging speed was 3 mlmin with 
measurements taken every second (equivalent t o  the hole 
sampling interval of 5 cm). 

Figure 78.3 shows the IP and resistivity logs conducted 
along drill holes H80-14 and HP82-04. The locations of the 
alteration zones and in situ brecciated zones that  were 
identified in the drill core a r e  displayed in the columns next 
t o  the  apparent resistivity log for each hole. The logarithm of 
the resistivity is also presented in the figure for each hole t o  
enhance the low resistivity variations along the  -log. 
Chargeability highs and resistivity lows a r e  observed across 
the  majority of the alteration zones. This excellent 
correlation between the alteration zones and low resistivity 
high IP zones makes this type of log quite useful for 
detecting the  alteration zones. There a re  a few low 
resistivity zones which do not correspond t o  any of t h e  
mapped alteration zones especially along drillhole H80- 14. 
High chargeabilities and low resistivities a re  observed at 
about 110 m and between 370 and 390 m. These zones may 
correspond t o  alteration zones narrowly missed by the  drill 
hole. The resistivities for most of the alteration zones vary 
between 10 000 and 1000ohm-m except for the wide 
alteration zone between 260 and 330 m which has apparent 
resistivities lower than 100 ohm-m. The apparent 
resistivities of the unaltered basalts a r e  around 
100 000 ohm-m. The majority of t h e  alteration zones along 
hole HP82-04 have apparent resistivities between 10 000 and 
1000 ohm-m with some even lower than 1000 ohm-m. The 
resisticity contrast between t h e  unaltered basalts and the  
alteration zones is, therefore, a factor of 10 or higher. This 
resistivity contrast is adequate for the mise-i-la-masse 
method. 
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Field equipment and procedure 

The mise-i-la-masse measurements were done with the 
same equipment used in the IP/resistivity logging. The 
measurements a re  accomplished by placing a current 
electrode in one borehole directly in a conductive zone to be 
studied and measuring the resulting potential field 
distribution in another borehole. The other return current 
electrode is located a large distance from the  drillhole being 
studied (essentially a t  infinity). There a r e  two possible 
arrays which can be used in drillhole mise4-la-masse 
measurements; the  potential array and the potential gradient 
array. Figure 78.4 shows the two electrode configurations. 
With the potential array one of the potential electrodes is 
fixed distant from the measurement hole (remote reference 
electrode placed effectively at infinity). The other potential 
electrode is moved along the  measurement hole continuously 
or incrementally. In the potential gradient arrangement, t h e  
potential difference is measured by a mobile potential dipole, 
with t h e  dipole spacing ranging from 2.5 t o  10 m. The current 
electrode setup is the  same for t h e  two modes of operation. 
With the potential array, measurements of voltages do not 
require very sensitive receivers since the voltages a r e  
relatively large and directly referenced t o  a fixed potential 
electrode. The potential gradient array, however, involves 
measuring relatively small voltage drops across two closely 
spaced electrodes that  a r e  floating. A very sensitive receiver 
coupled with a powerful transmitter is required for accurate 
determination of the  voltages. The choice of a particular 
array for the miseG-la-masse surveys in typical field 
conditions is mainly dictated by the power of the transmitter 
and the sensitivity of the receiver used. The distance 
between holes and the conductivity contrast between the 
target structures and the surrounding rocks a r e  also factors 
which must also be considered. The potential array has 
received more attention than the  potential gradient array 

'W mainly because of the  ease in interpreting the data. The 
potential gradient data, however, provide some characteristic 
features for quantifying the  geometrical parameters of t h e  
conductive structure, for instance, estimation of t h e  
inclination and width of the  conductors under study 
(Mwenifumbo, 1980). Potential gradients can be computed 
from the potential data if the measurements a re  taken a t  
very small depth intervals. In the present study the  potential 
array was used. 

The downhole current electrode used in this study 
consisted of a 1 m long copper tube about 4 c m  in diameter 
attached t o  a n  insulated copper wire t o  lower it  into the  
selected drillhole. The lateral resistivity logs and the  
geological logs were used t o  locate the  conductive zones 
where the current electrode was emplaced. In order t o  
ensure that the current electrode was placed in zones with 
the highest conductivity (for maximum signal strength) 
contact resistances were monitored as t h e  electrode was 
lowered into the  conductive zone. The surface current 
electrode was placed approximately 500 m from section 
101,307E (effectively at infinity). The in-hole potential 
measuring electrode was a gold-plated brass cylinder, 4 cm in 
length. The other potential electrode (remote reference 
electrode) was placed on the surface approximately 100 m 
away frorn the drillhole collar. Most of the logging was 
carried out a t  3 m/min with one second data  sample interval, 
giving a measurement every 5 cm. A few logs were obtained 
a t  6 and 9 rnlmin with a one second data  sample interval, 

I 1  I I giving measurements every 10 and 15 cm respectively. The 
current intensity was maintained constant during each run. 

POTENTIAL GRADIENT ARRAY Figure 78.5 shows a vertical section with the  locations of t h e  
two holes logged and the positions of the  energizing current 

Figure 78.4. Electrode configurations in drill hole electrodes. The apparent resistivity logs a r e  also diplayed t o  
mise-&-L-masse measurements. show their proper depth perspective along the  holes. 



Presentation of t h e  data  

In the present study misea-la-masse potential 
gradients along the drillhole axis a r e  also analyzed. The 
gradients are  computed from the potential measurements 
using the Savitzky-Golay least squares derivative operator 
(Madden, 1978; Savitzky and Golay, 1964). The derived 
gradients a r e  valid since the  data  sample interval in the  hole 
was small. The mise4-la-masse potential and t h e  derived 
potential gradients a re  plotted for each source location. The 
potentials are  designated as  the P logs and the  potential 

gradients as  the G logs. In all the logs, the top scale and axis 
is for  the potential data  and the bottom scale and axis is for 
the gradient data. The zero for the  gradient data is plotted a s  
dotted lines. The dominant current flow path between the 
holes is indicated by a solid line between the drill hole 
geologic columns. This is determined from the maximum 
amplitudes in the potential logs and the zero-crossover point 
on the gradient logs. The depth scale on the logs does not 
represent the  t rue vertical depths but lengths along the  
drillhole. All the  values are normalized with respect t o  the 
current intensitv in order t o  facilitate com~aris ion of the  
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Figtue 78.5. Vertical section showing the  locations of the  current 
electrodes used during measurements. Apparent resistivity logs a r e  
displayed along the drfllholes. 

' amplitudes of the observed' measurements 
for different source locations with 
different energizing current intensities. 
The potentials a r e  expressed in 
voltslampere and the  potential gradients in 
millivolts/ampere-metre. The column of 
the  holes with the source and the  receiver 
a r e  displayed with the  location of the  
alteration zones identified from the  drill 
core shown in hatched lines. 

For an electrically homogeneous and 
isotropic medium, t h e  equipotential 
surfaces resulting from a buried current 
source a re  concentric about the source, 
governed by the equation, V = p 114 n R 
(V = volts, I = current, p = resistivity and 
R = distance from source t o  measurement 
point). In this situation, mise-i-la-masse 
data will indicate maximum potential 
amplitudes (zero-crossover points in t h e  
gradient data) a t  a point in the  
measurement hole which is closest t o  t h e  
source. When a current electrode is placed 
in a conductor, current tends t o  be 
channelled along the conductor and 
observations in a hole that  intersects the  
energized conductor will show a f la t  
potential maximum or zero gradients 
across the  intersection. The intersection is 
not necessarily the  shortest distance from 
the source. The peak-to-peak amplitude 
separation on the gradient data  gives a 
rough estimate of the width of t h e  
conductor under investigation in the case 
of a simple, single conductor environment. 

Results and discussion 

Measurements in H80-14 - current 
electrodes in HP82-04 

Figure 78.6 shows misea-la-masse 
measurements in drillhole H80-14 with t h e  
current electrodes implanted a t  three 
different low resistivity zones in drillhole 
HP82-04. CI-LOG, C2-LOG and C3-LOG 
represent mise-5-la-masse data  obtained 
with t h e  current electrode a t  C1, C2 and 
C3 respectively in hole HP82-04. The 
C I  electrode was placed a t  approximately 
52 m and a current strength of 254 mA was 
injected into the medium. The C1-LOG 
shows maximum potential amplitudes and a 
zero-crossover point in t h e  gradient at 
approximately 110 m in drillhole H80-14 
indicating that  electrical continuity exists 
between the alteration zone energized by 
C1 in HP82-04 and the  location a t  110 m in 
H80-14. No alteration zone has been 
mapped at this depth but t h e  resistivity log 



Figure 78.6. Mised-la-masse potential and gradient measurements obtained in 
drillhole HRO-14 with the current electrodes in drillhole HP82-04. h e  C1-LOG, 
C2-LOG and C3-LOG represent measurements with the current electrodes located at 
CI ,  C2 and C3 respectively. P -potential log; G -gradient log. h e  solid lines 
between the geologic columns represent the dominant current flow path. 



indicates a fairly conductive zone around this depth. The The C2-LOGS were obtained with the current electrode 
mise-a-la-masse potential flattens out and the gradients a r e  placed a t  approximately 95 m in the lower part of the  
fairly low and constant over the regions occurring a t  alteration zone between 75 and 105 m. A maximum current 
approximately 76-83 m and a t  about 140-150 m. These of 180 mA was supplied to  the medium. The log exhibits high 
regions correlate with the low resistivity zones on the lateral potentials between 140-150 m. This coincides with the  
resistivity log. This observation is characteristic of an location of an alteration zone. It is interesting t o  note that 
electrically isolated conductor lying parallel t o  an energized the rate  of change of the  potentials is gradual on the  
one. It has been numerically modelled by Eloranta (1984) for downhole side and rapid on the  uphole side. This trend is 
drillhole mise-i-la-masse data and has been observed in a more evident in the  gradient data. This pattern suggests that  
number of field cases. the  conductive structure from C2 intersects H80-14 a t  a 

fairly low angle on the  downhole side. 
wun r wun c The main current axis is located a t  

1.1 (VIA) 6.1 1 (v/A) 5.1 approximately 143 m (zero-crossover 
point in the gradient data  with 
maximum peak-to-peak amplitude). 
The upper conductive zone that  is 
electrically continuous with t h e  
C l  alteration zone is indicated on t h e  
C2-LOGS by the  flattening of the 
potentials and a local minimum in 
gradients. 

A current of 142 mA was injected 
through the  C3 electrode a t  
approximately 218 m down drillhole 
HP82-04. The C3-LOG indicates tha t  
the  alteration zone at C 3  intersects 
H80-14 at approximately 360 m. The 
separation between the  peak-to-peak 
amplitudes around the zero-crossover 
point is about 10 m. This is approxi- 
mately the width of the conductor a t  
this location. It  is interesting t o  note 
the abrupt step-like change in potential 
a t  approximately 320 m, above which 
the potentials a r e  fairly low and f la t  
(almost zero gradients). The conductive 
zone a t  360 is well isolated from the  
conductive alteration zone above 
(between 260 and 3201, contrary t o  the 
interpretation inferred from the  drill 
core log (see Fig. 78.2). 

Figure 78.7 shows mise4-la- 
masse data  along drillhole H8O-I4 with 
current electrodes placed at two 
locations in HP82-04. The C4-LOG 
represents mise-a-la- masse data  with 
the  C4 current electrode located just 
below the alteration zone with the  
C2 electrode a t  about 110 m. The 
apparent resistivities a re  not very low 
a t  this location (approximately 
20 000 ohm-m) and hence a maximum 
current of about 60 mA could be put 
into the  ground with the  present 
lower-powered transmitter. The reaton 
for putting a current electrode a t  this 
location will become clear later in 
discussion of the measurements in 
HP82-04 with the  current electrodes in 
hole H80-14. The C4-LOGS indicate a 
fairly broad zone (from approximately 
140 t o  190 m) of high potentials. 
Maximum potentials of almost equal 

-110 111 -68 amplitudes a r e  observed at 140 t o  
MLn G n ~ n  G " DDH HP8fl-14 DDH w82-04 155 m and at about 187 m (zero- - ~ 

(.v/k) (.v/k) crossover points in the gradient data  a t  
144 and a t  187 m). The lateral 

Figure 78.7. Mised-la-masse potential and gradient measurements obtained resistivity log indicates a zone of 
in drillhole H00-14 with the current electrodes in drillhole HP82-04. The high resistivity (greater than 
C4-LOG and CS-LOG represent measurements with the  current electrodes 100 000 ohm-m) between the  can- 
located a t  C4 and C5 respectively. The solid lines between the geologic ductive alteration zone a t  145 m 
columns represent the dominant current flow path. 



and that a t  187 m. The data indicate that the conductive The C5-LOG represents mise-h-la-masse data along 
zone intersected a t  C4 in HP82-04 splits into two zones; one H80-14 with the  current electrode a t  about 139 m in 
intersecting H80-14 a t  approximately 145 m and the other HP82-04. Again we see a broad potential high from 
one a t  approximately 187 rn. The data also suggest that  t h e  approximately 190 m to 270 m. The diffuse nature of the 
lower conductive zone passes close t o  H80-14 but not d o s e  response indicates that  the conductor a t  C5 is not in 
enough t o  be detected by the lateral resistivity log. As noted electrical continuity with any of the  conductive zones along 
previously the resistivity log only provides information on the  H80-14. The gradient data shows the  location of maximum 
resistivity changes in the immediate vicinity of the drillhole. current flow a t  approximately 226-250 m which does not 

coincide with any of the  low resistivity 
 HAL^ P MALH P zones on the lateral resistivity log. 

1 (V/AI 6.8 1 (VIA) 6.1 The conductive zones a t  about 110 m and 
Y-L I J I 145 m are indicated on the gradient logs as  

electrically isolated from the energized 
zone. 

In all the  above observations, the  
location of t h e  potential maxima (or zero- 
crossover points on gradient data) showed 
considerable displacement from t h e  
location of the points along t h e  
observation hole with the  minimum 
distance to  the current sources. This 
indicates considerable current channelling 
along the  more conductive paths. 
Conductive zones above and below the  one 

P 
in electrical continuity with the  source a re  
indicated by the  flattening of t h e  
potentials (or local minima in potential 
gradients) confirming their electrical 
isolation from the energized one. 

Measurements in HP82-04 - current 
electrodes in H80- 14 

Figure 78.8 shows mise-5-la-masse 
data  obtained in drillhole HP82-04 with t h e  
C6 and C7 current electrodes emplaced at 
190 m and 280 m, respectively, in 
H80-14. It is interesting t o  note the 
similarities in the observed potentials for 
the two current electrode positions. The 
gradients are  almost identical. For  both of 
the  current electrode positions, the  current 
flow axes a r e  observed a t  125 m and 97 m, 

C7- LOG C6 - LOG suggesting that  the  two energized 

3: conductive zones a t  C6 and C7 converge 
and intersect hole HP82-04 a t  the  same 
locations. There is a pronounced potential 

0 - O minimum on both the C6-LOG and 
C7-LOG a t  about 82 m followed by a 

w 
pronounced local maximum a t  about - - - 77 metres. This suggests that  there is a 

EXPLANATION fairly conductive path between t h e  
conductive zones a t  C6 and C7 in hole 

H: ALTERATION ZONES H80-14 and the location at 77 m in hole 
HP82-04. This location is the  conductive 

2- upper part of the alteration zone - BRECCIATED ZONES identified between 75 and 100 m. It  is 
separated by a fairly resistive section 

E (about 100 000 ohm-m) from the  lower 
QWRTZ VEINS conductive part a t  100 metres and hence a 

pronounced minimum between t h e  two 

?i: 

, L 
parts. The observed high potentials 
between 110 t o  130 m in HP82-04 do not 
coincide with any mapped alteration zones. 

C - The indicated current flow path from C 7  
)DH HP80-14 DDH ~~82-BI"" mLn 311 -311 31# and C6 t o  120 m in HP82-04 is an excellent t tun  G conductive path. The data  suggest that  

b V / h )  (mVlk1 there is strong current channelling along 
Figure 78.8. Mise-&la-masse potential and gradient measurements obtained this conductor Over a distance greater than 

in drillhde HP82-04 with the current electrodes in drillhde H80-14. The 150 between the The 

C6-LOG and C7-LOG represent measurements with the cwrent electrodes measurements in H80-149 with the 
located at C6 and C7 respectively. The solid lines between the geologic at about in 

columns represent the dominant current flow path. hole HP82-04, were conducted t o  

- 1 3 0  - 677 



determine where the  zone near 110 m manifests itself in hole in Figure 78.9. This is a qualitative interpretation of the 
~ p 8 0 - 1 4 .  The data indicate that the zones a t  C6 and a t  C4 conductive structure between the  two holes and is derived 
a re  in electrical continuity. There was litt le indication of from dominant current flow paths determined by joining the  
electrical continuity between zones a t  C4 and C7 when the location of the potential maxima (or zero-crossover points in 
current electrode was a t  C4. This is probably because the  the gradient data) with their respective energizing current 
current electrode a t  C4 was not located in zone with the  sources. The widths of t h e  conductive zones between t h e  
optimum coupling t o  C7. This should have been a t  125 m, the  holes a re  speculative a t  the present time. Theoretical 
location of the  current flow axis with the current electrode modelling of the structure may provide some realistic widths. 
a t  C7. As noted previously t h e  observed alteration zones generally 

show high conductivity. Therefore i t  is interesting t o  
'Ihe interpretation Of the mise-8-1a-masse compare the  interpretation of the alteration zones based on 

observations and the lateral resistivity logs carried out the drill core data (Fig. 78.2) and that of the conductive 
between the  drillholes HP82-04 and H80- 14 are presented zones based on the  mise-i-la-masse data 

(Fig. 78.9). The most dramatic difference 
in the interpretation is the  orientation of 
the alteration zones between 260 and 

OVERBURDEN . 
300 m in hole H80-14. This conductive --- zone intersects hole HP82-04 at about 
125 m and dips steeply towards the  north 
(conductive structure from C4 t o  C 7  -- electrode locations) in contrast t o  the 
southerly o r  nearly vertical dips of t h e  t h e  
rest of t h e  conductors. I t  appears that  
there a r e  two sets of conductive structures 
(alteration zones) which may represent two 
stages of fracturing and alteration. A more 
complete picture on t h e  conductivity 
structure between the holes along this 
section could have been obtained by 
studying the  alteration zones in other 
holes (holes H80-24 and H80-13). This was 
unfortunately not done because the holes in 
the  area were not available for geophysical 
work a t  the  time. 

Conclusion 

The drill hole mi*-i-la-masse 
measurements carried out between t h e  two 
holes a t  the  Hoyle Pond Gold deposit were 
successful in correlating the  alteration 
zones between these holes. The alteration 
zones a r e  relatively good conductors 
compared t o  the  unaltered basalt flows and 
seem t o  be well suited for investigation by 
the  mise-i-la-masse method. 

EXPUNATION . . -  

ALTERATION ZONES Acknwledgments 
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Figure 78.9. Conductivity structure between holes HP82-04 and H8O-14 a s  
inferred from the mise-ii-la-masse and lateral resistivity lags. 
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Abstract 

A magnetic susceptibility borehole logging tool, only recently 
available in North America has been evaluated in field 
boreholes. Repeatability of logs from the same hole is 
excellent, as is the agreement with drill core magnetic 
susceptibility measurements from three different holes. 

INTRODUCTION 

Borehole logging in the mining industry is gaining ever wider 
acceptance as a powerful and relatively inexpensive 
technique for gathering data to aid in geological 
interpretation, or in the recognition of mineralization 
intersected by a drill hole. Until fairly recently however, 
magnetic susceptibility tools have not been generally 
available and the few that were have been used mostly by 
researchers (George and Scott, 1982). 

The magnetic susceptibility of a volume of matter is a 
function of the amount of ferrimagnetic material contained 
therein thus magnetic susceptibility measurements will 
readily indicate the presence of minerals which contain 
significant concentrations of ferrimagnetic material such as 
magnetite, ilmenite and pyrrhotite (see e.g. Telford et  al., 
1976. D. 121). Anomalouslv low values of maenetic 
suscept~bility can also be sighfieant in certain geo6gical 
contexts. For example the uranium "roll front" deposits of 
the southwestern united States are precipitated from 
uranium bearing, oxidizing groundwaters moving through 
sandstone strata, and these waters cause magnetic minerals 
to be altered to nonmagnetic ones, e.g. magnetite to 
hematite, behind the advancing roll fronts (Ellis et al., 1968; 
Scott and Daniels, 19761, causing anomalously low magnetic 
susceptibility readings. 

As with any measurement technique which is specific 
for some parameter, (in this case ferrimagnetic material), 
magnetic susceptibility measurements can be used to 
advantage in revealing trends in related parameters 
e.g. lithological correlation between boreholes. 

Due to the time consuming and hence expensive nature 
of sample-by-sample magnetic susceptibility measurements, 
they are not normally made on drill core unless a special 
reauirement exists for the data. Such reauirements do arise. 
fo; example, in the geological and geophy'sical investigations 
connected with radioactive waste management ~roiects.  
The availability of a logging tool can reduce the mefkure- 
ment time from several person-weeks to a few person-hours. 
Furthermore a borehole log provides a more representative 
bulk sample than drill core, which is typically less than 
60 mm diameter. 

This paper presents field data from three boreholes to 
show the comparison between magnetic susceptibility logs 
made with a recently available logging tool, and the 
corresponding logs made by closely spaced measurements on 
the drill cores from the same holes. Reproducibility is 
demonstrated with repeat logs of the same boreholes. 

Un outil de diagraphie de l a  susceptibilite' rnagne'tique, 
disponible depuis peu en Am6ique du Nord, est BvaluP dans 
des sondages sur le terrain. La re'pe'tition des diagraphies 
dans le meme trou de sonde est excellente, de meme que la 
concordance avec les mesures de la susceptibilite' magne'tique 
des carottes provenant de trois trous diffkrents. 

BACKGROUND 

The Geological Survey of Canada has a program of research 
aimed a t  improving borehole geophysical methods. In support 
of this a logging truck has been equipped with a computer- 
based data acquisition system which records parameters such 
as natural gamma-ray spectral data, temperature, induced 
polarization, resistivity and self potential in digital form 
together with depth. 

Geo Instruments of Finland recently introduced a 
magnetic susceptibility logging tool which is now available in 
Canada through Urtec lnstruments Sales Ltd. of Toronto. 
The tool was interfaced to the GSC logging truck in 
September 1983 and logs were recorded from two test holes 
maintained by the GSC at Bells Corners in Ottawa and from 
three holes at a site in the Bancroft area of Ontario. Drill 
core magnetic susceptibility data were available for one of 
the holes a t  Bells Corners and for two at the Bancroft 
location. 

THE MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY TOOL 

The principle of operation of the Geo Instruments model 
TH-3C is based on the use of a coil in an electrical bridge 
circuit energized at a frequency of 1400 Hz. When the tool 
moves through magnetically susceptible material an apparent 
change of the coil inductance is sensed causing the bridge to 
become unbalanced. Circuitary contained in the tool drives 
the bridge to balance automatically by changing the 
energizing frequency as necessary. The frequency shift is 
thus a measure of the magnetic susceptibility of the material 
through which the tool is passing and is registered as such on 
a continuous basis by the recording equipment. 

The Maxwell-bridge circuit which is used also allows 
resistivity of material close to the coil to be measured 
simultaneously with susceptibility. This is possible by 
resolving the change in complex impedance seen by the 
bridge into its inductive and resistive vector components. 
(Resistive material around the coil causes the coil to behave 
as a transformer with the resistive material acting as a 
combined and distributed "secondary winding" and "loab'). 
Resistivity measurements- using this technique are limited 
however to a range of 10 ' ohm-metres to 10' ohm-metres. 
In practice only some sedimentary formations would normally 
have resistivities low enough to fall within this range, while 
in igneous rocks only graphitic conductors or mineralized 
zones would be included. 



Table 60.1 

TECHNlCAL SPECIFICATIONS: TH-3C MAGNETIC 
SUSCEPTIBILITY LOGGING TOOL 

1 Susceptibility measuring ranges: 

Range Rear panel 
switch Display output Susceptibility 

1 0-2 000 0- 10 Vdc 0-2 000 x 10- ' SI 
2 0-2 000 0-10 Vdc 0-20 000 x 10- ' S1 
3 0-1 000 0-5 Vdc 0-200 000 x 10- 51 

Note: The output is _linear within the calibration accuracy up 
to 5 000 x 10 ' 51. On higher values a calibration 
curve should be consulted or a correction formula 
applied to the results. 

Resolution: 5 x 10- 51 

Temperature Drift: less than 10 x lo - '  SI/OC 
Note: this value may be temporarily 
exceeded after a sudden temperature 
change. 

I ~ r e s s u r e  effect: less than 1 x l o - '  SI/bar 

Drift from other sources: less than 1 x lo- '  SI/min 

Calibration accuracy: 5% 

I RESISTIVITY: 

1 Resistivity measuring range: 

I Display Rear panel output Resistivity 

l ~ e n g t h  of the electronics section of the probe: 0.6 m 

l ~ e n g t h  of the coil section: 0.5 m 

l ~ i n i m u m  diameter of the probe: 42 mm 

l ~ e s t  pressure: 150 bar (1500 m depth) 

Weights: Surface module: 1.2 kg 
Pro be: 3.8 kg 
Shipping Weight: 13 kg 

TH-3C: 
POWER SUPPLY: 

Surface module: 4 Ah, 5 V Ni-Cd batteries, 
current consumption 200 mA 

Probe: 4 Ah, 5 V Ni-Cd batteries, 
current consumption 180 mA 

I ~ e n g t h  of the electronics section of the probe: 1.0 m 

ILength of the coil section: 0.5 m 

l ~ i n i m u m  diameter of the probe: 42 mm 

l ~ e s t  pressure: 150 bar (1500 m depth) 

Weights: Surface module: 1.8 kg 
Probe: 5.0 kg 
Shipping Weight: 1 6  kg 

The tool consists of a metal tube containing the 
necessary circuitry and recharageable batteries and a 
detachable sensing coil encapsulated in nonmetallic material. 
A variety of coils are  available but the test runs under 
discussion were made with one which had the same diameter 
(42 mrn) as the electronics portion of the tool. The metal 
tube is fitted with an electrical connector which is designed 
for use with a standard 4-pin Gearhart-Owens cable head. 
A surface module receives and decodes the combined 
magnetic susceptibilitylresistivity signal which is transmitted 
as  a frequency (susceptibility signal) superimposed on a D.C. 
level (resistivity). The surface module provides separate 
analogue outputs for the two parameters. The essential 
technical specifications for , t h e  TH-3C are  shown in 
Table 60.1, taken from the manufacturers literature. 

RECORDING OF MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY DATA BY 
THE GSC LOGGING SYSTEM 

The GSC logging system has been described by Bristow 
(1979). One of the parameters routinely recorded with the  
GSC logging system is temperature. The interface for this 
tool is designed t o  measure the frequency of a monolithic 
voltage-tefrequency (V/F) converter housed in the 
temperature tool and the interface circuitry is contained on 
one of the circuit boards of the NOVA minicomputer, which 
controls the system. A very high measurement resolution is 
achieved by measuring the time for a fixed number of V/F 
converter pulses against a 10 MHz crystal controlled clock. 
By inserting an identical inexpensive integrated circuit V/F 
converter between the susceptibility output from the  TH-3C 
surface module and the NOVA interface board, signal 
compatibility was readily achieved. Recording of the 
magnetic susceptibility logs then proceeded exactly as if 
temperature logs were being run, with the  same software 
controlling the display and recording of depth and magnetic 
susceptibility data on standard nine-track tape. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A total of five holes were logged with the TH-3C magnetic 
susceptibility tool. In each case the logging speed was 
6.0 mlminute with a one second sampling time, giving a 
measurement a t  every 10 cm down the hole. Two logs were 
run in each of these holes, one down and one up. The hole 
diameters for Bancroft are  "HQ" and for Bells Corners " N Q  
(100 mm and 75 mm respectively), which a re  larger than the 
diameter for which the tool had been calibrated. A factor t o  
correct for this was obtained from the manufacturer and 
applied to  the data recorded. Absolute values so  corrected 
agreed well with drill core values. 

The probe incorporates compensation for quasi-static 
temperature changes, which is not effective when the unit is 
subjected t o  s tep changes in temperature. Accordingly the 
probe was allowed t o  come t o  thermal equilibrium by 
lowering it  into the borehole fluid and leaving i t  there for 
30 minutes before logging was started. The temperature 
variation over the total lengths of these holes is known t o  be 
of the order of 5°C or less, so that the ra te  of change was ' 

well within the "quasi-static" definition. 

The Bells Corners test s i te  consists of Precambrian 
gneiss overlain unconformably by approximately 65 m of 
sedimentary rocks (dolomite, sandy dolomite and sandstone). 
The Bancroft holes also penetrate gneiss but of a much higher 
degree of metamorphism and deformation than a t  Bells 
Corners, which is reflected in the greater range of 
susceptibility values. 
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Figrre 60.1. A. Repeat _logs 10-65 m in sedimentary strata of Bells Comers test hole BC-81-2. 
Expanded scale 0-400 x 10 SI units. B. Repeat logs 65-110 m in the Precambrian gneiss penetrated 
by Bells Corners test hole BC-81-2. Scale 0-50 000 x 10 SI units. (Logs offset  for clarity). 
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Figure 60.2. Repeat logs in Bancroft hole No. BN-81- 1 .  (Logs offset for clarity). 
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Figure 603. Repeat logs in Bancroft hole No. BN-81-2.  (Logs offset for clarity). 
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Figure 60.4. A. Drill core magnetic susceptibility measurements on 
Precambrian segment of Bells Comers test hole as recorded. 
B. Measurements of Figure 60.4A after smoothing with 7 point 
running average filter. 
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F @ m  60.5. Comparison of smoothed &ill core log and TH-3C tool log for Precambrian segment of 
Bells Comers test hole BC-81-2 (logs offset for clarity). 459 
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F i ~ u r e  608. Comparison of smoothed &ill core log and TH-3C tool log for Bancroft hole 
NO. BN-81-1. 
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Figure 60.7. Comparison of smoothed &ill core log and TH-3C tool log for Bancroft hole 
NO.  BN-81-2. 



Figures 60.1 to 60.3 show the repeat logs obtained with 
the TH-3C tool in the three holes for which drill core 
measurements were available, (one at Bells Corners and two 
at Bancroft), together with the geological logs. The logs are 
plotted on a scale of 0-50 000 xl0-'~1 u_nits, with the repeat 
log offset by approximately 25 000 x 10 'SI units for clarity 
in every case except Figure 60.1A. The pair of logs shown in 
Figure 60.1A are for the sedimentary sequence of- the Bells 
Corners hole plotted on a scale of 0-400 x 10 'SI units 
without offset. At the magnified scale which this represents 
it is evident that there is a displacement between the pair of 
approximately 100 x 10 'SI units. This is almost certainly 
due to temperature dependent base-line drift, and is not 
considered problematical since the lithological detail is 
clearly reproducible a t  very low signal levels, confirming the 
5 x 10 resolution capability given in the technical 
specifications. Excellent repeatability is apparent for all the 
other pairs of logs in Figures 60.1 to 60.3. 

Magnetic susceptibility measurements on three drill 
cores had been made at 5 cm intervals. These measurements 
were made with a Scintrex model SM-5 magnetic 
susceptibility meter designed to measure on flat surfaces or 
drill core where geometry errors are small. Since the logging 
tool has a coil length of 50 cm compared with only 35 mm for 
the portable Scintrex instrument, it was felt that a better 
basis for comparison would be obtained if the core measure- 
ments were first smoothed using a seven-point running 
average filter, since this is in effect what the larger tool 
does to the real profile. 

Figure 60.4 shows magnetic susceptibility measure- 
ments for the drill core from one of the holes as recorded 
compared with the same data after smoothing. Figures 60.5 
to 60.7 show smoothed drill core measurements alongside the 
borehole logs for each of the three holes. The close 
agreement between the two in all cases provides convincing 
evidence that the logging tool accurately reflects the core 
measurements. 

The relative amplitudes of the various peaks do not 
always correspond exactly between the pairs of logs. This is 
not surprising since the volume of material used for the drill 
core measurement represents only a small fraction of the 
volume sampled by the logging tool. Thus correlation of 
relative amplitudes at any point is an indication that the 
material is reasonably homogeneous in the vicinity of the 
borehole at that point. 

CONCLUSION 

The Geo Instruments TH-3C magnetic susceptibility logging 
tool showed excellent repeatability as evidenced by the data 
presented in Figures 60.1 to 60.3, and by similar data from 
two other holes. The validity of the measurements has been 
verified by the agreement between these logs and the 
independent measurements made on drill core from the holes. 

The equipment as supplied is self contained and, 
interfacing to almost any logging system, either analogue or 
digital, is relatively simple. The principle of operation, using 

a Maxwell bridge circuit, calls for very close tolerances on 
the allowable inductance changes in the sensing coil due to 
changes in pressure and temperature which cause base-line 
drift in the signal level. These effects appear to have been 
minimized by careful mechanical and electrical design and 
allow excellent results to be achieved even in sedimentary 
strata where normal magnetic susceptibility levels are below 
the threshold of most hand held instruments. Even so, step 
changes in temperature of the tool should be avoided 
whenever possible. For example the initial step as the tool 
enters the borehole fluid should be avoided by allowing time 
for thermal equilibrium to be reached before logging is 
started. 

Equipment of this type should find ready application in 
a number of fields of endeavour where borehole logging 
techniques are used to gather data. 
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Abstract 

Although a number of panmeters affect the temperature-depth profrle in a borehole, temperature measurements have been 
successfully used to detect and map fracture zones with moving water, massive sulphide mineralization and have been used to map 
lithology. In drill holes without water flow, the temperature gndient logs have been be used to map lithology where significant 
Ulermal conductivity contrasts exist between different materials. Because of the high thermal conductivity of massive sulphides, 
temperature measurements show significant anomalies near or within mineralized zones and were successfully used to locate 
sulphide occurrences. Although temperature measurements may not replace conventional electrical methods in exploration for most 
massive sulphide deposits, non-conducting and non-polarizable sulphides, such as sphalerite. may be explored for with temperature 
methods. Electrochemical reactions within massive sulphide deposits may generate sufficient heat to be detected on the temperature- 
depth profile. Their detection provides information to aid in interpreting self potentials within massive sulphide deposits. Field 
examples of four types of applications of tempemure measurements in mineral exploration are presented; 1) lithological mapping, 
2) fracture detection, 3) direct detection of massive sulphides, 4) use in correcting and interpreting other geophysical logs. 

INTRODUCTION 

Temperature logging is a useful method in mapping 
lithology, correlating stratigraphy (Beck, 1976; Conaway and 
Beck, 1977; Blackwell and Steele, 1987) and in mapping coal 
seams (Kayal, 1981; Kayal and Christoffel, 1982; 
Mwenifumbo, 1989). It has not been used to study problems 
in mineral exploration. Base metal sulphides should make 
excellent .targets because of their high thermal conductivities 
compared to the host rocks (Figure 1). The lack of use of 
temperature logging in mineral exploration is due mainly to 
two reasons; 1) traditional electrical methods are quite 
effective. and 2) the effects of drilling fluid circulation and 
groundwater flow on the temperature-depth profile make 
interpretation difficult. 

Although temperature measurements m y  not replace 
conventional electrical methods in explontion for most 
massive sulphide deposits. nonconducting and non-polarizable 
sulphides such as sphalerite may be explored with temperature 
methods. Sphalerite is thermally more conductive than any of 
the base metal sulphides (20-30 w/mfC. average =26.6. 

Parasnis. 1974). The principle use of temperature logging 
would be to detect and'map sphalerite-rich ore zones with a 
high thermal conductivity in the presence of poor thermal 
conductivity host rocks. Temperature measurements may also 
be used to map oxidation and reduction reactions occurring 
wihin massive sulphide deposits that often generate large self 
potential anomalies. Fractures and fault zones are the major 
conduits for groundwater flow and because most mineral 
deposits are highly fractured and associated with major fault 
zones, temperature logs may indirectly be used to map mineral 
deposits. 

Temperature measurements are routinely carried out by the 
Borehole geophysics section of the Geological Survey of 
Canada (GSC). This paper documents temperature 
measurements made at a number of mineral deposits in 
Canada. The use of these logs as an aid in mineral explontion 
and development is examined. 

'Geological Survey of Canada, 601 Booth Street, Ottawa. Ontario. KIA OE8 
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Figure 1: Thermal conduc~ivities of some major rock types and 
sulphide minerals. 

LOGGING EQUIPMENT 

Details of the GSC high resolution temperature logging 
system are given in Bristow and Conaway (1984): the 
following is a brief description of the system. 'She temperature 
probe consists of a 10 cm long tip of thermistor beads with a 
1 second time constant and a tempemure sensitivity of 0.1 
mK. This precision and short thermal time constant are 
required for continuous, high precision temperature measure- 
ments. The probe is connected to a I km cable and to a 
minicomputer-based data acquisition system in the logging 
truck. The thermistor signal is converted to frequency in the 
probe and data is transmitted digitally uphole. The digital 
transmission of the data eliminates problems inherent in signal 
transmission through long cables (conductor cable resistance, 
insulation leakage resistance and capacitive and/or inductive 
pickup in the logging cable (Becki 1982; Bristow and 
Conaway. 1984)). Depths can be measured with an accuracy 
of 1 mm by an optical shaft encoder located on the wellhead 
pulley assembly. All temperature measurements are 
continuously recorded on a downhole run at logging speeds of 
3 or 6 m/minute with data sampled approximately every 1.5 or 
3 cm, respectively. This high spatial resolution of data is 
necessary for determining accurate gradients with the use of 
gradient operators. Changes in temperature are recorded as 
changes in thermistor resistance which ye then converted into 
true temperatures. The deconvolution technique developed by 
Costain (1970) and Conaway (1977) is used to process and 
remove the effects of the probe time constant from the 
continuous measurements. The Savifzky-Golay derivative 
operator (Madden, 1978) is used to compute the gradients from 
the temperature data. Units of temperature gradient are given 
in SI as mWm in all the following presentations. These units 
are numerically equal to the cgs system CC/lun). 

FIELD PROCEDURE h 

Logging procedures for optimum, high-resolution borehole 
tempcnture measurements have been discussed in a number of 
papers (Conaway, 1987: Blackwell and Steele, 1987). Most of 
these procedures were followed during the acquisition of 
temperature logs prcsented in this paper. Temperature logs 
were always the first logs run on a given day and were 
acquired during a downhole run rather than an uphole run so 
that the thermal sensor was entering undisturbed water. In a 
number of cases, repeat runs were recorded after one or sevenl 
days to allow the borehole water to stabilize from disturbances 
caused by logging. 

In cases where repeat logging runs on following days may 
not be possible due to poor hole conditions, it is worthwhile 
recording another log after half an hour or later. An uphole log 
may also be made. n e s e  repeat logs may provide invaluable 
data for checking the repeatability of temperatures md increase 
confidence in interpreting my of the observed temperature 
anomalies. It is, however. not necessary to perform this type of 
logging if hole conditions rue good and there are no time 
constraints such as those often imposed on logging when 
instruments are to be installed in the borehole. The following 
examples illustrate the type of data to be expected when repeat 
logging runs are made in large and small diameter holes soon 
after the fm downhole run. 

Figure 2 shows the reproducibility of temperature data 
recorded during downhole and uphole runs. Three logs ate 
superimposed: one downhole log, an uphole log recorded 
immediately after completion of the downhole run and a 
downhole log recorded 30 minutes later. These logs were made 

Temperature Temperature 
Temperature Difference Difference 

(OC) (OC) C°C) 

304.8 m m 
254.0mm 

Logged 14/03/89 

I ESl MG Limestone 
I I Limestone / Siltstone ID Siltstone i 

Figure 2: Comparison between temperature data recorded 
during downhole (Dl  & 02) and uphole (UIJ runs in a large 
diameter open hole (304.8 mm from 0-41 m and 254.0 mm 
from 61 to the bottom) at Carleton Universiry, O r r a ~ ~ u .  H.D.- 
hole diameter; MG - mediwn grained; FG -fine grnined 



in a large diameter open hole (304.8 mm hole diameter from 
surface to 61 m, and 254.0 mm in diameter to the bottom). 
The temperaturedepth profiles indicate step-like changes in 
tempemure at approximately 52.61 and 66 m. suggesting the 
entry or exit of groundwater in the borehole. 'Ihe change in 
tempenture at 61 m coincides with a change in the borehole 
diameter. Some water may be exiting at this point but the 
tempenlure change is probably due to water flowing past a 
change in hole diameter. The nearly isothermal temperatures 
between 52 and 61 m suggests that the flow rate is fairly high. 
The temperature differences between the first downhole and 
uphole logs, and between the f i t  downhole and last downhole . 

log (Figure 2) indicate good agreement between the logs. 
Differences in tempentures are of the order of 0.02 OC. which 
are far less than those reported by Reiter et al., (1980). This is 
to be expected, since water is flowing in the borehole. Reiter 
et al., 1980. reported temperature differences of the order of 
0.4 to 1 OC. These differences' are in the range of the 
temperature variations observed within this depth interval of 
the hole and would not be acceptable. The large differences 
between downhole and uphole runs observed by Reiter et al.. 
1980, can be attributed to different logging speeds (7.6 
mlminute for the downhole run and 30.5 rnlrninute for the 
uphole run) and may also be due to depth offsets between runs. 
Their temperature data were acquired at very coarse sample 
depth intervals of 1.52 m, 

Figure 3 is another comparison between downhole and 
uphole temperature logs recorded in a smaller diameter open, 
NQ-hole (75.7 mm) at the Bells Comers Geophysical test site. 
Ottawa, Cam& The hole penetrates sandstone, weathered and 
then fresh bedrock which consists of gneiss and granite. The 
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two downhole logs were recorded on different days (89.05.23 
and 89.0531). Temperatures recorded during the uphole run 
immediately after completing the first downhole run, show 
high frequency fluctuations which are higher than those 
recorded during downhole logging. Higher tempentures 
recorded during uphole logging are to be expected and are 
probably due to the w m i n g  effects of the logging cable and 
the probe assembly (Reiter et al., 1980). The average 
tempenture differences between the downhole and uphole logs 
below the tempenture minimum (zero-gradient point at 
approximately 35 m) is 0.016 OC. Despite these temperature 
differences, the uphole temperature log shows major changes 
in tempemtures at the m e  depths as those recorded during the 
downhole log. thus providing a check on data reliability. 

There is good agreement between the two downhole logs 
except for the section within the sandstone formation where 
significant differences are observed. The second tempenture 
log was taken two days after heavy rainfall and the differences 
in temperature may reflect groundwater flow induced by 
surface drainage. The borehole fluid temperatures seem to be 
more stable with time in the granites and gneisses. The 
temperature gradient logs (Figure 3c) are plotted with an offset 
of 25 mWm for clarity. A significant tempelslture gradient 
change at 65 m reflects a change in thermal conductivity 
between tfre sandstone and granitelgneiss. The basement rocks 
have higher temperature gradients (lower thermal 
conductivities) than the sandstone. Box-and-whiskers plots 
(Wikinsm, 1990; VelIeman and Hoaglin, 1981) and summary 
statistics shown in Figure 4 compare the temperature gndient 
data in the sandstone and granitdgneiss precambrian rocks 
from the h logging runs. There is very little variability in 
the tempaature gradients in the granitelgneiss for the two 
downhde runs. The uphole run, however, shows a spread in 
gradients three times greater than that of the downhole runs. 
This is mainly due to the fluid disturbsnces d h g  the uphole 
logging run. It is interesting to note, however, that the mean 
temperature values are approximately the m e  for all the three 
runs. 

TEMPERATURE LOGGING IMMEDIATELY AFTER 
DRILLING 

Borehale logging is usually done immediately after drilling, 
especially in poorly consolidated sedimentary formations where 
boreholes are unstable. Temperature profiles recorded 
immediately after drilling are significantly affected by the 
drilling fluid circulation. The thermal effects of drilling fluid 
circulation have been dealt with in a number of papers (Jaeger, , d" 

1961: IAmbruch and Brewer; 1959; Drury and Jessop, 1982; 
and Mwenifumbo. 1989). Although the use of tempenture data 

Figure 3:  A comparison between downhole (Dl & 0 2 )  and acquired immediately after drilling is not recommended 
iphole (V1) temperature logs recorded in an NQ-hole (75.7 because the borehole fluid tempmaws We not in thermal 
mm) at the GSC Bells Corners Geophysical Test Sire, Ottawa. equilibriam with the formation temperatures, there h v e  been 
The two downhole logs recorded on separate days (89.05.23 a number of discussions on how to estimate the true formation 
and 89.05.31) show temperature direrences in the sandrrone tempemhms £mm these data (Leblmc et al, 1982; Lee, 1982; 
that are due to the influence of surface drainage. The Middleton. 1979; Luheshi. 1983). The tempent~re-depth 
temperature gradient logs are offset by 2 5 mKlm for clarity. profile in this cast is dependent on a number of P m e t e r S  
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Figure 4: Box-and-whiskers plots and summary statistics of the 
dara presented in Figure 3 comparing the three sets of 
temperature gradienr data within the sandstone and 
Precambrian granitelgneiss rocks. The norched boxes are 
bounded by the 25fh (lower hinge) and 75th (upper hinge) 
percentiles, i.e. 50 % of the data within each subset have 
values in the box. The notches locate the median (50th 
percentile) and its 95 9% confidence bounds. The whiskers 
(lines drawn from the lower and upper hinges), are dejined 
as:- (lower hinge - I J*H-spread) and (upper hinge + 1 J*H- 
spread), where H-spread is the hinge difference. 

including initial drilling fluid temperatures, drilling fluid 
circulation times, borehole diameter, type of drilling (diamond 
or rotary drilling) and thermal conductivity of the lithology 
intersected (Luheshi, 1983). 

Disturbances in temperature due to drilling fluid circulation 
may provide valuable information on the location of fractures 
and permeable zones @rury and Jessop, 1982) and variations 
in thermal resistivities of the formations (Mwenifumbo, 1989). 
Figure 5 shows temperature and temperature gradient logs 
recorded immediately after drilling in a 75.7 mm diameter hole 
at a massive sulphide deposit in British Columbia, Canada. The 
hole collapsed after this downhole logging run. High tempera- 
ture anomalies between 120 and 160 m, and between 380 and 
390 m are probably due to permeable fracture zones that 
accepted warmer drilling fluids. These anomalies should decay 
with time as the burehole fluid temperatures come to 
equilibrium with the formation temperatures (Killeen, 1986. 
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Figure 6: Resistivity. IP, temperature gradient and 
temperame logs recorded in an NQ-hole at the S5 massive 
sulphide deposit, New Brunswick. The hole was logged 17 days 
after driliing and the effects of drillingfluid circulation on the 
remperarure-depth profile are clearly indicated. Two repeat 
temperature logs are shown. The resistivity and IP logs show 
zones with sulphide mineralization. 

Drury and Jessop, 1982). ?here is an indication of a change in 
lithology at approximately 160 m. The temperature gradient 
above the anomaly is lower (approximately 2.0 mWm) than 
that below (approximately 10.0 mK/m) suggesting that this 
wide anomaly between 120 and 160 m may be associated with 
fnctures along a contact 



Figure 6 shows another example of the effects of drilling 
fluid circulation on the temperaturedepth profile. This NQ- 
hole ST341 was drilled at the Sfratmat massive sulphide 
deposit. New Brunswick. Drilling started on June 19,1989 and 
was completed on July 5. 1989. The hole was tempenture 
logged on July 22. 1989; 17 days after drilling completion. The 
hole intersecls hpilli and felsic volcanic tuffs with 
disseminated sulphides. The three prominent temperature 
anomalies are caused by drilling fluid circulation and appear to 
be associated with fractured and permeable zones (see 
resistivity log). It is interesting to note that not all the low 
resistivity and high IP zones exhibit these elevated temperature 
anomalies. Only those zones that are permeable and able to 
accept drilling fluids during drilling prodlrce these transient, 
heat-source-type anomalies. Logging in mineral exploration 
holes is often done monlhs or more after drilling. Tmsient 
tempenture anomalies due to drilling fluid circulation are at 
that time generally insignificant depending on the amount of 
heat initially tmsfered to the fmture system. 

MAPPING LITHOLOGY 

between cod  and mudstone. These features are barely visible 
but are enhanced in the temperature gradient log. making the 
individual coal seams clearly visible. Figure 8 shows box-and- 
whiskers plots and summary statistics of the tempenture 
gradients in sedimentary rocks and coal seams. The H-spread 
for sedimentary rocks is quite large because these rocks are a 
mixture of siltstone, mudstone and bentonitic mudstone. Their 
distribution may well be multimodal. The boxes of the 
sedimentary rocks and cod are well separated indicating that 
these two types of 1ithology.can be easily differentiated by 
using temperature gradients. 

SUMMARY STATISTICS 
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Mean 24.71 63.87 
SD. 14.29 10.14 
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In a borehole without flowing water, temperature logs may 

be used in mapping lithology provided there is 3 significant 
c o n m t  in themd conductivity between ule different Figure 8: Box-and-whiskersplots nnd summar). statistics of the 

lithologicd units. illustnted in ~i~~~ 3, chges in thermal temperature gradient data from Highvale coal mine presented 

conductivity between he s3ndstone and milelgneiss are in  F igwe 7 showing the distribution of temperature gradients 

clertrly bdicclted on the temperature gradient logs. ~i~~ 7 in the sedimentary rocks and coal seanu. The sedimrntary 
shows tempentw and gndient logs in rock.' are mudstone, siltstone and bentoniric mudstone. 

a coal hole in Albem, Canada. The log shows subtle changes 
in slope resulting from changes in thermal conductivity 
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Figure 9: Resistivity, total count gamma ray, temperature 
gradient and temperature logs recorded in hole ST330 at the 
~t ratntat  Main Zone massive sulphide deposif . New Brunswick. 

Figure 7: Temperalure and temperalure gradient logs Temperature logging was done 4 months ofrer drilling when 
recorded in  a hole at the Highvale coal mine. Alberta, Canada. drilling induced temperature variations had almost completel~ 
Coal seams are shaded on both of the logs. The temperature disappeared. Two repeat temperature and temperature gradierlf 
log shows subtle changes in slope resulting from changes ill logs are presented. The resistivity log locates massive 
thermal conductivity between coal and mudstone. These barely sulphides but fails lo distinguish between the dlflerenl 
visible features are greatly enhanced in the tempernrut-e lithological units. There is. however. an excellent correlation 
gradiet~t log. between lithology, gamma ray and temperature logs. 



Figure 9 shows resistivity. total count gamma ray, 
temperature gradient and temperature logs hole ST330 at the 
Stmtmat massive sulphide deposit in New Brunswick. Canada. 
Drilling of this hole began on March 13 and was completed on 
March 22, 1989. Temperature logs were done on July 22, 
1989: approximately 4 months drilling. Drilling induced 
temperature variations appear to be insignificant by this time. 
The hole intersects turfs, mafic dikes. gabbro and massive 
sulphides. The resistivity log clearly locates massive sulphides 
but fails to discriminate between the different lithologicd units. 
There is. however. an excellent correlation between lithology. 
gmma ray and temperature &ta..Box-and-whiskers plots for 
the gmma ray and temperature gradient data are shown in 
Figure 10 to illustrate the distribution of these parameters for 
the four different rock types and sulphide occurrences. The 
summary statistics are given in Table 1. 

before the onset of mining operations. Olherwise there may be 
flooding and contamination of the groundwater system. around 
the mine. 
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The gamma ray data show overlapping boxes for the hvo 
different tuffs, which suggests that their population medians are 
not that different. However, in the temperature gradient &t3, 

the intervals between the Lapilli and Felsic tuffs are well 
separated indicating that the two population medians are 
significantly different and that the tuffs can be distinguished 
easily from each other based on the temperature gradient data. 
The gamma and temperature data are crossplotted in Figure 11 
together with their probability density distribution. The data 
show clear clusters corresponding to all lithologiwl units 
except dikes. The wide range of the temperature gradient data 

r ~ . - . . . . . . I . . . ~ ~ , . . . l . l . l . . . . . . l  
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from the dike population is probably bemuse fracturing. The 
dikes are also sometimes interbedded with argillite. 1 " " " " ' 1 " " " " ' I " " " " ' I  

0 100 200 300' 
LOCATION OF GROUNDWATER now Gamma Ray (CPS) 
Water flow in boreholes is often considered a source of 

noise in temperature logging, obscuring features of interest 
such as thermal conductivity variations relied to lithology or 
mineralization. Understanding groundwater flow near an ore 
deposit may, however. provide useful information to aid in 
mining operations. Most mineralized zones are highly altered 
and fractured and may provide pathways for groundwater flow. 
Knowing the precise location of water entry or exit zones is 
essential because most of these zones need to be plugged 

Figure 10: Box-and-whiskers plors for the gamma ray and 
remperarure gradier~r data shown in Figure 9 illusrraring the 
distribution of rhese parameters for the different rock types attd 
sulphide mineralization. The boxes for the felsic and lapilli 
rlcffs are were isolared in the temperature grodient darn but 
overlap in the gamma ray data indicanng rhar rhese IWO ruffs 
can be characrerized by rheir temperalure graciienrs and nor by 
their gamma ray ncriviry. 
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Figure 11: Crossplot of gamma ray versus remperatwe 
gradienr dara gro~iped irlto subsets according lo lithology 
(Figure l l a )  and a conrour diagram of the kernel detlsity 
eairnate for the bivariate distriburion of rhe data (Figure l l b ) .  
The dara show clear clusters correspotzding to all lifhological 
units. 

Figure 12 shows resistivity, temperature and tempemure 
gradient logs recorded in hole LC86-1 at the Lake Charlotte 
Manganese prospect, Nova Scotia, Canada. Hole Kt61 
intersects calcareous banded argillite, slate and u r b o m u s  
slate with sulphide mineralimtion. Manganese mineralization 
occurs in the calcareous banded argiliites above and below the - 
Carbonaceous slates. Sulphides in the slates consist of pyrite 
and pyrrhotite and are indicated on the elecbical resistivity log 
as very low resistivity zones. The temperature profile shows an 
abrupt change in temperature at about 154 m (h 731 to 
7.57 "C, a change of 0.26 v). This temperature anomaly is 
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Figure 12: Resistivity, temperature and temperature grndienf 
logs recorded at the Lake Charlotte Manganese prospeer, Nova 
Scotia. The borehole intersects calcareous banded argillire. 
slate and mineralized (manganese, pyrite and pyrrhotite) 
carbonaceous slare. An abrupr chattge in rentperatlire of abo~it 
0.26 OC at 150 m is characteristic of groundwarer flow and 
coincides with fractured, low resistivity calcareous banded 
argillite between 140 and 170 m. Wafer is flowing uphole at 
fairly high rares obscuring the response from the highly 
conductive mineralized slntes. Althorigh this rmtpcrature clarn 
does nor provide information on [he mineralization, the 
location of the water etttry and exit points are riseful fur 
hydrogeological studies. 

characteristic- of groundwater flow and coincides with 
fractured, low resistivity calcareous banded argillite between 
140 and 170 m. Cooler water is flowing downhole and exiting 
at approximately 154 m. The effects of the conductive 
mineralized slates on the t e m p t u r e  profile is obscured by 
water flow, although the slight change in temperature in the 
upper portion of the mineralized zone (between 55 and 65 m) 
may be belated to the presence of the mineralization. Although 
this temperature data does not provide information on the 
mineralization, the location of these water entry and exit points 
provide useful hydrogeological information. 

Fracture or permeable zones thal provided pathways for the 
movement of minenlizing fluid may still provide,pathways for 
groundwater flow if they are not completely cemented. Their 
detection may, therefore, provide useful information on the 
original stnrctural constraints of the mineral deposit. Figure 13 
shows groundwater flow zones indicated by abrupt changes in 
tempenture and large temperature gradients that coincide with 
rninenlized zones (see IP log). This suggests that the 
mineralized zones are more brittle and prone to fracturing and 
hence act as water conduits. These present water migration 
paths may also represent original mineralizing fluid flow paths. 
These temperature logs were recorded at the Yava sandstone- 
hosted l a d  deposit. Nova Scotia. Canada. 
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Figure 13: IP. remperarure and remperuritre grarlienr logs for 
hole YA412 ar the Yava sandstone lead deposir. Nova Scoria. 
The IP anomalies at approximarely 38 and 47 m correlalc 
fairly well wirh the warer enrry zones. 

EFFECTS OF TEMPERATURE AND GROUNDWATER 
FLOW ON SP MEASUREMENTS 

G~pundwater entry zones in boreholes produce abrupt 
changes in tempenture. These changes may affect a number of 
borehole measurements such as SP. SP measurements in 
mineral exploration are usually recorded with lead or stainless 
steel electrodes. Large and abrupt changes in temperature may 
change the thermal, and electrical properties of the electrodes. 
These changes may generate voltage shifts tha! may be 
misinterpreted as spontaneous potentials related to lithology or 
mineralization. Figure 14 shows resistivity, SP, and 
temperature logs recorded in an NQ-hole 405 at the Yava lead 
deposit. The SP log was recorded with a lead electrode. The 
step change in SP of approximately 500 mV at 39 m is 
associated with a O.g°C step change in temperature that is due 
to groundwater flow. There are no appreciable concentrations 
of sulphides at this depth which suggests that the SP anomaly 
is generated by either the temperature change (thermal 
coupling) or water flow (electrokinetic or streaming potential). 

PERTURBATION OF LOCAL GEOTHERMAL GRADI- 
ENTS BY SULPHIDES 

Massive sulphide zones are characterized by low electrical 
resistivity and high thermal conductivity. Since lhe high 
therrnd conductivity affects the local g e u t h d  gradient, 
temperature gradient measurements may be used to detect and 
map sulphide mineralization. Although temperature 
measurements may not replace conventional electrical methods 
in exploration for most massive sulphide deposits, non- 
conducting and non-polarizable sulphides such as sphalerite 
may be searched for using temperature methods. The following 
two field examples illustrate the tempenture responses across 
massive and disseminated sulphides. 
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Figure 14: Resisliviry. SP, and remperarure logs from an NQ- 
hole YA405 a! the Yava sandsrone lend deposir, Nova Scoria. 
The SP log was acquired wirh a lead elecrrode. The step 
change in SP of approximarely 500 mV at 39 m is associared 
wirh a O.pC step change in remperatwe thar is due lo 
groundwarerjlow. The SP anomaly is likely generated by borh 
temperature change (thermal electric coupling) and waterflow 
(electrokinetic or streaming potenrial). 

Massive sulphide deposit: Stntmat Main Zone, New 
Brunswick. 

The Stratmat Main zone is a volcanogenic massive sulphide 
deposit. The sulphides consist of pyrite. galena, sphalerite and 
minor chalcopyrite. .Tempemlure logs were recorded in five 
NQ-holes (75.7 mm diameter) ranging in depths from 150 to 
180 m. The holes intersect thick sulphide zones (up to 10 m) 
with up to 85 percent sulphide. The rock type are mainly 
argilIite, tuff and gabbm. 

Figure 15 shows the lithology, temperature and tempemture 
gradient data recorded in hole ST219. The temperature 
increases steadily b m  50 to 85 m and flattens out in the 
massive sulphide zone. It then increases steadily past the 
sulphide zone at a rate that approaches the local geothermal 
gradient. The temperature gradient is very low in the sulphides. 
It is interesting to note that a thin argillite band 'in the 
sulphides is clearly indicated as a high temperature gradient 
zone. The temperature gradient 'in massive sulphides in other 
holes in the vicinity is very similar to that observed in this 
hole. 

Disseminated Sulphides: Yava Lead Deposit, Nova Scotia. 

The Yava deposit is a sandstone l e d  deposit with minor 
occurrences of sphalerite associated with the galena. The 
mineralization occurs at fairly shallow depths and the surface 
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Figure 15: Temperature gradient and temperature-depth 
profiles recorded in hole SE19 at the Stratmat Main Zone 
massive sulphide deposir, New Brunswick. Very low 
temperature gradients are observed in [he massive sulphide 
intersection (high rhermal conducrivity). Thin argillire bands in 
and at the upper and lower contacts correlare well with high 
temperarure gradients. . 
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Figure 17: Lithology. SP and temperature logs recorded in 
hole S6119 in the vicinity of holes ST219 (Figures I S )  or the 
S t r a m t  Main Zone massive sulphide deposir. The temperarure 
data include a) recorded borehole temperatures; b)  comprlted 
femperature gradients; and c) temperature anomaly (or 
residual lemperatures afrer removing a geothermal grnrlienr of 
13.7 mKlm). Two temperarure anomaly logs taken a year apart 
are shown. The shaded area across the logs represents the 
massive sulphide intersection. The temperarures within rhe 
sulphide wne are higher by about 0.0- contrary ro what was 
observed in hole Sl219, and this correlates well with a high 
negative SP anomaly. Exothermic electrochemical reactions 
may be responsible for generating these large SP values. 

gradient and temperature logs recorded in hole 418. The 
minemlized zones are indicated by low gndients and flattening 
temperatures even though zinc is less than 1 9%. Low gndients 
between 25 and 29 m of hole 418 are not correlated with 
mineralization, but may be due to perturbation of the 
geothermal gradient from mineralization in the vicinity that it 
is not intersected by the drill hole. In spite of the effects of 
ground water flow and surface temperature changes on the 

Figure 16: 9% lead. 90 zinc, temperature gradient and mpem, depth paofde, arr in~ations of the rcrmcc 
temperature-depth profiles for hole YA418 at rhe Yava of mineralization. 
sandstone lead deposir. The shaded area of disseminated 
mineralization correlates well with low temperature gradients 
and flattening in the remperature-deprh profile. Low 
temperarure gradients between 25 and 29 m are probably 
caused by mineralization in the vicinity thar is not intersected 
by the dril l  hole. 

temperature variations may affect the shallow local geothermal . 
gradients. Temperature logs recorded in a number of holes 
without water flow show anomalously low gradients in 
minelalized zones. The disseminated galena and sphalerite in 
the sandstone deposit tend to increase the thermal conductivity 
of the sandstone which is usually fairly low (Figure 1). Figure 
16 shows the lithology, lead and zinc assays. temperature 

EXOTHERMIC REACTIONS ASSOCIATED WITH 
ELECTROCHEMICAL PROCESSES. 

Electrochemical oxidation and reduction processes that 
occur within massive sulphide deposits may generate heat 
which can be detected on the temperature logs. Locations of 
these exothermic reactions in mineralized zones may provide 
an understanding of the self potential generating mechanism in 
deposits. Figure 17 shows temperahre and SP logs recorded in 
an old hole S6119 in the vicinity of hole ST219 (Figure 15) at 
the Stratmat massive sulphide deposit. The hole was drilled in 
1961 and was first temperature-logged in 1988 and later 
revisited in 1989. Multipmeter logs. including SP. were 
recorded both times. The temperature data include a) recorded 



borehole temperatures; b) computed temperature gradients: and 
c) tempemure anomaly (or residual tempentures) which 
represent tempenture data after removing a geolhcrmal 
gradient of 13.7 mK/m. A large amplitude SP anomaly 
between 80 and 90 m is associated with the massive sulphides. 
The temperature log shows an increase in temperature at this 
location contrary to what was observed in hole SI219 and 
other nearby holes. The gradient and the residual tempentms 
highlight the temperature anomalies observed in the sulphides. 
The temperatures within the massive sulphides zone are 
elevated by about 0.05 OC compared to the host rock The good 
correlation between SP and these higher tempentuns suggests 
that electrochemical reactions that generate the SP are 
exothermic. 

LOCATION OF UNDERGROUND OPENINGS AT 
EXISTING MINES 

Figure 18 shows resistivity, percent sulphides (mainly 
sphalerite and minor galena and chalcopyrite), SP. tempahwe 
and temperature gradient l ~ g s  recorded in a hole at the New 
Calumet mine, Quebec. The high temperature at 130 m 
suggests a local heat source in the vicinity. Although this high 
temperature anomaly appears to be associated with Lhe sulphide 
mineralized zone, there ye numerous old under@ mine 
workings at this deposit that may be responsible for gtnaating 
these high temperatures. The sulphides may just act as a palh 
for conducting heat from the mine openings. 

Figure 19 shows another example of the use of tanperatllre 
measurements in detecting underground mine openings These 
tempemure measurements were recently recoded at the 
SeIbaie mine, Quebec. The high tempemure anomalies do not 
correlate with the minedization. These anomalies arc doe to 
underground mine openings in the vicinity of the bdc. There 
are openings approximately 4 and 7 m away, correspamding to 
the upper anomaly a! approximately 270 m and the Iower 
anomaly at approximately 340 m, respectively. 

CONCLUSION 

In a number of tempenture me;lsurements ma& over 
mineral, deposits, the perturbation of the local geothermal 
gradients due to the presence of sulphides is often obscured by 
groundwater flow. Temperature logs may, thezefon, be used to 
yield information on the groundwater flow system within a 
site. Information on the location of water f b w  in a bodmk is 
vital during mine development. Boreholes are usually plugged 
to alleviate flooding problems or groundwater contamination. 

Temperafun? logs may provide complementiuy infamath 
to the electrical resistivity measunments. Massive snlphide 
zones are characterized by low temperam gradients becaw r 
of their high thermal conductivities. Some of the gmndwater 
flow zones correlate with mineralized zones. This suggests that 
the mineralization represent a zone of 'weak' rock and is 
susceptible to fracturing and hence carries wata. The 
electrochemical processes that generate the Large SP anomalies 
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Figure 18: Resistiviry, percenr sulphide (mainly sphalerire and 
minor galena and chalcopyritel. SP, temperature nntl 
temperature gradient logs recorded in a hole at the New 
Calumet lead-zinc mine, Quebec, Canada. The high 
lemperature anomaly near 130 m suggests a local heat source. 
Although this high temperature anomaly appears to be 
correlated with the sulphide mineralization. there are 
numerour old underground mine workings at this deposit rhnt 
may be responsible for generaring rhese high temperatures. 
The sulphides conduct heat from the mine openings. 
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Figure 19: Resistivity, percenr copper, temperature nnd 
temperature gradienr logs from a hole at the Selbaie mine, 
Quebec. Canada. The temperature dara show nuo anomalies 
representing local heat sources caured by underground 
openings approximately 4 m away (upper anomaly) and 7 m 
away (lower anomaly). The lower anomaly seem lo correlntc 
with low resistivity and copper sulphides. 

associated with massive sulphides an often exolhennic. 
genuating heat that is observable on tunperatwe logs. 



Although temperilture profdes in a borehole are affected by 
a number of panmeters. all the information extracted from the 
logs may be useful during exploration and development of a 
mined prospect. While looking for specific information, the 
interpreter should be aware of all possible information that 
may be derived from these logs (groundwater flow, thermal 
conductivity variations due to the presence of sulphides or 
lilhological difference, exothermic or endothermic processes). 
Heat pumps utilizing groundwater are often installed in 
underground mines and the knowledge of the temperature 
distribution around the mine site and groundwater flow system 
would therefore. be very useful. 
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Application of temperature logging to 
mapping coal seams 
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Abstract: High precision, high resolution continuous temperature measurements were recorded in 
shallow holes at the Highvale open pit coal mine. Alberta. The temperature data acquired shortly after 
drilling provided useful information on the location of permeable zones within sandstones and also detected 
the coal seams. Higher temperatures were observed within coal seams compared to sedimentary rock 
formations. Temperature logging done ten to fifteen days after drilling indicated that borehole fluid 
temperatures were close to equilibrium formation temperatures. Temperature gradient data derived from 
these quasi-equilibrium borehole temperature measurements accurately defined the depths and thicknesses 
of coal seams and were successfully used in hole-tehole correlation of coal seams between several holes 
separated by up to 2.5 km. 

RCsumC : Des mesures continues haute pdcision et haute dsolution de la temptirature ont Cti enregis- 
trees dans des trous peu profonds forts dans la mine de charbon ii ciel ouvert Highvale en Alberta. Les 
donnees sur la temperature acquises peu de temps apks le forage ont fourni des informations utiles sur 
l'emplacement des zones permtables au sein des @s et ont permis en outre de dttecter les filons de charbon. 
Les tempc5ratures etaient plus t levks dans les filons de charbon que dans les formations de mche 
saimentaire. Les diagraphies de la temptiramre effecmtes de dix i quinze jours aprks le forage ont indiqui 
que les tempkratures des fluides dans les vous Ctaient proches des tempkratures de formation d'kquilibre. 
Les donnks sur les gradients de temperature ttablies 5 partir des mesures des tempkratures des trous en 
situation de quasi-equilibre ont permis de dtfinir avec exactitude les profondeurs et les ipaisseurs des filons 
de charbon et de cmeler avec succes les filons de charbon enue plusieurs trous &par& par une distance 
allant jusqu'ii 2 5  Ian. 



INTRODUCTION 

In the oil industry, temperature logs are frequently used to 
determine the location of cement tops after arecent cementing 
operation, todelineate zones of lost circulation in a well while 
drilling is in progress, and to locate fluid entry and exit points 
in production and injection wells (Peacock, 1965; Bateman, 
1985). Other uses of borehole temperature measurements 
include determining the equilibrium geothermal gradients in 
terrestrial heat flow studies or studying the transient tempera- 
ture changes when heat is added to or extracted from the 
formation. However, temperature gradient logging has been 
shown to be a potentially useful method in lithostratigraphic 
correlation (Beck, 1976; Conaway and Beck, 1977; Blackwell 
and Steele, 1989) and in the identification and evaluation of coal 
seams (Beck, 1976; Kayal, 1981; Kayal and Christoffel, 
1982). Temperature gradient logs were successfully used, in 
conjunction with electrical resistivity logs, to discriminate 
between coal seams with high electrical resistivity and high 
temperature gradients, and resistive sandstones having low 
temperature gradients. Although temperature gradient meas- 
urements reported by Beck (1 976) and Kayal(198 1 ) indicated 
the usefulness of the technique in coal seam mapping, the 
measurements lacked detail and could not be used to deter- 
mine accurately the depth and thicknesses of coal seams. The 
logging was also conducted in fairly deep, cased holes. Deep 
holes ensure that surface temperature variation effects are 
minimal. Data obtained in uncased sections of the holes were 
previously found to be not accurately reproducible (Beck, 
1982; Conaway and Beck, 1977). 

This paper presents high precision, high resolution tem- 
perature measurements acquired at the Highvale open pit coal 
mine, Alberta. The boreholes were drilled with fresh water 
as the drilling fluid. These holes were 15 cm in diameter, 
uncased, and drilled to fairly shallow depths ranging from 60 
to 80 m. At these depths, climatic changes can be a major 
cause of perturbation in the geothermal gradient, especially 
in high latitude areas. Beck (1982) observed that surface 
temperature variations may disturb the equilibrium tempera- 
tures in boreholes to depths of more than 100 m and it was 
feared that they would have adverse effects on the use of these 
measurements in mapping lithology and coal seams. The 
objective of the temperature logging was to assess the usefulness 
of these measurements in mapping coal seams. 

LOGGING EQUIPMENT AND 
FIELD PROCEDURE 

The temperature logging equipment developed at the 
Geological Survey of Canada (Bristow and Conaway, 1984) 
was used in the acquisition of the data The temperature probe 
sensor consists of a lOcm long tip of thennistor beads and 
has a thermal time constant of less than 2 seconds in stirred 
water. The thermistor signal is converted in the probe to a 
square wave, the frequency of which is afunction of tempera- 
ture. The square wave signal is transmitted uphole via a 1 km 
cable to a mini-computer-based data acquisition system in the 
logging truck where very accurate period measurements give 

temperatures with a resolution of better than 0.1 mK. Probe 
depths are measured with a resolution of 1 mm by an optical 
shaft encoder on a well head pulley assembly. Details of the 
logging system are given in Bristow and Conaway (1984). 

All temperature data were acquired during a downhole run 
at a logging speed of 6 dminute with data sampled every 
200 milliseconds giving a measurement approximately every 
2 cm. This high spatial resolution is necessary for the deter- 
mination of accurate temperature gradients with the use of 
derivative operators (Conaway and Beck, 1977). The decon- 
volution technique developed by Costain (1970) and 
Conaway (1 977) was used to process and remove the effects 
of the probe time constant from the temperature measure- 
ments. The Savitzky-Golay operator (Madden, 1978) was 
used to compute the gradients from the temperature data 

The electrical resistivity data presented in this paper were 
acquired with a 10-cm normal array at a logging speed of 
3 dminute with a sample depth interval of 5 cm. The total 
count natural gamma-ray log (energy window from 0.1 to 
3 MeV) was acquired with a 3.2 cm by 12.7 cm sodium iodide 
detector. The logging speed for this data set was 3 mlminute 
with a one second sample time interval (equivalent to a 
sample depth interval of 5 cm). 

The lithology above the coal seams consists largely of mud- 
stones, siltstones, and sandstones (Fig. I). A few of the 
sandstones are occasionally cemented by calcite. The layer 
just above the first coal seam is usually mudstone, 3 to 4 m 
thick with its base frequently consisting of bentonitic clays. 
The depth to the top of the first of six coal seams ranges from 
approximately 30 to 60 m. The fmt and second coal seams 
are approximately 3 m thick. The other four coal seams range 
in thickness from 15 cm to 2 m. The coals are sub-bituminous 
and are characterized by high electrical resistivity, low thermal 
conductivity, extremely low natural gamma radioactivity, and 
low density. 

TRANSIENT TEMPERATURE LOGGING 

Experiments were carried out to investigate the usefulness of 
transient temperature measurements recorded shortly after 
drilling in lithological mapping, and in the detection of porous 
and permeable zones, and also to address the question of how 
long a hole must be allowed to stand after drilling in order to 
carry out 'tquasi-equilibrium" temperature measurements for 
lithological and coal-seam mapping. Logging was carried out 
in 15-cm diameter holes which were diamond drilled with 
fresh water as the drilling fluid. 

Short-period transient temperatures disturbances within a 
borehole may be caused by the addition or extraction of heat 
from the formation during the circulation of fluids as the 
borehole is being drilled (Hoang and Somerton, 1981 ). The 
process of drilling also causes a disturbance of formation 
temperatures by the frictional heat generated at the bit 
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(Lachenbruch and Brewer. 1959; Jaeger, 1961). The heat 
exchange between the fluid and the formation penetrated 
either warms or cools the formation depending on the relative 
temperatures of the drilling fluid and the formation. 

Formation temperatures are changed by different amounts 
in rocks ofdiffering thermal conductivities and permeabilities 
during the circulation of drilling fluids (Hoang and Somenon. 
1981). It has been suggested that transient temperature log- 
ging can be used to map sedimentary rock formations such as 
sandstone, shale, and limestone (Dakhnov, 1959). The bore- 
hole fluid around the sandstone formation returns to equilib- 
rium temperatures faster than the shales that have lower 
thermal conductivities. Within a formation with fairly uni- 
form thermal conductivity but variable permeability. themore 
permeable zones will be most affected and are often the zones 
where transitory heat sources or sinks are observed (Drury 
and Jessop. 1982). 

Lithology and coal seam mapping 

The individual coal seams are poorly resolved but can be 
detected from these temperature data. There is a positive 
correlation between temperature and electrical resistivity 
data. The inseam mudstone and shale layers exhibit lower 
temperatures, low electrical resistivities, and high radioactivity. 
In the upper section of the hole above the coal seams between 
25 and 35 m, there is a positive correlation between natural 
gamma radioactivity and temperature. The sandstone layers 
with high thermal conductivity are characterized by low 
gamma radioactivity and low temperatures whereas the ben- 
tonitic silty mudstones with lower thermal conductivities 
exhibit high gamma radioactivity and high temperatures. The 
electrical resistivity is, however, negatively correlated with 
both temperature and natural gamma radioactivity. The nega- 
tive correlation of transient temperature and electrical resis- 
tivity within the sandstone layers is a useful characteristic that 
may aid in distinguishing resistive coal seams from resistive 
sandstone layers. 

Detection of porous and permeable zones 
Figure 1 shows gamma-ray and electrical resistivity logs for Figure shows the electrical resistivity, self potential, and 

HV8&427 com~med with the temperatUre log mnded ms ien t  temperature logs in borehole HV88-422. 
one day after drilling. The coal seams exhibit characteristic The log indicates a more resistive rons bnween 29 
high electrical resistivities and extremely low radioactivity. and 36 m. Variations in resistivity this sandstone unit 
The overall temperatures within the low 

may changes in porosity, higher pmosity suggesting 
coal seams are high compared to the rest of the formations. 

GAMMA RAY RESISTIVITY TEMPERATURE 
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Figure I .  Temperature logs recorded in hole HV88-427 one day afrer drilling 
compared with gamma-ray and electrical resistivity logs. The coal seams exhibit 
characteristic high electrical resistivities and extremely low radioactivity. Tempera- 
ture and electrical resistiviry logs are positively correlated in the coal seam. In the 
upper section of the hole above the coal seams (between 20 and 35 m). electrical 
resistivity is negatively correlated with temperature. B mdst - bentonitic mudstone. 
Mdrt - mudstone. S sltst - sandy siltstone. Sltst - siltstone. Ss - sandrtone. 
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Figure 2. Electrical resistivity. self potential, and transient temperature logs acquired in borehole 
HV88422. The prominent peak on the temperature profiles indicates a permeable zone within t h e  , 
sandstone, which is confirmed by a corresponding high SP anomaly and lower resistivity. Temperature 
measurements were recorded one and three days afer drilling. Mdst - mudstone. Slt Ss - silty sandstone. 
Ss - sandstone. 
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Figure 3. Five temperature logs recorded in hole HV88-424 at approximately the 
following times afrer drilling had stopped: 6. 19,455. 765, and 121.5 hours. The 
influence of the drillingfluid, which was wanner than the ambient formation temperatures, 
is fairly obviour. Mdn - mudstone. Slrst - siltstone, Ss - sandnonene 
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less cementation. Calcareous cementation is prevalent in a 
number of sections within the sandstone units in this region. 
A transient high temperature anomaly is observed around 
3 1.5 m. This anomaly correlates with a self potential anom- 
aly and coincides with a slightly lower resistivity zone within 
the sandstone. It is interpreted as resulting from the warmer 
drilling fluids infiltrating a more permeable zone within this 
sandstone unit creating a transient heat source that decays 
with time. This may explain the self potential anomaly, 
which is probably due to filtration of water from the pores 
into the borehole. SP data have at times been used in detect- 
ing porous and permeable zones of the formation surrounding 
the borehole (Dakhnov. 1959). These measurements indicate 

,that temperature logging shortly after drilling can be used to 
delineate coal seams, distinguish between mudstone and 
sandstone, and possibly detect high porosity and high 
permeability zones. 

Return to equilibrium tempercrtures after drilling 

The time required for a borehole to return to equilibrium 
formation temperatures after drilling will vary depending on 
the temperature difference between the drilling fluid and 
formation temperatures, the thermal conductivity of the for- 
mation, and the fluid circulation time. Kayal and Christoffel 
(1982) recorded their temperature measurements three days 
after drilling and considered this time adequate for equilib- 
rium temperature gradient measurements. The negative gra- 
dients observed in their data, however, suggest that the 
borehole fluid temperatures may not have reached 
equilibrium with the formation temperatures. 

Figure 3 shows five temperature logs carried out in hole 
HV88-424 to determine the time required after drilling for the 
borehole to attain quasiequilibrium temperatures. These 
logs were recorded at approximately 6, 19, 455,765, and 
121.5 hours after drilling stopped. The hole collapsed 
approximately 39 m during the fifth run and measurements 
were discontinued. The influence of the drilling fluid on the 
temperaturedepth profile is fairly obvious. Unfortunately, 
the temperature of the drilling fluid was not measured and no 
detailed evaluation of the data was carried out. The tempera- 
tures were raised by more than 4°C from the ambient tem- 
peratures. The first log shows increased temperatures 
between 45 and 60 m due to the low thermal conductivity of 
the coal seams. Figure 4 shows the approach of the borehole 
fluid temperatures to equilibrium with time after the circula- 
tion of drilling fluid had ceased in borehole HV88-424. The 
temperatures are plotted for two different locations in the 
borehole: one within the coal seam at 50 m and the other 
within the siltstone at approximately 25 m (indicated by 
arrows in Figure 3). The approach to equilibrium tempera- 
tures is roughly exponential. If we assume that the dominant 
heat transfer process is conduction, then the formation with 
the highest thermal conductivity will dissipate heat away 
from the borehole faster than the lower thermal conductivity 
formations. The rate of return of the borehole fluid tempera- 
tures to equilibrium is faster within the mudstone with higher 
thermal conductivities. After five days the borehole fluid 
temperatures appear to be approaching equilibrium formation 
temperatures. Temperature logging in most of holes was 

done ten to fifteen days after drilling. After this period, 
reproducible temperature gradients were obtained and no 
negative gradients were observed. 

EQUILIBRIUM TEMPERATURE 
LOGGING: FIELD RESULTS 

In environments where there are no heat sources or sinks. the 
highest geothermal gradients will be observed in rocks with 
the lowest thermal conductivity and vice versa. Figure 5 
shows the natural gamma-ray and electrical resistivity logs 
compared with the equilibrium temperature logs for borehole 
HV88-414. The temperature log was recorded fifteen days 
after drilling. The water table in this hole was at approxi- 
mately 6 m and the zero gradient zone or temperature inver- 
sion point was fairly shallow, approximately 13 m. Above 
this point large temperature gradient anomalies exist that are 
due to surface temperature variations. Below this point, the 
temperatures are mainly affected by variations in the thermal 
conductivity of the formation, assuming little or no heat 
transport by groundwater flow. Temperatures range from 4.5 
to 55°C. Gross correlations of the temperature log and 
lithology are apparent. The temperature increases slowly 
with depth within the siltstonelsandstone/mudstone section 
from 10 to 35 m. There is an abrupt temperature change at 
35 m, and the temperature increases rapidly up to 48 m and 
flattens thereafter. The region between 35 and 48 m consists 
of coal seams. The subtle changes in temperature within this 
section indicate the location of individual coals seams. 

Siltstone 
at 26m 

TIME (hrs) 

Figure 4. Temperature-time curves showing the approach of 
borehole fluid temperatures to equilibrium afier circulation 
of fiid had ceased. The two curves are obtained within 
siltstone at approximately 25 m and within coal seam no. I 
at 50 m in borehole HVB8-424. 
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Figure 5. Gamma-ray and electrical resistivity logs compared with equilibrium temperature logs recorded 
I5 days after drilling in borehole HV88-414. The subtle variations in the smooth temperature profile are 
transformed into peaks in the temperature gradient profile that correlate well with the locarion of the coal 
seams. Benr - bentonite. B mdst - bentonitic mudstone. Mdst - mudstone, Carb mdrt - carbo~ceous mudstone, 
S slrsr - sandy siltstone. Ss - sandstone. 
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Figure 6. Crossplots of electrical resistivity versus temperature gradient, (a), and gamma-ray 
versus temperature gradient, (6). for hole HV88-412 within coal seams berween 36 and 47 m. 
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Figure 7. Temperature gradient logs in hole-to-hole correlation of coal seams. Hole HV88-405 is more 
than 2 krn from the other two holes and exhibits similar correlation between coal seams and temperature 
gradient. This makes temperature gradient logging an effective tool for mapping the extent of coal seams. 
B mdst - bentonitic mudstone, Curb mdst - carbo~ceous mudstone, Mdst - mudstone, S Sltst - sandy 
siltstone. Sltst - siltstone, Ss - sandrtone. 

The temperature gradient log shows good correlation with 
the electrical resistivity log, the gamma-ray log, and the coal 
seams. All the coal seams are clearly delineated on the 
temperature gradient log except for coal seam number 5, 
which is very thin and also poorly defined on the resistivity 
and gamma-ray logs. The inseam layers of mudstone, silt- 
stone, and carbonaceous shales are clearly identified as high 
radioactivity, low resistivity, and low temperature gradient 
zones. Coal seam temperature gradients are approximately 
80 M m  and mudstone gradients are less than 25 M m .  
Variations in the resistivity and natural gamma radioactivity 
within the coal probably reflect changes in the ash content. 
Coal seams number 1 and 2 show relatively higher radioac- 
tivity and lower resistivities at the top of the seams suggesting 
an increase in clay content. Therefore, better quality coal is 
inferred at the bottom of the coal seams (higher resistivities 
and extremely low radioactivity). 

Figures 6a and 6b are aossplots of the electrical resistivity 
versus temperature gradient and gamma-ray versus tempera- 
ture gradient for hole HV88-412 within the coal seams. The 
correlation between these parameters is excellent ( ~ 0 . 8 ) .  
The temperature gradients decrease with increasing 
radioactivity. 

Figure 7 illustrates the application of temperature gradient 
logs in hole-to-hole correlation of coal seams. Hole HV88- 
41 4 is 425 m from HV88-412 and hole HV88-405 is 2.1 km 

from HV88-412. Holes HV88-412 and HV88-414 are at 
approximately the same elevation, and the collar of hole 
HV88-405 is approximately 12 m higher than the other two. 
An adjustment has been made to the depths of logs from 
HV88-405 to reflect this elevation difference. It is clear that 
temperature gradient logs are an excellent tool for hole-tcbhole 
correlation of coal seams over fairly large distance.. 

CONCLUSION 

It has been shown that both temperature and temperature 
gradient logs can be successfully used in coal seam and 
lithological mapping. Coal seams are clearly delineated on 
the temperature gradient logs and exhibit high gradients, high 
electrical resistivities, and extremely low natural gamma 
radioactivity. Accurate depths and thicknesses of the coal 
seams can be determined from these high spatial resolution 
temperature data and compare remarkably well with the 
resistivity logs. There is a negative correlation between tem- 
perature gradient and electrical resistivity in sandstone and 
mudstone. High-resolution temperature measurements in 
conjunction with electrical resistivity and gamma-ray logs 
can distinguish between mudstone and sandstone. Tempera- 
ture logs acquired immediately after drilling may be used to 
locate more permeable zones within sandstone layers. Since 
most of the holes drilled in coal environments are not stable, 
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they often collapse a few days after drilling due to the nature 
of incompetent rock. Casing the holes would be the most 
logical way of ensuring that they remain open if logging is 
contemplated at a later date. Galvanic electrical logs cannot 
be run in either steel- or plastic-cased holes. Temperature 
gradient logs in a cased hole offer an alternative parameter to 
electrical logs as well as providing their own unique response 
characteristics. The environment at the Highvale coal mine 
indicates that for fine scale lithological correlation, equilib- 
rium temperature logs should not be recorded until at least ten 
days after drilling fluid circulation has ceased. 
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~cous t ic  velocity logging at the McConnell 
nickel deposit, Sudbury area, Ontario: 
preliminary in situ measurements l 

K.A. Pflug, P.G. Killeen, and C.J. Mwenifumbo 
Mineral Resources Division 

Pflug. KA.. Killeen. P.G.. and Mwenifimbo, CJ.. 1994: Acoustic velocity logging at the McConnell 
nickel deposit. Sudbury area. Ontario: preliminary in situ measurements; - in Current Research 
1994-C; Geological Survey of Canada. p. 279-286. 

Abstract: An acoustic velocity logging probe has been used to acquire data on the seismic characteristics 
of the McConnell nickel deposit in the Sudbury area. Preliminary results indicate good velocity contrasts 
in the stratigraphic sequence associated with the massive sulphides. These velocity contrasts are related to 
the density and elastic properties of the rocks; density was measured in the same borehole with a density 
logging probe. One interesting observation is that the high density massive sulphides have low P-wave 
velocities relative to the host rocks. This is not a universally applicable condition because some massive 
sulphides in other areas being investigated have higher velocities. Full sonic waveforms were recorded and 
these will be further studied to extract S-wave velocities. The P- and S-wave velocity and amplitude logs 
will then be used to derive valuable geotechnical information. 

RCsumC : On a utilise une sonde diagraphique de vitesse acoustique pour obtenir des donnees sur les 
caracteristiques sismiques du gisement nickelifere de McConnell dans la region de Sudbury. Les resultats 
preliminaires indiquent que la sequence stratigraphique associee aux sulfures massifs presente des vitesses 
d'ondes nettement diffkrentes. Ces differences sont liees a la densite et aux proprietes elastiques des roches; 
la densite a kt6 mesurk dans le meme m u  I'aide d'une sonde diagraphique de densite. On a releve une 
observation indressante. soit que la vitesse des ondes Pest faible dans les sulfures massifs a densitkClevee. 
comparativement a la vitesse dans les roches encaissantes. Cette caracteristique n'est pas universelle, car 
certains sulfures massifs ii I'itude ailleurs presentent des vitesses plus elevees. Des trains d'ondes 
acoustiques complets ont Cti enregistres et feront l'objet d'etudes plus detaillees visant a determiner la 
vitesse des ondes S. Les diagraphies de la vitesse et de I'amplitude des ondes Pet S serviront a deriver des 
renseignements geotechniques utiles. 

' Contribution to Canada-Ontario Subsidiary Agreement on Nonhem Ontario Development (1991-1995). under the 
Canada-Ontario Economic and Regional Development Agreement. 
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INTRODUCTION 

An accurate knowledge of the acoustic velocity of P waves in 
the various lithologies encountered will aid the application of 
seismic methods (such as surface seismic reflection and hole 
to hole tomography) to base metal exploration. 

Although acoustic velocities can be determined in the 
laboratory on rock samples or drill core. greater accuracy is 
possible with in-situ borehole measurements using an acous- 
tic velocity logging tool. The Borehole Geophysics Section 
of the GSC has begun acoustic velocity logging using a tool 
with a piezoelecmc transducer for an energy source, and two 
piezoelectric transducer receivers separated by 30 cm. The 
difference in arrival times of the transmitted pulses (P waves) 
at the two fixed receivers is converted to a velocity measure- 
ment. In addition, the amplitude of the first arrival is recorded 
as an amplitude log. which can be used to give a qualitative 
measurement of the attenuation factor (Q). The equipment, 
manufactured by Mount Sopris Instrument Co. of Colorado. 
m r d s  the full sonic waveform, making it possible to reprocess 
the field data to improve the precision of the first arrival picks, 
or in some cases, to pick the arrival time of the slower S waves 
which will provide additional information on the mechanical 
propenies of the rocks. 

By pulsing the energy source every half second and 
recording alternately with the 2 receivers. an average velocity 
is obtained every second, which, at a logging speed of 
3 dmin .  represents a sample every 5 cm in the borehole. 

The physical characteristics of the acoustic velocity probe 
are shown in Figure 1. The 45 mm diameter probe consists of 
2 sections: the transmitter section, and the receiver section. 
separated by a flexible acoustic isolator 0.5 m long. The 
manufacturer recommends a logging speed of less than 
40 ftlmin (1 2 dmin) .  

Tests were run at .the GSC's Bells Comers Borehole 
Geophysics Test Site near Ottawa (Killeen. 1986; Schock et 
al.. 1991) to gain experience with recording at different 
logging speeds from 0.5 to 10 rnlrnin. Two of the four preset 
gains in the probe were also tested. The probe should be 
centralized in the hole with suitable flexible rubber spacers 
(centralizers). This is a relatively simple matter in the NQ test 
holes (75 mm diameter) with the 45 mm diameter probe. 
However in inclined holestypical of Canadian shield mineral 
exploration. centralizing the probe is more difficult. In a BQ 
(60 mm diameter) borehole, there is little space for a central- 
izer around the probe. The logging data from the McConnell 
deposit discussed below were acquired without a centralizer. 

DATA PROCESSING METHODS . 

During data acquisition, the arrival time of the transmitted 
pulse at each receiver is determined when the signal crosses 
a threshold level selected by the operator. The thresholds of 
the two receivers can be set independently. As different rock 
types are traversed, the received signal amplitude may vary 
and sometimes not cross the threshold until the second (or 
later) cycle in the waveform. When this occurs at the far 

receivers 

acoustic isolator 
0.5 m 

transmitter 

Figure 1. Acoustic velocity probe; nor to scale (model 
CLP-4681. Mount Sopris Instrument Co.). 

receiver but not the near receiver the travel time between 
receivers appears anomalously long. This "cycle skipping" 
results in apparent low velocity spikes in the velocity logs. 
Spikes may also be generated in the logs if the system triggers 
early on noise at the front of the waveform; this can be a 
problem in inclined holes where the probe is subjected to 
vibrations as it moves along the borehole wall. 

Reprocessing the data to remove these spikes generally 
requires locating the spikes in the log, examining individual 
waveform pairs and adjusting the thresholds such that the first 
arrivals are correctly picked. This can be tedious if the data 
are particularly noisy. Preliminary tests suggest that reproc- 
essing the data by cross-correlating the near and far wave- 
forms against each other (Scott and Sena. 1974) to determine 
the travel time of the first arrival removes most of the spikes 
in the velocity log. The method is simple to automate and may 
be useful in determining the velocities of later arrivals. 

THE McCONNELL NICKEL DEPOSIT 

As part of a project within the Northern Ontario Development 
Agreement (NODA). the GSC is working to establish bore- 
hole geophysics test sites at major deposit-types in Ontario. 
The McConnell deposit (Garson Offset) represents the nickel 
(pentlandite, pyrrhotite, chalcopyrite) deposits ofthe Sudbury 
area First described in a 1992-93 NODA summary repon 
(Mwenifumbo et al. 1993). a fence of five holes intersecting 
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Figure 2. Densiry. acoustic velocity and amplitude (P  wave) logs for the top half of hole 78930. 
McConnell deposit (Garson Offset), Sudbury. Ontario. 
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Figure 3. Density, acoustic velocity and amplitude (P wave) logs for the bottom halfof hole 78930, 
McConnell Deposit (Garson Offset), Sudbury. Ontario. 
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Velocity 
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Figure 4. Typical waveforms recorded at the near ( N )  and far ( F )  receivers in the amphibolite 
(50-63 m) and metasediment (68-83 m) for the top halfof hole 78930. 
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Figure 5. Typical waveforms recorded at the near ( N )  and far (F)  receivers in the massive sulphides 
(136-148 m) and conglomerate (157-167 m) for the bottom half of hole 78930. 
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the ore body has now been logged with numerous geophysical 
parameters. The stratigraphic sequence which contains the 
massive sulphides consists of schists, amphibolites. conglom- 
erates, metasediments, Sudbury breccia and quartz diorite 
dykes. The massive sulphides form a steeply dipping ore body 
which extends from the surface to a depth of about 350 m. 
The body is intersected at depths of 50 m in the shallowest 
hole, and about 300 m in the deepest hole. 

The acoustic velocity probe was run in the middle hole in 
the fence, which intersected the massive sulphides at about 
150 m. Figures 2 and 3 show the acoustic velocity and 
amplitude logs recorded in the borehole at 3 dmin ,  plotted 
with the density log. The density and acoustic velocity are 
related as follows: 

~p = J(A + 2p)/p (1 

where Vp is the P-wave velocity, p is the density, A is Lamt's 
constant and pis  the shearmodulus. The velocity log has been 
edited to remove spikes due primarily to triggering on noise 
at the front of the waveform. The amplitude log has not been 
filtered in this way so it appears noisier. 

A few selected recorded waveforms are shown with the 
acoustic velocity log in Fig- 4 and 5. The amplitude 
variations in these waveforms (and in the P-wave amplitude 
logs) are suppressed because the acoustic signal i s  passed 
through a logarithmic amplifier in the probe. In the waveform 
displays, the signal that first crosses the preset threshold is the 
down-going motion evident at the front of the packet of 
seismic energy. This down-going pulse has a small amplitude 
relative to later arrivals in the wave train. The velocity logs 
and the amplitude logs refer to this signal as the fmt arrival 
(P wave). 

The density log in Figure 2 shows that the density of the 
amphibolite from 50 to 63 m depth is relatively homogeneous 
and higher than the adjacent schist and conglomerate. The 
acoustic velocity is also higher (-6.7 k d s )  than the schist 
(-6.0 k d s )  or conglomerate (-6.1 kmfs). Typical waveforms 
for the amphibolite zone for both the near and far receivers 
are shown in Figure 4. The velocity measured in the metasedi- 
ment from 68 to 83 m is relatively constant at about 6.0 k d s .  
The first arrival amplitudes (Fig. 2) as exemplified by wave- 
forms for near and far receivers (Fig. 4) are slightly higher on 
average (and less noisy) for the metasediment than for the 
amphibolite, suggesting the P waves are attenuated more by 
the amphibolite than the metasediment. 

Figures 3 and 5 show the lower half of the hole from 90 to 
1 80m and include the massive sulphides between 136 and 148 m 
depth. Note the very high (and relatively constant) density within 
the sulphides. The acoustic velocity log indicates a velocity of 
less than 5.0 km/s in the ore and a sharp conmt  between the 
velocity in the ore and in the host rocks. The ore is a low velocity 
zone. The amplitude log also shows a relatively low average 
value but this is mostly due to triggering on noise in front of the 
transmitted pulse. The correct value for the average amplitude 
lies between the values in the amphibolite and metasedirnent 
Typical waveforms in the massive sulphides are shown in 
Figure 5. These were selected from a zone in which the ampli- 
tude of the fmt arrival was quite high. Below the ore zone, from 

157 to 167 m. is a relatively homogeneous conglomerate zone 
with density about equal to the metasediments (Fig. 2). but a 
slightly lower velocity (5.9 kmls). The amplitude log in the 
conglomerate is about the same level as in the metasediment 
but, more variable, implying the P-wave attenuation in the 
conglomerate is similar to but more variable than that in the 
metasediment (See also the recorded waveforms for the near 
and far receivers. Fig. 5.) 

CONCLUSIONS 

Acwstic logging can provide detailed measurements of com- 
pressional wave velocity as well as measurements of the attenu- 
ation of seismic energy in the immediate vicinity of a borehole. 
As well as being lithological indicators, these measurements 
provide valuable information for seismic reflection or 
tomographic surveys or modelling. Additionally, they can be 
used to determine physical properties of the rocks encountered. 
This will be the subject of more detailed investigation in the 
future. It is also possible to pick the arrival time of the slower S 
waves, which are hidden in the recorded waveform. The P wave 
is the first arrival in the wave train. and hence is reasonably easy 
to pick. Poisson's ratio which relates to the mechanical proper- 
ties of the rocks. can be determined h m  the ratioof the velocities 
of the P and S waves. S-wave analysis will be investigated as 
funher experience is obtained with acoustic logging in different 
ore environments. Methods of enhancing the data and improving 
the speed and ease of extracting information from the raw data 
are presently being tested. 

We see this as a significant development leading to reli- 
able determination of velocities in a wide diversity of rocks 
associated with base metal (and gold) deposits. These data 
will be extremely useful for practitioners of surface reflection 
seismic surveys. and for surface to borehole, or hole to hole 
seismic tomography. In addition. geotechnical engineering 
parameters of importance in mining operations may be deter- 
mined more accurately (in situ) over larger and more repre- 
sentative volumes of rock (than laboratory samples). using 
acoustic logging techniques. 
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ABSTRACT 
Boreholes are designed to obtain information in the third dimension, ie. at depth, 

below the two-dimensions of the earth's surface. Today it is relatively easy to determine 
position on the surface, but not so at depth. Unfortunately, all too often, the path of the 
hole is erroneously assumed to follow the original dip (or inclination) and azimuth (or 
direction) established at the collar, at the top of the hole. Numerous borehole surveying 
devices have been developed, none of which are perfect, however quite accurate results 
are possible by using the right tool in the right hole. 

Surveying a borehole is usually accomplished by moving a probe along the hole 
and sensing the movement of the probe relative to one or more frames of reference 
which may include the earth's gravitational field, magnetic field or other inertial 
reference, and/or by sensing the distortion or bending of the housing of the probe itself. 
The different methods each have their own advantages and limitations such as 
ability/inability to operate inside steel casing, speed and complexity of operation, 
accuracy, cost, distance between measurements, ruggedness and reliability. 

The Borehole Geophysics Section of the Geological Survey of Canada has 
reviewed and compared many of the available methods, and has experience surveying 
a borehole with five different commercially available systems. There is no 'winner', but 
a review of the above-mentioned is useful in selecting the appropriate borehole 
sumeying methodology. 



INTRODUCTION 
Only under ideal conditions will the path of a drilled hole follow the original dip 

(or inclination) and azimuth (or direction) established at the top of the hole. It is more 
usual that the borehole will deflect away from the original direction as a result of 
layering in the rock, the variation in the hardness of the layers, and the angle of the drill 
bit relative to these layers as illustrated in Figure 1. The drill bit will be able to penetrate 
the softer layers easier than the harder layers, resulting in a preferential direction of drill 
bit deviation. In some areas experienced drillers have been able to predict the deviation 
somewhat, and adjust the dip and azimuth of the collar of the hole such that when the 
drill reaches the desired depth, it will be travelling in the desired azimuth and dip. 
Deviation of the borehole is encountered in both 'soft-rock' and 'hard-rock' drilling. In 
base metal exploration for example, the strata being drilled are usually geologic units in 
a volcanic pile, often dipping very steeply. Drilling perpendicular to a steep dip is 
almost impossible and the drill bit will definitely penetrate the layers at a more shallow 
angle than 90 degrees. 

Because the purpose of a borehole is to obtain information in the third dimension, 
i.e. at depth, the location is just as important as the information itself. Most often the 
information consists of the geology of the drill core, or assays of the core at selected 
depths. If the hole has deviated significantly, then that information can not be properly 
assigned to a location in 3-dimensional space beneath the earth's surface. Conclusions 
about geological structure or models of the size, shape, tonnage and average grade of 
ore-bodies based on the 'mis-placed' information may be erroneous. 

Numerous borehole surveying devices have been developed, none of which are 
perfect. However, quite accurate results are possible by properly using the right tool in 
the right hole. Surveying the path of a borehole is referred to as a borehole 'orientation' 
survey or a 'deviation' survey, and 'dip' at any point refers to the angle between the 
horizontal and the path of the hole. 'Inclination' is used by some workers to refer to the 
angle between the vertical and the hole, although in some literature inclination is used 
(incorrectly) as a synonym for dip. Another confusion is created by the logging tool 
called the 'dipmeter' which does not survey the path of a hole but measures the dip of 
strata relative to the hole. This is usually acomplished with an array of multiple 
electrodes which touch the wall of the hole and sense the dip of the beds intersected by 
the hole. 

Surveying a borehole is usually accomplished by moving a probe along the hole 
and sensing the movement of the probe relative to one or more frames of reference 
which may include the earth's gravitational field, magnetic field or other inertial 
reference, and/or by sensing the distortion or bending of the housing of the probe itself. 
Different methods have their own advantages and limitations. Some have the ability to 
operate inside steel casing, and others cannot. Some methods are time consuming and 
others are fast. Some are relatively simple to use and others are complex to operate. 



Other considerations are accuracy, cost, distance between measurements, ruggedness and 
reliability. 

The Borehole Geophysics Section of the Geological Survey of Canada has 
reviewed and compared many of the available methods, and has experience surveying 
boreholes with several different systems. A review of methods for surveying a borehole 
follows, based roughly on the chronological evolution of the technology. Experience with 
five different commercially available systems is illustrated with a comparison of survey 
results from a single borehole in the Val d'Or area of Quebec. A review of the above- 
mentioned experience is useful in selecting the appropriate borehole surveying 
methodology. 

SURVEYING A BOREHOLE 
A survey of a borehole should provide an accurate plot of the path of the hole in 

3-dimensional space, i.e. the (x,y,z) coordinates (northing, easting, true depth) of every 
point along the path is known. In practice, the coordinates of a finite number of points 
are determined, and the path between these points is calculated by extrapolation. From 
this, it should be obvious that: the greater the number of known data points, the less 
extrapolation required, and the more accurate the survey. The coordinates of points are 
not measured directly, but are computed from measurements of the dip, azimuth and 
length-along-the-hole (usually called 'depth'), as shown in Figure 2. These are the three 
components of the 'hole vector', The first data set are the dip, azimuth, and depth 
(which is zero) at the collar of the hole. The (x,y,z) coordinates of the top of the hole are 
based on the surface survey grid being used in the area, and of course do not have to 
be computed from the dip and azimuth data. However, along the length of the hole the 
dip and azimuth will change from that at the collar. 

Measuring length along the hole is relatively easy, although not a trivial problem. 
The calibration of the pulley or sheave wheel and the depth encoder attached to it is 
subject to error, since it relies on an accurate determination of the number of pulses from 
the encoder for each metre of cable that passes over the pulley. In addition, the cable 
used for the depth measurement may stretch, or it may effectively increase in diameter 
due to icing conditions in winter, or the pulley may effectively increase in diameter for 
the same reason, or decrease diameter due to wear. A one percent error in depth 
measurement, for example, may mean a 5 metre depth error at a depth of 500 metres, 
and this could be larger than the error caused by precision dip and azimuth 
measurements. This review, however, is primarily concerned with dip and azimuth 
measurements. 

The Acid Etch Clinometer: One of the earliest and simplest surveying devices is 
based on a measurement inside the drill rod with an acid bottle (Figure 3). A 4% 
hydrofluoric acid solution etches the wall of the glass etch tube leaving a permanent 
record of the dip of the hole, which can be read upon retrieval of the probe (Urban and 
Diment, 1989). Etching time is a minimum of 20 minutes, but as soon as the etching time 



has elapsed, the drilling can begin again. Further etching is slight and does not erase the 
etch line made while stationary. In a deep hole, etching time (stationary) must be 
increased to equal the time required to lower the device to the measurement depth, 
which may be up to 2 hours. In about 4 hours the acid will have neutralized. The acid 
etch device will fit inside the smallest diameter drill rods (size E). The method is still in 
use today usually for a single measurement at the bottom of a hole when drilling has 
stopped. This gives a 'quick and dirty' indication of hole deviation, but it provides dip 
information only. 

The path of the hole could be in any direction on a cone of equal dip as shown in Figure 
4, until the azimuth with respect to North is also measured. Even if the dip of the hole 
were known at numerous points along the hole, the true path could be virtually 
anywhere as illustrated in Figure 5. Here, three dip measurements are made along the 
path of a borehole, and the three cones of equal dip angle are shown. The azimuth of 
the hole is also included on each cone to illustrate three straight-line segments of the 
hole. It is easy to see that without the azimuth information, there is an infinite number 
of possibilities for the true path of the hole based on dip measurements alone. 

The Tropari (and its successor the Pajari): In this instrument, a compass and 
clockwork mechanism are mounted on gimbals with the bottom side weighted to 
maintain the gravitational vertical reference (i.e. as an inclinometer) as it moves freely 
in its housing (Figure 6a, 6b, and 6c). It is lowered in the hole to the measurement 
depth, and at a preset time the clock locks all the moving parts and the tropari is 
retrieved from the hole to read the dip and magnetic azimuth value at that measurement 
depth. The dip is measured to within 1 degree and the azimuth is read to the nearest 
half degree. Two versions are available with a maximum time period of 90 or 150 
minutes. The clockwork locking takes place in the last 10 minutes of the set time period, 
during which time the instrument should be stationary in the hole. Measurements are 
usually made at 50 or 100 m intervals in the hole, depending on the depth of the hole 
and the desired accuracy. The device will fit inside an EX (46 mm) hole. It is available 
with pressure rating to 1675 metres depth and with thermal housing for temperatures 
over 100 degrees celsius. It can be run in an open hole on a wireline, or at the end of a 
drill string by raising the drill-rod string 6 or 7 metres and allowing the tropari to pass 
through the drill bit to a position about 5 m away from it. The tropari, a Canadian 
invention, is still widely used in mineral exploration in Canada and throughout the 
world. 

The Magnetic Single Shot: Using basically the same principle as the tropari, the 
magnetic single-shot replaces the clockwork locking mechanism with a camera that takes 
a photo (shot) of the dip and compass needle at the measurement depth. The probe is 
then retrieved to read the film disc. Probably the most widely used version is that 
developed by Sperry-Sun Drilling Services, Inc. (see Figure 7a, 7b, 7c and 7d) which is 
available in two diameters: the standard "A" size of 1.75" (44 mm) diameter and the " B  
size of 1.38" (35 mm) diameter, and thermal shielding is available for hot holes. The 



'shot' is taken at a time based on several possible mechanisms, including a timer, a 
motion sensor that senses when the probe has stopped moving, or a magnetic sensor 
that senses when the probe has reached a special nonmagnetic section of the drill rod 
near the drill bit. The insertion and removal of the film disc is done quickly through a 
slot in the housing. Development of the film disc takes about five minutes. The disk is 
placed in a magnifying reader to determine the dip and azimuth measurement. 

The Magnetic Multi-shot: Sperry-Sun made a significant advance by installing 
in the probe, an 8mm film camera (Figure 8) that takes photos of the dip and azimuth 
readings at several measurement depths in one trip in the hole. Krebs (1964) described 
such a multiple exposure system as early as 1964. The multishot timer advances the film 
and turns on the battery-powered lights at each measurement. Normal operation consists 
of synchronizing a stopwatch with the-camera and taking note of the time at each 
measurement-depth where the probe is stopped for about 45 seconds. Since the standard 
time interval between shots is 20 seconds, one or two good (stationary) readings will fall 
within the 45 second stopover. The " A  size tool holds 6 hours (1000 readings) of film 
at 20 second times and the "B" size tool holds 3 to 14 hours of film depending on a 
variable clock setting which may be set from 15 seconds to 1 minute. The film is 
developed on-site in a dark-bag and read in a projector fitted with a time counter/frame 
counter. The film is advanced to the times (frames) that correspond with the recorded 
measurement-depth/time data, and the dip and azimuth values are read. 

Solid State Devices: Although it has been possible to measure magnetic field 
directions electronically for about 50 years, the physical size of the components was 
more suitable to installation inside an aircraft than a borehole probe. However as 
miniturization of electronic devices evolved, this changed. Holm (1964) utilized a 
compass and pendulum mechanism which could be recorded electrically and remotely 
at the surface. In recent years, new hardware was adapted from satellite and guided 
missile technology for use in logging tools. The magnetic compass was replaced by a 
ring-core fluxgate magnetometer (Figure 9) and the dip measurement was made by solid 
state tilt-meters or accelerometers with no moving parts. 

The solid state tiltmeters are oriented orthogonal to each other in the probe to 
measure dip, and at the same time compensate for roll of the probe as it moves in the 
hole. The tiltrneters consist of an electrolyte which half fills the space between two 
conductors on opposite sides of a disc-shaped glass container. As the container rotates 
(tilts), the electrolyte moves, changing the resistance between the conductors on opposite 
sides, which is calibrated in terms of the degree of tilt (Balch and Blohm, 1991). The 
accelerometers use the principle of sensing the position and movement of a 'pendulous 
mass', as it tries to move when the probe tilts, and driving it back to a 'zero' position 
with a servo-motor. The current required to drive the motor is proportional to the degree 
of tilt. 

Dip and azimuth data are transmitted to the surface in real time for recording and 
display as exemplified by probes developed by OWL Technical Associates Inc., USA and 
IFG Corp., Canada or stored in solid state memories in the probe (e.g. Boretrak, UK). 



These three typical examples of the technology use 38 mm (1.5") diameter probes. 
OWL (Figure 10) quotes a sensitivity of 0.1 degrees (maximum RMS error of +/- 

0.2 degrees) over a range of dip from 90 degrees (vertical) to 10 degrees. The azimuth 
has a sensitivity of 1 degree (maximum RMS error +/- 2 degrees) over a range from 0 
to 359 degrees. A special version is available which extends the range of dip 
measurements to include a full sphere (i.e. 360 degrees). 

IFG (Figure 11) quotes a sensitivity (resolution) of 0.1 degrees (overall accuracy 
better than 0.5 degrees) over the entire range of dip from 89 degrees (nearly vertical) to 
10 degrees, and an uncertainty of +/- 0.3 degrees for the azimuth over a range from 0 
to 359 degrees (Balch and Blohm, 1991; Killeen et al, 1996). 

The Boretrak (Figure 12) claims a resolution of 0.01 degrees over a range of +/- 
30 degrees of dip, and a maximum depth of 300 metres. The azimuth data are not 
measured and recorded but rather kept constant by means of fixed lightweight rods used 
to lower the probe in the hole. Early development of systems such as this were described 
by Roxstrom (1959) and Holz (1961). 

Geographic North vs Geomagnetic North: Although the progression of the 
technology as described above was impressive, the magnetic azimuth must still be 
converted to geographic azimuth (Figure 13). The desired final computed coordinate 
positions of the borehole are with respect to the geographical coordinate system in which 
every point along the path of the hole has a northing, easting and vertical depth. 
However, the measurements described thus far, are made with respect to the 
geomagnetic field. The computed azimuth is a magnetic azimuth until it has been 
converted into a geographic azimuth. Using the declination of the local field, the 
magnetic coordinates of the borehole can be rotated into the geographical coordinate 
system. It is usual to obtain the value for the geomagnetic declination from regional 
geomagnetic declination and inclination maps. 

Although these magnetic-based methods are adequate for most holes, surveys 
based on magnetic azimuth cannot be done inside steel casing, or where there are 
anomalous magnetic fields (discussed later). All of these considerations led to the 
development of non-magnetic systems. 

Azimuth measurement based on gyroscopic platforms: The inertia of a spinning 
mass can be used as a stable reference for a series of directional measurements in a 
borehole. The gyroscope mechanism (Figure 14) replaces the magnetic compass, and its . 
orientation with respect to geographic north must be determined at the collar of the hole. 
The inertia of the gyro and its stability (freedom from drift) are related to both the mass 
and its rate of spin. A spin of 40,000 rpm is common, and the jewelled bearings can wear 
out quickly, adding to the cost. However, surveys can be carried out inside metal pipe 
and in the presence of magnetic anomalies. Early versions were combined with a camera 
as in the 'Single-shot' device (see for example the Sperry-Sun gyro-based probe in 
Figures 15,16 and 17). Recent versions called 'surface recording gyros' transmit the data 
to the surface digitally in real time. New optical gyros with virtually no moving parts, 
such as the ring-laser gyros described by Anderson (1986), may eventually replace the 



mechanical gyroscopes. 

Optical instruments; Light Beam Methods: A completely different borehole 
surveying technique is based on a light source in one end of a long rigid tube, with the 
lightbeam focused on a target in the other end of the tube. Bending of the tube as it 
moves in the borehole causes deflections of the light on the target, and this information 
is converted into borehole orientation survey data. The technique is not affected by 
magnetic fields and can be used inside metal pipe or drill rod. For best results, the probe 
should have only about 1 mm clearance between it and the wall of the hole for 
maximum sensitivity to the bending effect. This means that surveying inside the drill rod 
is actually preferable since it is safer than logging in an open hole where the chance of 
getting the probe stuck is greater. 

In the first version, designed in Sweden (the 'Fotobor' (Hood, 1975), by Reflex 
Instruments AB; Figure 18 ), the illuminated target was a set of concentric rings and a 
level bubble, used as the vertical reference (Figure 19). A camera recorded the data on 
film (Figure 20) for processing and correlation with the time and depth data recorded 
at the surface. Another optical system made by Gyro-log Ltd., Canada; (Figure 21) uses 
the position of the lightbeam 'spot' on a target (Figure 22) (instead of rings) for 
measuring the bending of their 'Light-Log' instrument, and calculating the path of the 
hole. The most recent Swedish version (the 'Maxibor', Figure 23) detects the position of 
the rings with optical sensors and the data are recorded in a solid state memory in the 
probe for later processing and display at the surface. 

RAW SURVEY DATA 
Raw data consists of a series of dip and azimuth values measured at numerous 

depth points ranging from 100 m apart to less than 0.1 m apart depending on the 
method. The examples shown in Figure 24 are the data from five surveys of a 950m 
deep borehole in the Val d'Or mining area of Quebec. Remember that the figures do not 
show the path of the hole, but rather the variation in the measured azimuth and dip 
plotted versus 'depth' which for raw data is actually 'length along the borehole'. The 
results include data from Tropari, Sperry multi-shot, OWL, IFG, and Maxibor surveys. 
All, except the Maxibor, rely on the earth's magnetic field for the azimuth determination. 
In figure 24a, the measured azimuth values are plotted versus depth. The azimuth varies 
from 150 degrees (i.e.south-southeast) at the top of the hole, to an azimuth at the bottom 
of the hole of 170 degrees (almost due south), according to the magnetic-based methods, 
and 135 degrees for the optical method (Maxibor). 

In summary, the magnetic methods indicate that the hole direction swung 
southward by about 20 degrees as it deepened but the optical method indicated the hole 
swung northward by 15 degrees. The magnetic methods produce absolute measurements 
at each depth and results of the survey are not dependent on previous measurements. 
Thus, even though the casing obviously affected the results of the OWL, IFG and Tropari 
tools near the surface, the survey data for the rest of the hole is unaffected. Note also the 
OWL and IFG tools 'saw' the two steel wedges in the hole at 350 and 450 metres, but 
make a 'recovery' as they leave the anomalous areas. It is interesting that the Maxibor 



also 'saw' the two wedges as indicated by slight jogs in the azimuth log shown in Figure 
24a. This is consistent with the fact that the wedges are placed in the hole to produce 
a correction factor (change the dip and/or azimuth) of a deviating borehole during 
drilling. The Sperry Multi-shot data points are about 30 or 40 m apart, and the Tropari 
data are 100 m apart and they did not detect the wedges. The dip data from all five tools 
plotted in Figure 24b seem to be in agreement. One Multi-shot data point at about 750 
m appears to be anomalous and would not influence the survey results. However if we 
look at the results closely, the dip at the bottom of the hole is measured as 22 degrees 
by OWL and IFG, 26 degrees by Sperry and Maxibor, and 21 degrees by Tropari. 

DESURVEYING 
The raw dip and azimuth data must be converted into a plot of the path of the 

hole in 3 dimensional space by interpolating between measurement points as shown in 
Figure 25. Called 'desurveying' (Howson and Sides, 1986), a number of different 
algorithms can be used for the interpolation. After desurveying, the visual output is a 
display of the path of the hole projected on planes in an east-west or north-south 
direction, or in plan view one scheme of which is illustrated by Figure 26. 

The selection of the desurveying algorithm is especially important if the data 
points are sparse and can be a large source of error if the wrong method is used. This 
is the case when only a few points in the hole have been measured with some of the 
slow borehole surveying devices. For example, a straight-line interpolation between 
measured points would be one desurveying method which could be used. However the 
true path of the hole doesn't usually follow straight line segments. Various computation 
methods involving curve-fitting between points have also been proposed. Reviews of the 
various methods of computing borehole position, and their possible errors have been 
presented by several authors including Walstrom et al., (1969), Walstrom et al., (1972), 
Harvey et al., (1971), Truex (1971) and Wolff and deWardt (1981). These methods include 
the Angle Averaging Method, Balanced Tangential Method, Radius of Curvature 
Method, and Minimum Curvature Method, details of which are beyond the scope of this 
paper. 

Most modern orientation probes make measurements continuously, and these are 
sampled as often as every half-second. Measurements of dip and azimuth can be made 
every 5 cm along the path of the hole at a logging speed of 6 metres per minute for 
example. This data interval is much smaller than the length of the orientation probe 
itself. Because the interval between readings is so small, the borehole desurveying 
method used to compute the position coordinates of the hole will have very little effect 
on the results. Therefore, in that case, the simplest method which assumes a straight 
path between measurements may be chosen. 

SOME SOURCES OF POSSIBLE ERROR IN GEOMETRY OF THE BOREHOLE 

The effect of increasing the interval between measurements was investigated by 
Balch and Blohrn (1991). They presented an example of a survey of a 600 m deep 
borehole using the IFG orientation probe. By using only part of the measured data, thus 



simulating measurements at larger intervals, they recomputed the position of the bottom 
of the hole. In their worst case example with an average sample interval of up to 10 
metres, the position of the bottom of the hole varied by about +/- 4 metres. They also 
compared logging continuously at 9m/minute with logging in an incremental mode, 
stopping every 5 metres in the hole. They found the error in computing the position of 
the bottom of the hole was within +/- 2 metres, between the continuous and incremental 
mode. 
Balch and Blohm (1991) also considered possible errors in converting measured magnetic 
azimuths into geographic azimuths. They repeated the computations using the wrong 
geomagnetic declination, for the 600 m depth borehole used in their other field tests. By 
varying the declination up to one degree west (from 346" to 345O), the position of the 
bottom of the hole varied up to +/- 5 metres. They concluded that the error in the 
position of the bottom of the hole is more sensitive to errors in the value of the 
geomagnetic declination used in the computations, than the errors that might arise from 
the orientation probe measurements in the borehole. Killeen et al, (1996) summarized the 
other sources of possible error in a magnetic-based orientation probe, including errors 
due to: 
1) Zero offset, 2) Gain adjustment, 3) Orthogonality, 4) Linearity, and 5) Temperature 
drift, all of which can be corrected by post-processing. 

Another possible external source of error is the presence of anomalous magnetic 
fields caused by magnetite or other magnetic minerals nearby'or intersected by the hole. 
Good results may be obtained when using the new magnetic orientation probes in 
boreholes where strongly magnetic (but relatively thin) units are present. This success 
is primarily a result of the high sample rate which provides closely spaced 
measurements making it possible to eliminate the erroneous measurements. In the case 
where the magnetic anomalies are large and broad in extent, they will effectively swing 
the apparent azimuth of the hole around in the direction of the source of the anomaly. 
The possibilities for using this to detect the location of off-hole magnetic bodies was also 
briefly discussed by Killeen et a1 (1996). 

RESULTS OF FIVE DIFFERENT SURVEYS IN A SINGLE BOREHOLE 

The five raw data sets were desurveyed using straight-line interpolation as 
mentioned above, and the resulting five paths of the hole are displayed together for 
comparison. The geographical path of the Val dfOr borehole is displayed in four 
different ways: in Figure 27a as the projection of the path of the hole in a North-South 
vertical section, in Figure 2% as an East-West vertical section, in Figure 27c as a plan 
view, and in Figure 27d as a combination of all of the above views in a wire grid box 
showing the path in "3-DM. 

It is instructive to observe the differences in the computed paths of the hole as 
shown in their different projections. The North-South section (Figure 27a) shows the true 
vertical depth to be about 750 m. The Tropari and Maxibor paths are almost identical, 
but they show the hole bottom to be located about lOOm north of the position indicated 
by the OWL, IFG and Sperry paths. In the East-West section (Figure 27b), the Tropari 



and Sperry paths agree, the OWL and IFG paths agree but show the hole bottom to be 
about 40 m further east, and the Maxibor indicates the hole bottom is an additional 150 
m further east. The plan view (Figure 27c) shows how the magnetic methods roughly 
group together. The optical method (Maxibor) indicates a significantly different hole 
path. The path of the hole shown as a dashed line in the '3-D' view (Figure ,27d) is based 
on the IFG tool alone, since plotting all five paths and their projections (the solid lines) 
would be too confusing. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

It must be remembered that there is no 'right answer' in this case. For example, 
there may be a magnetic anomaly affecting the results of four of the surveying probes, 
but not the Maxibor. Even among the magnetic-based methods, there are significant 
differences in the computed path of the hole. These data should give the reader some 
qualitative appreciation at least, of the possible errors in surveying boreholes with 
today's technology. It is unfortunate that a gyro-based method was not included here, 
but the hole had to be cemented due to mining constraints before a gyro tool became 
available. It is hoped to be able to find a hole which breaks through into a mine drift, 
at a future date. In that case, the exact position of the bottom of the hole could be 
determined with traditional engineering survey methods and this could be used as a 
basis for a more definitive comparison of the results. 
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Figure 1. (above) Typical 
deviated boreholes in 
exploration and mining: 
Straight lines show the 
planned path of the holes 
and curved lines show the 
surveyed actual path. 
(diagram courtesy Reflex 
Instruments AB) 

Figure 2. (left) The three 
components of the 'hole 
vector'; the dip, azimuth 
and depth. 

Figure 3. The acid etch 
clinometer. showing the 
etch tube with hydrofluoric 
acid,. and various housings 
for use in different size 
holes. 
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Figure 4. The Cone of 
Equal Dip: Even if the dip 
of the hole were known, its 
path could be in any 
direction on a cone of 
equal dip as shown, until 
the azimuth with respect to 
North is also measured. 

Figure 5. Three dip 
measurements along the 
path of a borehole showing 
the cone of equal dip at 
each point. The azimuth of 
the hole between each 
point must be assumed, as 
shown by the straight-line 
segments of the hole. This 
leads to an infinite number 
of possibilities for the path. 
The azimuth must be 
measured to obtain the 
true path. 
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Figure 6a,6b and 6c. The Tropari: A compass and clockwork mechanism (6a, top 
left) are mounted on gimbals with the bottom side weighted to maintain the 
gravitational vertical reference as it moves freely in its housing. It is lowered in 
the hole to the measurement depth, and at a preset time, the clock (6b, top right) 
Iocks all the moving parts. The tropari is retrieved from the hole to read the dip 
and magnetic azimuth value (6c, below). The tropari is still widely used 
throughout the world in mineral exploration. 



1 Figure 7a, 7b, 7c and 7d. The Magnetic single-shot: 
Using the same principle as the tropari, it replaces the 

tornoass Un.1 
clockwork locking mechanism with a camera which 
takes a photo of the dip and compass needle at the 

I 3 4  ,n OD Magne!lC 
measurement depth. The probe is then retrieved. In 

s,ng~ornot 1n31wmcn1 the Sperry-Sun Single Shot (7a, top left), the insertion 
(a> (7b, lower left) and removal (7c, lower right) of the 

film is done through a slot in the housing, saving the 
disassembly time. The film disk reader is shown in 7d 
(upper right). 



Figure 8. The Magnetic Multi-shot: An 8mm film camera installed in the probe, 
takes photos of the dip and azimuth readings at several measurement depths, in 
one trip in the hole. The Sperry-Sun version is shown here. 

Figure 9. With the advancement of electronic technology, the magnetic compass 
was replaced by three component ring-core fluxgate magnetometers similar to 
that shown here. The dip measurement was made by solid state tilt-meters or 
accelerometers with virtually no moving parts. 



OWL TECHNICAL 
BRINGS YOU 
IN-WA NT . . - - . . - - - 
BOREHOLE 
DEVlAllON DATA 

AND CUT 
STANDBY COSrS 

Figure 10. The OWL 
Technical Associates 
borehole deviation survey 
system is a typical 
magnetic-based system 
u s i n g  f l u x g a t e  
magne tomete r s  a n d  
accelerometers as the 
sensors for surveying a 
borehole. 

Figure 11. The IFG Corp. 
borehole orientation 
system is a magnetic-based 
system which uses fluxgate 
magnetometers and solid 
state tilt-meters to survey a 
borehole.  Data a re  
transmitted to the surface 
during logging. 

Figure 12. Measurement 
Devices Limited, of the 
U.K., produces the 
Boretrak system which 
uses  a n  e lec t ronic  
inclinometer for dip 
m e a s u r e m e n t  a n d  
maintains constant azimuth 
with lightweight rods 
attached to the probe. Data 
are recorded in the probe 
memory. 
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Figure 13. The magnetic 
azimuth must be converted 
to geographic azimuth by 
applying the magnetic 
declination' for the survey 
area. 

Figure 14. (below) Azimuth measurement can 
be based on a gyroscopic platform; the inertia 
of a spinning mass is a stable reference for a 
series of directional measurements in a 
borehole. The gyroscope mechanism replaces 
the magnetic compass. 

Figure 15. The Sperry-Sun Level Rotor Gyro shown at 
left is 43 mm in diameter. 



Figure 16. Azimuth measurement 
is read from a gyroscopic 
compass card in a Sperry-Sun 
probe. Earlier versions were 
combined with a camera similar 
to the 'Single-shot' device. Recent 
versions called 'surface recording 
gyros' send. the data to the 
surface in real time. 

Figure 17. Although the 
gyroscope mechanism 
replaces the magnetic 
compass, the orientation of 
the gyroscope must be 
determined at the collar of 
the hole with respect to . 
geographic north by 
sighting on known points. 



7 
ABEM Ref lex-Fotobor fibf- 

Dip& Direction Indicator 
a multi-shot optkal Instrument for finding out  
simply and accurately, where the drill hole went. 

Figure 18. The Fotobor by Reflex Instruments of Sweden was one of the first optical 
instruments. The technique is based on a light in one end of a long rigid tube with the 
lightbeam focused on a target in the other end. The tube bends as it moves in the 
borehole causing deflections of the light on the target. This information is converted into 
borehole orientation survey data. 

Figure 19. The illuminated target (top right) in the Fotobor is a set of concentric rings. 
A level bubble is used as the vertical reference. 

Figure 20. (Below) A camera recorded the 'lightbeam-target' data on film for processing. 
Correlation with the time and depth data recorded at the surface, was done later. 



Figure 21. The Light-Log; an optical system made by Gyro-log Ltd.. 

Figure 22. (Below, left) The Light-Log instrument photographs the position of the 
lightbeam 'spot' on a target instead of concentric rings, for measuring the bending of 
their 'Light-Log' instrument. The position is used for calculating the path of the hole. 

Figure 23. (Below, right) The most recent Swedish version (the 'Maxibor'), detects the 
position of the rings with optical sensors. The data are recorded in a solid state memory 
in the probe for later processing at the surface. 

"LIGHT-LOG" 
Instrument ..,.. -~*".*C.-,- 

(U .S .  Pa~enr 4017300. Jll?lY3 orhcrs pcndiag) 



AZIMUTH (degrees) 

DIP (degrees) 

Figure 24. Raw survey data consisting of azimuth (a, top) and dip (b, bottom) values 
measured at numerous depth points ranging from lOOm apart for the ~ r o ~ a ~ i ,  to about 
lOcm apart for the IFG survey of a 950 m deep hole. 
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Figure 25. The raw data 
must be converted into a 
plot of the path of the hole 
by interpolating between 
measurement points in a 
process called desurveying. 
Here, three measured data 
points indicating depth, 
dip and azimuth are 
shown. In 'desurveying', a 
number of different 
algorithms can be used for 
the interpolation. 

Figure 26. The visual 
output after surveying a 
borehole is a display of the 
path of the hole projected 
on planes in an east-west 
or north-south direction, or 
in plan view. 



Figure 27a, 27b, 27c and 27d. The five raw data sets were desurveyed and the resulting 
five paths of the hole are displayed together for comparison. The geographical path of 
' the Val d'Or borehole is displayed in four ways: 
Figure 27a (top left) Projection of the path of the hole in a North-South vertical section 
Figure 27b (top right) East-West vertical section 
Figure 27c (lower left) plan view, and 
Figure 27d (lower right) combination of all of the above views in a wire grid box 
showing the path in "3-D". 

- PROJECTION 



AN OVERVIEW OF PROCESSING, DISPLAY AND ENHANCEMENT METHODS USED ON 
BOREHOLE GEOPHYSICAL LOGGING DATA AT THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF CANADA 

BE. Elliott' 

BE. Elliott, An overview of processing. display and enhancement methods used on borehoie geophysical logging data at the 
Geological Survey of Canada: Proceedings of the 4th International MGL./KEGS Symposium on Borehole Geophysics for 
Minerals, Geotechnical and Groundwater Applications; Toronto, 18-22 August 1991 

The Borehole Geophysics Section, of the Geological Survey of Canada (GSC) prtsently acquires borehole geophysical data 
on 9-hack magnetic mpes, using a truck-mounted digital data acquisition system based on a Data General minicomputer. Up to 
twelve geophysical parameters arc recorded £tun runs with five different logging tools. Some insight into the data handling methods 
used at the GSC may be obtained from this brief ovaview. 

Each parameter recorded requires the application of approprbfe calibration and correction factors as well as enhancement 
(filtering. etc.). Efficient and effective metha& for thc compilation, amalgamation and display of these multiparameter logs and 
related data are required to present the data in a fotm that can be easily interpted in relation to mineral exploration and 
geotechnical problems. 

Data from magnetic susceptibility and spectral gamma probes are used to illustrate the various stages of processing necessary 
.to produce archival data and final plots ready for inttrprttation and publication. Examples of multiparameter logs compiled from 
data obtained with Temperature, IP, and Spectral Gamma-gmrna tools are also presented. Some of the compilation. display and 
enhancement techniques used within the Barthole Geophysics Section are described. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Borehole Geophysics Section, Minaal Resources 
Division of the Geological Survey of Canada (GSC) curis out 
research projects directed at the advancement of applications 
of borehole geophysical methods to mineral exploration and 
geotechnical problems. 

Consistent methods of processing and applying condon 
factors and innovative display and enhancanent techniques 
allow optimum use of the data collected sr part of this 
research. 

Using example data logged in GSC test hole BC81-2 at 
Bells Comers. near Ottawa (Schock, Kilkcn. Elliott and 
Bemius. 1991) this paper briefly describes natural gamma ray 

spectrometry and magnetic susceptibility logging and gives 
details on , the multi-step processing used to produce 
presentation mataial from field data. The resultant logs from 
these two tools are ploW alongside logs from a suite of other 
tools. 

Techniques for comction of drift in data and for 
determining depth cornlation on related logs are described. 
Examples of data displayed in a variety of formats are 
presented. 

This paper was originally presented in poster format, 
taking full advantage of colour illustrations. Although the 
content will be similar to that presented in the poster. some of 
the impact of the diagrams is lost in black and white. 

'Geological Survey of Canada, 601 Bodb Strret, Ottnwa, Ontario, KIA OE8 



THE CSC LOGGING SYSTEM 

The GSC R and D logging system. mounted in a four- 
wheel dnve wck has five logging tools rhaf measure twelve 
different physical panmeters. Dam acquisition, as illustmted in 
Figurc 1, is based on a 16-bit Data Genenl Corporation Nova 
computer. All digital measurements ye acquired in a 
continuous mode and recorded on 9-back magnetic tape. Some 
field processing can be done in 'replay' mode. but most post- 
processing of the tapes is cmied out using a 32-bit Data 
General MV4000 in Ottawa A PC-based logging system that 
will record data on 20 Mb Bernoulli disks is currently under 
development 

Minicomprter 

CRT display , 

COPY 
Erminal 

Q W g p e  

Figure 1 GSC Borehole Logging System. 

SPECTRAL GAMMA RAY LOGGING 

Recording of Suectral Gamma Ray Data 

Borehole gamma ray measurements art used to detect 
vrviations in natural radioactivity dut to changes in 
concenaations of the elements potassium (K). uranium 0 and 
thorium (Tl) in the rocks through which the probe is 
travelling. The probe's sensor is either a d u r n  or sodium 
iodide scintillation detector and the counting time is namally 
one second. The energy of each detedal gamma ray is 
measured and the gamma-ray energies are sorted into an 
energy spectrum by the computer. For eacfi counting period, a 
record consisting of depth and the gamma-ray count recorded 
in each of 256 channels (representing energies of 0 to 3.0 
MeV), is recorded on magnetic tape. 

Initial Processing of Specal Gmma Rav Data 

The first processing steps involve retrieving the recoded 
channel data and summing channel counts in pre-selected 
energy windows centered on the K, U and ?h peak. as well 
as in two total count (TCl and m) windows. 
The energy windows used arc as follows: 

TCl: 0.10 to 3.00 MeV 
TCL: 0.40 to 3.00 MeV 

K: 1.36 to 1.56 MeV 
U: 1.61 lo 2.30 MeV 
Th: 2.40 to 3.00 MeV 

Seven1 logging runs in 3 borehole can be recorded on one 
tape. Glibntion speca are recorded before and after each 
series of runs in a hole. using a set of radioactive sources with 
known energy pealis. By locating these peaks and the channels 
in which they occur, calibration for gain (kevlchmnel) and 
energy intercept can be computed. These factors are then used 
to convert channel data to energy window data for logging 
runs on that tape. 

The count rate in each channel must dso be corrected for 
deadtime; the time taken for the equipment to analyze a single 
gamma ray and during which the equipment is busy and cannot 
analyze other gamma rays. 

The probe is zeroed for depth at the top of the hole casing. 
but a depth comction must be nude for the position of the 
sensor along the length of the tool as well as for the height of 
the casing above ground level. 

The logs illustnted in Figure 2 have been corrected as 
follows: 

1) depth has been corrected for casing height and probe 
length: 

2) TCl, TC2. K, U and Th logs have been generated 
using the correct gain and intercept. corrected for 
deadtime and normalized to counts per second. 

F i r e  2 Bells Comers Hole BC81-2: Total count and n w  
potassium. uranium and thorium logs. 



The depth and channel data are archived at this stage for 
possible use later if there is a need to generate logs based on 
different energy windows. 

Further Processinr! of Specbid Gmma Ray Data 

To convert data values in the K, U and 7% files from 
counts per second into concentrations in % and ppm. 
cdibntion factors for each probe are computed at the 
beginning of the field season. 

Radiation from thorium is detected in both the uranium 
and potassium windows and that from m i u r n  in the 
potassium window. ?he necessary corrections can be computed 
by acquiring spectra in special model holes which have well 
defined zones containing known (but different) concentrations 
of the three ndioelements. These corrections are known as 
"stripping ratios", and must be determined for a given tool by 
an individual calibration. The same calibration procedure also 
allows the absolute sensitivities in terms of counWsecond per 
unit concentration to be determined for each of the 
radioelernents. The data can then be stripped in order to assign 
the counts detected in the K, U and Th windows to their 
proper source element The logs of corrected counts can be 
deconvolved and converted to % K and pprn U and ppm Ih by 
using the correct sensitivity for each element. Killeen (1983) 
describes fully the method of calibrating spectral gamma ray 
logging systems. 

Any editing. averaging or filtering of logs can also be done 
at this time. 

TC (cps) K u 
.F3 MeV (cpr) (cpr) 

Figure 3 shows an example of stripped and deconvolved K. 
U and Th logs plotted with the TC1 log. The deconvolvcd logs 
were computed using an inverse filter and sirnul~neously 
smoothed with a 21 point Savitzky-Golay fdter (Savitzky and 
Golay. 1964). 

MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY LOGGING 

Recording of Magnetic Susceptibility Data 

The Geo Instruments model TH-3C. makes use of a coil in 
an elecbical bridge circuit energized at a frequency of 1400 Hz 
(Bristow and Bemius, 1984). As the tool moves through 
magnetically susceptible material, an apparent change in coil 
inductance is sensed. causing the bridge lo become unbalanced. 
Tool circuitry changes the energizing frequency to Mmce the 
bridge. This frequency shift is related to the magnetic 
susceptibility of the material through which the tool is 
travelling, and is recorded with depth on a continuous basis. 
Calibration is carried out periodically by noting the kquency 
shift as the tool passes a specific isolated anomaly in a test 
hole. the drill core from which has been measured using a 
laboratory magnetic susceptibility apparatus. 

MAG Sun %L% mlaosc 

@!l!!:q 
. - - - - - - - 

F i r e  4 Bells Comers Hok BC81-2 Magnetic 
Susceptibility log plotted at two different scales. 

Initial Pmcessina of Mametic Scsceatibilitv Data 

The initial m i n g  of magnetic susceptibility data 
consists of converting recorded frequency to magnetic 

Figure 3 Bells Corners Hole BC81-2: Stripped a d  susceptibility units using a calibration factor. Recorded values 
deconvolved potassium. uranium and thorium logs plotted differ with hole diameter. so a hole site c o r d o n  factor is 
along with the total count log. also applied at this time. 



As in specaal gamma logging. the recorded depth must be 
corrected for casing height and probe length. The example log 
in Figure 4 is plotted at two different scales. since the hole 
logged contains zones with both low amplitude and high 
amplitude magnetic susceptibility vzbtions. Note. for example. 
the zone from 65 to 80 metres has different magnetic 
susceptibility than that from 0 to 65 meas. This would not 
have been noticed if only the log on the left were plotted. 

The log has been corrected as follows: 
1) depth has been corrected for casing height and probe 

length; 
2) magnetic susceptibility values have been generated by 

converting frequency to magnetic susceptibility units. 
and correcting for hole diameter. 

Further Processing of Magnetic Susceutibiiihr Data 

If labontory magnetic susceptibility measurements ar core 
are available, these values m y  be correlated with averaged 
values along the log to check the validity of the calibration . 

At this stage. any editing, avenging or filtering of logs can 
be done. 

Figure 5 compares the logged magnetic susceptibility data 
to laboratory measurements on the core using a Sapphire 
Instruments "Sapphire 11" magnetic susceptibility meter. 

Mag Sus Core Sus 
-0 SI c~sxE-03 

Figure 5 Bells Corners Hole BC81-2: M a w  suxeptibiity 
log plotted with magnetic susceptibility data obtained on core 
using a SAPPHIRE II magnetic susceptibility mctu. 

COMBINING LOGS FROM SEVERAL LOGGING 
TOOLS 

The usual practice is to log holes with sevaal different 
tools to maximize available information. Data from xuns with 
each tool ye processed separately to provide the logs detailed 
in Table I. The next step produces a plot thiU combines the 

Table I : Logs Genented from Borehole Logging Tools 

TOOL 

Spectnl Gmma Ray 

Magnetic Susceptibility 

Specval Gamma- 
Gamma(SGG) 

Induced Polarization 

Temperature 

geophysical logs from different tools with other information 
available for the hole, such as geological and assay data. Fine 
depth adjusfments between the geology and the logs, and 
between logs from different tools are made at this time. One 
method for determining necessary depth adjustments is 
described in a later section of this paper. In figure 6, 
multiparameter logs from a suite of tools are presented. For the 
purposes of this paper, a black and white diagram is used, 
normally the logs would be plotted with a coloured geology 
overlay to make interpretation easier. 

LOGS GENERATED 

Total Count 
Potassium(%) 
Uranium(ppm) 
Thoriu m(ppm) 

Magnetic Susceptibility 

Density 
SGG Ratio 

Resistivity 
Induced Polarization 

Self Potential 

Tempemure 
Tempemure Gradient 

The hole in which these logs were acquired transvases 60 
metres of sandstone before uttering crystalline rock. There is 
kmwn to be groundwater movement at the contact between the 
formations. This contact is highlighted by a sharp increase in 
the potassium natural gamma log and the magnetic 
susceptibility log and a1.w by a self potential and a temperature 
gradient anomaly. The resistivity (RHO) log also indicates an 
abrupt change at this level. 

ARCIiIVING OF BOREHOLE LOGGING DATA 

Data arc archived on optical disk cartridges on the Data 
General MV4000. The following data sets are stored: 

1) log data (depth and parameter values) at Various 
stages of processing; 

2) files that have been created to generate all plots. 

EXAMPLES OF CORRECTION TECHNIQUES 

Drift Correction of Magnetic Susce~tibility Data 

Since most instruments are temperature sensitive, proper 
temperature stabilization procedures to avoid drift arc followed, 
but occasionally data drift still occurs. especially when logging 
deep holes. The magnetic susceptibility log in Figure 7 
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F i r e  6 Bells Comers Hole BC81-2: Geophysical logs from spectral gamma my, magnetic susceptibility, spectral gamma- 
gamma, induced polarization and temperature tools with geological log. 
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illustratts a technique to correct such drift. Several relatively 
flat sections along the log are selected, and the data values in 
those sections averaged. A polynomial is fitted to these average 
values and the resultant polynomial is used to comct the 
original data. On the left in Figure 7. the original log is shown 
with the averaged sections shaded and the best fit polynomial 
ovalaid. The drift- corrected log is shown on the right. 

Cross-Correlation of Logs for Depth Shiftinq 

Beuuse logging a hole with a suite of different tools may 
result in minor discrepancies in recorded depth, a final 
processing step of depth adjustment between logs is made. 

The usual procedure is to adjust one log from a particular 
tool to match the geological log. and then to adjust the other 
gwphysical logs to match the chosen log. The depth shift 
between two logs can be computed using the following 
method: 

1) The logs an plotted, side by side. 
2) The logs are interpolated to the same depth interval. 
3) Sections of the logs whae there is an apparent visual 

correlation (either positive or negative), are chosen. A 
short section of one log is chosen for correlation with 
a longer section from the other log. 

4) The shorter section of data points is moved, point by 
Figure 7 Illustration of comction of drift on magnetic point. along the longer section of dafa points, with the 
susceptibility data. cornlation coefficient being calculated a! each poirit. 



The dcpths in each section, associated with the val~es 
that produce the best absolute correlation, positive or 
negative. m then be used to compute the required 
depth shift. 

5 )  The processes in 3) and 4) can be repeated using 
seven1 sections of the logs to confirm Ihe correlation. 

I n  Figurc 8: two examples of use of this correlation 
technique are illustrated. The total count log is used to 
correlate first the density log and then lhe resistivity log. In the 
left two logs in both examples the sections picked for 
correlation ye shaded. The right two logs in each example ' 
compare the logs after depth shifting. The density log has been 
shifted up 5.14 metres and the resistivity log shifted down 3.12 
metres. Nonnally depth shifts of less than a metre occur. in 
these examples. the necessary deplh shifts between logs have 
been exaggerated to better demonstrate the technique. 

CORRELATION FOR DEPTH CORRECTION 
TOTAL COUNT AND DENSITY LOGS 

CORRELATION FOR DEPTH CORRECTION 
TOTAL COUNT AND RESISTIVITY LOGS 

ORmu m 
TC (CPS) RHO 
.1-3 W V  (Omwn1 ?3(=' (CEL 

F i r e  8 Illustration of correlation for depth comction 
between total count and density logs and total count and 
resistivity logs. (Explained in text) 
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EXAMPLES OF ENHANCEMENT TECHNIQUES 

Assnvs Plotted with Geophysical Logs 

By plotting geophysical logs alongside assays obtained 
from the drill core. as shown in Figure 9, relationships betwecn 
the two types of data can be more readily seen. This helps in 
choosing the best geophysical panmeters for predicting 
element content. 

Figure 9 Geophysical logs of spectral gamma-gamma ntio, 
induced pohizalion and magnetic susceptibility plotted with 
assay data. 

Lon Data and Histontams 

Figure 10 illustrates the use of a histogram to show how 
different lithologies an represented by variations in the 
gamma-ray total count me. The log of total count is plotted 
versus depth (Fig.lCh), but interpretation is further aided by 
also plotring a histopam of the frequency of occurrence of 
specific count rates (Fig.lOb). Count nte ranges can then be 
associated with different rock types. 

Cross plotting techniques provide additional ways of 
analyzing data. 

Figure 11 shows logs of lead assays on drill core and (he 
spectnl gamma-giunma (SGG) ratio @g.lla), and the I d  
vnsus SGG ntio crossplotted (Fig.llb). The crossplot shows 
a good correlation between the assay results and the 
geophysical log and the resultant least squares equation for the 
best fit line can be used to predict lead content from the SGG 
ntio. (Fa more detail on the use of the SGG ntio as an 
assaying tool see Killeen. Schock and Elliott. 1989) 
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Figure 10 Total count data represented both as a borehole log 
(10a) and as a histogram illusaating the variation in frequency 
of count rate (lob). 
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Figure 11 Lead assay log based on drill core and sjxctnl 
gamma-gamma ratio log (113 and also crossplotted versus 
each other (1 lb). 

The Total Count and Magnetic Susceptibility logs shown Figure 13 shows total count, K. U and 'Ih logs mg.13a) 
in Figure 1% were acquired fm a hole which intersected and a ternary plot of K. U and 'Ih (Fig.13b). The clustering 
clays and sands in the Fraser Delta of British Columbia. Figure distinguishes the data logged through bentonites from that 
12b shows a crossplot of the two data sets. The clustering of logged through siltstones in a coal mining area of Alberta. 
the data at high values relates to clays andat low values to Mwenifumbo and Pawlowicz (1990) describe the use of 
sands. (Mwenifumbo. Killeen and Elliot!, 1991). spectral gamma ray logging for clay minaalogy. 
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Figure 12 Geophysical logs of total count and magnetic Figure 13 Potassium, uranium and thorium logs plotled versus 
susceptibility plotted with depth (124 and also aoss plotted depth beside the total count log (13a) and then cross ploatd in 
(12b). a ternary format (13b). 

CONCLUSIONS 
similar processing methods. Techniques for data display have 

It has been shown by the use of spectral gamma and been demonstrated with examples from a variety of methods 
magnetic susceptibility data as examples:that the procedure f a  that can be used as an aid to interpretation. n e s e  methods will 
conversion of borthole geophysical logging data frrn field undoubtedly see rapid advances with the advent of relatively 
tapes to a finalized fcnmat can often be quite complex. Data inexpensive colour plotting reproductions and the availability 
gathatd using other logging tools quires application of of even more powerful PC processas and related softwan. 
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LOGVIEW: BOREHOLE GEOPHYSICAL SOITWARE FOR PRESENTATION 
QUALITY OUTPUT 

BE. Elliot& P.G. Killetn, K.A. Pflug and CJ. Mwenifumbo, 
Geological Survey of Canada, 601 Booth St, Ottawa, KlAOES, 

LogView: Borehole Geophysical Software for Rsentation Quality Output; in Proceedings of the 
6th International MGLS Symposium on Borehole Geophysics for M i n d s ,  Geotechnical and 
Groundwater Applications; Santa Fe, October 22-25, 1995 (in press). 

Abstract 

The Borehole Geophysics Section of the Geological Survey of Canada (GSC) has developed 
LogView, a Microsoft Windows 3.1 application, to provide presentation quality screen and 
hardcopy output in both colour and black and white to display combinations of logs generated 
fiom a series of GSC logging probes. LogView has been released as GSC Open File 3055, and 
is available through the GSC bookstore. 

LogView can be used to view, print and z o o m  borehole logs and associated lithology. The 
data file formats and software allow logging parametas recorded with different depth intuvals 
to be plotted beside one another. Logs of data can be stretched, compressed, depth shifted and 
smoothed for display and a Iimited amount of annotation can be added to enhance the 
presentation. 

LogView creates 'log display list' files, that allow attributes for a specific layout of logs to be 
saved for future use and revision. 

Windows on-line help is provided, both from a HELP menu and from individual screens. 

Details about the menus, file fonnats and features of Logview are presented, including examples 
of plots utilizing different features. 



INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

The Borehole Geophysics Section, Mineral Resources Division, of the Geological Survey of 
Canada (GSC), carries out research projects directed at advancing the use of borehole geophysical 
methods as applied to m i n d  exploxalion, geottchnical and environmental problems. 

Applying ideas resulting from many years use of cadicr GSC in-house software plotting packages 
and using Microsoft Windows 3.1, Logview was developed to facilitate the layout, viewing and . . 
printing of combinations of logs generated fkom a series of GSC logging probes used in this 
research. 

OVERVIEW OF LOGVIEW 

Borehole geophysical logs, associated geology, and other related data such as assays can be 
viewed on screen (with zoomipan mode available) and printed on any Windows 3.1 supported 
printer. 

Logging parameters recorded with different probes and different sampling rates do not have to 
be interpolated to the same depth intervals. This allows the maximum detail in each data set to 
be retained. 

Displayed logs of data can be stretched, compressed, depth shifted and smoothed. Attributes 
ranging from lithology log area Nls, colours, line styles, titles and font sizes can be edited and 
annotation objects can be added to enhance the presentation. While manipulating screen displays, 
the cursor position can be displayed in terms of log units (depth and parameter) or as X-Y paper 
position in mm. 
A lithology legend, with identifying labels for the lithology colours and patterns, can be placed 
anywhere on the layout A depth axis reference grid at regular depth intervals or at specific 
depths can also be added to the display. 

In the design of a single layout, LogView allows for three different colour tables to be used. This 
would, for example, let you design a layout in colour in one colour table, and in black and white 
in a second colour table, without havi.g,to specify size and other attributes twice. 

The attributes for a specific layout can be saved for future use and revision. 

HELP FEATURE 

The on-line help can be accessed from either the HELP MENU for a general look at contents and 
to search for keywords, or from indivhbd menus and screens when s-c help is required. 
If hardcopies of some help items are desired, any section can be printed from the HELP menu. 



MACHINE REQUIREMENTS 

LogView is a Microsoft Windows 3.1 application which requires an 80386 PC or better. Four 
MB of RAM are needed to run smoothly, and a math co-processor is recommended, since 
LogView relies heavily on floating-point calculations. The installed LogView Nes require less 
than half a MI3 of hard disk space. Hardcopy output quality will depend on the printer. 

DATA FILE FORMATS 

GSC Acquisition of Borehole Geo~hvsical data 

GSC borehole logs are acquired with several probes at different logging speeds and sampling 
rates. m e  depth ranges and the data sampling intcwals recorded for each logging run will 
therefore vary. It is standard procedure to plot logs from several probes beside one another, so 
the data for each run in a borchole for each parameter are stored as separate data files. The file 
detailing the geology for the borehole is also stored as a separate lithology Ne. LogView was 
designed to plot any combination of these data filcs, and to allow the lithology file to be plotted 

. ' as coloured or patterned infill underlying the log tracts. 

Filename Extensions: 

GSC borehole logging data are archived in several different formats and internal structures. 
Filename extensions are used by our software to determine the internal structure and format of 
the file. The first character of the extension dctembes the format of the data. ( A for ASCII and 
B for binary). The second character of the extension determines the internal data structure of the 
file. (Z for depth-value data pairs, Y for data over equal depth intervals, H for histogram and L 
for lithology). The third character is left to the user. (For example: 1,2,3.. for version number, 
or P for permanent, T for temporary, 0 for original.) 

Data Formats: 

Data files (Z, Y and H) can be either ASCII or binary format Lithology is stored as an ASCII 
file. Logview has a built in utility to convert ASCII files to binary, which may be used to save 
disk space. 



Internal Structure of Data Files: 

All files have two 8 character titles at the beginning of the file. For GSC data, we have used 
these titles as log-title and units. Logview allows you to change the 'titles' that will be plotted. 
Depth and data values are single precision floating point numbers. 

Z data files have data values at non-regular depth intervals, and consist of two 8 character titles, 
followed by records of pairs of depth and measured value. 
For example: 
TC 
(CPS) 
40.01 79.41 
40.06 72.76 
40.11 86.47 
40.16 79.42 

Y data files have data values at regular depth intends, and consist of two 8 character titles, then 
a record with depth-start and depth-incnmnt, followed by records of measured values. 
For example: 
TC 
(CPS) 
1.0 .2 
79.41 
72.76 
86.47 

H data files, or histogram files can be used for data such as assays which may be taken at 
irregular depth intervals. H data files have triplets of data values, and consist of two 8 character 
titles, followed by records of two depth values; a start and stop depth for each sample, and the 
measured value. 
For example: 
K 
(%I 
40.2 41.0 1.05 
41.0 42.5 357 
42.5 43.2 1.66 
43.2 44.8 2.47 



L data Nes, or lithology frlcs contain the geological units, and consist of two 8 character titles, 
followed by records of lithology unit label, (enclosed in double quotes if it has embedded 
blanks), and depth start and depth end for the lithology unit. 
For example: 
GEOLOGY ---- 
MTSD 40.00 45.20178 
"GRN SCH" 45.20 50.13953 
AMPHlB 50.13 63.39832 
CONGLOM 63-39 67.97031 
MTSD 67.97 83.66749 
"GRN SCH" 83.66 89.91588 

OTHER FILES USED BY LOGVIEW 

'Lon display List' Files 

LogView creates ASCII 'log display list' &DL) fiks to save the attributes of a specific layout. 
The LDL Ne can be opened to reproduce the layout as originally designed, or to copy and edit 
it to produce a similar layout. 

The specifications stond in the LDL file inch& a list of the logs to be plotted, along with an 
associated set of attributes such as line styles, titles, font sizes, filters, transforms, and clipping 
options for each displayed log. Also stored in the LDL file arc the attributes for the layout as a 
whole. These includes details such as page titles, reference grid and depth axis options and paper 
size. Before a new layout is created, a printer and paper size must be selected. Paper sizes 
available will depend on the chosen printer, and portrait or landscape orientation may be used. 
If the paper size is changed while designing the layout, Logview will give you the option to 
resize the logs to fit the new paper size. 

Depth axes, which can be placed mywhue alongside the other logs, and annotation files which 
contain objects (eg. a box with text) that are drawn on the layout, are also included in the LDL 
list of files. 

There are a few items that can not be changed in any LogView menu, but may be edited in the 
LDL file. These include setting the depth axis label on the right instead of on the default left, 
matching the log title colour to the axis colour, setting colours for the reference grid and page 
titles, and setting a font for the entire layout. 



Annotation Files 

'Annotation' files can be added to the list of files to be plotted for a particular layout. 
Size specifications in annotation files are based on sizes in mm on paper, so the type of printer 
and the paper size to be used must be known. By turning on 'smart cursor' in the options menu 
and choosing 'show paper position', it can be dctenniued where to place the annotation. The 
following annotations can be addtd: 

LINES, BOXES, ROUNDED BOXES, POLYLINES, POLYGONS AND TEXT BLOCKS. 

The annotations can usc different fonts, line styles and colornSrpa#erns. 

This feature is particularly useful if there will be several pages of log output with the same 
surrounding annotation on each. One LAN file could be created and added to each LDL file. 

The specific foxmats of each annotation feature are detailed in the LogView on-line HELP. 

Su~vort Files 

LogView utilizes two types of support filcs. 

The first support file is referred to as the ' m O L O G Y  LOOKUP' file (LLL). This file relates 
the names assigned to geological units to colours and patterns to be displayed for these units, for 
the three colour tables used in LogView. One master file can be created with aU geological units 
to be used or individual files can be created for each project area. LogView allows you to choose 
the LLL file you wish to cumntly use. 

The second support file is a 'CUSTOM PATIERN FILE' (PAT). This file allows you to create 
your own custom pattcrns to add to those provided by Wlndows. 

Windows IN1 File 

LogView creates and umtes  a LOGVIEWJNI file in your Windows directory. This file keeps 
track of your current choices in Logview for features such as background colour, cursor mode, 
memory option and auto-redraw. It also rtcords the path of yoar last used lithology lookup table 
file and custom pattun file. This is an ASCII file which can be edited. 



MENUS 

LogView menus are typical Windows 3.1 menus, and are listed below, with details about some 
of the functions: 

FILE MENU 

CREATE NEW LAYOUT 
OPEN LAYOUT 
CLOSE LAYOUT 
SAVE LAYOUT 
SAVE LAYOUT AS 
CHANGE PAPER - choose printer and paper size 
PRINT - to Windows 3.1 supported printer 
GO TO DOS - open a DOS window 
Exm 

EDIT MENU 

DISPLAY LIST 
- edit the list of f h  to be displayed 
- look at the depth and value range for each filc 
DEPTH VIEWING RANGE 
- pick the depth viewing range of each log displayed 
LAYOUT & COLOURS 
- choose colours/pa#erns and line styles and 'in-fill' colours 
- choose lithology 'in-fill' files 
- choose the axis sizes and spacing between logs 
LOG DETAILS 
- for each log, choose titles and fonts, choose if depth axis is to be displayed or not and 

choose to have the filename printed below the log 
Y-AXIS 
- for each log, choose min and max display values, choose whether log is to be clipped, 

choose the value for a Y axis baseline, a d  choose the number of decimals and multiplier 
for axis labels 

Y-AXIS DETAILS - for each log, choose to have the baseline and it's value labelled, or just the line, or just 
the label 

- for each log, choose to have the value axis at the top, bottom or both and the axis and . 

axis labels displayed or not 



Z & Y TRANSFORMS 
- for each log, choose to transform (lintar only) the depth and/or data values 
- for each log, apply a smoothing hltcr or take the logarithm 
LlTHOLOGY LEGEND 
- create a 'Lithology Legend', specifying labels, sizes and position of legend 
PAGE TITLES - set up page titles text and font sizcs 
FEFERENCE GRID 
- on the depth axis, choose no gnd, regular grid idtuvals or gxid ides at specific depths 
z AXIS APPEAIWNCE 
- choose the tick mark/labelling htemal for the rIcpth axes 
Z AXIS MARGINS 
- choose topbottom page margins or set a specific depth scale 
COPY TO CLIPBOARD 

VIEW MENU 

REDRAW 
ZOOM 
- with mouse 
ZOOM BY RANGE 
- to a specific depth range 
UNZOOM 

OPTIONS MENU 

CONSERVE MEMORY 
- runs a little slow- but requires less memory, since data files are not kept in memory 
CROS SHAIRS 
- turn on the crosshairs cursor instead of the arrow cursor 
SMART CURSOR 
- depth and value of logs OR the X-Y position in mm on 'paper' will be displayed when 

this feature is on. This allows you to compare depth positions for similar features on 
several logs, and also allows you to detumine where to put annotation. 

COLOUR TABLE 
- choose the current colour table 
SUPPORT FILES 
- choose 'support files' for lithology lookup and for custom patterns 



TOOLS MENU 

CONVERT ASCII LOGS TO BINARY 

HELP MENU 

CONTENTS 
SEARCH FOR 
ABOUT LOGVIEW 

EXAMPLES 

This paper was originally presented in poster format, taking full advantage of colour illustrations. 
Although the content will be similar to that picsGntcd in the poster, some of the impact is lost 
in black and white. 

Figure 1 is an example of multipamncter logs plotted for a single hole. Other features to be 
noted in this example are the TempGrad axis plotted at the bottom of the log, Low and High 
used for relative Density values, and a legend created in LogView with legend notes created in 
an annotation file. 

Figure 2 is an example of the Gamma Ray logs for scvual holes plotted with the geology beside 
as well as underlying each log. The legend and othcr text features were created in an annotation 
file. 

Figure 3 is an example of assays plotted beside logged parameters. Text has been added for 
description. (SGG Ratio is the ratio of the counts in a high energy window to those in a low 
energy window for a spectral gamma-gamma probe measuring a full energy spectrum. It can be 
used as a 'heavy element indicator*.) 

Figure 4 demonstrates some of the trandoxms available for both depth and value data. The 
Gamma Ray log appears as unsmoothed data and then with two smoothing fdters. The Resistivity 
log is presented on a linear scale, and then as a logarithm to bast e and as a logarithm to base 
10. The Density log is shown untmnsformcd and then with a depth shift, and with a value 
transformation (multiplied by 2). Note also, in this example, that grid lines at standard depth 
intervals have been added. (Grid lines at specific depths could have been added instead.) Y-axis 
baselines (with lines, labels and both) are also shown. 



Figure 5 displays the use of clipping, at the mbimum for IP and at the xnaximum for Resistivity, 
A lithology fill under the log is also shown. 

Figure 6 shows portrait plot orientation. Note also that the geology is labelled beside the lithology 
file, instead of a legend. 

Figure 7 presents some of the many types of annotation which can be added to a LogView 
layout. 

CONCLUSION 

Within the Borehole Geophysics Section of the GSC, Logview has become a standard viewing 
and plotting package. Since it was felt that others could use this type of software, LogView, 
version 1.0, was released as GSC Open File 3055 in Apd,1995 and is available through the GSC 
bookstore. 

GSC Open File 3055 includes the following, on one diskette: 
1) an ASCII 'read me' filt, with general i n f o d o n  and details on LogView installation 

procedures. 
2) a self extracting file with: the LogView executable and HELP file, a sample lithology 

lookup file, a sample patterns file, a directory of sample data which includes examples 
of data, lithology, display list and annotation 61es and a directory with a Windows 3.1 
dynamic link library file, CIZ3DVW>LL, which creates 3D effects and which must be 
installed on your computer. 

The GSC is continuing to upgrade LogView, and when a significant number of new features have 
been added, the next version of LogView will be r e l d  
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Figure 1: Multiparameter logs plotted for a single hole. 



McConnell Nickel Deposit 

Hole-to-Hole Correlation 
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Figure 2: Gamma Ray logs for a fence of holes. 
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Figure 6: Plot can be portrait orientation. 
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CLASSIC EXAMPLES FROM THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF CANADA 
DATA FILES ILLUSTRATING THE UTILITY OF BOREHOLE GEOPHYSICS 

CJ. Mwenifumbo. P.G. Killeen and BE. Elliott 
Geological Survey of Canada, 601 Booth St, Ottaka, Ontario KlA OE8 

CJ. Mwenifumbo. P.G. Killecn and BE. Elliott. Classic examples from the Geological Sunrey of Canada data files 
illustrating the utility of borehole geophysics: & Proceedings of the 5th Intemhonal Symposium of the M i n d  
and Geotechnical Logging Society, Tulsa, 24-28 October, 1993. 

Over fifteen years of experience in the application 
of borehole geophysical measuments to geoscicnce 
problems has provided the Geological Sumy of Canada 
with numemus examples which clearly itlustrate the 
benefits of W h o l e  logging. Several 'classic* examples 
have been assembled for use in explaining applications 
of baFchole geophysics to various problems. These 
'typical examples' include the following pafameters; 1) 
natmal-y radioixtivity, 2) y y  darsity. 3) heavy 
element content. 4) resistivity. 5) induced polablion, 
6) self potential, 7) magnetic susceptibility, and 8) 
temperatun. Scvcral of these examples arc presented 
with a brief description of what these paramekrs 
measm. 

The Borehole Geophysics Section of the Gcalogic.1 
Sumy of Canada (GSC) operates an RBD bollehole 
logging system that has been used to acquire borehole 
geophysical data at a number of sites auass Canada and 
for various types of applications. The main objective of 
carrying out thest borchole geophysical m y s  has 
been to dunonstrate the utility of bachole gtophysics 
in a variety of gca6ciencc problems including mineral 
exploration, saatigraphic mapping, and gcotechnical and 
hydrogwlogical poblans m variars gedogical 
environments. 'Ihe applications have included the 
delineation of mi- uwrcs, mapping of altuation 
zones associatbd witb minaaiization, lithdogic 
intexptation rad h o l c - W e  stratipap& cornlation. 
in situ assaying Of bast meals, in situ physical rock 
propeztk, mapping fracaac uncs and detecting 
groundwater flow paUems. 'Ihc M k  geophysical 
parameters that have becn measured includt resistivity 
(with various electrode array gwmebics), induced 
polarkation P), self potential (SP), nand w y  
spectrwneby (total cwnt K, U and Th), spectral y y  
(density, and hcavy element assay), ma& 
susceptibility, temperature and temperature gradient. In 
this papa we present some 'classic' examples of the 
gqhysic.1 rtsponses of most of thest parameters that 

have been quixed with h e  GSC R&D logging system. 
A brief discussion of the response characteristics of 
each of the geophysical logging parametas precedes the 
examples. 

NATURAL Y-RAY 
y-ray measurements detect variations in the natural 

radioactivity originating from uranium 0, thorium (Th) 
a n d p o t a s s i u m O i n r o c k s .  Inigneousand 
metamorphic rocks these sources of natural d h i o n  
may contniutc almost equally to the total yrays 
detected by a gamma p b t .  In sedimentary rocks, 'DK 
is in general the principal sorace of natural 'padbtion. 
primarily originating h n  clay minaals such as illite 
and montimorillonitc. Since the carurtratians of these 
nahrrally ocanring radioelanents vary k t w a n  different 
rock types, mlural 'fray logging provides an impatant 
tool f a  lithologic mapping and matigraphic mmhtion. 
Also some of the alteration proccsscs associated with . . m i m a h w n  are characterized by the development of 
&ite (saicititation) that results in an in- in- 
potassium and ~ ~ I C C  a corrtsponding increase in the 'OK 
isotope. ?his make3 scricitized zona excellent targets 
for 'fray logging. 

Althwgh mlurai 'y-ray logging is standard pxactice 
in uranium expi&. oil explma!ion and coal 
evaluation, that has becn a limikd application of the 
technique to geologic mapping in igneous and 
metamaphic ttnains. The following two examples 
illustrate some typical of the total count 7-ray 
l o g s ' i n v o ~ ~  H g m l  b r w s l w u n t y a y  
log rccardcd in a hole that intersects mainly volcanic 
rocks at a massive sulMe deposit in Newfoundland 
(Mwmifmbo and Kill#n, 1987). The volcanic mks 
inttrsccttd include a n d e s ~  rhyolite3 and diabase 
dikes. These major vdcank units can bc readily 
distinguished on tht 7-ray bg. Rhyolites have the 
highest Tray activity, followed by andesitt. 'Ihe 
diabasc i n d o n s  arc charactaizcd by extremely bw y- 
ray xtivity. All of these units have fairly unifam 



distribution of the radioelements indicating probable 
chemical homogeneity within the individual units. Most 
of the y-ray activity within these volcanic units is 
derived from %. the more felsic the volcanic rock, the 
higher the m y  activity. It is interesting to mte that 
the upper rhyolite flow has Iowa p y  activity than the 
feldspathic rhyolite. 'Ihe higher Y-ray activity of the 
feldspathic rhyolite is due to higher concentrations of 
potassic minerals. Another ~~g feature in the 7- 
ray log is the higha y-ray activity betwem 190 and 
210 m within the andesite. The geologic log does not 
indicate any change in lithology.. however. the 'y-ray 
data suggest that it is a rhyolite. 

Figure 2 is an example of a y-ray log ksn an 
ulframafic volcanic rock mvironment 'Ihis log was 
recorded at a nickel deposit in the T i n s  area of 
Ontario. ?he major lithologic units intasected by this 
hob arc ultramafic, 4' and felsic volcanics. Thcsc 
units are rmdily distinguished from each other. The Y- 
ray rcqmnsc within the ultramafii is virtually zero 
implying that the u l b a d i c  is almost devoid of all the 
natrPal occming radioclements. Iht highest activity is 
within felsic rocks. Since gtdogical bgging in 
volcanic rocks is oftm difficult due to similarities in the 
appc;lrances of the rocks, logging of the drill con  would 
be much easia and less subjective with the aid of 
geophysical logs such as 'pay fogs. Fmtha distinction 
between different rock units can be enhanced by the use 
of spectral 'fray logs. 

DENSITY 

The~&nsityprobcnsponscisprimarilya 
function of the rock bulk density. Thc probe c.xnrsists of 
a 7-ray source and a Y-ray dettctor. y-rays uniacd by 
thesorrmearescattcredbythearbsingrocLwalland 
absorbed as a direct function of the e l e c m  density of 
the reek 'Iht ccmpton-scattered 7-radiation tila ia 
m d  at the 'pay dttectcr on the probe is inversely 
rehted to the ckctron dmsily of the ruck that is 
p r o ~ t o t h e r o c k b u l L d t n s i t y .  'Lhcdemityof 
therockisolsoaffcctbdbysacardayphysical 
properties whkh inclu& porosity, water contart and 
chemical composition of the rock as it affects the ratio 
of average atomic numba to the avaage atomic weight, 
Z/k Most of the density variations within igneous md 
metamorphic rocks are due to variations in 
mineralogical composition. Rocks with h i g h  
percentages d mafii mincds (Fc. Mg, A1 silicates) 
have h i g h  densities than those with higher pacentages 
of felsic minerals (Ca, Na, K, A1 sihtes). The 

pnsu~ce of minerals containing heavy elements such as 
base metals tend to increase the 0ved.I density of thc 
host rock. 

Density logs are routinely acquired in oil arid caal 
exploration (mostly sedimenmy environments) but tairly 
seldom acquired in igneous and metamorphic 
environments for geologic mapping. Figure 3 illrrsmta 
the use of density logs in .geologic mapping in .a 
metamorphic enviromnent This log was acquired at the 
Calumet Pb-ZkCu massive sulfide &posit, Quebec. 
The amphibolitcs have the highest densities followed by 
the amphibolitic biotite and then siliceous biotite gneiss 
Pegmatite is characttrized by low density due to the 
pnpondcrancc of Light minerals in its composition 
Figure 4 shows a &nsity log acquired at the McConnell 
nickel deposit in Sudbrrry, Ontario. Thc hole intersects ' 
massive sulfides which axe clearly distinguished by their 
high density. Again we see that the amphibolite has 
h i g h e r  d e n s i t i e s  t h a n  t h e  
m ~ c n t s / c o n g l o m e r a t J s c ~  Tht & e t y  log 
gives an excellent response to massive s u l f i  uwres and 
can be effectively used in geologic mapping. 

HEAVY ELEMENT CONTENT 

'Ihe heavy element assay log is daivcd from the 
spccld y y  probc tha! also pmvidcs the density 
(Killeen and Mwarifumbo. 1988). ' Complete 
backscattered y-ray spectra an recorded in 1024 
channels o v a  an energy range of approximately 0.03 to 
1.0 MeV. Density infomation is &tumined £mn the 
cormtrateinanencrgywindowabovc200keVwhik 
infmnathn about the eltm~ltal composition or heavy 
element content is derived from the ratio of the count 
ratts in two tnagy windows (sptctral y y  ratio. SGG): 
ontathighamgy(abovc200I;eV)anda1~atlow 
u#gy (bcbw 200 kV). When that is a change in the 
dcnsity of the ruck being mcamcd. the count rat# 
recordbd in both windows will increase a dcmzue due 
to the associated change in compton-scartertd Trays 
rtaching the dc!ecm. However. if f h ~ t  is an 
in the content of high Z (atomic number) elanents in 
the rock the asociaocd incrcasc in phomlectric 
abmpth will cause a significant decrease in cwnt rate 
in the 1m window with littlt change in the high 
tnagy window. Sincc the b w  enegy window is 
afEtctcd by both dcnsily and Z effect while the high 
ensgy window is mainly affected by density, the ratio 
of counts in the highunergy widow to the counts in 
the low- window can bc used to obtain 
infamation on changes in Z. This ratio incmscs whcn 
the probe passes through uncs containing high Z 
mataials 'Thus the log can be considered as a heavy 



ekment indimtn, and can be calibrated to produce an 
assay tool for quantitative &tamination of the heavy 
element concentralion in situ along the borehole, without 
resorting to chemical assaying of the c m  (Killeen and 
Mwenifumbo, 1988). 

Figure 5 shows the chemical lead assay and the 
SGG ratio recorded at the Yava Pb deposit, Nova 
Scotia. . The host rock f a  the lead mineralization is 
sandstone with occasional interbedded black shales. 
This &posit is essentially a monomimralic dtposit 
Chemical assays of Pb. Zn and Fe wae detennincd 
from tht drill care every 10 an o v a  the intaval shown 
in Figure 5. 'Ihac is an excellent cornlation W e e n  
the Pb mineralization and the SGG ratio (figure 6) with 
a coxrelalion d t i e n t ,  ~ 0 . 8 9 7 .  Thc linear 
relationship established from the crossplot of Pb versus 
SGG ratio mgun 6) was used as a c a l r i o n  to 
determine the in situ assay log in other holes that did 
not have any detailed chemical assay. 

INDUCED POLARIZATION (IP) 

In time domain IP measrmments, the rate of decay 
of the measured voltages during thc current off-time is 
related to the electrical pkirizability of the rack and is 
called chargeability. A high chargmbility response is an 
indication of the presence of metallic sulfides and 
oxides or cation-rich clays such as illite and 
montmorillonite ( M w ~ b o ,  1989). Ont of the 
major alteration pmccsa within a number of base 
metal and gold mining camps is pyritizatim and this is 
a target f a  mast IP bgging. Continuous time danain 
IP logs are presented frun three different geologicaI 
environments; (i) a cahonak-hosted zinc Qeposit, (ii) a 
b m i n a ! c d  sandstone lead deposit, and (hi) a massive 
sulphide &pa  

Figure 7 shows the nsistivity, standard-. and 
multiplewindow, continwus time-domain IP data fnnn 
a carbonatchastcd Zn deposit m Newfoundland. Zn 
assays from the drill carr arc also shown with values 
ranging up to 8 %. Although sphalaite is a pocx 
conductor and docs not generally give an IP rtsponsc, 
t h e Z n m ~ i s c a s i l y d c k c t c d ~ n t h e I P b g s .  
The IP rtspcwuc may be due to the prance of 
polarizable minaals such as pyrite associated with Zn . . 
m h a a h m m .  

Figarc 8 shows resistivity and IP logs from the 
Yava sandstone Pb deposit in Nova Scotia. These data 
were obtained with a lOan nonnal array. ?hc barchok 
intersects three majar lithologic units; 1) the sandstare 
which is the host f a  lead mineralbation, 2) the 
undaiying Windsor shale, and 3) rhyolite breccia The 

IP data ckariy indicate the zones with disseminated 
galena in the sari- by high IP values. The 
occumnce of Pb mineral ize  is also apparent at the 
base of the Windsor shale and within the rhyolite 
breccia where there are anomalous IP responses. The 
Pb minualization at these locations was confiied from 
the drill core data. 

Figure 9 shows resistivity. inductive conductivity 
and IP logs from a massive sulphidc &posit in British 
Columbia. The bonhole intersects phyllite and 
graphitic phyllite which contain disseminated and 
massive su l f i i  mineralization IP measurements in 
highly conductive massive sulfides or graphitic phyllite 
are unreliable because of poor signal-to-noise ratio. 
Howeva. at this &pasit. the -1P b g  may be used to 
distinguish the phyllite containing disseminated Mid# 
from those that an devoid of MI& m i x ,  " qan. 
S u l f i  seen visually in core are indicated on the 
figure. It is clcar tht IP b g  drat a number of 
zones with disstminated sulfide minaakation ( c . g . h  
85 - 90 m) wae  not noted in the core log. Most of the 
phyllitdqwtz unit betwear 100 and 130 m contains 
disseminated sullidts, mainly write. 

'Ihe electrical Esktivity of roch &p& on 
s c v d  factorJ including the prcsmce of conductive 
minerals such as base metat sul6dts or oxides and 
graphite in the rock. Most rock without minerals 
arc usually poor conductors and their resistivities arc 
govaned primarily by their potosity and salinity of the 
port wattr and to a ksser extent by the intrinsic 
minerals that constitute the rock. Some almation 
proctssts such as s i l i c i f ~ ~  and carbonattzatton 

. - 
tend 

to reduce the porosity of tht rock and harce inacase the 
resistivities d thc rocks. Thus in rocks wha t  no 
significant amounts of conductive minerals occur, the 
mast impcrtant factors affecting the resistivities are 
fnxhning, paausity, the degree of satwatim of pare 
spaccsandtherratraeofthecktrolytesinthep 
fluids. Thc resistivity log is, thaefat ,  Useful mainly in 
mapping unductivc mintrals and fracture unes. In 
stdimatary r o c 4  thc resistivity b g  is frequently used 
in lithologic mapping. Tht following two examplts 
illustxak thc use of resistivity logs in lithobgy and 
fracture mapping, and delineating conductive mi& 
such graphite and sulfides. 

Figure 10 shows 40-an normal d v i t y  logs 
from k c  drill holes at the Bells Carnas bachok 
geophysical tcst site near Ottawa. 'Ihe holes pcnebate 
up to 65 m of Upper Cambrian N c p n  sandstone which 
uncdomaably overlies Precambrian granites and 



gneisses. Just below the sandstone is a zone of severely 
weathered Precambrian granite with abundant chlorite 
and clay minerals. Within the Precambrian granites and 
gneisses are sevaal fmcture zones varying in width 
from 2 to 10 m. 'Ihe appar#lt resistivities of the 
Nepcan sandstone ;at around 1000 ohm-m and those of 
the Precambrian granite/gneiss are around 1OOOO ohm- 
m. The rnaprity of the fracture zones within the 
Precambrian basement rocks have apparent resistivities 
less than 10000 ohm-m. The lowa resistivities in these 
fracture zones is due to inatased porosity of the granite 
and gneh.  'Iht wide low-resistivity anomaly at the 
contact between the sandstone and the W b r i a n  
graniWgneiss (betwan 64 and 80 m) is the weathered 
basanent whost low resistivity can be attributed to both 
porosity hmasc and the presence of conductive clay 
minerals. These logs ;m a good example of the use of 
resistivity logs for lithologic and ftacturc mapping. 

Figure 11 shows thc resistivity log response 
through graphite at the Victoria graphite deposit, 
Ontario. 'Ihe conductive graphite is clearly 
distinguished as low values on the resistivity log. At 
this &posit thae was an excellent inverse comhtion 
between the percentage graphite and the resistivity. 
Another example of the use of the resistivity log in 
mapping canductin minerals can be seen in Figure 9. 
Graphitic phyllite with a high pacentage of sulfide 
minerals is charactaizcd by v q  low resistivity. 

SELF POTENTIAL (SP) 

SP anomalies are mainly an indication of the 
prrsence of graphite andlor high conccntrafions of base 
metal -des including pyrite. Large self potential9 
observed within and around sulfide and gmphite bodies 
are mainly c a d  by ekctmkmical  processes (Sam 
and Uooney. 1960. Hovdan and Bdvihn. 1984). Low 
resistivity anomalies camhting with SP and IP 
anomalies arc. therefme, good mhhons . . a  

of the 
presenccofanIdudiveminaals. A l s o S P ~ e s  
can be g a a a t a d  by fluid flow in porous media 
(electroirinetic a Jtrtaming pottntials - Bogaslovsky 
and Ogil'vy, 1970,1972) and heat flow (thamal e k m i c  
coupling - Cawin and ~ O V C I ,  1979). The following 
two examples illnstratc thc SP anmalies generated by 
electrochunical &ons and fluid flow. 

Figure 12 shows an SP log aEquifed at the 
Sbratmat volcanogenic h v e  sulfide dcposif New 
Bnurswick. Continuous SP mtasuremcnts were made 
between a stationary r c f a n c t  n o n p o h b b l e  CuKuSO, 
ekctmk placed at tfrt surfax near the drill hole collar 
and a lcad eltctrodc in the hole. Large negative 
potentials arc obsaved across the massive sulfide zone. 

The sulfides consist mainly of pyrite, galena, sphalerite 
and minor chalcopyrite and the host rock comprises of 
argillite. tuff and gabbros. This is a typical SP anomaly 
developed due to electrochemical reactions within the 
metallic sulfide body (Sam and Mmney, 1960). 

Figure 13 illustrates an SP anomaly generazed by 
fluid flow. 'Ihe SP log was acquired at the Yava 
sandstone Pb deposit The normal SP anomaly 
associated with sulfide occrnrences is observtd within 
the mineralized sandstone around 10 m. The step 
change in SP of approximately 75 mV at 39 m is 
associattd a 0.9 O C  change in temperatun caused by 
groundwater flow as indicated by the tempraturc and 
tempaaturt gradient logs. This SP anomaly is likely 
generated by both tempemwe change (thermal electric 
coupling) and wakr flow (strmming potential). This 
hok has been *logged 3 times over a period of 3 years 
and rtpeatedly showed the same amplitude SP anomaly. 

MAGNETIC SUSCEVIIBILI'W 

'Ihe magnetic susccptibiity (MS) of a volume of 
rock is a h t i o n  of the amount of f e h &  
minerills - magnetite, ilmenite and pymhotite - contained 
within the rock MS measurements can provide a rapid 
estimate of the magnetic minaals in thc rock. These 
measuranents can be inttrprttcd to reflect lithological 
changes, d c p e  of homogeneity and the presence of 
alteration mes in the rock mass. Basic flows and 
diabase dilas containing h i g h  concentmtions of 
magnetic m i n d  ace easily delineated with magnetif 
susceptibility measurements when they occur within a 
stdimcntaty scquarce which normally contains little or 
m magnetic minerals. During the process of 
hydrothermal alteration, primary magnetic m i n d  in 
the host rock (e.g. magnetite and ilmenite) may be 
altered (a oxidhi) to weakly- or non- magnetic 
minaals (e.g. hematite and limonite). Anomalously low 
~ b ' b ' i t i c s  within an 0th- homogeneous high 
suxqtibility mck unit may be an indication of alered 
urns. 

Figure 14 shows a borehole magnetic 
~usccptiibity log acquired at thc Redstone Nickel 
deposit, Ontario. This is a typical example of 
susceptibility responses within uttramafii. m f i c  and 
felsic volcanic rocks. Ultramafic mcb haw fairly high 
magnetite content and hence arc characterized by high 
m b i i t y  valucs. The f e k c  locks with little or no 
magnetic minaala arc clearly indicated as low 
susceptibility ~uwres. In Figme' 14, the uppu 
ultramaf~c/ma& volcanic rock seqnem betwan 50 and 
180 m mists  of ultramafic, maf-- and felsic rocks. 
The felsic rocks arc indicated by vay low 



susceptibilities. The upper part of the sequence is 
mainly mafic while the lower portion with extremely 
high susceptibilities is mainly ultxamaf-K. 

TEMPERATURE 

Temperahue measurements with the GSC R&D 
logging system arc made with a probe consisting of a 
l0-m long tip of thermistor beads with an equivalent 
temperature sensitivity of 0.0001 degrees Celsius 
(Bristow and Conaway, 1984). Changes in temperahm 
arc recorded as changes in the thermistor resistance that 
arc converted into tnre tcmpaaturcs by means of an 
inverse operator with the appropriate probe time 
constant The tcmpmhm gradient data are derived 
from the temperahrres by means of a combined gradient 
and smoothing opuata. Param- that affect the 
temperaturedepth prof~le in a borchok include drilling 
fluid circulation, variations in the thermal conductivities 
of the rock intasectcd, and ground wa& flow 
(Mwenifumbo. 1993). Four examples arc presented 
showing some of the typical responses of the 
tempemtun to changes in lithology. piesence of highly- 
thamally conductive sulf~des. and ground wata flow 
within a borehole. 

Figure 15 shows tcmperaturt logs acquired at the 
Bells Comers geophysical test site over a 16 day puiod 
starting immediately after drilling. Tun- profiles 
recorded immediattly aftcr drilling arc significantly 
affected by the drilling fluid ckulation and these 
disturbances in tanpaatme duc to drilling fluid 
circulation provik useful infannation on the location of 
£rixturts and permeable zones. In this example 
zones between 240 and 250 m, and between 270 and 
275 m show elevated tcmperatrnts that decay with time. 
The permeable fracture zones accepts warma drilling 
fluids that eventually cmnes into thamal equiliium 
with the formation waters. 

Ground- en- zones in barehalea produce 
abrupt changes in OcmptrahPc. F i p e  16 illuscratts thc 
temperaaPGdcpth profile recorded in an artesian 
borehole. Groundwater enters at 115 m and flows 
upward at ahrmely high rates as indicattd by thc 
constant temptntrrres and zero gradients above the cnhy 
zone. 

Figure 17 shows an example on the ust of 
tan- logs in mapping coal - Coal has 
fairly low thamal conductivity relative to the 
stdimenmy host rocks. The tcmpaahae and 
tempcrahxc gradientdepth profdes in Figure 17 wcrc 
recorded at the Highvale mine in Alberta. 'Ihe 
tempemure log shows subtle changes in slope resulting 

from changes in thermal conductivity between the coal 
and mudstone. These features arc barely visible but an 
enhanced in the temperam gradient log making the 
individual coal seams clearly visible. 

Massive sulfides are characterized by high 
thcnnal conductivity and Figure 18 is an example of the 
thermal rcSpOnsc aaoss massive sulfides. 'Iht 
tempaaturc and tempera- gradientdepth profiles 
wcrc rccadcd at the Stratmat Cu-Pb-Zn massive s u l f -  
deposit, New Bmswick. Vay low tempemturt 
gradients arc obs~ved within the sulfide intersection 
with high thcnnal conductivity. Such anomalous 
tempaaanc pro6les may also be obsc~~ed in a 'near- 
miss* barehole. The argillite bands with low thamal 
conductivity an clearly indicated as high gradients 
within the massive d 6 d e  zone. 
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Figure I .  Totnl count y-ray log recorded at the Buchans mine, Newfoundland, ilfustrating its 
use in mapping volcanic rocks. 
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Figure 2.  Total count y-ray log in 'ulframafic, mafic and felsic votcanics, Redstone nickel deposit, 
Timmins, Ontario. 
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Figure 3. Density log in metamorphic rocks, Calumet PbZn mine, Quebec. 
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Figure 4. Lithologic mapping and sulfide delineation using density log, McConneZl nickel deposit, 
Sudbury, Ontario. 
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Figure 5. Detailed assays of drill m e  wer 20 cm lengths and the SGG ratio log at the Yam 
sandstone Pb deposit. These data were used to accurately calibrate the SGG log for in situ Pb 
assaying. 
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Figure 6. Crossplot of the SGG ratio versus drill core assays to determine the calibration 
equation for the SGG probe for in situ Pb assaying.. 
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Figure 7. Continuous time-domain IP data through carbonate-hosted zinc deposit, Newfoundland. 
Detection of Zn mineralization is probably due to associated disseminated pyrite. 
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Figure 8. Resistivity and time-domain IP data through disseminated P b .mineralization within 
sandstone, Y m a  Lead Deposit, Nova Scotia. 
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RESlSf lVlTY CONDUCTlVlTY 

F i p e  9. Continuous time-domain IP data through a m h o g e n i c  massive sulfide deposit, 
Bn'tish Columbia. The borehole intmects phyllite and graphitic phyllite with disseminated and 
massive sulfides. 
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F i p e  10. Nonnal away resistipity logs at the Bells Corners borehole geophysical test site near 
Ottawa, Ontario. 
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Figure 11. Resistivity log in mapping high-grade graphite ore zones, Victoria Graphite deposit, 
Ontario. 
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Figure 12. Self potential log through a volcanogenic.rnassive sulfuie deposit, Neto B m m i c k .  
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Figure 13. SP and temperature logsfrom the Y m  sandstone lead deposit, N m  Scotia. The SP 
a n m l y  between 10 and 12 rn represents the n o m l  SP anomaly due to the presence of Pb 
' sulfuies. The anomaly at 39 m is likely generated by both temperature change and Puid flow. 
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Figure 14. Borehole magnetic susceptibility log acquired at the Redstone nickel deposit, Tirnrnins,' 
Ontario. The borehole intersects ultramftcs, ma@ and felsic volcanics within susceptibilities 
ranging from extremely high within ultramafics to very low in fekics. 
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Figure IS. Temperature logs recorded at various times after drilling shming tkennal 4fects q! 
the drilling process and the return to equilibrium borehole temperatures. Permeable fracture 
zones appear as transient heat sources on the temperature profiles. Profiles 1 to 8 represent time 
lapse after drilling of 4,28,52, 100 hrs, and 6, 8, 12, 16 days, respectively. 
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Figure 16. Temperature- and temperature gradientdepth profiles recorded in an artesian borehole 
shming constant temperatures (zero gradients) above the zone of water entry. 
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Figure 17. Temperature and temperature gradient-depth profles recorded at the Highvale coal 
mine in Alberta. The subtle variations in the smooth temperature-depth profile me transformed 
into peaks in the temperature gradientdepth profile that cmehte  well with the location of the 
coal seams. 
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Figure 18. Temperature and temperature gradient-depth profiles recorded at a massive sulfuie 
deposit, New Brunswick. 



The pseudo-geological log: using geophysical logs 
as an aid to geological logging in volcanogenic 
massive sulphides 

P.G. Killeen, C.J. Mwenifumbo, and B.E. Elliott 
Mineral Resources Division 

Killeen, P.G., Mwenifumbo, CJ., and Elliott. B.E., 1995: The pseudo-geological log: using 
geophysical logs as an aid to geological logging in volcanogenic massive sulphides; & Current 
Research 1995-E; Geological Survey of Canada, p. 321 -330. 

Abstract: Geophysical borehole logs, which measure the physical properties of the rocks surrounding 
the hole, can be used as an aid to geological core logging, because they are continuous with no missing 
sections, and because they show changes that are not detectable with the naked eye. Three examples of the 
application of borehole geophysical logs to the problem of core logging in areas of volcanogenic massive 
sulphide deposits, are discussed. The Mudhole prospect in Newfoundland is a simple case of the obvious 
relation between geophysical logs and geological logs. In the Buttle Lake area of British Columbia, the 
experience gained from the Mudhole prospect was used to derive a pseudo-geological log based on the 
gamma-ray log. The pseudo-geological log was improved further in the Kam-kotia mine area in Ontario by 
using three geophysical parameters. In all three cases, the geological interpretation from the geophysical 
logs was subjective. An objective, computer-based method of deriving the pseudo-geological log, as a tool 
for the geologist, is being investigated. 

RbumC : Les diagraphies de sondage gkophysiques qui mesurent les proprietks physiques des roches 
autour du trou peuvent servir ii complber les donnhs fournies par les caroms (diagraphie gwlogique) &ant 
dome qu'elles sont continues sans section manquante et qu'elles montrent des changements non decelables 
a l'oeil nu. L'application des diagraphies gkophysiques pour rtsoudre les problemes de carottage dans les 
zones renfermant des gisements de sulfures massifs volcanogenes est trait& a I'aide de trois exemples. Le 
prospect Mudhole a Terre-Neuve est un cas simple de la relation evidente qui existe entre les diagraphies 
geaphysiques et les carottages. Dans la region de lac Buttle en Colombie-Britannique, l'expkrience acquise 
au prospect Mudhole a semi a deriver une diagraphie pseudo-geologique b&e sur la diagraphie par rayons 
gamma. La diagraphie pseudo-ghlogique a pu ttre amilioree dans la region de la mine Kam-kotia en 
Ontario en utilisant trois parametres giophysiques. Dans les trois cas, I'interpretation geologique etablie a 
partir de diagraphies gkophysiques s'est r6vtlk subjective. La mise au point d'une methode informatisee 
objective pour etablir une diagraphie pseudo-gbologique comme outil geologique est a l'etude. 
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INTRODUCTION 

For more than ten years, the Borehole Geophysics section of 
the Geological Survey of Canada (GSC) has conducted 
multiparameter geophysical logging in boreholes associated 
with volcanogenic massive sulphide deposits, at locations 
from Newfoundland to British Columbia (Killeen and 
Mwenifumbo, 1988; Killeen, 1991). Excellent correlation of 
geophysical logs with geological logs has been observed, as 
well as cases indicating incorrect depth assignments of some 
geological units or features, due to core loss or other errors. 

Geological logging of the drill core in greenstone belts can 
be difficult because different volcanic and volcaniclastic 
rocks are often visually similar. Geophysical logging tools 
measure physical and chemical properties that are not visible 
and therefore complement observations made in geological 
logs. The geophysical data provide a more complete and 
reassuring geological interpretation of the lithology inter- 
sected by the drillholes. 

Three examples will be discussed here: the Mudhole base 
metal prospect near Buchans, Newfoundland; the Buttle Lake 
(Myra Falls) area on Vancouver Island, British Columbia; and 
the Kam-kotia mine area nearTimmins. Ontario. The examples 
demonstrate the benefits of using geophysical logs as an aid to 
core logging, and point out the possibilities for development 
of a semi-automated interactive 'pre-picking' of the geology 
by computer, based on the geophysical logs. Before discussing 
the examples, some background on the relation between geol- 
ogy and geophysical parameters measured will be reviewed. 

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN GEOPHYSICAL 
LOGS AND GEOLOGY 

In  general, different rock types have different physical and 
chemical properties. An understanding of the physical rock 
properties to which each of the geophysical parameters 
respond is critical to interpreting correctty the relation 
between the logging data and the geology. Some of the 
geophysical logs respond to specific physical properties while 
others respond to a variety of physical properties (Killeen 
et al., 1994; Mwenifumbo et al., 1993a, b; Pflug et al., 1994). 
The following is a brief discussion of the response charac- 
teristics of each of the geophysical logs recorded in the areas 
mentioned in this paper. 

1. Magnetic susceptibility 

The magnetic susceptibility (MS) of a volume of rock is a 
function of the amount of ferromagnetic minerals - magnetite 
and pyrrhotite - contained within the rock. Magnetic suscep- 
tibility measurements can provide a rapid estimate of the 
magnetic minerals in the rock. These measurements are inter- 
preted to reflect lithological changes, degree of homogeneity 
and the presence of alteration zones. Basic flows and diabase 
dykes containing higher concentrations of magnetic minerals 
are easily detected with magnetic susceptibility measurements. 
During hydrothermal alteration, magnetic minerals such as 
magnetite in the host rock tend tobe altered to weakly magnetic 

minerals (e.g. hematite) or to non-magnetic minerals. 
Therefore, within a given lithological unit, anomalously low 
magnetic susceptibilities will generally indicate altered zones. 

2. Induced polarization 

In time domain induced polarization (IP) measurements a 
current is passed through the earth in a series of off-on pulses 
and the rate of decay of the voltage is measured during the 
current off-time. The measured voltage is related to the elec- 
trical polarizability of the rock and is called chargeability. A 
high chargeability response is an indication of the presence 
of metallic sulphides and oxides or cation-rich clays such as 
illite and montrnorillonite (Mwenifumbo, 1989). One of the 
major alteration processes within a number of base metal and 
gold mining camps is pyritization and this is a target for most 
IP logging. 

3. Resistivity 

The electrical resistivity of rocks depends on several factors. 
Conductive minerals such as base metal sulphides, oxides, 
and graphite in the rock have a strong influence on the 
resistivity. Most rocks are usually poor conductors and their 
resistivities are governed primarily by their porosity and 
salinity of the pore fluids and to a lesser extent by the intrinsic 
minerals that constitute the rock. Some alteration processes 
such as silicification and carbonatization tend to reduce the 
rock porosity and hence increase the formation resistivities. 
Thus in rocks where no significant amounts of conductive 
minerals occur. the most important factors affecting the resis- 
tivities are fracturing, porosity, the degree of saturation of pore 
spaces, and the nature of the electrolytes in the pore fluids. 
Since resistivities depend on a number of factors, geological 
interpretation from resistivity measurements is fairly difficult 
without complementary information from other geophysical 
measurements or geological logs. Massive sulphide deposits 
however. often consist of conductive ore zones and therefore 
delineation of the ore horizons by electrical resistivity logging 
is usually straightforward. 

4. Self potential 

Large self potentials observed within and around sulphides 
are mainly caused by electrochemical reactions (oxidation- 
reduction reactions). Electrofiltration processes may also be 
responsible for generating some relatively small amplitude 
anomalies where there is groundwater flow in the presence of 
ionic concentration gradients. Low resistivity anomalies cor- 
relating with SP anomalies are, therefore. good indications of 
the presence of conductive base metal sulphides. At Buttle 
Lake, SP anomalies generally indicate the presence of base 
metal sulphides including pyrite. 

5. Temperature 

Although a number of variables affect the temperature-depth 
profile in a borehole, temperature measurements have been 
successfully used to map lithology where significant thermal 
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conductivity contrasts exist. They can also be used to detect 
and map fracture zones, and to delineate massive sulphide 
mineralization. 

Large concentrations of metallic sulphides and oxides 
perturb the local isothermal regime since metallic minerals 
have high thermal conductivities. The perturbation of the local 
geothermal gradient. however, would be observed only in a 
thermally quiet environment. In areas where there are numer- 
ous fracture zones with ground water movements, thermal 
anomalies due to ground water flow are much larger than 
those that would be caused by changes in the thermal conduc- 
tivity (e-g. the presence of metallic minerals). 

6. Natural gamma-ray spectrometry 

The gamma ray probe measures the natural gamma radiation 
emitted by potassium-40 (K), and uranium (U) and thorium 
(Th) series nuclides in the rocks. Four logs are produced: the 
Total Count (TC), K, U and Th logs. The main minerals 
contributing to an increase in potassium-40 are the K-feldspars 
and micas. Uranium and thorium are usually contained in 
minerals such as allanite. apatite, monazite, sphene, and 
zircon. Differences in the percentages of these minerals in 
various rocks make it possible to identify and characterize 
different units by their levels of radioactivity. 

At the Buttle Lake area, for example, the different volcanic 
units have different amounts of potassium minerals (potas- 
sium-40 being the principal source of the natural gamma 
radiation). Feldspar porphyry sills with higher concentrations 
of K-feldspar minerals should be easily identified as anomal- 
ously high radioactivity zones on the gamma ray logs. Often 
during hydrothermal alteration processes associated with 
mineralization, the radioactive elements potassium, uranium, 
and thorium may be preferentially concentrated in certain 
lithological units. Alteration in the Buttle Lake area is mainly 
characterized by the development of sericite (a potassium 
mineral), epidote, and chlorite. Sericite enriched zones are 
excellent targets for gamma ray logging. 

7. Spectral gamma-gamma (density and heavy 
element indicator) 

The spectral gamma-gamma probe measures the density of 
the rock around the borehole and provides information on the 
effective atomic number (Zeq) of the rock. The spectral 
gamma-gamma ratio (SGGR) is the measured quantity that is 
related to the presence of heavy elements. 

In most mining environments, minerals forming the coun- 
by rock consist mainly of low-atomic number (Z) elements 
(e.g. silicates and carbonates with the major elemental con- 
stituents being Al, Fe, Mg, Ca, K, Na, C and 0) while the base 
metal sulphide ores consist of high Z elements (e.g. Pb. Cu, 
Zn, Fe sulphides andlor oxides). The high Z elements within 
the ore raise the Zq of the rocks as well as their density. Thus 
on SGGR and density logs, base metal ore zones are evident 
as zones of anomalously high values. Since the SGGR corre- 
lates so well with the ore grade, a simple regression can be used 
to establish a predictor of ore grade based on the SGGR log. 

The density response is not only affected by variations in 
the whole rock chemistry of the formation but also by sec- 
ondary physical properties that include porosity and water 
content. Porosity can be estimated from the density log by 
simple empirical linear transformations. Decreases in densi- 
ties generally indicate increases in porosities. 

THE MUDHOLE BASE METAL PROSPECT, 
NEWFOUNDLAND 

This example is a 'text-book' case of the correlation between 
geology and geophysical logs in volcanic rocks. 

Natural gamma ray logging was carried out in two holes 
at the Mudhole prospect near Buchans, Newfoundland. The 
gamma ray logs recorded with the GSC R&D logging system 
in hole MH2572 were published by Mwenifumbo and Killeen 
(1987). The 280 m hole was logged at 3 d m i n  using a 25 x 
76 mm BGO detector and a 4 second sample time. The holes 
intersected volcanic, volcaniclastic, and sedimentary rocks 
which included andesite. rhyolite, dacite, diabase intrusions, 
tuff, agglomerate, arkose, siltstone, and greywacke. These 
rock units were easily characterized by their natural gamma 
ray activity. The Total Count gamma ray logs showed rhyolite 
and trachyte as producing the highest gamma ray count rate 
while the diabase intrusions were characterized by their 
extremely low gamma ray activity. A frequency distribution 
plot (histogram) of the Total Count gamma log was clearly 
multi-modal, with five peaks which could be related to 
diabase. andesite, amygdaloidal andesite, rhyolite, and 
trachyte. in increasing order of gamma ray count. 

That study indicated that the total count gamma ray logs 
could be applied in the Buchans area with a high degree of 
confidence for the identification of the different volcanic rock 
types. Because contacts between major volcanic units were 
well defined on the gamma ray logs. the thicknesses of 
individual units could also be easily determined. Mwenifumbo 
and Killeen (1987) concluded: "Gamma ray logs, in conjunc- 
tion with the geological logs can be used to provide a more 
complete and reassuring geological interpretation of the 
lithology intersected in diamond-drill holes". 

The use of gamma ray spectral togs in the area might 
provide additional information on the relative concentrations 
of the naturally occurring radioelements. U, Th. and K, per- 
mitting further subdivision of the geological unitsnot possible 
on the basis of the total count logs alone. 

In most cases it is not as simple to relate the geology 
directly to a single geophysical parameter. Usually two or 
more physical rock property measurements are necessary to 
yield a unique signature for any given rock unit. 

THE BUTTLE LAKE AREA, 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 

Borehole geophysical measurements were made in several 
boreholes in the Buttle Lake area on Vancouver Island. British 
Columbia. The geophysical logging objectives were to 
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determine the geophysical signature of the deposit and host 
rocks, and to establish an in situ physical rock property 
database that would facilitate the development of geophysical 
methods for discovering new ore bodies (Killeen et al., 1989). 
The holes were drilled in 1979 at the Myra Falls mining 
operations by Wesmin Resources m one of several polymetallic 
(Cu-Zn-Pb) volcanogenic massive sulphide orebodies com- 
prising pyrite, chalcopyrite, and sphalerite with minor galena. 
The mineralization is hosted by felsic volcanic rocks that are 
intruded by quartz-feldspar porphyritic bodies. The volcanic 
stratigraphy and structure of the deposit are fairly complex. 

Geophysical logs were acquired with the GSC R&D log- 
ging system in 1987, as part of a multi-year, multi-deposit 
project, using five different probes. Variables measured 
included: three electrical logs (IP, Self Potential and Resistivity), 
Magnetic Susceptibility, Natural Gamma ray Spectrometry 
(Total Count. K. U. Th), Spectral Gamma Gamma (density 
and SGGR), Temperature and Temperature Gradient. The 
results of the multiparameter logging are presented in a GSC 
Open File Report covering work at several deposits m British 
Columbia (B.E. Elliott et al., in prep.). 

In general, the geophysical logs provided information 
regarding the lithology, alteration, sulphide distribution, and 
fracturing. Of the logs recorded, several gave distinct signa- 
tures in different volcanic rocks whereas other logs were able 
to accurately delineate sulphide mineralization. Only the 
gamma ray logs digitally recorded in one 700 m hole (PR061) 
with a 25 x 76 mm sodium iodide detector, at 3 m/min, will 
be discussed here because they best reflected the geology. 

Development of the 'pseudo-geological' log 

The most significant indicators of geological variations were 
the nuclear logs; the natural gamma and the SGGIdensity logs. 
These respond to the geochemical changes in the rock; the 
natural gamma ray responding to lithology due to variations 
in the concentrations of potassium, uranium, and thorium. The 
density log is often a good indicator of changes in lithology, 
however, the density response to alteration and the degree of 
fracturing sometimes obscures the lithological variations. 

Using the experience with the observations at the Mudhole 
prospect as a guide, an attempt was made to produce a 'pseudo- 
geological' log from the Buttie Lake geophysical logs. As a first 
step it was decided to use the gamma ray log as a means of 
defming different 'geophysical units' which had different count 
rates or degree of variability (homogeneity). The result is shown 
in Figure 1, where for comparison purposes, the gamma ray log 
from hole PRO61 is plotted twice, with cross-hatched fill under 
the log trace representing the 'real' and the 'pseudo' geological 
logs. On the left is the log composed of 9 different 'geophysical 
units', and on the right is the traditional geological core log 
composed of 12 different geological units. The similarities are 
obvious but there are a number of significant differences. It is 
apparent that the geophysical log has more boundaries or con- 
tacts (44 zones in total) than the core log (27 zones), even though 
the gamma log indicated there were only nine different units and 
the core log had twelve different units. This shows that geological 
features such as sericite alteration for example, can change a 
physical property (such as the natural gamma radiation), but not 

represent a change in rock type. Themfore a pseudo-geological log 
based on a single geophysical log will be inadequate for deter- 
mining the geological log, although it will be of some help to the 
geologist doing core logging, in directing his attention tochanges 
in the core, some of which may be subtle and difficult to discern 
with the naked eye. For example, at depth 190 to 290 m, the 
pseudo-log is divided into variable thin zones of geophysical 
units 6,7,4,5,7, and 3, from top to bottom, whereas the core 
log describes the entire depth range as 'cherty banded tuff'. 
However, the detailed core log contains an entire page of notes 
regarding changes in the core observed in this section, such as 
'minor carbonate stringers; variations in the percentage of chert; 
laminations; siliceous zones; minor mafic clasts; weakly sheared 
zones; colour changes, and other variations'. Some of these 
changes are likely distinguishable on the geophysical logs 
because they represent changes in physical properties which are 
measureable. However, 'these changes do not a different rock 
type make'. 

Similarily, the 'cherty dacite' from 400 to 460 m was 
divided into five different geophysical units. It is fair to say 
that more bed boundaries are in agreement than in disagree- 
ment between the core and pseudo logs. However the geo- 
physicist is perhaps overly optimistic in selecting geological 
contacts solely on the basis of gamma ray logs. The next 
example from the Kam-kotia mine area in Ontario is an 
attempt to improve the pseudo-geological log by using the 
'best' three logs selected from a multiparameter suite of logs 
recorded with the GSC R&D logging system. 

THE KAM-KOTIA MINE AREA. ONTARIO 

In November 1993 a suite of more than ten logs was recorded 
in a 600 m deep hole, immediately after it was drilled. in the 
Kam-kotia mine area, west of Timmins. Strictly on the basis 
of variations in physical properties, a pseudo-geological log 
was produced, before the geologist had logged the core from 
the hole. Based on the use of multiple logs, the results were 
much more accurate than for the previous examples, with about 
90% of the geological units being 'picked' correctly by the 
pseudo-log. It was determined that the geophysical parameters 
that most closely reflected the changes in the geology were the 
gamma ray, density and magnetic susceptibility logs. 

Figure 2 shows the three logs plotted with the area under 
the log-trace filled with the different geophysical unit sym- 
bols. The three logs illustrate how one parameter may change 
within a single unit, while the others are relatively constant. 
For example in unit 1 between 1 30 and 220 m the gamma ray 
log and density log are fairly homogeneous. but the MS log 
shows large variations indicating this unit has 'magnetic' 
sections (increased magnetite content). Based on what was 
learned in the two previous examples, new geophysical units 
were not defined on the basis of variations in the MS alone. 
It was also tempting to subdivide the log between 400 and 
500 m into more and thinner geophysical units based on the 
observed changes in the logs. The derivation of the pseudo- 
geological log was subjective, but the experience gained 
would be invaluable in formulating an algorithm for objective 
production of the pseudo-log by a computer. 
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Figure 3 shows the geological log which was produced Between 400 and 500m. the geologist did assign an additional 
from observation of the core. The rocks consist of massive unit (chloritic intermediate tuff), not defined as a geophysical 
flows. felsic volcanics, tuffs and diabase sills, with varying unit. A good method of comparing the core and pseudo-logs 
d e ~ e e s  of alteration. The zone between 130 and 220 m is to display them in the same form as was done for the Buttle 
mentioned above is identified as 'massive flow/intrusive', and - Lake logs in Figure 1. 
the MS log variations werenot the result of an identity change. 
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Figure 2. Gamma-ray, density and magnetic susceptibility (MS) logs for Karn-kotia hole R5603 showing the 
pseudo-geological log as cross-hatched fill. 
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The gamma-ray logs from the Kam-kotia hole R5603 are unit 1 - massive flowiintrusive; 
plotted twice in Figure 4, with the geophysical unit log unit 2 - intermediate mafic tuffite and chloritic intermediate tuff; 
(pseudo-geological log) on the left. and the geological log unit 3 - diabase; 
(core-log) on the right. Most of the geophysical contacts agree unit 4 - felsic volcanic, felsic intrusive volcanic, and felsic 
with the geological contacts. Some geological units relate to quartz eye tuff; 
specific geophysical units such as: unit 5 - chloritidsericitic felsic tuff. 
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It is clear that both geological contacts and geological 
units bear a distinct relationship to the geophysical logs in the 
Kam-kotia example shown in Figures 2.3 and 4. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The experience in determining the relation between geology 
and geophysics via in situ logging of physical rock property 
measurements leads to the conclusion that considerable time 
could be saved and accuracy in depth positioning of geological 

contacts could be improved through the aid of geophysical 
logs. In a given area, such as local exploration in the vicinity 
of a mine, it may be possible to rely on pseudo-geological logs 
for rapid information during a drilling program. This would 
permit the explorationist to use the knowledge to direct the 
drill during the program. It is entirely feasible to develop 
computer software to produce the pseudo-geological log 
objectively, in real-time in the field. Its accuracy would be 
dependant on the number of parameters it had to work with, 
as well as previous 'training' from other holes in the area. 
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The GSC has commenced work towards development of 
such an 'artificial intelligence' system. 
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APPENDIX 1 

GEOPHYSICAL LOGGING PROCEDURES 

The following brief notes provide information on some of depths between the two data sets. Errors exist in core data 
the relevant logging procedures related to depth determina- depths due to possible missing or lost core during drilling. 
tion accuracy, sampling density, and other correlation Depth errors can also exist in geophysical logs that are main1 y 
considerations. due to slippage andlor cable stretching. These errors must be 

The depths are measured with an accuracy of 1 mm by the 
optical depth encoder located on the wellhead pulley assem- 
bly. All logs were obtained continuously at a speed of 3 to 
6 mtminute while sampling at a depth interval of 5 to 20 cm 
(based on a 1 or 2 second sample time interval). Data were 
acquired while logging both downwards (downrun) and 
upwards (uprun) providing redundancy of data for most of the 
parameters recorded. 

corrected for all the logging data. The zero depth reference 
for the logging data is at the top of the casing which may not 
be the zero reference level for the geological log. (All depths 
on the geophysical logs are lengths along the drillholes and 
not true vertical depths, which is also true for the core log.) 
Another problem arises from the fact that geological contacts 
are not always well defined. They are quite often gradational 
and hence are somewhat subjective. The interpreted geologi- 
cal contacts may not coincide with the changes in the bulk 
physical or chemical properties of the formation. 

Correlation problems: matching the logs 
to the geology . 

There are sometimes problems in making correlations 
between the geophysical responses and the geological infor- 
mation. The greatest difficulty arises with discrepancies in 
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ABSTRACT 

The McConnell nickel deposit, locatad in the 
Sudbr~y Breccia between nurites to the north and 
metavolcanics to the south, is a small tabular body 
approximarely 20 m wi&, 152 m in strike length and 
610 m in depth extent This massive sulfide deposit, 
comprised of pyrrhotite and pentlandite, is highly 
magnetic and vay conductive. It has been extensively 
drilled and n u m m  drillholes remain open. 
Prehinary multiparameter borehole geophysical 
measurements were made in some of these holes with 
the GSC's RgrD logging system for an initial 
compilation of the geophysical signatures of the deposit 
and its host rock. ' h i s  deposit is targeted as one of 
sevaal.potential borehole geophysical test sites to be 
established in Ontario under the Northern Ontario 
Developart Agreement Such sites will be.& to test 
new technological developments in borehole geophysics 
by geophysical instrument manufacturers, mining 
industry and research oqanhtions. 

Tk lmdmle geophysical measurements made at 
the McConneIl deposit include natuxal gamma ray 
s p e c ~ e b y  (total count. K, U, Th), self potential 
single point resistance. electrical resistivity, induced 
polarization, spectral gamma gamma (density, heavy 
element assay), temperature. magnetic susceptibility, 
acoustic velocity, borehole orientalion and 3-cmponent 
magnetometer. Most of the geophysical parameters give 
excellent responses that arc characmistic of the deposit 
and its host mcks. The density, magnetic susuptibiity 
and electrical nsistivity accurately delineate the 
distribution of the minaaked zones along the drillholes 
and provide some basic physical property data to help 
in the in- and modelling of surface and 
airborn geophysical data The natural gamma ray data 
provide useful information for mapping altemth and 
stratigmphy. 

As part of a 5-year federal-provincial government 
agreement (1991-95 Ontario-Canada Mineral 
Development Agreement), the Geological Survey of 
Canada (GSC) wil l  make an inventory of ore &posit 

signatures. using borehole geaphysics, far a variety of 
ore depasit types that are nprtscntativc of major 
deposits in Ontario (Killeen and Mwenifumbo, 1W. 
Mwenifumbc et at, 1993). 'The project will also 
establish tea sites that will support the development of 
new borehole geophysical technology. and foster the 
development of a geophysical logging sexvia industry. 
Additional details regarding this project and the 
establishment of test sites are given by KilJeen et al, 
(this wlme). 

Borehole geophysical logging is are of the best 
muhods of the physical p r o m  of a deposit, 
its host rocks and any associated alteration. The in sitn 
measurements, compared to labaatory measurements, 
are m a t  representative of the rocks since the sample 
volume is much larger than for a laboratory sample. 
Fllrthennon. the measurements are made under field 
conditions of temperahre. pressu~t, port fluids. etc, 
~ ~ h g  E ~ ~ V C ~ Y  Wldistlrrbed (ex- f0r 
the borehole). Initial measurements of deposit 
signatures have been made at the McConnell nick1 
deposit with the GSC's R&D logging system and 
several commercially available logging systcms. 

THE MCCONNELL DEPO!SlT (CARSON OEFSET) 

Thc McConnell nickel deposit (Garson Off&) 
which is owned by INCO. is located near the town of 
Garson in the Sudblpy basin of Ontario. It is situated 
in the S u m  Breccia between norites to the north and 
metavolcanics to the south. It is a small tabular body' 
appmhakly 20 m, wide. 152 m in sbikc length and 
610 m in depth extent This massive sulfide deposit is 
fairly repmentative of the Sudbuy type nickel deposits . 

comprising pyrrfrotite and pcntlandite that are highly 
magnetic and very conductive. The ore body has k e n  
extensively drilled and is easily accessible. A number 
of BQ-size drillholes wen 'dummy probed' and f h n  
w a c  found to be open. 

In the summa of 1992 prelim- multiparameter 
borehole geophysical measurements were made in some 
of these holes with the GSC's R&D logging systan for 



an initial compilation of the geophysical signatures of 
the deposit and its host mk. In the summer of 1993 a 
fence of five drillholes intersecting the massive sulfide 
ore zone were logged with the GSC R&D logging 
system and several commercially availabk logging 
systems. The geophysical measurements made included 
induced polarization, electrical resistivity, single point 
resistance, self potential, magnetic susceptibility, natural 
gamma ray spectroscopy (total count. K, U, Th), 
spectral gamma gamma (density, heavy element assay), 
tanpaaturc, acoustic pwave velocity, borehole 
orientation, borehole 3component magnetics and 
M o l e  3-componurt VLF-EM. 

The results of all the barehole geophysical 
measuranents at the McConneJl N i l  deposit will be 
compiled and presented in the form of GSC Open 

THE GEOPHYSICAL SIGNATURE OF THE 
MCCONNELL DEPOSIT 

Five examples which aanplify the geophysical 
characteristic of the MCCo~efl deposit are presented, 
Most of thc geophysical parameters give excellent 
respocrscs characteristic of the deposit and its host rocks. 
The density, magnetic suscephiility and el- 
resistivity accuately &lineate the d i s ~ h t i o n  of the 
mintlalizcd zones along the drillholes and provide some 
basic physical property data to help in the interpretation 
and modelling of surface and airborne geophysical data 
Thc nahxal gamma ray data prwidc useful infomation 
for mapping alteration and sbatigraphy. 

Figure 1 shows the total count gamma ray logs 
nxcded in five banholes intersecting the massive 
sulfides. Charactaistic ltvcls of nahval gamma ray 
activity within the diffamt rock types arc cxtrtmcly 
useful for hole-to-hole lithologic cclrrelatia Far 
example, the amphibolitcs are &fined by a low rcsplnut 
and the schists by a high rcsponsc m the gamma ray 
logs. It is apparent from the logs that numerous details 
arcmissingfmmthegwbgicallogssincetheyare 
difficult to discun m the drill uxc. Thc gamma ray 
logs provide tbc geologist with a means of ink-g 
the gmlogy otha than visual examination. It is clear 
from these five bgs that a simple gamma log nm in 
these boreholes would be of significant benefit in 
prcparation of dc!aikd geological logs. 

The gamma ray spectral logs nxortkl in hole 
78929 are shown in Figure 2. Sptctral logs provide 
information on the distribution of K, U and Th in 
addition to the total radioactivity data provided by a 
total count gamma ray log. Note, for example, that the 
schists contain potassium and M u m  but virtually no 

uranium. .This distribution of radioelements may be 
characteristic of the schists at this deposit and could 
provide additional dah for mare accurate hole-mhole 
lithologic correlation. The thin high gamma ray count 
zone indicated at about 87 m in the total count log 
a p p e a ~ ~  to be primarily a uranium enrichment with some 
thorium, but no increase in potassium. This example 
shows the possibility of obtaining a M e d  
radioelmen t 'fingerprint ' using gamma ray spectral 
logs. 

Frgun 3 shows the acoustic pwave velocity logs 
measured with a Mt. Sopis probe (Pflug et al, 1994) in 
hole 78930. The logs include the density. pwavc 
velocity, acoustic amplitude and acoustic impedance 
(velocity x density). The velocity log shows some 
significant variations associated with different rock 
types. 'ihe amphibolitc (50-65 m) appears to have 
relatively high velocity and density while the massive 
sulfides (135 to 152 m) have low velocity and high 
density. FmVm work is being done to extract the shear 
wave velocity from the full waveform data which wae 
recorded This will make it possible to compute several 
gedechnical parameters of h n s t  in planning a mining 
operation. The acwstic velocity data, besidts being 
used for mapping lithology and deflning massive s u l f i i  
uwres, provide fundamental infamalion for planning 
possible seismic surveys and hole-to-hole seismic 
tomographic invcsti@ns. 

A set of eight geophysical logs acqukd in hole 
78930 is shown in Figure 4 along with the geological . 
log. Thc magnetic susccptib'ity data (MS) art shown 
a! two d i f f m t  scalw, the fvst log emphasizes details 
in the host rock with low suscephiility values, and the 
seoand log shows variations within the sulfides that an 
off scalc in the first log. The ~xceptionally high 
mseptiiility values within the massive *de uwre are 
caused by pynhdite that is associattd with pcntianditc 
in this nickel ort. 'Ihc ncgalive susccptibiility values 
within thc massive sulfide zont are due to cross- 
coupling between thc conductivity and susceptibiity 
channels. The susceptibility measurements have to be 
cclmded for the extremely high conductivity within the 
sulfide zone (not &ne in the present data set). 

In addition to the density log. the qxcld gamma 
gamma (SGG) ratio log is presented in Figure 4. 'Ibis 
log is the ratio of a high amgy-to-low energy window 
count ratt in the backsca#ad gamma ray spectrum of . 

the density tool's source. It is d d e n d  a 'heavy 
element indicator* because it is a function of the 
effective atanic number of the scatkzhg medium. The 
very high values in the massive sulfides arc consistent . 

with their high average atomic number caused by ttre 
iron and nickel content. Srnalla variations arc cvida~t 

2 in otha rock types such as the schists, metasediments 



and amphibolite. reflecting changes in their average 
atomic number due to variations in their content of iron. 
magnesium, aluminum. silicon and other elements. This 
SGG ratio adds a new parameter to the deposit signature 
which could provide valuable quaIitative infamation on 
the elemental composition of the different rock types. 
This relatively new method is currently being applied to 
m i n d  exploration environments (Killeen et A, 1992). 
Also shown in Figure 4 are the resistivity and IP 
(induced polarization) logs. The IP log reflects the 
'polaniability' of the rocks which is pximariiy 
associated with distribution of disseminated sulfides. 

The tempuaturc and tempaatrae gradient logs 
(Figure 4) show the characteristic temperature minimum 
(100 m) obsemed in arms with past glacia!ion periods. 
Although these logs do mt show anomalous behaviour 
within the massive sulfide mne. it has bcen shown by 
Mwenifumbo (1993) that the high thamal conductivity 
of some massive sulfides (especially sphalerite) can 
produce anomalous T and T-gradient values. 
Temperature measurements can also be used to dwct 
water flows in and out of fractures and joints which 
make them ideal for predicting wata flow in a mining 
operation. 

The results of logging with a 3-compo~nt 
magnetometer and borehole arientation tool are shown 
in Figure 5. These logs were recorded in hole 78930 
and include the X. Y and Z mmts of the magnetic 
field, the computed total field, the computed dip and 
azimuth of the hole ( b a d  on solid state tilt metas as 
well as the magnetic data). the magnetic susceptibility. 
resistivity. single point resistance and temperature. 
These are recorded with a single probe; the BMP-04 of 
IFG Corp. Interpretation of the magnetic logs in tenns 
of the magnetic signature of the deposit is in progress. 

SUMMARY 

The geophysical data described here are to be 
compiled for all of the h o b  logged and published as a 
GSC Open F& repon It is intended that updam to 
this Open F& will be published periodically as further 
infurnation becomes available. The McConnell deposit 
may become a borthole geophysical test site 
representing the Sudbury type nickel deposits. 
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F i p  9. Total count gamma ray logs (in cps) illustrating their we in hole-to-hole lithologic 
correlation at the McConnell nickel deposit. 



Figure 2.  Gamma my spectral logs (total count, K, U, Th) recorded in hole 7(1YZY showang me 
distribution of radioelements within various rock types at the McConnell nickel deposit. 





figure 4. Multiparameter geophysical logs recorded in hole 78930 with the GSC R&D logging 
sys tm*  
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Abstract: Multiparameter geophysical measurements, including natural gamma-ray spectrometry. 
gamma-gamma density. resistivity, induced polarization (IP), magnetic susceptibility, temperature. and 
temperature gradient, were made in borehole M-6-91 in the Grand Rapids area of Manitoba. The stratigraphy 
intersected by M-6-91 consists of Silurian and Ordovician carbonate formations. The different Paleozoic 
carbonate formations are accurately mapped by their distinctive geophysical signatures. Argillaceous 
horizons that define some fornation boundaries are characterized by relatively high radioactivity and can 
be easily detected on the total count gamma-ray log. The different formations, consisting mainly of 
dolomite, have distinctive densities and resistivities that proved useful in defining lithostratigraphic 
boundaries in zones without a prominent argillaceous marker horizon. There are slight variations in the 
natural gamma-ray count rate and IP response within the dolomites, and these variations are probably due 
to the presence of clay in the dolomites. Temperature logs show changes that indicate groundwater flow 
zones. 

Rkumt5 : Des mesures de plusieurs pararnttres geophysiques, dont la spectrometric i rayons gamma 
naturels, la densite gamma-gamma, la resistivid, la polarisation induite, la susceptibilitk magnitique. la 
tempkrature et le gradient de temperature, ont eti prises dans le trou de sondage M-6-91 for6 dans la region 
de Grand Rapids au Manitoba. La stratigraphic traversee par le trou M-6-91 comporte des formations 
carbonatks d'iige ordovicien et silurien. Les differentes formations carbonatees paltozdiques sont 
cartographiees avec precision en utilisant leurs signatures giophysiques caracttristiques. Les horizons 
argileux qui definissent certaines limites de formation sont caracterists par une radioactivitt relativement 
elevee et ils peuvent Etre facilement dttectks sur la diagraphie de rayons gamma a comptage total. Les 
differentes formations, composees surtout de dolomie. prisentent des densitts et resistivites distinctes qui 
se sont avertes utiles pour dtfinir les limites lithoscratigraphiques dans les zones sans horizon repkre argileux 
marque. I1 existe de Itgkres variations dans le taux de comptage des rayons gamma et la reponse de la 
polarisation induite au sein des dolomies, variations qui sont probablement dues a la prksence d'argile dans 
les dolomies. Les diagraphies de la tempirature indiquent des changements revelant des zones d'&oulement 
d'eau souterraine. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Manitoba Geological Services Branch drilled several 
holes in the Grand Rapids area (NTS 63F. 63K) to study the 
Paleozoic and Precambrian stratigraphy (Bezys, 1991,1992, 
1993). Some of these holes were kept open for hydrogeologi- 
cal and borehole geophysical measurements. Geological core 
logging in carbonate formations is sometimes difficult be- 
cause the entire core appears to be quite similar. If the strata 
are without distinct horizons, such as sbuctural or textural 
features. differences in the units can be difficult to see. In 
1991. the Geological Survey of Canada (GSC) made multi- 
parameter borehole geophysical measurements in strati- 
graphic hole M-6-91 at Cooks Cave Southeast, Grand Rapids, 
in order to define the Paleozoic stratigraphy. M-6-91 is a 
BQ-size hole (60 mm diameter), drilled to a total depth of 
163.7 m and intersecting Precambrian granodiorite at 161.8 rn. 

STRATIGRAPHY AND LITHOLOGY 

Hole M-6-91 intersected a Paleozoic carbonate sequence 
ranging in age from Ordovician to Silurian and comprised of 
dolomite, dolomitic mudstone, and argillaceous dolomitic 
mudstone. These dolomitic units overlies the Winnipeg For- 
mation (shale and sandstone), which is underlain by Precam- 
brian granodiorite. A description of the drill core geology 
(Bezys, 1993) is given in Figure 1, along with ages, forma- 
tions, and members. 

Silurian strata consist of the Interlake Group (East Arm, 
Atikameg. Moose Lake. Fisher Branch, and Upper Stonewall 
Formations). These various formations are defined by promi- 
nent argillaceous dolomitic mudstone units. The East Arm 
Formation is a crystalline brown to buff dolomite overlying 
the Atikameg Formation, which is a buff to yellow, vuggy 
dolomite. Porosity in the ~ t i k a r k g  Formation, estimated to 
be -1 0%. may be due to fossil solutioning (Bezys, 1991). The 
Moose Lake Formation, an irregular laminated to mottled 
dolomite, is bounded above and below by argillaceous 
dolomitic mudstone beds. The lower argillaceous dolomitic 
mudstone, the U1-marker, forms the contact between the 
Moose Lake and Fisher Branch Formations. The Fisher 
Branch Formation is a fossiliferous, vuggy dolomite with 
porosity estimated to be 58%. 

Ordovician carbonate beds include the Stonewall, Stony 
Mountain. and Red River Formations. The Stonewall Forma- 
tion is subdivided into nine units (Figure l), and is bounded 
by the Stonewall marker bed above and the Williams 
Member, an argillaceous dolomite unit, below. The argil- 
laceous T-marker (unit 7) in the middle of the Stonewall 
Formation marks the OrdovicianlSilurian boundary. The 
Stony Mountain Formation underlying the Williams 
Member consists of two major subdivisions: the Gunton 
Member. is a cherty, mottled, buff and grey nodular dolo- 
mite, and the Penitentiary Member, an argillaceous and 
slightly nodular dolomite. At the bottom of the Stony 
Mountain.Formation is a transition bed consisting of mottled, 
crystalline dolomite with enhanced porosity due to fossil 
solutioning. The Red River Formation consists of the Upper 

Red River (Fort Gamy Member), which is subdivided into five 
units, and the Lower Red River Formations. The Fort Garry 
Member is composed of interbedded argillaceous dolomite, 
calcitic dolomite, and massive dolomite. The Lower Red 
River Formation is a finely crystalline, massive, fossiliferous, 
slightly granular cherty dolomite. 

Some of these formations are sources of industrial miner- 
als. The Gunton Member of the Stony Mountain Formation 
and the Stonewall Formation are major sources of building 
stone (Bamburak, 1992). Geophysical measurements pro- 
vide information on lithology and stratigraphy and may also 
yield information on the quality of.the carbonate as a source 
of building stone. 

GEOPHYSICAL MEASUREMENTS 

Borehole geophysical measurements may detect changes in 
physical and chemical properties of rocks that are invisible to 
the geologist. These data complement observations made by 
examining cores. The GSC R&D logging system was used 
to acquire multiparameter borehole geophysical measure- 
ments in hole M-6-91. Measurements included self potential 
(SP). single point resistance (SPR), normal array resistivity, 
induced polarization, natural gamma-ray spectrometry, spec- 
tral gamma-gamma density, magnetic susceptibility, tem- 
perature, and temperature gradient. A brief description of the 
parameters measured follows. 

Electrical resistivity of rocks depends on several factors. 
The most important factors affecting resistivity in carbonate 
rocks are fracturing, porosity, degree of saturation of pore 
spaces. and salinity of pore fluid. The presence of clay 
minerals may also have an affect. Argillaceous sediments 
containing conductive clay minerals may be detected on the 
resistivity and single point resistance log. Induced polariza- 
tion measurements primarily respond to the presence of 
polarizable and conductive minerals such as base metal sul- 
phidestoxides and graphite. There are no such minerals in the 
strata intersected by hole M-6-91. Variations in IP response 
in this hole are probably due to the presence of polarizable 
cation-rich clays such as illite and montmorillonite 
(Mwenifumbo, 1989). 

Gamma-ray measurements detect variations in natural 
radioactivity originating from uranium (U), thorium (Th), 
and potassium ('%) in rocks. Estimates of the equivalent 
concentrations of these three radioelements can be made from 
gamma-ray spectrometry measurements. Gamma-ray 
spectrometry measurements were taken in hole M-6-91. The 
low count rates recorded in the carbonates yield poor counting 
statistics that make it impossible to separate the different 
contributions from K, U, and Th in the spectra. Therefore, 
the gamma-ray log presented in this paper is the total count 
log (energy window, 03-3.0 MeV). In M-6-91. which inter- 
sects carbonates and argillaceous sediments, '% originating 
from clay minerals such as illite and montmorillonite is likely 
the principal source of natural gamma radiation. Variations 
in the concentrations of these minerals in carbonate rock make 
gamma-ray logs an important tool for lithological mapping 
and stratigraphic correlation. 
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Density response is primarily a function of rock bulk 
density, which depends on the mineralogical composition of 
the rock and on porosity and water saturation. In carbonate 
rocks, variations in porosity and possibly variations in mag- 
nesium content of dolomite are the primary causes of density 
variations. 

Parameters affecting the temperature-depth profile in a 
borehole include drilling fluid circulation, variations in ther- 
mal conductivities of the rocks intersected, and ground water 

flow (Mwenifumbo, 1993). Dolomites and mudstones have 
distinctive thermal conductivities and can be distinguished on 
the temperature gradient profile. provided water is not mov- 
ing in the borehole. Groundwater flow in the borehole from 
fractures and other porous zones produces easily detectable 
temperature anomalies that mask variations in the thermal 
conductivities of the formations. 

Magnetic susceptibility measurements did not show any 
response. 

Members/ 
Age Formations Units - Lithology 

CEDAR LAKE FM 

STON WALL FM 

STONY MOUNTAIN FM 

UPPER RED RIVER FM 

(FORT GARRY MBR) 

LOWER RED RIVER FM 

I I I 
PRECAMBRIAN 

U1 u2markerI marker 

Tmerker 7 

43 

Gunton Mbr 

Penltentii Mbr n 
Transition 2 0 4  

6 
5- 

3 
2 
1 

Middle Sand 

Dolomite with 
Argillaceous 
marker beds 

Dolomite 

Argillaceous Dolomite 

Nodular Dolomite 

Dolomite 

Argillaceous Dolomite 
Massive Dolomite 

Argillaceous Dolornits 
Calcitic Dolomite 

Sandy Siltstone 

Figure I .  Summary of the stratigraphy and lithology intersected by hole Md-91 .  
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

Multiparameter borehole geophysical measurements 
acquired in hole M-6-91 are presented in Figures 2 and 3. 
Figure 2 shows lithology. gamma-ray, IP, resistivity. and 
density logs. and Figure 3. lithology, SPR, temperature gra- 
dient, and temperature logs (lithology is defined in Figure 1). 

A distinctive, high gamma-ray response is associated with 
argillaceous dolomitic beds. These beds act as marker hori- 
zons and are used to determine the boundaries of the forma- 
tion and/or member. They can be located on the gamma-ray 
log. A low gamma-ray response is observed from the carbon- 
ate formations. Three Silurian carbonate formations, the 
lower Moose Lake, Fisher Branch, and Stonewall Forma- 

' tions. are somewhat lower in gamma-ray activity than the 
underlying Ordovician carbonate formations. This suggests 
that these formations contain less clay minerals, and evidence 
of this is also seen in the lower IP response. The Stony 
Mountain and Lower Red River Formations have a slightly 
higher gamma-ray activity. Following this interpretation 
based on the gamma-ray log and other geophysical parame- 
ters, the drill core was re-examined and a more accurate 
stratigraphic sequence was constructed. 

The IP log shows responses similar to gamma-ray activity 
in the dolomites, i.e. extremely low IP values in the Fisher 
Branch and Stonewall Formations correspond to extremely 
low gamma-ray activity. There is good positive correlation 
between IP and gamma-ray activity in the argillaceous 
dolomitic mudstones, with a notable exception, however. in 
unit 2 (101.2-105.1 m) of the Fort Garry Member where high 
gamma-ray activity is associated with a low IP effect. This 
suggests clay mineralogy different from that in the other 
argillaceous beds. 

Resistivity and density logs show distinct responses in the 
various formations. Variations in these geophysical parame- 
ters in dolomites are mainly a function of variations in poros- 
ity. Resistivity and density show good positive correlation in 
the various formations except in the Penitentiary Member of 
the Stony Mountain Formation and the Fort Garry Member. 
Mean resistivities in these formations (Table 1) are lower than 
those of the overlying and underlying formations, and mean 
densities are higher. 

Box-and-whiskers plots (Figures 4.5, and 6) compare the 
distributions of density, resistivity. and IP parameters for the 
various formations intersected in hole M-6-91. They show 
how these geophysical parameters vary within the different 
formations. Both resistivity and density data indicate that the 
Moose Lake, Fisher Branch, and Stonewall Formations and 
the Gunton Member are significantly different. Resistivities 
and densities are quite variable within the Fort Gany Member 
as indicated by box spreads and whisker extensions. While 
box-and-whiskers plots are designed to compare median lev- 
els, they do not provide an accurate picture of the distribution 
of the parameters. The modality of the distributions is not 
apparent. Histograms provide a better graphical representa- 
tion of how, the parameters are distributed in the prescribed 
values. They provide information on whether the distribu- 
tions consist of unimodal or multimodal populations. 

Figures 7 and 8 show histograms of the density and resistivity 
for six formations and members. The density distribution in 
the Fort Garry Member is bimodal while the resistivity is 
multimodal and shows a wide range of values. 

From the geophysical measurements (refer to Figures 2 
and 3). the Stonewall Formation can be subdivided into three 
major units, the upper unit consisting of geological units 6-9, 
the middle unit consisting of units 2-5. and the lower geo- 
physical unit consisting of the Williams Member, an argil- 
laceous dolomite. These units may correspond to the Upper 
Member, Middle Member, and Williams Member subdivi- 
sions (Bamburak, 1992). The Williams Member, an argil- 
laceous and arenaceous dolomite, is characterized by higher 
density, higher resistivity, high IP effect, and higher gamma- 
ray activity. The Middle Member has the lowest gamma-ray 
activity and lowest resistivity of the three subdivisions. The 
Upper Member (39.5 to 46 m) consists of three argillaceous 
units that exhibit higher densities and lower resistivities than 
the Middle Member, except for the T-marker horizon. 

The argillaceous T-marker bed that defines the Ordovi- 
cian1Silurian contact is unique among the argillaceous marker 
beds; it has high natural gamma-ray activity, an anomalously 
low resistivity, and a corresponding high IP effect. but is 
higher in density. All other argillaceous marker beds show 
high radioactivity and high density, but the resistivity does 
not show a pronounced change relative to the dolomitic beds. 
In some areas of northern Manitoba the T-marker bed is rarely 
seen or absent (Bezys, 1991). Since the Silurian Stonewall 
beds have distinctly higher resistivities and densities than 
those observed within the Devonian Stonewall strata, it is 
possible to define the Ordovician/Silurian boundary using 
these geophysical parameters. The Silurian Stonewall geo- 
physical response is similar to that of the Fisher Branch 
Formation. 

The GuntonIPenitentiary Member contact within the 
Stony Mountain Formation was established from the drill 
core logs at 75.75 m. However, the geophysical logs indicate 
that this contact should be near 80 m, where there is a change 

Table 1. Mean values of density, resistivity. and IP. 
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2.77 Fort Garry Mbr 

1 2.73 i Lower Red River Fm 
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Figure 4. Box-and-whiskers plots showing density distribu- 
tion for the different formations intersected in M-6-91. The 
boxes are bounded by the 25th and 75th percentiles while the 
whiskers represent the extension of data to the 10th and 90th 
percentiles. The notches represent the 95 percent confidence 
interval for the medians. The boxes for the Gunton and 
Penitentiary Members indicate that density distributions 
within these two Stony Mountain Formation Members are 
distinct. 

1 . . . - . . . .  I . . . . - - . -  I - - .----I 
W i n  
11 252 Moose Lake Fm 
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Resistivity (ohm-m) 

Figure 5. Box-and-whiskers plots showing resistivity distri- 
bution for the different formations intersected in M-6-91. 
Resistivities are lowest in the Stonewall Formation and high- 
est in the Moose Luke Formation. The Fort Garry Member 
shows a wide range of resistivities because of the variability 
in lithology: dolomite. argillaceous dolomitic mudstone. and 
calcitic dolomite. 

in resistivity and density. The overlying Gunton Member is 
noticeably lower in density and higher in resistivity than the 
Penitentiary Member. There is also a slight change in the 
character of the borehole gamma-ray signature at this loca- 
tion. The resistivity, IP, and density logs show periodicity in 
the Gunton Member, with high IP correlating with high 
density and high resistivity. This periodic signature reflects 
alternating lithological changes in the dolomite that may 
represent depositional cyclicity. The  density and gamma-ray 
data show the Penitentiary Member to be homogeneous. The 
resistivity, however, is highly variable (Figures 5 and 8). 
There are subtle indications of fracture zones at approxi- 
mately 83 and 86 m as seen on the resistivity, SPR, and 
density logs. Two zones portraying characteristic low density 
and low resistivity responses due to porosity changes occur 
within the Fisher Branch Formation (32-33 m, vuggy, very 
light yellow buff dolomite) and near the lower contact of the 
Fon Garry Member (1 05-1 07 m. vuggy, calcitic dolomite). 

The temperature and temperature gradient logs (Figure 3) 
show distinct, abrupt temperature changes and high tempen- 
ture gradients at several locations along the borehole. These 
temperature anomalies are characteristic of groundwater 
flow. Ground water enters or exits the borehole at these 
locations. The water flow zone at approximately 26.5 m 
occurs at the contact between the Moose Lake (a highly 
resistive and dense dolomite) and Fisher Branch Formations. 
This zone apparently rests directly upon a significant aqui- 
clude, the U1 -marker, a persistent dolomitic shale-mudstone 
horizon (Bezys, 1993). Temperature logging was carried out 
in another hole located 25 m away, where the temperature- 
depth profile was similar to that observed in M-6-91. suggest- 
ing laterally extensive groundwater flow zones. Another 
major water inflow/outflow zone is at approximately 83  m in 
the Stonewall Formation. Three other zones in the Lower Red 

! I I I 1 
i Median I 

Moose Lake Fm 

Stonewall Fm 

i 4.m i + i Gunton Mbf 

: 5.05 

. . 
j 3.63 . I Fort Gany Mbr 

L- Red River Fm 

Figure 6. Box-and-whiskers plots showing induced polari- 
zation distribution (IP effect) for the different formations 
intersected in M-6-91. 
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River Formation are located at 125 m. 132 m. and 137.5 m. 
The electrical logs show distinct low-resistivity, v-type 
anomalies (possibly due to washouts) at these water 
inflow/outtlow zones in the Red River Formation. Variations 
in the thermal conductivities of dolomite and argillaceous 
dolomitic mudstone could not be distinguished on the tem- 
perature gradient profile because of water movements in the 
borehole. For the same reason, the normal geothermal gradi- 
ents could not be established. The bottom of the hole (1 40- 
150 m). however, shows temperature gradients that may be 
close to the normal geothermal gradients (mean-7.9 mK1m). 

CONCLUSION 

The geology and stratigraphy of Paleozoic carbonate forma- 
tions intersected in hole M-6-91 were more clearly under- 
stood with the use of multipanmcter geophysical logs. The 
gamma-ray log helped to identify and determine the positions 
of marker beds. Although some dolomitic beds in the various 
formations appear to be similar, they can be distinguished by 
their characteristic geophysical signatures. There are differ- 
ences in electrical resistivity and density in different forma- 
tions, m d  these differences are due to variations in porosity. 
Measurements from more than one hole are necessary to 
determine if these geophysical signatures (e.g., resistivity and 
density) are diagnostic of the different Paleozoic formations 
across a wider area. This information would help to correlate 
stratigraphy, especially where there are a few recognizable 
(marker) horizons. For this purpose, a proposal has been 
submitted to NATMAP to drill and log five stratigraphic 
coreholes in north-central Manitoba. Information from the 
geophysical logs will provide a more definitive stratigraphic 
signature for the Paleozoic formations and will enhance hole- 
to-hole correlations. Temperature logs may provide useful 
information on the hydrogeology of the area. 
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INTERPRETATION OF NEW GENERATION GEOPHYSICAL LOGS IN CANADlArJ MINERAL EXPLORATION 

ABSTRACT 

P.G Killeen and C.J. Mwenifumbo 
Geological Survey of Canada 

601 Booth Street 
Ottawa, Ontario 
K tA OE8 Canada 

Technological advances in the past few years have 
led t o  the development o f  a new generation of 
slimhole logging tools for mineral exploration. 
While some are completely new developments, 
others are adaptations o f  technology from surface 
geophysical surveying or from petrdeum log in % ?. The application of these new geophysical met o s 
req.utres considerable testing and development of  
new interpretation techniques for the different 
geological environments encountered in mineral 
explorat~on. At the Geological Survey of Canada 
(GSC) one objective o f  research i n  borehole 
geophysics has been to  investigate the application 
of  these methods to  mineral exploration in varlous 
minina areas across Canada. The GSC R&D loaaina 
system has five 'new generation' loggtng p;Gb& 
which measure thirteen different parameters: 

1. Tempera tu re  p robe :  temperature.  
temperature gradient; 

2 .  I.P. probe: I.P., resistivity, S.P.; 
3. M.S. probe:  magnet ic  susceptibi l i ty. 

conductivity; 
4. Gamma Spectral probe: total count, K, U, and 

Th: 
S. ~ p c c t r a l  Gamma Gamma: density. heavy 

clement assay. 

Examples will be described showlng interpretations 
of the logs from varlous mining areas In Canada 
w h ~ c h  include lead, copper, zinc, and uranium 
deposits. - 
INTRODUCTION 

Probably the three most commonly vsed logs In 
borehoie yeophysics for mineral exp!oration are 
the gamma ray log. resistivity log and gamma- 
gamma density log. Technological developments 
have made i t  possible for these three logging 
techn~ques to  evolve into a new generat~on o f  
t e c h n ~ q u c s  (spec?ral gamma ray. induced 
polar izat ton,  and  spectral gamma-gamma, 
respect~vely) which prov~de much moresnformatton 
than the 'state-of-the-use' logs as tndicated in  
Table 1. The temperature log has also ex~stcd for a 

long time but.has not been widely used. A new 
generation of high sensitivity temperature logging 
equ ipment  makes temperature logs more  
attractive because they can be used tocompute 
de ta i led  t empe ra tu re  g rad i en t  logs f o r  
interpretation of water f low in fractures. Finally, 
magnetic susceptibility logging equipment has 
greatly improved since it first came into use about 
t en  years ago. New generat ion magnet ic 
susceptibility logs which have high sensitiv~ty and 
thermal stability open up numerous possibilities for 
obtaining information about alteratton processes 
which change the magnetic properties of rocks. 

These five 'new generation' logging techniques 
have been applied in a number of mining areas, 
using the R&D logging system of the Geolo ical a Survey of Canada (GSC). Some examples of t ere 
lo s wi l l  be  given to  illustrate the addit ional 
information which can be obtained through their 
tnterpretation, and to  point  out some o f  the 
possibi l i t ies fo r  f.urther developments i n  
interpretation of the new generation logs. First 
however, the GSC lo ging system and the principles 

briefly reviewed. 
9 of operation of the Ive logglng techniques will be 

THE GSC LOGGING SYSTEM 

The GSC logging system is  typical of modern d~gital  
data acquis~tion systems. belng bui l t  around a 
minicomputer as shown in Figure 1. As an R&D 
system, special~zed software has been written t o  
acauire data in  areater detail than m ~ s h t  be 
required for a 'p;oduction' logg~ng system (see 
Bristow. ?979). Data are recorded on  9-track - ~- 

magnetic tape: A dl$tal CRT displays data. spectra 
or waveforms as required for the operator t o  run 
the system. Da;a ~f iput IS via modules specific to the 
parameters being measured. Communication wi th  
the system is  by standard keyboard terminal. A 
software-controlled, 'smart', electrostattc, chart 
recorder  p r o v ~ d e s  c u s t o m ~ z e d  logs  w i t h  
a!phanumerics for f~e ld  quality control. Some field 
processing is doce in 'replay mode but detailed 
~ntevpretations are based on post-processing of the 
tapes on a 32 b ~ t  Data General Corp. MV4300 at 
headquarters. 

This is  a preprint: to be published in: Proceedings of the 2nd International 
Symposium on Borehole Geophysics for Minerals, Geotechnical and Groundwater 
~pplrcations, October 1987, Golden, Colorado. 



Figure 1: instrumentation in the R&D logging 
system developed a t  the Geological Survey o f  
Canada (GSC). 

Table 1 

'STATE-OF-THE-USE' LOGS 

The characteristics of the logging tools and the 
measurements which they make are described 
below. 

Log 

O Gamma Ray 

@I Resistiv~ty 

Temperature 

o Gamma Gamma 
0 ----- 

'NEW GENERATION' LOGS 

1. Spectral Gamma Ray Lo~qinq Tool: (Outside 
Diameter (O.D.) = 32.38 or 50 mm) 

Parameter 
Measured 

Total Count 

R, SP 

T 

Density 
----- 

Log 

Spectral Gamma Ray 

Induced Polarization , 

High Sensitivity Temp. 

Spectral Gamma Gamma 

Magnetic Susceptibility 

Gamma ray measurements are used to  detect 
variations in natural radioactivity due to changes in 
concentrations of the trace elements, uranium and 
thorium, as well as changes in concentration of the 
major element potassium, which may indicate 
alteration zones as well as rock types. Full gamma 
ray spectra are recorded in 256 channels covering 
an energy range from approximately 0.1 MeV to 3.0 
MeV. Gamma ray counts in 10 selected energy 

. windows can be accumulated and recorded during 
the data acquisition. Four windows provide 
information on total count (0.4 to  3.0 MeV), 
potassium, uranium, and thorium. Several sizes of 
scintillation detectors (sodium iodide and cesium 
iodide) are available for use in each probe size. A 
number of factors determine the logging speeds, 
size of detector and sample times durin 
acquisition of gamma ray data, the critica ? one the 
bein the anticipated levels of radioactivity. 
Usuajy the largest detector compatible with the 
borehole diameter i s  used to  give maximum 
sensitivity and logging is done at 3 mlminute . 
More detailed information on amma ray spectral 
logging can be found in ~ i l leen q1979). 

Measured 
Parameter 

Total Count, K, U, Th 

IP, R, SP 

1, T gradlent 

Density, Heavy Elements 

MS, Conductivity (Inductive) 

2. Induced Polarization (IPIFUSP) Loqqinq Tool: 
10.0. = 38 mml 

The IPlRlSP components include a time domain 
transmitter, probe electronics and the electrode 
arrays. The system has been described in detail by 
Bristow (1986). The transmitter i s  a constant 
current source capable of supplying up to 250 mA. 
There are 4 selectable pulse times for the current 
waveforms; 0.25s, 0.5s. 1s and 2s (i.e., f u l l  
waveform of 1 second to 8 seconds duration). The 
long pulse times would mean loggin at very low 
speeds in  order t o  avoid errors 14.1 may be 
introduced in sampling over large depth intervals. 
Experiments however, indicate the IP response 
from data acquired with short pulse times are 
virtually identical to those acquired with long pulse 
times. With short pulse times (0.25s) we can log at 
6mIminute with a sampledepth interval of 10 cm or 

P.G. K i l i e e n  



at 9 miminute wlth a sample depth interval of 1'5 ' 
cm. The cholce of the log Ing speed depends on 
the required depth (spatiat7 resolution. Data from 
a receiver in in the downhole probe are transmitted 
digitally uphole. Thls eliminates coupltng problems 
that are tnherent In systems w ~ t h  uphole recetvers. 
A complete waveform (digitized at 4 ms intervals) i s  
recorded on the 9 track tape. This provides the 
option t o  select any appropriate decay time . 
windows at the time of processing. There are from 
256 t o  2048 data points on each complete 
waveform depending on the period of the full 
waveform (1 to 8 seconds). This high denslty of 
data points would make i t  relatively ear t o  
determine spectral IP parameters from the Jata. 
Currently 10 semi-logarithmically spaced time 
windows are determined from the decay 
waveform. 

Induced Polarization (IP) 

The standard IP parameter i s  the chzrgeability 
determined during the early part of the off' time 
of the decaying waveform, from the Newmont 
window (0.45 to 1.1s) or equivalent for pulse times 
other than 2s. The apparent chargeabilities can be 
measured with 3 types of electrode arrays: 40 cm 
normal array, lateral array (pole-dipole array) and 
the 10 cm Dakhnov micronormal. The downhole 
current- and potential electrodes are gold-plated 
brass cylinders, 40 mm in diameter. 

Self Potential (SP) 

The self potential is determined during the late 
'o f f '  t ime o f  the IP decay waveform. SP 
measurements are carried out either i n  the 
gradient mode with the same arrays as are used in 
the IPIResistivity measurements, or in the Potential 
mode with a single Pb or CulCuS04 electrode 
downhole and a reference electrode on the surface. 
SP can be measured simultaneously with the 
IPlResistivity measurements or in  a separate 
log ing run with current off. The latter i s  the 
preqerred approach. In the potential mode an 
analogue SPsignal istransmitted uphole. 

Resistivity (R) 

The resistivity measurements are derived from the 
waveforms received during the constant current 
'on' time of the s uare IP waveform, after the 9 initial IP charging ef ects are over. 

3, Temperature Loqqinq Tool: (O.D. = 25 mml 

The temperature probe consists of a 10 cm long tip 
of thermistor beads with sensitivity of 0.0001 
degrees Celsius. Changes in temperature are 
recorded as changes in the thermistor resistance 
and then converted into true temperature with the 
use of an inverse operator and appropriate probe 
time constants. .The temperature gradients are 
derived from the temperature data by means of a 
combined gradient and smoothing operator. All 
temperature loggin i s  carried out during a R downhole run and t e usual logging speed i s  
6mlminute with data sampled every 115 of a second 
giving a measurement approximately every 2 cm. 
This high spatial resolution of data i s  necessary if 

accurate te rn~era ture  arad~entr  are to  be 
determined wiih the use of gradtent operators. 
Detailed information on t h ~ s  hlah sensitivltv 
temperature logging tool has been glven by 
Bristow and Conaway (1984). Temperature 
measurements are used to detect changes in  
thermal conductivity of the rocks along the 
borehole or water flow through cracks or fractures. 

4. Spectral Gamma Gamma (SGG) Loqqinq Tool: 
30.0. = 32, 38 or 50 mm) 

This i s  our newest logging tool. The tool i s  
essentially the spectral gamma ray logging tool in a 
gamma gamma density.configuration. The probe 
consists of a 10 millicurie gamma ray source (60C0, 

-137Cs or W r )  and a scintillation detector (sodium 
iodide or cesium iodide) as shown in Figure 2(a). 
The data acquisition system is the same as that used 
i n  natural gamma spectral logging. Full 
backscattered gamma ray sepctra are recorded on a 
9 track magnetic tape in 1024 channels covering an 
energy range from approximately 0.1 to 3.0 MeV. 
Ten selected energy windows are also accumulated 
and recorded on tape. Logging speed is usually 6 
mlminute. 

Density information is determined from the count 
rate in an energy window from about 100 keV to an 
energy less than that of the source. In some 
situations information about naturally occurring 
potqssium, uranium and thorium can be 
determined from count rates in the energy region 
above that of the source as in the spectral gamma 
ray probe mentioned earlier. Information about 
the elemental composition of the rock can be 
obtained from the ratio of the count rates in two 
energy windows, one at high energy, one at low 
energy as follows. 

The principle o f  the SGG log can best be 
understood b referring to  the two spectra shown 
in  figure 2(br . The positions of a low energy 
window (WIO) and a high energy window (W3) are 
indicated in the figure. When there i s  a change in 
the density of the rock being measured, the count 
rates recorded in both windows will Increase or 
decrease due to the associated chan e in compton 
scattered amma rays reaching %e detector. ? However, i there is  an increase in the content of 
high Z (atomic number) elements in the rock, the 
associated increase in photoelectric absorption will 
cause a significant decrease in count rate in the low 
energy window W10 but little chan e in W3. W10 
is affected by both density and 2 etfgect while W3 is 
only affected by density. Therefore a ratio of 
counts in W3 to the counts in W10 can be used to 
obtain information on changes in Z. 

The spectral ratio log is a ratio of counts in W3 to  
counts in W10 (i.e. W3NV10). This ratio increases 
when the probe passes through zones containing 
high Z materials. Thus the log can be considered as 
a heavy element indicator, and could be calibrated 
t o  produce an assay tool  for quanti tat ive 
determination of the heavy element concentration 
in situ along the borehole, without resorting t o  
chemical assayin o f  the,core. Addit ional 
information regarckg exper~mentation with the 
SGG log was presented by Killeen & Mwenifumbo 
(1988). 

P.G. Killeen 
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Figure 2(b): (right) In the SGG log, two energy 
windows are set to count gamma rays in the low 
energy region o f  the spectrum WIO) and the high 
energy region (W3). Two spectra are shown here, 

Figure 2ta): (left) The principle o f  the gamma- one m country rock, the other in a mineralized 'ore' 
gamma density log  extended to produce the zone containin heavy elements. In the ore zone 
Spectral Gamma-Gamma (SGG) log. By looking at the number o f  %w ener y gamma rays recorded in 
the energy spectrum o f  the back scattered gamma window 10 is reduce8relative to the number 
ra s information, about the elemental composition recorded in window 3. The SGG log is a plot o f  the 
or the rock can be obtained in  additron to density spectral ratio W3IWIO. The presence o f  heavy 
i n  forma tion. elements causes the ratio to increase. 

5. Maqnetic Susceptibility Loqsina Tool: (O.D. = 
42 mm) 

Magnetic susceptibility measurements indicate 
changes in content of magnetite or other ma netic 
minerals and these changes may be correlate3 with 
l i tho logy .  The t o o l  measures magnetic 
susceptibility and electrical conductivity. Since the 
measurements are made inductively, the tool can 
be used inside plastic casing. The electrical 
conductivity values are l imi ted t o  a h igh  
conductivity range, (virtually massive sulphides or 
equivalent conductors) as a result of optimizing the 
tool parameters for the magnetic susceptibility 
measurements. The data are acquired with a Geo- 
instruments Ky of Finland Model TH3C probe. The 
coil dimensions are 42 mm in diameter by 0.5 m in 
length. The coil is  in an electrical bridge circuit 
energized at a frequency of 1400 Hz. A digital 
signal processing unit developed by the GSC i s  used 
with the Geo-instrument probe (Bristow & Bernius, 
1984; Bristow, 1985). There are 4 sensitivity ranges 
on this system: 20.80.320 and 1280 x 10-3 5.1. units, 
with the highest setting giving a measurement 

resolution of approximately 0.005 x 10-3 5.1. units. 
Susceptibility data are acquired continuously and 
five readings are taken every second. Usual logging 
speed is 6 mlminute which provides samples every 2 
cm along the hole. - 3 

The following ten examples illustrate some of the 
advantages which can be obtained by using the 
new generation logs compared to  the previous 
generation or 'state-of-the-use' logs. 

Buchans. Newfoundland and Bancroft, Ontario 

The first two examples relate to gamma ray and 
spectral gamma ray lo s. The gamma ray log in 
figure 3 illustrates t f e  variations in  natural 
radioactivity in the volcanic rocks of the Buchans 
area, Newfoundland. These represent the host 
rocks for massive sulphide deposits. Four levels of 

P.G. K i l l e e n  
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Fi ure 3: Gamma Ray log recorded in volcanic rocks 
O? the Buchanr area, Newfoundland. The 
characteristic levels o f  radioactivity f o r  the 
different rock types can help the geologist with the 
interpretation, bu t  the source o f  radioactivit 
(potassium (K),  uranium ("1, or  thorium   hi 
remains unknown. 

radioactivity can be seen in the log. From lowest t o  
highest count rate these levels are characteristic of 
the  diabase dykes, andesite, rhyolite, and 
feldspathic rhyolite. It can be easily appreciated 
how this log could be an aid t o  a geologist 
preparing a geological log,-or trying t o  do hole-to- 
hole lithologic correlations. In this example the 

% amma ray log indicates that there i s  a zone 
etween 190 and 210 metres not noted in the 

geological log. This zone is interpreted as ryholite 
based on i t s  similarity t o  the log between 20 and 40 
metres (Mwenifumbo & Killeen, 1987). 

No information about the relative contributions to  
the gamma ray log by potassium, uranium or 
thorium, can be determined because only the total 
count is recorded. 

The spectral gamma ra logs shown in  figure 4 
provide information wKich cannot be obtained 
from the total count gamma ray log alone. This set 
of logs was recorded in the gneisses and cataclastic 

rocks of the Bancroft area. Ontario These are the 
host rocks for urantum depos~ts The total count 
log shows th ree s i g n ~ f ~ c a n t  anomaltes a t  
approximately 35,  45, and 50 metres The 
potassturn (K), uranlum (U) and thor~um (Th) logs 
show the relattve contributions of these three 
radioelements to the total count gamma ray log. 
All three anomalies are associated w ~ t h  pegmatites. 

The radioactivity associated with the pegmat~te at 
35 m i s  primarily due to uranium minerals such as 
uraninite. There is no significant gamma ray 
response in  the Th log. The pegmatite near 45 m 
has a mixture of uranium and thorium minerals, 
perhaps some uranothorite, as indicated by the U 
log and 'rh log. The third pegmatite near 50 m also 
contains a mixture o f  uranium and thorium 
minerals, but the U and Th logs indicate that 
thorium minerals predominate. It should also be 
noted that spectral gamma ray logs. when properly 
calibrated can be converted from count rate logs to 
radioelement concentration logs yielding the 
potassium values in percentages and the Th and U 
values in ppm (parts per million). See Killeen & 
Conaway (1978) or Conaway & Killeen (1979) for 
more details. 

The Yava Deposit, Nova Scotia 

A good example o f  the use o f  the SGG log i n  
mineral exploration isshown in figure 5. Here both 
a qualitative density log and a spectral ratio log are 
shown alongside a log of the lead concentrations 
from drill core assays. The lead in the form of 
galena is primarily concentrated in the sandstone 
overlying the Windsor Shale in  the Yava lead 
deposit of Nova Scotia. The density log shows a 
slight increase in the region where the lead i s  
concentrated but the spectral ratio clearly indicates 
the increase in heavy elements in the mineralized 
zones. Some addttional thin mineralized zones 
below the main ore body which were not assayed, 
are also evident in the log. Note that lead values 
considerabl less than 4% are easily detectable. It is  
apparent tKat the spectral ratio log could be 
calibrated t o  produce a lead-assay log in  this 
environment. 

The Newfoundland Zinc Deposit, Newfoundland 

The logs in figure 6 illustrate the response of the 
lPlR logs and the SGG log to an ore zone in a zinc 
deposit in limestone. The zinc assays from drill core 
are also shown in  histogram form, w ~ t h  values 
ranging up t o  8% zinc. Note that the assays are 
averaged over about 1.5 m of dril l  core. The 
spectral r a t i o  log ,  wh ich  ind ica tes  t h e  
concentrations of heavy elements, in this case zinc, 
shows the mineralized zones are actually about 0.5 
m thick. In addition the amplitude of the spectrat 
ratios is proportional t o  the assay values. The zinc 
mineral i s  sphalerite which is known to  be a poor 
conductor. As expected the resistivity log does not 
show any direct relationship to  the mineralized 
zones. However the IP lo shows 6 windows in the 
IP decay which indicate t t a t  there are polarizable 
particles associated w i th  the ore, and this is 
believed t o  be the sphalerite itself, contrary t o  
expectation. No other polarizable mineral tn the 
ore has been reported. 
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Figure 4: S ectral Gamma Ra log recorded in neissic rocks and pegmatites of the Bancroft area, Ontario. 
The three ga,oranomalies m:he Total Count KC) log caused by woma6tes at about 35 m. 44 m and 49 m 
are explained by the spectral gamma logs of K, U, and Th (see tejt). - 

Water FlowlFracture Detection at the Yava Deposit 

An excellent example of the use of high sensitivity. 
temperature and temperature gradient lo s for 
fracture detection is shown in figure 7. *he ?igure 
shows temperature and temperature gradient logs 
for three holes i n  the Yava deposit. The 
temperature logs show the expected slow increase 
with increasing depth and in addition a few abrupt 
changes indicating water flow into or out of 
fractures. These changes are emphasized by the T- 
gradient logs which show peaks at these locations 
where the rate-of-change of temperature is high. 
There appears to  be a continuous aquifer indicated 
in  all three boreholes just above the rhyolite 
breccia, at the base of the sedimentary coiumn. 
Hole 405 in the middle of the figure shows a water 
flow in the sandstone near 16 m, and hole 404 
shows water  f l o w  a t  about  33 m near a 
gypsumNVindsor Shale contact. The T-gradient logs 
in hole 404 apDear at first sight to be noisy but in 

fact are not. The character of the log is a result of 
the T-gradient e i n g  plotted at an expanded scale. 
Thisshows the water flow must be considerably less 
than in  the other two boreholes. 

Gold Deposits, Larder Lake Area. Ontario 

Gold occurs in such low concentrations that no 
geophysical log can detect it directly. I n  gold- 
exploration the logs must be used t o  detect 
associated mineralization, alteration, or other 
related geologic features in order t o  locate the 
gold ind~rectly. 

Figure 8 shows the geology, gold assays, and logs of 
magneticsusceptibility, resistivity, I.P. and the K log 
in  % K derived from a spectral gamma ray log. The 
gold which occurs in volcanic rocks i s  associated 
with pyrite .as indicated by low values in  the 

, . .  
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DENSITY SPECTRAL LEAD 
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Figure 5: Spectral Gamma- 
Gamma log recorded in the 
sandstone lead deposit a t  
Yava, Nova Scoria. The 
spectral ratio clearly bears a 
direct relation t o  the lead 
content plotted in histogram 
form. The spectral ratio is 
more sensitive than a density 
log  f o r  de l i nea t i ng  
mineralized zones in. this 
environment. 
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Figure 6: Comparrson o f  
Resrstivrt log t o  Induced 
d o n  jog in a zmc 
(sphalerr te)  deposr t  a t  
Danrels Harbour ,  - - Newfoundland. Zrnc assays 

> .  :< . % 
of drrll core and the spectral 

2 0 m  - - ratro log are also shown. - The IP log rndrcates t he  - 
mrneralrzed zones (unlike 
the resistrvrty log), but the 
response IS no t  d i rect ly  
proportronal t o  the assay . .-" , > values. The spectral ratro log 

f 
X y  * shows the zrnc-rrch zones are 

2 5 m -  - 
actual ly nar rower  t h a n  - rndrcated by t he  assays 
whrch have been averaged - over 7.5 to  2 rn of drill core. 

- 

3 0 m  - - - 



TEMPERATURE and T.  GRADIENT LOGS 

Overburden 
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figure 7: Hiqh Sensitivity Temperature logs (TI and the computed Temperature Gradient logs (G) for three 
boreholes in the Yava lead deposrt. Inflections in the T-logs represent changes in temperature caused by 
water flowing into or out of the borehole in fractures. The 7-gradient log emphasizes these water flow 
zones, making it possible to pick out very small temperature changes. (Note the change in scale on hole 
404.) 

MAGNETIC LOG 
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Figure 8: Geophysical logs and gold assays recorded in hole 80- 17 at the Larder Lake gold deposit (Ontario). 
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Figure 9: Gold assays and pyrite estimates, the K log, Resistivity (log scale) and spectral ratio logs recorded 
in the Larder Lake gold deposit (hole 80-25). 

resistivity log (plotted on a logarithmic scale). The 
high IP log response in the volcania compared to  
the values in the greywacke i s  due t o  pyrite 
disseminated throughout the entire volcanic 
requence. Near the y l d ,  the pyrite is sufficiently 
massive to  decrease t e reslsttvrty values to as low 
as those in the graphite zone just below 30 m. The 
lower half of the volcanic zone is  nron ly altered as 
shown by the decrease in values on t4e magnetic 
susceptibility log (magnetite converted t o  
hematite) and the decrease on the K values on the 
spectral gamma-ray log (potassium alteration). The 
gold is located at the top and bottom of the altered 
zone. 

' 3  

A second example related to  gold in  the Larder 
Lake area is shown in figure 9. The geology and 
gold assays are shown on the left side of the figure. 
The spectral ratio log on the right appears to be 
directly related to the gold assay log. In fact it is  
showing the distribut~on of pyrite (the heavy 
element being iron) associated with the gold. The 
pyrite estimates taken from the geolo ical log of 
the drill core are shown in the middle offigure 9. It 
i s  believed that the spectral ratio lo i s  a more 
accurate portrayal of the pyrite datr;%ution than 
the geologist's visual estimates. The low resistivity 
zones also coincide with the high pyrite content 
associated with the gold mineralization. Low 
potassium values in the K-log also delineate the 
pyrite. There are indications that the potassium 
displaced by the pyrite remains adjacent to the 
pyrite as at 47 m depth. 

 hi Hemlo Gold Deposits, Ontario 

In the Hemlo area the gold i s  located in a complex 
sequence of metamorphic rocks. The companies 
workin i n  the area have had to attempt t o  
subdivic?e the complex sequence by describin the 
same rock wi th different adjectives sue% as 
"garnetiferous' etc. The geological log in Figure 
10, showing units 3A. 7E and 7D. represents one 
such attempt and the details are not important 
here. The gold i s  associated with high barite 
content in strongly pyritized zones. These ore 
zones are indicated by low magnetic susceptibility 
values, high densities and high spectral ratios. The 
barite and pyrite cannot be separated by the 
spectral ratio lo or by the density log but the 
distribution of txese combined heavy minerals i s  
clearly evident in greater detail in the logs than 
indicated b the assay estimater In this case the 
pyrite and barite content a sufficiently high that 
the density log also clearly indicates these zones. 
The low magnetic susceptibility values in the ore 
zone are indicative of the alteration of magnetite 
to hematite. 

Massive Sulphide Deposit. British Columbia 

Geophysical logs recorded in  a non-economic 
massive sulphide zone about 5 metres thick are 
shown i n  figure 11. They include resistivity, 
conductivity, magnetic susceptibility and the 
spectral ratio. The resistivity log was measured 
galvanically and the conductivity log was measured 

P.G.  K i l leen 



DENSITY SPECTRAL MAGNETIC 
L O W  HIGH RATIO SUSCEPTIBILITY 

Figure 10: Density. spectral ratio and magnetic susceptibility (MSj logs recorded in the area of the Hemlo 
gold deposits (Ontario). 

LOG , MAGNETIC SPECTRAL 
(RESIST.) CONDUCTIVITY SUSCEPT. RATIO 

Quartzite 7 0 m  
Argillite 

Sulphide 8 0 m  

9 0 m  

1  OOm 
0 '3 0 , 1 0  2.1 0.50 0.55 

DDH 423  ohm -m S/m x ~ o - ~  SI 

Figure 11: Geophysical logs ecorded in a massive sulphide deposrt in British Columbia including Resistivity, 
Conductivity, Magnetic Susceptibility, and Spectral Ratio. 
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inductively. The sulphtde zone IS indicated by low 
resistrvity values at a depth of about 85 m. The 
logarithmic plot of the resistivity logs shows two 
dtstinct lows which were only evident as a single 
low in the original linear plot (not shown here). 
The conductivity log also shows that within the 
sulphide zone there are two narrow very high 
conductivity bands, the upper one being the most 
conductive. The relative conductiv~ty information 
could not be observed on the galvanic resistivity 
log. The spectral ratio log also ind~cates that the 
upper band contains the highest concentration of 
heavy elements (sulphides). The magnetic 
susceptibility log indicates that both zones contain 
magnetic minerals, likely pyrrhotite (or possibly 
magnetite). The local geologist confirmed that the 
massive sulphide zone was pyrrhotite. I t  i s  
interesting to note that the highest magnetic 
susceptibility values coincide with the lower band 
and not with the upper pyrrhotite band, which has 
the highest conductivity and spectral ratio value. 

Maqnetic Susceptibilitv Loss Versus Measurements 
on Drill Core 

In recent years many geologists have become 
convinced .of the  usefulness o f  maanetic - ~ -  - - 

susceptibility measurements in  their w o r k .  
However,. these measurements are most often 
made in a lab on drill core or in the field with a 
hand held susceptibility meter scanning drill core. 
Figure 12 i s  a comparison between magnetic 
susceptibility logs obtained by core scanning and by 
logging the hole (Bristow & Bemius. 1984). The 
results are essentially the same but the advantage 
of obtaining magnetic susceptibility logs from 
borehole geophysics instead of from measurements 
on drill core, is the tremendous saving in time. In 
this example about 40 m of core was measured at 5 
cm intervals in about 7 hours, while the borehole 
log at 6mlminute was completed in about 7 
minutes. Other advantages of logging include the 
increase in sample volume (relative to core), as well 
as the ability to make measurements where core i s  
missing. 

SUMMARY 

A new generation of borehole logging tools has 
evolved makin it possible to derive information 
previously unoztainable by borehole geophysical 

. . methods. As additional experience in their use and 
interpretation becomes available they should 
become state-of-the-use methods. In summary 
some of their primary applications are for: (1). 
i n te rpre ta t ion  o f  l i tho log j ,  (2) mineral  
identification, (3) alteration I enttfrcation, (4) 
water flow detection, (5) in situ ph 'cal properties, 
(6) stratigraphic correlation, and (7rn situ assaying. 
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EXPLORATION AND THE ENVIRONMENT 

Borehole geophysics in environmental 
applications 

C.J. Mwenifumbo, Geological Survey of Canada, 
Ottawa, Ontario 

I mop the went of contamination at an erining waste sire. ttars- 
h r v a t i o n  of groundwater quality is a mojor environmental borehole and borehoIe-tc+s@aoe elenrical methods am nLFo be uPed 

concern. 7ke d&maI of hazardous material from urban wasre in this appliarrion. Long-term monitonirg of contaminant migm 
dumps, mllling wastes in toiling ponds, and indutriol W e s  in tion in boreholes am be ammplished with techniques thot & 
m ~ n ~ m q y m ~ e p o ~ ~ o f p o t a M e g r o u n d -  todrmrgginelehiarlconduhvity,ttempemhu~andjhridalremimy 
water. The containment or mignmon of contarnbum& in the sub cmLFed by the p m c e  of contaminants. 
s q f e  depends on badrock chmpcteristia and lype of owdying 
sediments. Fmcturad bedrock and permeable sediments that t n q  
provide porhwoys for the mmqxm of po ten t i !  hmmfd con- I btroduction 

ogv. LithofogimI Worntion am be obtained from g a m m w ,  c o n f i  lithology that is impermeable to the migration of fluids. 
ef& &ity, induction, ma- =ptibildy, and some- Borehole geophysics can play an important role in the selection and 

tarninants should be avoided when selerting a dispaEPlde. The d e  
of borehole geoph- in /tauzdou~ wastesite investigations is 
reviemi in three cotegorier (1) site selection; 12) determination of 
the extent of contumimtion at eristing sites; and (3) long-term 
monitoring of migmtion of amzmhm, In 'nm aaegwy, bcxP 
hole geophysiml techn@m dewloped for lithology and frocRve 
idenrifkafion, and forpomity determination, p v i d e  some of the 
twmmy Wonnation for u&emanding the suhwgiade hydrogeol- 

times induced pohrimion logs; fmctwe detection and chmocteri- assessment of such a disposal site. 
zution am be ammplished with the use of dW, density, I The subsurface conditions at a number of W3l.s that p~lc 

The disposal of hazardous material from urban waste in gar- 
bage dumps, milling wastes in tailings ponds, and industrial wastes 
in injection wells poses a considerable threat to the environment. 
If the geological and hydrogeological conditions at the dkpad sits 
permit the migration of these wades, potential sources of potabk 
surface and poundwater may be contaminated. Because thc migra- 
tion of contaminants is mainly by sapage through gmundwatcr, 
an ideal disposal site should have no fraaure mnes and should haw 

m i r y ,  tetempemture, and rmd televiewr logs. &?hates of a threat to the envkonma~t have not bccn properly dtlincated. The 
pomrity m derivedphdyfrom neuvvn-namon, redstivity, dm- atent of commination from injection wells used for the disposal 
sity, and sonic log.  Borehole geophyldoal techniques uPed in water- of i n d a  waste needs to be pmpaly mapped. Borehole gmphys 
qualiry &tnnhations indude df-potential, f2ui-i fltlid, Eh (re- ics can be used to map iandfds and contamination plums from 
dox potentials) and pH meammmentr, and t b  am be used to 
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industrial waste disposal. Borehok geophysics can also play an im- 
portant role in monitoring the migration of contaminants becaw 
such contaminants mate significant changes in the physical and 
chemical propaties of the site. 

Borehole Geophysical Methods 
Most of the borehole geophysical techniques that have brm 

developed for hydrogeological investigation (Keys and MacCary, 
1971). mineral (Glenn and Nelson, 1979; Heam and Nelson, 1989, 
petroleum (Sara, 1984, 1986) and geotechnical (Rems, 1989) ap 
plications m be used for inv-ng hazadouswaste sits ( I h i d s  
and Keys. 1990; Howard, 1990). Conventional borchole logging 
techniques currently used at such sites include caliper, fluid con- . 
duuivity, galvanic rcskxivity. inductive conductivity, self pomtial, 
tan-, xwlnaI -ray, m-m -. 
neutron, sonic compressional wave (P-wave) velocity, and acoustic 
televiewer. Although otha borchole logging tecfiniqua such as in- 
d u d  pokrization, Eh, pH, magnetic susceptibility, and magnm 
meter measurements could also be used in the investination of. - 
hazardous-wastc disposal sites, at present thsc m h i q u a  arc not 
routinely applied. 

Not all of the techniques mentioned abow may be successfuny 
applied at any given site. The choia of techniqua is d c p d m t  
on the geological environment and the b o r e h o l ~ - l ~  e n d -  
mcnt (e.g. scdkmmy vs igneous and muamorphic cnvironmenu). 
The borehole-1- environment creates one of the major con- 
straints on what mcasumnans can be made. Borehob may be air- 
or fluid-filled, ortheymaykcafed with Litha plaslic o r d .  Tablc 
1 lists the mahods that arc best suited to the diffacnt borch01e 
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WLORATION AND THE ENVIRONMENT BOREHOLE GEOPHYSICS IN ENVIRONMENTAL APPLICATIONS 

environments, and these are briefly discussed in the following 
Seuiom. 

Natural Gamma-Ray 
Natural gamma-ray measurements detect variations in natural 

radioactivity due to changes m conantmion of the radioelements 
uranium 0 and thorium F), and potash (W. The principal 
source of natural gamma radiation m sedimentary rock formations 
is 40K contained in clay minerals such as illite and potassium feld- 
spars. In igneous and metamorphic environments, K, U, and Th 
may contribute equally to the total gamma &kition As different 
rock types contain variable amounts of these radioactive m i n d ,  
the gamma-ray log has commonly been used for lithological map 
ping. The gamma-ray log is also used in the pewleum industry 
to determine the clay content of f o n w i o ~ ,  which in turn is used 
to coma porosities determined from electrical logs. 

TABLE 1. Logging parameters in different borehole en- 
vironments 

Unawd Cud 
Alr4lld Wfflkd #uttc Sod 

Nuclear 
--Y 
-magamma m~ 
Neutrorrneulm 

Uectricel 
Self potential (Sq 
m t i v i t y  
Induced polarkation QFJ 
Inductive conductivity 

Soolc velocity 

Acoustic televiewer 

Borehole magnetometer 

Gamma-Gamma Density 
The -- density tool measures the b a h a m d  

gamma rays emitted by an anifid gamma-ray some. Gamma 
rays with enagis kss than 1 MeV intaact with atoms in the rock 
formations mainly by Compton scaaaing and through photoelec- 
tric effars. Gamma rays with energis of 150 keV and higher are 
used in dcnsity computation because they are affeaed mainly by 
the Compton saming proass. The bulk density of the rock for- 
mation is dctamimd from Compto- gamma rays, which 
are a function of the elemon density. Because the lowcnergy gam- 
ma rays are subject to photoelectric absorption, a lowcnergy win- 
dow is usul to monitor photoelectric dfc~s. Spearal garmna-garnma 
logging systons or lithodcnrity tools use the ratio of the low- to 
high-energy windows to compute the photoelectric index. Because 
the photoelectric index is mainly a function of atomic number, the 
index can be used as a lithology indicator to provide information 
about the elanental composition of the rock. 

The density-log nspo~l~e is highly variable and dependent on 
the geological environment. In sedimentary e n v i r o m ,  the density 
log is used to identify lithology or to daamim porosity. In igne- 
ous and metamorp.hic rocks, howeva, density logs may be difficult 
t o ~ b a a u s c t h e d m s i t y i s a l t c d b y t h e p r c ~ c n c t o f ~  
base maal sulphides, and oxides. 

Neutron-Neutron Porosity 
Thencutnm-rmtronweMoggingprobeam&sofaknv~ 

neumm sour& and a neutron d m .  Neutrons emitted by the 
so- are scat tad and absorbed within a rock formation. Neu- 
trons measured by the detector indicate the amount of neutron ab 
sorber in the rock. As the primary m w r  of neutrons in the 
earth is hydrogen, the neutron-ncutron log response is primady 
an indicator of water content. It is, thadore, an i n h  indicator 
of the porosity of the rock. In a sedimentary environment, this is 
the standard log for potodty daerminations. In -us and mefa- 
morphic rocks. knmm, c imgs  m apparent neutron porosity may 
not reflect the porosity of the rock rims because the response is 
incrraoed by tbc prscncc of mimak oanaining -hkally- 
tolJnd hydrogen. 
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Spontaneous Polarization or Self Potential (SP) 
The SP method involves the determination of natural poten- 

tials that arise from electrochemical clifferenos in the subsurface. 
in m i n d  pr-. borehole SP measurements are widely d 
for delineating sulphide and gaphitic conductors. The self poten- 
tials are developed within thse conductors by clamwhcmical reac- 
tions. In sedimentary environments, SP anomalies may be generated 
by fluid flow (electrofduation), temperature changes (thermoelec- 
mc). changes in the chemical composition and concblmtion of ekc- 
mlyte of the formation fluids, and s W e s s  of a porous formation. 
These measurements have, therefore, ban used prhriiy for geo- 
logical cornlation, estimating groundwater quality 
and GQngadhara Rao. 1990). dacding porous and permeable mmr 
in a formation (Keys and MacCary, 1971). and for investigating 
fluid flow (Corwin, 1990). 

The d v i t i a  of rocks are primarily a function of porosity, 
salinity, and tempemure of the pore fluid because the coidu& 
mediumismainlywatcr.kau.serejistivitis~rdleaporosi- 
ty changes in a formation, apparent por&a can be d e t d e d  
from the d v i t y  logs using Archie's Law (1W2). Conductive 
m i n d s  such as graphite, sulphides, and metallic oxides, howcva, 
s t r o n g l y ~ r e s i s t i v i t y . h I n c n t a l y r o c k s , l o w r e s i s t i v i t y  
is due either to W i c a n t  conccmrarions of sulphids and metallic 
oxides, or to an increase in porosity baause of fracturing. Clay 
minaals also decrease the nsiseivity of a formation. 

EkaiQI raistiviry nxasumncnts can be made in &her a single- 
hole (electrical rrsistivity log) or cross-hole mode. The electrical 
resistivity log is the axranganent most commonly used. In cross- 
borehole electrical mcasmmcnts, there are a number of variants 
in electrode c o n f i o n s .  Generally, at least two holes are used, 
one as a transmitting hole and the other as a receiving hole. 

Galvanic electrical measurements can be made only in fluid- 
fded u n d  holes. This restriction considaably limits applications 
in monitoring contaminant migration because most of the monitor- 
ing wells drilled in poorly unconsolidated sediments are &. 

Induced Polarization 
i n d u d  polarization (IP) measurements primarily indicate the 

p m a e  of polarizable and conducthe minerals. Ahhough the bore- 
hole IP method has becn used primarily in exploration for sulphids 
(Glenn and Nelson, 1979). this muhod has been shown to be poten- 
tially useful in formation evaluation for the petroleum logging in- 
dustry (Snyder et al.. 1977; Vinegar et d. 1986). In scdimcnmy 
rocks that are free from graphite or sulphide minerals, polariza- 
tion arises wherever the pore paths are lined with clay 'mimrals that 
have a cation(xchange capacity (manbrane polarization). The 
porosity and permeab'i of these r& an largely controlled by 
clay within the pore spaces. Clean, porous sedimentary rocks have 
virtually no IP response. IP can, therefore, be used to stimate the 
clay content of dirty sands. These data are useful in correcting the 
resistivity for the effects of clay (Snyder et al., 1977; Vinegar ei 
a!., 1986). The corrected rsistivity is then used to daamine the 
apparent porosity of the rock formation. The IP response within 
sedimentary mks may also reflea changcs in lithology and can 
be used as a mapping tool. 

Electromagnetic Methods 
Electromagnetic 0 methods can be used in single-hole log- 

ging measuranmts (the inductive conductivity log) or in aosshole 
measurements. The inductive canductivity (resistivity) log is exten- 
sively used in the petroleum logging indumy. but has only recently 
becn adapted for w in hydrogeological, geotechnical. or environ- 
mental applidans. One of the reasonr is that the range of 

Sonic 
Rcsittivity Ncutron Velocity 1/Rc8 Cslipcr Density 

-I urir ( I IL )  m-hwm~ ~ l - 1  UI=-.) 

R G U R E Z ~ , m m m . s o a i r ~ , ~ o f ~ , ~ ,  
ddemt ty logrrsonded ioBdbComhokBCs l - l . ~u idc frr -  
t u r r d / . h a e d ~ o a e b e h v r m 6 4 m d 7 8 m k d a r l y ~ b y 1 0 ~  
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variations is wide. The elmmagnctic systnns used in mimral a- 
ploration typically an designed to dctect highly conductive mas- 
sive sulphides and can not be used in environmental applications. 

Most of the applications in hydrogeological, gaxdmical, and 
environmental fields are in relatively reEistiw rocks. G c o k  
(Toronto) has raxdy dcvdopd an induaiw tool (the EM-39) that 
am be used in these applications. One of the major incentives for 
this dcvdopmcnt is that logging can be done in air-filled and plastic- 
cased hoks. Elccaical d v i t y  (conductivity) is a vay important 
physical parameta for monitoring contamination when a change 
in the cliwlvcrl ionic solids alters ?he clearid conductivity of the 
formations. 

~ l e ~ c & h a v e b r r s e d ~  
to map the conductivity variarions bawecn holes in enhand oil 
rea,very monitoring (LaBmqw. 1990). and to map scructurcs such 
as solution cavities in karst topography. This tahiquc scans 
prmnisingformappingaadevaldngaistinghndrmsandawciat- 
cd contaminant plumes. 

Sonic P-Wave Velocity 
The sonic or acoustic tool provides measurements of intaval 

travel time of P-wavcs through a formation. As the intaval travel 
time of the P-wave through the formation is the sum total of the 
time spent in the solid maPix and the time spent in the pore fluids. 
the response of the sonic log is related to the intmtihl pore wata 
content which, in samaml rocks, is equivalent to rock porosity. 
P-wave vdodties are also computed from interval travel times. 
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Temperature 
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Acoustic Televiewer 
The borehole acoustic televiewer is a high-fiqucncy logging 

device that provides an ultrasonic piaure of the borehole wall. A 
high-frequency acoustic signal is fxmmitted from the televiewer. 
and the amplitude of the refleaed signal from the borehole wall 
is a fundion of the acoustic properties of the rocks. The acoustic 
televiewer is an occcllent tool for fracture detection and charaaai- 
tation, and yields the most detailed information about the bore- 
hole wall. It is, however, a very expensive tool to run or purchase. 

Temperature Logging 
The temperature profde in a borehole is variably affected by 

several faaon, including (a) drilling fluid drcularion; (b) changes 
in lithology with different rhermal propaties; (c) groundwam flow; 
(d) presence of massive conduaive sulphides; and (e) seasonal and 
climatic temperature variarions. The most pmminmt tempaaturr 
anomalies are those caused by groundwater flow: watcr has a heat 
capacity 3 to 5 times that of the rock. Fraaurrs or shear zones 
that provide groundwater pathways can be located &I if hydro- 
logical gradients ah within the rock mass or if logging is done 
imm- after drilling (Drury and Jessop, 1982). 

Magnetic Susceptibility 
The magnetic m t i b i t y  of a volume of rock is primarily de- 

pendent on the amount of ferromagnetic minerals present, espe- 
cially magnetite, ilrnenite, and pyrrhotite. Magnetic suscq~tibiliry 
is an important physical property that can be used to identify lithol- 
ogy in igneous and metamorphic rocks. During h y d r o t h d  or 
other types of alteration, primary magnetic minaals in the rock 
may be replaced by weakly to non-magnetic minerals. Thus. 
anomalourly low magnetic s s x p t i i  in an othawise homogene- 
ously high-susceptibility rock unit may be an indication of altaed 
zones. These zones may be porous and pameable, thus enabling 
-on of contaminants through the groundwater system. 
Magnetic minerals within sedimentary f o d o n s  tend to concen- 
trate in the finer sediments, and susaptibility measurrmcnts, t h a c  
fore, may be used to distinguish siltstone/mudstone from clean 
sands. Some fine beach sands, h o w ,  may show higher susccp 
t i b i  because of the presence of magnetite and ilmenite. 

Because magnetic m s c e p t i i  rneasummts are made induc- 
tively, the tool can be used m fluid-fded or air-filed plastic- 
holes. These measurements can also be made on drill core, but the 
advantage of borehole meamrancnu is that they can be done where 
core is missing or in holes that have not been c o d  Zones where 
~reismissingareco~ontyof~rcatintnestbecausethc~are 
genaally associated with fracture zones. Borehole magnetic susccg 
t i i m a m m m t s a r c v i r t u a n y u n k n o w n i n h y d m g e o 1 ~ ~  
technical, or environmental applications. 

Borehole Magnetometer 
The other magnetic method that can be used to study environ- 

mental problems is the borehole thrcecomponent magnetomcta. 
Thisloggingtoolis~tlyreadilyavailablefornialinthistype 
of application, an cximple of which may be landfds that contain 
drums and maallic objear. This mahod may be used m uncased 
air- and fluid-fiued hoks, as well as in plastic-cascd holes. 

Geochemical Methods 
Gewhanical logging methods are the most promising borehole 

took for monitoring contaminant migration because several con- 
taminants substantdy affect the chanisry of groundw2Um. The 
geochemical methods amently developed for logging include fluid 
conductivity, Eh, and pH measurements. Fluid conductivity logs 
are the most widely used logs for watcrquality assessment. Eh and 
pH logging are not usually done, even though t h e  rneamaents 
are routinely carried out on wata samples colledcd for environ- 
mental purposes. 

caliper 
The hole diamcta is measured by a caliper. Caliper measure- 

ments arc - used for wmaing log -- that are sen- 
sitive to hole &. Because a hole is commonly enlarged within 
fracturrd uma, the ahper log is often used in fracture detection. 

Applications 
The following are examples of how some of the geophysical 

logging techniques may be used in investigahg sires. 
Most of the examples are taken from logging done by the Geolog- 
ical Survey of Canada (GSC). Some are tests conducted by the min- 
ing and petroleum logging indusrry at the GSC's Borehole 
Geophysical Test Site in Ottawa. 

Site Selection 
I n s d e c c i n g a ~ o u s ~ ~ , a m a n g ~ ~  

menu is that the wastes be ammined within the site of deposmon 
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and not migrate to contaminate any nearby surface or groundwater 
supply. Therefore, site evaluation involves identifying unframed 
rocks and relatively impermeable sediments. Within a sedimentary 
environment. waste should be mdmed by muigraphy of exuemely 
low permeability. The permeab'ities of most igneous and meta- 
morphic rocks are very low, but most of t h e  rocks are also highly 
altered or fracmed. Fmctured rocks are more porous and pame- 
able, and may therefore provide pathways for the qanspon of 
potentially harmful subsurface contaminants. It is also necessary 
that the water quality be detamined prior to disposal of wane at 
any new site to provide background data for future assessment of 
the degree of contamination Borehole geophysics may be used in 
site evaluation to map lithology and stratigraphy, to devrmine 
porosity of the rock formations, to detect fractures and alteration 
zones, and to detect fluid flow. 

Lithology and Stmtrmtrgraphic Mapping 
Natural garnma-ray logs are widely used to identify lithology 

and to map mtigraphy. Stratigraphic correlation permits lataal 
extrapolation of hydrogeological data. This is done by matching 
log characvr and amplitude between h o h .  The log-based intapre- 
tations are often confmed with lithologic data where such data 
are available. Figure 1 shows a cross section of gamma-ray logs 
from four wells drilled by the University of Watcrloo (Karrow et 
01.. 1990) for hydrogeological investigations. The sand and gravel 
layer between 30 m and 50 m is a pomtial aquifer, and the mas- 
sive day layer between 25 m and 30 m is a good upper confining 
bed. As this day layer is not intaseaed in borehole 82-2, this loca- 
tion has an open groundwater conwuniEation systan with the sur- 
f= mharge area This indicates a potartial danger for ground- 
contamination from the surface or near surface watm. Diswsal 
of waste near this site should be avoided. 

Porosity Derennination 
Quanfitative porosity demmimions are made mainly from four 

geophysical logs: neutron-n-on porosity, resistivity, density, and 
sonic velocity. The neutron-neutron porosity log is the standard 
porosity tool. 

l'he rebbionsip between rrsistiviry and porosity is obtained using 
Archie's Law (1942) which applies mainly to scdmentary rocks such 
as dean sands. This relationship is not readily applicable to igne- 
ous and metamorphic rocks, where increases in conductivity may 
be related to the presence of *hides and graphite rather than to 
porosity changes; the djsiinaion, howevcr, can be made by examin- 
ing IPlogs. LowresisMywithoutacorrespollctinghighIPrsponse 
is an indication of fractured porous zones which do not contain 
conduaiw minerals, whereas low rcshivity with a high IP nsponse 
will indicate zones containing conductive minerals which, therefore. 
may be unrelated to porosity changes. 

The relationship between sonic velocity and porosity is com- 
monly called the time-average equation (Hearst and Nelson, 1985). 
This relationship requires howledge of the matrix and pore-fluid 
sonic velocities, which may not be cady obtainable. The density 
log may be related to porosity if the matrix and pore-fluid densi- 
ties are known. 

Detection of Fmcture and AItemtzemtlon Zones 
Borehole geophysical techniques that can be used to detect and 

charactaizc fracture and altea!ion zones include resistivity, density, 
sonic velocity, neutron-namun porosity, amustic tdevim, caliper, 
and tanpcrarure logs. F w e  2 shows some of these logs acquired 
through fracnmd and altaed granite and gneiss at the GSC's 
Ottawa test site. The neutron log is in API units, whae low values 
~ t o ~ ~ , k n v M t u e s o n t h c i n t a v a l s c m i c - w  
log comspond to high porosity. All logs except density sam to 
m a p t h e ~ a l t c r e d 2 o n e f a i r l y ~ . A n i n c r c a r c i n h o l e  

Gamma Ray 
(cps) 

0 500 

Uranium 
Tailings 
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diameter within the fraaured rock is indicated by the caliper log. 
The density log response docs not show a wide. high-porosity zone 
in the fraaund bedrock, but indicates a number of open fracturrs. 
These are also clearly sgn on the caliper log. The resistivity log 
is presented in two modes: logarithm to the base 10 of resistivity, 
and as its reciprocal (1 /nsistivity = conductivity). 

Figure 3 is an example of how magnetic susceptibility measure- 
ments, in conjunction with elearical measurements, may be used 
to detect fracture and altaation zones. The elemid logs include 
the normal resistivity log and its reciprocal, and the inductive con- 
ductivity log. Low mxxpti ies  i n d i e  fractlrrcd and ahned base 
ment rocks and are wellcorrclatcd with i n c d  conductivity. A 
notable corrrlation bcnvem the inductive conductivity and susccp 
tibility log occurs at approximakly 90 m. 

F14showsnsistiviry,darsity.tanpaattlrr,andtnnpaahac- 
gradient logs acquired in a hole drilled through argihte and shale. 
The low-resistivity zones between 55 m and 100 m are due to sul- 
phi& mineralhion. A wide f r a m e  zone between 145 m and 165 
m is indicated by low rcsisfivity. Once again, the density log docs 
not show a comsponding wide, lowdensity zone. However, two 
narrow, fairly lowdarsity ma are indicated a! approximately 155 
m and 164 m within this broader resistivity iow. Thex two mnes 
arc probably due to an inucase in hole diameter caused by open 
fractures. The tanpaamre and tan- logs indicate 
wata production at 155 m, and in fact the hok is flowing anesian. 

sin&holega)p~dbggingprwidainf~ontherodc 
draraacristics & the immediate vkinity of a borehole. The in- 
o f t h e r o c k m a s s b d w e c n h o k s c a n b e i n ~ b y ~ k  
logging techniques. Such a study would reduce the chance of over- 
looking the presence of solution channels (apcdally in a karst cn- 
vir0nment)or faultzonathatwacnotintaseaedbythc~k. 
The moss-borehole geophysical tccfiniqua that can be used to du- 
; n e ~ s i t e r i n d u d e d c b r i c a l , ~ a n d d d r m i c  
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methods. Howewr, these are relatively new applications that are 
fairly expensive to run. 

Detection of Fluid-Pow 
Fluid-flow daecrion within a borehole can genaaUy be achieved 

with SP and temperature measuranmts. The detection of fra- 
zones with fluid movement in boreholes is imponant if the holes 
need to be canaued to avoid mixing of gmmdwaka bdwrm diffa- 
cnt aquifers. An excellent example of the use of SP, tanperature, 
and tanpaaturegradient logs for fluid-flow daection is shown in 
Figure 5. Also included in F w e  5 arc resistivity, and IP logs. This 
hole was drilled through m i n d i d  sandstone, shaks, and quartz- 
feldspar porphyry. SP anomalies OM within the sandstone are 
due to the presence of lead minedimion (sa corresponding high 
IP anomalies). A major water-producing zone at approxima& 39 
m is indicated by a significant change in the SP response, and the 
mnpaamc and tcmpaalure w e n t .  'lhis SP anomaly apparently 
is gemratbd by fluid flow and a tanpmtuc change. Another zone 
of water flow occurs at approximately 14 m, within the sandstone. 

48 - 281 - 

There is a proposal to carry out solution mining at this deposit. 
A necessary precaution would be to ensure that the aquifer at the 
base of the shale sequence is not conramhed by the leach solution. 

Mapping Existing Disposal Sites 
A n u m k  of landfa sites that pose a threat to the environ- 

ment have not been properly studied. The extent of c o w o n  
from injection wells used for the disposal of industrial waste needs 
to be properly mapped. Borehole geophysical techniques that can 
be used to map landfills and contamination plumes from the dis- 
posal of industrial waste include cros+borehole electrical and elec- 
tromagnetic methods, cross-borehole seismic methods, and 
magnaomaa methods. Crm-borehole measuranaus require that 
the holes be located ouiside the suspected site. Landfills would be 
arpeaed to be low in resistivity, and metal drums, chemicals, and 
related aqueous plumes should be a b k  by eleurical and bom 
hole thrceamponent magmtomem measurements. 

Monitoring of Contaminant Migration 
Curraaly,cmly~lagicalinstnrmauationisinstalledinmost 

wek corn to manitor waste and tailings facilities. Borehole 
geophysical logging (to monitor the migration of contaminants) is 
possible because contaminants change the physical and chemical 
charaaaistics of the formation fluids. These charaacristia indude 
electrical conductivity (daeaable by electrical and EM mahods), 
changes in Eh and pH, and development of spontaneous p o k -  
tion pdtentials related to oxidation and reduction in tahgs con- 
taining sulphides, and in dump sitts with mdallic objeds. Oxidation 
and reduction reactions may also cause significant changes in tan- 
perature distribution, which can be monitored by borehole tan- 
paature measurements. It should be noted that Eh, pH, and 
self-potential measurements can only be run in uncascd fluid-fded 
or perfomted p l a s t i c 4  holes. 

Monitoring organic contaminants, such as petrolcum products 
or solvents in shallow aquifers, poses a difficult problem (Green- 
house, 1991). There is generally no significant change in the physi- 
cal properties of the formation that can be deteded by prsent 
borehole geophysical methods. Geothamal muhods offa some poe 
sibiity of detccring these contamhmts if the initial fluids arc dis- 
charged at temperatures considerably different from those of pore 
fluids. 

Monitoring Contaminant Migration from a Uranium 
Tailngs Pond 
F w  6 shows a gamma-ray log through a plastic- hole 

in a uranium tailings pond at Elliot Lake in northan Ontario. The 
uranium ore at this mine comes from a quartz-pebble conglomer- 
ate containing 5% to 15% pyrite. Ore proassing is by a sulphuric 
acid-leach process and the tailings are neupalizcd by lime and 
hydroxide to a pH of 8 to 10 before being dkharged into the tail- 
ings ponds. The tailings consist of a mixture of sand- and silt& 
particks in a porous, modcmely pameable mass wnsising of 
quartz, feldspar, and approximatdy 5910 pyrite. The tailingr are 
deposited in a valley formerly occupied by a spruce bog, which has 
formed into peat, underlain by a vay permeable ghciefluvial sand 
and gravel aquifer. The gamma-ray log shows that the radioactive 
wastcs from the tailings had not migrated through the peat laya 
into the aquifa. 

Monitoring Changes in Fluid Tempemtum 
In a number of industrial plants, groundwater or wata from 

the supply mains is continuously pumped for oooling, or for w 
in the production processes. Waste water at some sites is disposed 
of in injection wells. These waste watcrs may be chemically pol- 
luted and at higher tan- than the groundwam. Seepage 
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of the waste water into shallow aquifers can be monitored by m- 
perarure measurements. Figure 7 shows a monitoring well drilled 
through a permeable aquifer close to an automobile piant in the 
Kitchener-Waterloo area, Ontario. An i n m  in gmundwam tern- 
perawes within the aquifer may be caused by leakage of warm 
water from heating systems, or by conduction of thermal energy 
into the aquifers from the heating pipes of the nearby plant. It is 
not known whether injection wells exist around the plant. Other 
holes logged within a few kilometres of this hole wig. 1) do not 
show this type of temperature disnibution. Although thermal pol- 
lution of groundwater is not as serious as chemical pollution, closely 
monitoring temperame anomalies may prove to be useful where 
thermal pollution is accompanied by chemical pollution. 

in mill-* ponds, sulphide oxifion-reduction reactions may 
gemrate suffiaent heat which could be monitored by using tern- 
perature logs. F w e  8 shows a t e m p a w e  log through a massive 
sulphide zone that is accompanied by large self potentials. The self 
potentials are generated by elsmchanical reactions among the sul- 
phides, and the increase in tanpem!mc suggests that heat is gener- 
ated by these reactions. 

Monitoring Changes in Huki Che- 
In tailings piles, the oxidation of sulphide minerals in unsatu- 

rated zones prodm addic water that lowers the pH and may gcna- 
ate spontanam ptcnhk. L m d n g  of the pH may cause otherwise 
insoluble substances to dissolve, thus changing the fluid conduc- 
tivity. The Eh (redox potential) values in the borehole fluids also 
change. Currently, borehole fluid-conductivity measurements are 
routinely done. Eh and pH logging tools have becn developed for 
use in the mind-logging industry, but have not been widely ap 
plied to environmental studies. Fluid-resistivity, and Eh and pH 
measuranmts are, however, routinely made on surf= and bore- 
hole water samples collected for environmental assessment and 
monitoring. The GSC is developing a geochemical probe that will 
measure fluid redstiviry, Eh and pH, as well as p m .  This probe 
should prove to be very w f u l  in monitoring contaminant migra-, 
tion from chemical waste4sposal sites and tailings ponds. 

Conclusions 
Borehole geophysia can provide valuable information neces- 

sary for the selection of suitable wastdkposal sites. Not all of the 
M o l e  geophysical techniques may be suassful at any givcn sire 
the choice of techniques is dependent on the geological awiron- 
ment (sedimentary vs igneous/metamorphic) as well as on the bore- 
hole environment (air-fded vs fluid-fded, cased vs uncased holes). 

The physical-propmy detamimions from density, sonic, and 
resistivity logs can be used in inurprcting and modelling surface 
pphysical data aapircd from tahiques as s3smic, r d j v ky ,  
and electromagnetic mahods. Caliper, fluid-rcsisfivity, and tanper- 
aturelogsmayalsobellrcdinoornctingothalogs,sucfiasraimvity 
and density logs, so that acwate hydrogeological pamnctas are 
determined. 

Tne most promising borehole geophysical mahods for monitor- 
ing and mapping the migmion of conmninauts include fluid 
resistivity, tanperamre, Eh, pH, s e l f - p o t d ,  and crossborehole 
methods such as elazrical and scismic tomography. Tcmpaamc 

logs can be used to detect fluid-flow, monitor thermal pollution, 
and detect redox reactions. 
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Results of multiparameter (gamma ray, conductivity, magnetic susceptibility) geophysical 
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fifteen 11" x 17'' colour plots and accompanying text 
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P.G.Killeen, C.J.Mwenifumbo, B.E.Elliott 

Results of multiparameter (Total Count gamma ray, K%, Uppm, Thppm, density, spectral 
gamma-gamma ratio, self potential, resistivity, induced polarization, magnetic 
susceptibility, and temperature) geophysical logging of five boreholes and acoustic 
velocity and 3-component magnetometer logs which were also recorded in one of the holes 
at the McConnell deposit are presented in a bound portfolio including twenty 11" x 17" 
colour plots and accompanying text. 

Contribution to Canada-Ontario Subsidiary Agreement on Northern Ontario Development 
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allow attributes for a specific layout of logs to be saved for future use and revision. 
On-line help is provided. 

Sales: GSC (Ottawa) 
Price: $75 ($97.50 outside Canada) 
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C8.1 Drill Rod and Casing Diameters 

C8.2 Drill Rod and Casing Diameters 
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C8.3 Wireline Drill rod and drill Bits 

11 size I I .D. I O.D. I Core diameter I Hole diameter 11  
II 

1 inches mm inches 

A0 1.38 34.9 1.75 

Drill rod (wireline) 

C8.4 Some Useful Conversion Factors 

Drill bit 

inches 

55.6 36.5 2.36 60.0 

becquerel 1 Bq = 2.7027 x lo-'' Ci (= 1 dis/s) 

disintegrations per second 1 dis/s = 1.00 x 10' Bq 

curie (=3.7 x 10'' dis/s) 1 Ci = 3.70 x 10" Bq 

ton (long) (=  2240 lbm) 1 ton = 1.016 x lo3 kg 

ton (short) (=.2000 lbm) 1 short ton = 9.072 x 10' kg 

ton (short) of U30, = 0.769 t U 

tonne ( =  metric ton) I t  = 1.00 x lo3 kg 

foot 1 ft = 3.048 x lo-' m 

inch 1 in = 2.54 x lo-' m 

pound mass/inch3 1 lbm/in3 = 2.768 x lo-' kg/m3 

pound mass/foot3 1 lbm/ft3 = 1.602 x 10' kg/m3 

I I I I I 
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